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ABSTRACT
Relationship between financial innovation and regulation is complex. Regulation
provokes certain innovations, but regulators also need to “catch up” with new inventions, in a
cat-and-mouse process of “regulatory dialectic”. Innovators look for opportunities to exploit
regulatory gaps, regulators impose new regulations, and each new regulation gives rise to new
opportunities for more innovation. The center of this circling process is improved financial
services for the needed group, better consumer protection and healthier institutional
arrangements.
This research aims to understand the financial innovation approach and process adopted
by Chinese Large Commercial banks in a constrained environment. A qualitative study based
on process model, extended case-method and multiple case-study approach are applied in this
research, using an epistemological view of interpretivist. Two case firms are selected based on
“maximum difference” approach to identify themes and patterns based on pair and pragmatic
comparisons.
From results of this study, regulation can be catalyst or hindrance to financial innovation,
depend on the degree of coherence between the banks’ innovation strategy and government
policy. Performance pressures are important drivers to financial innovation, despite limitation
imposed by organizational bureaucracy and trajectory. Multidisciplinary project team
approach is used in most cases to improve knowledge absorptive and sharing through
effective co-work and co-creation. Innovation in banking follows a generic process of idea
generation, concept development, innovation construction and diffusion. No one-size-fit-all,
but a variety of innovation models are adopted by financial institution depending on its
institution arrangement and institutional environment surrounding. Contrary to the open
innovation concept, customer participation in the financial innovation process is rarely happen
or it is easier said than done.
This study sheds some lights on the financial innovation process vis-a-vis regulation
dialectic in China. Further case studies to include Internet finance firm and private-owned
bank based on institutional change theory may reveal more robust and interesting findings.
Key-words:
Change | Innovation | Regulation Dialectic | Chinese Financial Services |Bank
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1. INTRODUCTION
Financial service represent a considerable economic sector at a global scale. In Europe, for
example, financial services represented roughly 6% of gross value added in 2010 (Eurostat).
In OECD countries, financial intermediation, real estate, renting and business activities
accounted for almost 30% of total value added in 2010 (OECD, online library). Financial
services represented about 10% of China GDP and achieved 17% growth in 2014 (China
Daily). Despite its central and essential role in the economy, financial service sector has been
largely been neglected in innovation studies (only 255 articles published in peer-reviewed
journals, from 1998 to 2008, based on Tipu’s (2011) finding). To certain extent, this is
attributed to the fact that financial innovation is largely hidden, of intangible nature and hard
to visualize in financial industries. Financial firms do not really have a dedicated innovation
or R&D department per se. In addition, financial service have long been adopting a
conservative approach to innovation. The risk-adverse attitude towards financial innovation,
combined with common beliefs that most financial innovations are only imitations of existing
products, has indeed contributed to innovation laggards in financial service industry over the
last decades (Mention and Marko, 2014).
Recently, innovation in financial services has attracted increasing attention and criticism
following the rapid rise of internet finance in China, which include P2P lending platform,
online payment, crowdfunding, online distribution of financial products and cross-industry
collaboration between bankers, IT firms and industry players. The Chinese government and
giant IT firms have been vigorously driving innovations in financial service sector in recent
years. Chinese government promotes the development of an inclusive financial system though
private-owned banks pilot program, and reduce financial costs for small-scale enterprises by
lowering the base-lending rates, as well as a healthy development of Internet finance through
regulation and deregulation. "Financial innovation is one of the driving forces for people to
start their own businesses and provide job opportunities, and people's demand for financial
services can push forward reforms in the sector," the premier Li Keqiang (China Daily, 2014).
Giant IT firms apply new technologies such as mobile Internet, big-data analytics, cloud
computing and QR code payment to drive innovations in Internet finance. “There are two big
opportunities in the future financial industry. One is online banking, where all the financial
institutions go online; the other is internet finance, which is purely led by outsiders. The
financial industry needs spoilers to make a revolution,” says Jack Ma, Chairman of Alibaba
and Ant Financial group (New York Times, 2014).
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The recent collapse of many P2P lending platforms (in 1st half 2015, around 419 P2P
lending platforms were closed down, and total 784 platforms were closed since 2013,
according to wangdaizhijia.com ), however, raised concerns over “aggressive financial
innovations”, financial investor/consumer protections, social and financial stability. Critics of
financial innovations argue that recent innovations were not aiming at the “enhancement of
the ability of the financial the financial sector to perform its social functions” (Joseph Stiglitz,
cited by The Economist, February 2012), but rather embraced “opaque pricing including
billing tricks and traps … that encourages unsafe lending practices” (Pew Charitable Trust,
2009, cited by Lerner and Tufano, 2011) and had hardly any positive effects on the
productivity of the economy. However, some scholars argue that innovation in financial
services should not be feared, as it is an acknowledged driver for economy growth,
international business and market competitiveness, and therefore, it should bring benefits to
the society as a whole. “Instead of resist to innovation, we claim that innovation should be
properly designed, sustainably managed and correctly implemented…Quite surprisingly
though, the process of innovating in financial services has been largely disregarded; or has
been explored within larger studies embracing all kind of service industries; irrespectively of
the distinctive features of the financial service,” (Mention and Marko, 2014, pp.2-3).
Applying positivist lens on financial innovation, the Third Plenum (Nov 2013) of the 18th
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC) adopted a Decision on Major
Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms (the “Decision”). It was decided to
deepen the Chinses financial system reforms include establishment of privately-owned banks,
Renminbi internationalization, interest rate and Renminbi capital account liberalization,
deposit insurance scheme and financial institutions’ market exit mechanism. The overall
theme is “to liberalize and let the market economy to drive innovation”. In July 2015,
Guideline Opinions on Promoting the Healthy Development of Internet Finance (the
“Opinion”) was released to encourage healthy innovation in financial service industry and lay
out measures to ward off potential risks. The Opinions formalized the governance bodies,
operation guidelines and disclosure requirements for different segments of Internet finance in
China.
The reformation in financial system is also changing operation landscape of the financial
institutions in China. After a long period of monopoly, Chinese state-owned banks have
limited experiences in dealing with the dynamics of open competition and declining profit
margin. Although they have access to policy advantages in government-led financial
inventions such as Shanghai Free Trade Zone, the challenge they face is lack of talent and
2

competence to develop innovative financial products. State-owned banks are also imposing
transaction ceilings on third-party payment tools in responding to competition from online
Money Market Funds (MMF) such as YuE’Bao of Alipay. Another prominent issues in the
Chinese banking system is shadow banking. Standard & Poor's (S&P) estimated the size of
shadow banking in China at 22.9 trillion yuan (equivalent to 50% of GDP) as of the end of
2012. The rapid expansion of shadow banking in China is possibly the result of financial
innovation to meet the financing needs from real estate industry and provincial governments,
investment needs from investors for higher returns than bank interest rates, and lending needs
from banks to avoid supervisory and regulatory controls on loan-to-deposit ratio (75%).
Innovation in financial services industry is required to enhance competitiveness of stateowned banks and to sunshine the shadow banking. With these objectives in mind, the People's
Bank of China (“PBOC”) remain committed to the perception, direction and policies of
encouraging innovation in the industry, by closely following principles laid out in the
Decision and Opinion. PBOC also prevents local and systemic risks by building a diversified,
multi-layered financial system that focuses on developing statistics to determine actual
conditions and promoting continued financial reform, including the liberalization of interest
rates, development of financial inclusion and encouragement of financial innovation (PBOC
website).
Numerous scholars (Flier et al., (2001); Goddard et al., (2007); Mention and Marko,
(2012)) have called for the needs to further understand what financial innovation is, how it
happens, what are the antecedents and consequences, who are the main actors, what are
innovation facilitators and barriers, and what are its effects at different levels, including
institution and institutional. Recent literatures and trends have stressed out the challenges for
innovation in financial services are multifold and mainly stem from the undeniable role of
regulation, the relative lack of formal appropriability mechanism, the dominant use of new
technologies including social media, the shift in behavior and towards accrued customer
centricity, the automation of processes and the rebuilding of trust and confidence (Mention
and Marko, 2012). A new set of norms, legitimacy and business models will emerge after the
institutional change brought by regulation, technology and competition. Chinese banks are
facing managerial and operational dialectics in the process change and changing and change
in the institution and institutional arrangements. (EY, 2013).
Next, let’s review what have been the mainstreams of innovation research in banking.
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1.1 Innovation Research in Banking
Research on innovation in banking has thrived in recent years, particularly in the social
sciences, which focuses on the role of financial innovation in regulation, social and economic
change (Fagerberg et al. 2005). Given the predominance of financial innovation in economies,
the underpin question is: What is being published on innovation management in banking?
Tipu (2011) performed a study over 255 articles in 116 peer-reviewed scholarly journals
published between 1998 and 2008 on topics related “innovation management in banks.” It
was suggested that the literatures on innovation management in banks could be classified into
five broad themes: (1) process of innovation; (2) types of innovation; (3) factors affecting
innovation; (4) protection of innovation; and (5) measures of innovation.
Figure 1 Distribution of financial innovation articles by research theme

16, 6%

9, 4%

93, 37%
62, 24%

Factors affecting innovation
Process of innovation

75, 29%

Type of innovation
Measurement of innovation
Protection of innovation

Source: Tipu (2011)

The analysis based on the subject area revealed that most of the articles focus on factors
affecting innovation (36.5%) and process of innovation (29.4%). The school of variance
model finds some factors which could deter and/or facilitate financial innovation include
organizational structure (Berger & Udell, 2002), organizational culture (Vermeulen, 2004),
human resources (Glaveli & Kufidu, 2005), technology (Berger, 2003), legal environment
(Jawahitha et al., 2003), communication flow (Lievens & Moenaert, 2000a), competition
(Bradley & Stewart, 2003a, b) and cost (Gurau 2002). The school of process model discusses
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financial innovation as a process in an organization (Cooper, 1998; Oke & Goffin, 2001).
Business strategy is considered the building block and antecedent of financial innovation
(Atherton & Hannon, 2000). Some of the stages of financial innovation process include idea
generation, concept evaluation, development and commercialization (Luecke, 2003).
The types of financial innovations are discussed in the context of innovation domain,
such as product, service, process, channel or business model innovation; and innovation
management, such as radical or incremental innovation. Radical innovations also refer to
“path-breaking, discontinuous, revolutionary, original, pioneering, basic, or major
innovations” (Green et al. 1995 in Zhao 2005: 27), whereas incremental innovations are
“small improvements made to enhance and extend the established processes, products, and
services” (Zhao 2005: 27). Protection of financial innovation outcome is important during the
diffusion process. Different means such as patents, technology embeddedness, and user
stickiness could be employed to protect the innovation so that rivals cannot easily copy the
productive new idea (Frame & White 2004). Finally, it is imperative to assess the innovational
performance in order to better manage the innovation process. Different innovation
performance measurements are reported in the literature such as investment in information
technology (Beccalli, 2007), new product rate (Sumita, 2008), and research and development
(R&D) expenditure (Adams et al. 2006).
Tipu (2011) further revealed that there is generally an increase in published articles on the
subject of innovation management in banks during 1998~2008, with publication surge
coincidence with post-financial/economic crisis. The year 2003 witnessed the highest increase
in articles published in a single year between 1998 and 2008. A total of 19 articles were
published in 2002 and raised to 40 in 2003, which is more than double increase. Nevertheless,
literature concentrating on how financial service firms organize their innovation activities
remains scarce (Costanzo et al., 2003). Anderloni and Bongini (2009, p.45) conclude that
“there is a systematic informational deficit, arising from rigorous empirical studies, as to how
banks organize their R&D activities to promote innovation and which of these organizational
choices successfully sponsor financial innovation”.

5

Figure 2 Distribution of articles by year of publication

Source: Tipu (2011)

Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst (2005) group the 19 financial innovations they study into
three categories, based on whether they (a) facilitate the transfer of value through time; (b)
allow the ability to contract on future values; and (c) permit the negotiability of claims. There
are almost as many schemes as authors, but many of these share the features of looking
through to the underlying functions performed by the innovations (Lerner and Tufano, 2011).
They conclude three sets of issues that make the study of financial innovation particularly
challenging:


The financial system is highly interconnected. As a result, a financial innovation is likely
to generate a complex web of externalities, both positive and negative. Therefore,
assessing the social consequences of financial innovation can be very challenging.



Financial innovations are highly dynamic. As an innovation diffuses from pioneering
adopters to more general users, these products frequently change in their underlying
structure, the way that they are marketed, and how they are used. These transformations
mean that the consequences of an innovation may change over time.



While certainly many forms of innovation, such as pharmaceuticals, are subject to
regulation, the regulation of new financial products and services is particularly complex
and dynamic, and new financial reform has an uncertain impact on the pace and direction
of financial innovation.
Unlikely manufacturing innovation, one of the major challenges associated with the study

of financial innovation is the lack of data. Financial service firms rarely report R&D spending
and the fact that financial patents were used only infrequently until recently (Lerner and
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Tufano, 2011). Lerner (2006) takes a new approach in addressing this gap by developing a
measure of financial innovation based on news stories in the Wall Street Journal. The analysis
finds firms that are less profitable in their respective sectors are disproportionately more
innovative. These results are consistent with depictions by Silber (1975, 1983) that more
marginal firms will contribute the bulk of the financial innovations. However, this is in
contrast to the last decade experience that most new financial innovations were initiated by
large financial institutions that have the advantage of market size in product diffusion and
transfer of risks.
Next, before we go further, let’s answer these questions: What is financial innovation?
What are their specific attributes compared to other innovations? What are the common forms
or types of financial innovation?

1.2 Definitions, Characteristics and Types of Financial Innovation
Lerner and Tufano (2011, p.6) defines Financial innovation as “the act of creating and
then popularizing new financial instruments, as well as new financial technologies,
institutions, and markets. The innovations are sometimes divided into product or process
variants, with product innovations exemplified by new derivative contracts, new corporate
securities, or new forms of pooled investment products, and process improvements typified by
new means of distributing securities, processing transactions, or pricing transactions.”
Products of financial innovation in early 2010s are financial instruments such as ETFs
(exchange-traded funds), hybrid complex MTNs (medium-term notes), sovereign CDS (credit
default swaps on sovereign debt) and liquidity swaps, and on new trading practices such as
HFT (high-frequency trading) (Muniesa and Lenglet, 2013). Casu et al. (2006, p.30) define
financial innovation “as the act of creating and then popularizing new financial instruments
as well as new financial technologies, institutions and markets.”
Frame and White (2004, p.118) define financial innovation as “something new that
reduces costs, reduces risks, or provides and improved product/service/instrument that better
satisfies participants’ demands”. According to Frame and White (2004, p.118), financial
innovations embrace “new products (e.g. adjustable-rate mortgages, exchange-traded index
funds), new services (e.g. Internet banking, online securities trading), new production
processes (e.g. credit scoring models, electronic record-keeping for securities), and new
organizational forms (e.g. new type of electronic exchange for trading securities, internet7

only banks)”.
Llewellyn (1992) identified three fundamental differences between financial innovation
and innovation in other sector: (1) unlike many industries, the R&D costs for creating new
products are relatively low in the financial sector; (2) due to lack of invention patent
protection, the financial innovation is easy to copy and (3) the financial innovation is strongly
influenced by regulations: many of them derive from the desire to elude the legal stipulations
or exploit the regulation gaps or grey areas. The fact that the financial innovations are visible
and immediately copied contributes to increasing the financial integration at an international
level (p. 16).
Four distinctive features of innovation in financial services have also been emphasized in
the literature. First, the role of regulation either as an innovation catalyst or as a hindrance
factor has been widely debated (Marcus, 1981). Second, until recently, most of innovations
from financial services were not considered eligible for patent protection (Kumar and
Turnbull, 2006; Lerner, 2006). Third is their propensity to cooperate for innovation activities.
Vence and Trigo (2009) find strong evidence of inter-firm cooperation whereas Oliveira and
Von Hippel (2011) highlight the importance of users as co-creators in the retail banking
industry. Forth, innovation in financial services is usually depicted as incremental. Weak
appropriability regimes and ease of imitation combined with resource-intensive, timeconsuming and costly innovation process hinder the development of radically new offerings
(Alam, 2002; de Brentani, 2001; Easingwood, 1986).
Mishkin, 2007 (p. 250-257) classified financial innovation into three types: (1) financial
innovations as responses to changes in demand conditions. Examples are financial products
and services that are meant to attenuate the interest rate risk during the interest rates volatile
regime; (2) financial innovations as responses to changes in supply conditions. Examples are
credit and debit cards, e-bank, commercial papers and securitization from the benefits from IT
advancement; (3) financial innovations meant to avoid regulations. An example of this in
China is the cooperation model between Banks and Trust Companies to issue loan through
trust products.
Mason (2008, p. 11) classifies the innovations into “real” and “nominal.” Real financial
innovation provides important economic benefits to the community and creates values (and
protection) to financial customers, while nominal financial innovation is vehicle that mainly
raises the compensation in Wall Street, with few real benefits. Thus, Pol (2009, p. 9), defines a
“toxic” financial innovation as being “a nominal innovation which single or jointly with other
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financial innovations provokes a financial crisis.” Krugman (2007) echo in regards to
securities regulation: “The innovations of recent years—the alphabet soup of C.D.O.’s and
S.I.V.’s, R.M.B.S. and A.B.C.P.—were sold on false pretenses. They were promoted as ways to
spread risk, making investment safer. What they did instead—aside from making their creators
a lot of money, which they didn’t have to repay when it all went bust—was to spread
confusion, luring investors into taking on more risk than they realized.”
In China, Information Communication Technology (ICT)-based Internet finance
innovation models, include online MMFs (such as YuEBao), QR code monetary transfer
(Alipay, WeChatpay), cloud banking (MYbank and WEBank) and big-data analytics in credit
modeling (such as Sesame Credit of Alipay) meet the general definition of financial
innovation. In addition, private-owned banks pilot program for Small and Medium sized
Enterprises (SMEs) and micro-financing, deposit insurances, structural collaboration between
banks, IT firms and industry players also another forms of financial innovation.
However, the cookie-cutter nature of Chinese commercial banks – they all look the same
and offer the same products – shows that financial innovation in Chinese commercial banks is
in infant stage. The lack of diversity makes competing difficult when the market is further
opened to competition from outsider – foreign banks, IT firms and Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs). “Homogeneity has been a major drawback of China’s banks. There are all kinds of
banks on the street, but if you don’t look at their brands when you walk into the banks, you
can hardly tell any difference between them,” an industry expert interviewee, Mr. Wang, says.
“On the contrary, banks in America and Europe usually have their own unique brands. For
instance, Citibank, HSBC, Standard Chartered Bank, and First American Bank are all very
different in terms of their ethos, cultures, products, values, and internal structures.”
Chinese banks are also in lock-step when it comes to their aversion to supplying loans to
China’s small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), despite the fact that Chinese SMEs are
the engine of China's economic growth, accounting for approximately 60% of the national
GDP. Covering more than 99% of business in China and providing 75% of domestic
employment opportunities. SMEs are facing difficulties to obtain loans from banks due to
their lack of liquid capital and real estate. If the financing problem, faced by domestic SMEs
cannot be properly solved, it may exert a negative effect on the speed and quality of economic
growth. With China’s marketization of interest rates and further opening-up of its banking
industry, local banks will need to accelerate the scope and speed of their financial innovation
process. It will be vital for China’s commercial banks to answer some core issues such as:
How to carry out cost-effective valuation and assessment on SMEs? How to meet the needs of
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these SMEs through financial innovation? and How to continuously expand quality customer
resources?
After understanding the basic concepts of financial innovation and issues in China. Next,
let's further review the issues of financial innovation and regulation dialectic.

1.3 The issues of Financial Innovation and Regulation Dialectic
The relationship between financial innovation and regulation is complex. There has been
much written about regulation (and taxes) as being important stimuli for financial innovation.
Miller (1986) expounds on this link at some length, and it is fairly easy to find financial
products whose origins or consequences can be tied, at least in part, to regulations or taxes.
Regulation has been of the main drivers for successful innovations. For example, bank capital
rules have encouraged the creation or adaptation of a variety of capital securities. Likewise,
financial innovation has also induced new or reformation in regulations. The widespread of
sovereign CDS which leads to the 2008 subprime loan crisis has resulted in endorsement of
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DFA).
Not only does regulation provokes certain innovations, but regulators also need to “catch
up” with new inventions, in a cat-and-mouse process that Kane (1977) labels the regulatory
dialectic. Innovators look for opportunities that exploit regulatory gaps, regulators impose
new regulations, and each new regulation gives rise to new opportunities for more innovation.
Lerner (2006) further develops that regulatory burden may deter young and inexperienced
firms from engaging into the innovation process, due to the resources scarcity and, therefore,
provides argumentation that such as regulatory burden may create innovation barriers.
However, some scholars (Mention and Marko, 2012) argue that regulation and de-regulation
can induce innovations which provide rooms for new comers (such as IT firms and MNOs) to
explore new financial service modelling to meet the needs of those un-banked. Lerner and
Tufano (2011) consider two issues in the current regulatory system. First, many regulatory
bodies have mandates that are defined by product or by institution, rather than by function.
Suppose that one wants to regulate equity exposures broadly, one would have to coordinate
activities between multiple government and market agencies. Second, even a well-staffed,
reasonably well paid, and highly talented regulatory agency is up against a world of potential
entrepreneurs and innovators.
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Banks were traditionally subject to a strict control for consumer (investor & depositor)
protection and financial stability. In recent years, with deregulation and financial
liberalization, the strict rules governing banking activity were gradually removed and replaced
by less stringent requirements. For example, cross-border financing regulations were relaxed
to promote RMB internationalization. Private banking pilot programs are established to help
resolve Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) financing issues. Opinions and guidelines are
developed to promote healthy development of Internet finance to encourage financial
innovations. However, regulations concerning shadow banking, capital adequacy and
disclosure requirements have been strengthen by the regulators to avoid systematic banking
risks. Kane (1977, 1981 and 1988) introduces the regulatory dialectic concept. Basically,
financial institutions resort to financial innovations to avoid strict regulations affecting their
profitability. In turn, the authorities introduce other rules as response to the financial
institutions action and this “game” is endless. As Kane highlights, banks always search new
modalities to circumvent the regulations that affect their profitability. Therefore, a key-driver
of financial innovation is regulation.
From a consumer protection point of view, a key concern of excessive financial
innovation is surge of complicated financial products that are associated with reduced
transparency in the products and an array of choices that difficult for consumers to evaluate.
Evidence shows that a substantial proportion of consumers make poor financial decisions,
undertake little comparison of products, are often reluctant to switch products, and rely
heavily on product information issued by financial services suppliers (Financial Services
Authority (FSA), 2006). Bernanke (2009), in his keynote speech, summarizes that: “Financial
innovation has improved access to credit, reduced costs, and increased choice… Regulation
should not prevent innovation, rather it should ensure that innovations are sufficiently
transparent and understandable to allow consumer choice to drive good market outcomes…
Regulations need to strive for the highest standards of consumer protection without
eliminating the beneficial effects of responsible innovation on consumer choice and access to
credit.” I am partially agree with Bernanke’s view above. The Chinese financial system is
immature and financial intellectual in China is at infant stage, compared to the US. Therefore,
we cannot adopt an ‘invisible hand’ (Smith, A., 1976) approach in China financial service
industry. I would rather advocates a ‘check-and-balance’ approach where financial innovation
to pilot run in limited scopes, free trade zones, cities or provinces, to observe and learn the
risk implications and market reactions. Once a proven model is developed, the pilot runs can
be extended to more scopes or geographical areas. In such way, adverse impacts from “over11

innovative” or “risky” product can be contained by controllable measures.
Much of the regulation reformations toward financial consumer protection are therefore
promoting greater transparency and justice on (1) how firms promote their business to
customers, and on (2) how a financial product is sold, (2a) whether information is forwarded
in a clear and transparent manner and (2b) indicates a sale should only occur when the
customer is satisfied that the product sold is appropriate and (2c) the characteristics of the
product have been clearly transmitted (Financial Services Authority (FSA), 2006). Inevitably,
regulation will tend to react to innovations, typically with a lag. From the perspective of
systemic risk, this responsive approach may be appropriate, as innovations early in their Scurve adoptions are unlikely to pose economy-wide risks, and are probably bought and sold
by the more sophisticated set of adopters (Lerner and Tufano, 2011).
The China shadow bank issue is a good example of Regulation dialectics (Kane, 1977).
In China, there is rising concern about the rapid expansion of financing through shadow
banking, such as the wealth management products sold by banks and the trust products sold
by trust companies. Through shadow banking, funds are flowing into the real estate market,
either directly or indirectly through financing platforms of local governments, spurring an
increase in housing prices. The local governments set up special vehicle companies to obtain
loans from banks to finance local development. This resulted in rapid increasing of provincial
government debts issue, and inability to payback upon maturity as most of the funds were
used to build infrastructures to sustain GDP growth. The return or yield from infrastructure
investments are long-term and low. What worsening the situation is most of these loans are
“off-the-book” through special trust-bank cooperation arrangements.
There are two models of bank-trust cooperation that circumvented regulatory
requirements on banks and trust companies. In Model A, commercial banks on one hand
collect funds from clients through issuing wealth management products and on the other,
entrust such funds to trust companies for management. The banks' clients have no direct
dealing with the trust companies in Model A. In Model B, trust companies engage bank to act
as a distributor to promote the trust products. The bank’s clients directly deal with the trust
companies and bank only acted as an agency in Model B. In Model A, most banks' wealth
management products are off-balance sheets, as banks do not assume the risk on their own. In
Model B, these trust products, bypass loans through trust companies to avoid regulations on
real estate-related loans are considered to be a particular problem. In both models, trust
companies obtained funds through the bank channels to finance properties constructions and
local government debts. These financings are “off-the-book” and classified as “shadow
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banking”. The implications are, through various intermediary arrangements, the trust
companies “by-passed” the regulatory requirements.
As represented by these products, the shadow banking system in China is similar to that
in Europe and the United States in the following respects: (1) it serves the function of
maturity transformation; (2) it has become a tool to avoid regulations; and (3) liquidity crises
due to massive withdrawal of funds may occur, as the shadow banking system is not
supported by the deposit insurance system or the discount window of the central bank.
However, the shadow banking system in China is also very different from that in Europe and
the United States, as the latter are (1) led by non-banks; (2) have a high securitization rate; (3)
have a high leverage rate; and (4) purchases are mostly made by institutional investors,
whereas the former (1) is led by commercial banks; (2) has a very low securitization rate; (3)
has a low leverage rate; and (4) purchases are mostly made by individual investors (Zhang
Ming et al., 2014).
In view of the rapid development and creative business modeling in trust companies, the
regulators issued and implemented a number of new laws and regulations to increase risk
management and supervisions of this sector. In Oct 2011, the Trust Laws was released and a
year later, in light of still unacceptable levels of risk, the PBOC released the Provisional Rules
on Entrusted Funds Management of Trust and Investment Companies. These two laws
attempted to reform the sector by first improving regulatory oversight and establishing a
framework for punishing companies operating outside of the laws, as well as limiting the
business scope of trust companies. Trust companies were no longer allowed to borrow from
abroad, guarantee minimum returns or take deposit of any sort.
Despite controls over the operating scope of trust companies, the trust business continued
to grow through various innovative ban-trust cooperation models, and by the end of 2004, the
sector had asset totaling RMB278.4 billion and managed wealth of RMV204.2 billion. During
the period of 2004 to 2007, a number of trust companies scandals emerged, with the default
by JinXin Trust and Investment on one of its trust products causing the biggest stir (China
Business Weekly, 2004). The trust sector once again became a major concern in China’s
finance industry. A major regulator reform occurred with new legislation passed by CBRC in
2007, entitled Measures on Administration of Trust Companies and Measures on
Administration Collective Fund Trust Schemes of Trust Companies. The legislation marked a
turning point that led to a major restructuring in the industry – fundamental change in the
rules of the game. The thrust of these regulations is to help trust companies compete with their
investment management peers by carving out a niche serving higher net worth individuals and
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institutional investors while increasing transparency (KPMG 2008).
In 2008, CBRC released on December 22 a document governing the business cooperation
between banks and trust companies, urging banks and trust companies to establish risk
management systems within their responsibilities, and provide services based on clients' risk
preference, risk acknowledgement and acceptability. According to the Guidelines, for the
Business Cooperation between Banks and Trust Companies, banks may not provide
guarantees in any form for the trust products involved in the bank-trust financing cooperation
and the targets of property operation under the trust products. Trust companies shall invest in
a buy-out form in banks' assets such as credit assets and note assets held by banks, and the
banks may not repurchase them in any form. Besides, the business cooperation between banks
and trust companies must comply with related rules governing association transactions and
conduct information disclosure as required (LexisNexis, 2008, cited from CBRC website).
From the above analyses, we can clearly confirm that financial innovation and regulation
dialectics issues present and vital in China, especially during the economy transformation to
“New normally”; “Supply-side reformation” and “The entrepreneurial innovation vanguard”.
Next, what is my research issues and what values can I contribute from my research?

1.4 The Research Objectives, Questions, Potential Contributions
and Epistemological Approach
Yao and Zhuang (2004) established two basic models and deduces the route of American
financial innovation and financial development by combining the modern micro-financial
theories and by employing rational expectation hypothesis, public choice theory, game theory
and multiple optima method. After incorporating China’s variables into the model, it
successfully explains the new issue of financial innovation in China, which include regulatory
lagging, lack of talents, advanced credit modeling and IT technologies capabilities. Therefore,
it is very necessary for us to understand and establish our financial innovation development
roadmap.
Innovation process proliferates into complex bundles of innovation ideas and divergent
paths of activities by different organizational units (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995). Blazevica
and Lievensb (2004) suggests future research should consider case study that could provide
more insight into the different stages of innovation and its interaction with the nature of
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communication necessary to ensure innovation success and competence development. Lerner
and Tufano (2011) further suggest that comparative case studies of financial innovation can
offer additional evidence to help uncover the financial innovations diffuse and the innovation
spiral process. By judicious selection of research sites, the researcher can put appropriate
attention on innovations that had major impacts. The case study approach forces the
researcher to examine each innovation in its entirety, both in terms of the full time span of its
adoption and the many ripples in the institution and institutional economy.
The objective of this research is to explore and understand the innovation process carried
out by financial institutions, to understand how innovation is conducted and its interplays with
regulation compliance in financial service industry.
Research Question: How do financial institutions actually conduct innovation vis-a-vis
regulation compliance?
At institution level, the research will focus on situated actions of various actors with the
aim to understand the reasons behind their actions. The main actors in the financial innovation
process include, the branch manager, project manager, product manager, customer
relationship manager, sales manager, and risk and compliance manager. These actors are
asked to share specific examples from their business functions or past experiences to illustrate
the innovation process, using a pragmatist approach.
At contextual level, the research will explore:


Innovation drivers: What motivate and lead to innovation in the financial service firm
and why? To control the scope of research, the innovation is confined to financial
product innovation.



Innovation process: What is the innovation approach or model the firm adopted and
why? How multiple actors and work group orchestrate in the innovation process?



Innovation facilitators and constrains: What factors enable or restrict innovation in
the firm and why? Are these factors controllable?



Innovation management and appraisal: How innovation is managed and appraised in
the firm? What management tools and processes are employed? Can these be adopted
by other firms?



Innovation learning and competency development: What is the learning and
competency development process in the firm? How such process helps generate a
sustainable innovation capability?
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On the regulation dialectics aspect, the research will explore:


Regulatory change knowledge and response: How does the firm gain knowledge
and response to regulatory changes? What are the implications on the firm’s
innovation strategies?

By studying practice as it’s actually performed by the firm, this research helps to enhance
the understanding of the nature, processes and managerial experiences of innovation practice
and regulation dialectics. It helps to uncover some “best practices” in financial innovation
process which can be diffused to other firms. This in turn, allows the research findings to
enrich the knowledge in the field of theory of change, primarily, and the theory of innovation
and compliance, secondary. It can also provide some suggestions to the regulator to develop a
regulatory framework that can both encourage innovation and protect consumer interests.
Finally, this research also can produce knowledge which is useful to practitioners and bankers
to improve their innovation process and increase innovation performance.
Finally, I will adopt an interpretivist approach (sometimes referred to as constructivist) in
my research. The case study method emphasizes the ability of the individual to construct
meaning by reading and observing the phenomena in the real-life experience. For EDBA
research, we construct our body of knowledge based on our executive intuition and
interpretation of the organization and management world.

1.5 Structure of This Dissertation
The thesis is structured in the following way: As shown, chapter 1 describes the
positioning of the study, including epistemological approach. Chapter 2 continues by
discussing the theoretical foundation for this research. This includes literature on innovation,
change and compliance theoretical frameworks. Thereafter, chapter 3 addresses
methodological considerations, with particular emphasis on research design, data sources, and
analysis. Chapters 4 and 5 present the empirical findings of each financial institution.
Thereafter, chapter 6 presents findings based on cross-case comparisons of the two financial
institutions. Finally, chapter 7 contains a concluding discussion of the main findings, as well
as contributions and implications of the study. Suggestions for further research complete the
dissertation.
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter further presents the theoretical background for this research. The chapter
consists of three main sections, which are organized under the headings of theories of change
and changing, theories of innovation, and theories of compliance. First, section 2.1 discusses
literature on theories of change and changing with particular emphasis on characteristics of
various change models and approaches. Second, based on the notion of innovation is an
important partner to change, the innovation theories and models, and their respective
advantages and disadvantages, are discussed in section 2.2. However, innovation is always
interplay with regulation and compliance. Regulation can both induce and restrict innovation.
Therefore, the third section, 2.3, highlight theories of compliance, their characteristics and
implications on change and innovation. Fourth, these three main strands of literature are taken
together in section 2.4. The literature on change, innovation and compliance is built upon in
order to investigate how innovation takes place in financial intuitions, where innovation is
regarded as a vital but confined by variance internal and external compliance requirements. A
figurative illustration is developed to visualize the integration of the framework on financial
innovation and regulation dialectic, and the further elaboration on competence development.
This serves as a starting point for the empirical exploration. Finally, a summary of the chapter
is given.

2.1 Theories of Change and Changing
What is the nature of organizational change? Bennis (1966) tried to answer this question
by distinguishing “Change” and “Changing” in the relation to actor’s participation and
influence in the change process. Theories of Change (TOC) focus on how organizations
change and factors that produce change, while Theories of Changing (TOCing), study how
change can be brought about and managed in organizations. This distinction highlights the
role of actor in organizational change and innovation from the perspective of unplanned
(TOC) and planned (TOCing) change. Study of changing focus on how changes are managed
and controlled by the actor (manager), while study of change consider the nature of change
and innovation as the central of research. The study of change, as compared to study of
changing, is more likely to identify important and new artifacts to explain the change and
discover interesting insights. However, it is less connection to practice and perhaps contribute
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less value to manager on ways to manage and control change (Poole, 2004).
On the above basis, one may suggest that the study of changing is more relevant to
EDBA, since it helps us understand how to manage organizational change and innovation
more effectively. In my research scope, the change can be driven by external factors
(regulation and competition) or internal factors (transaction cost and market orientation). Also
the change can be an adapted change or a managed change. Drawing a clear line between
change and changing is difficult. As Poole (2004, p.5) put it, “…. managers and change
agents should realize how difficult change and innovation are to script and manage, as these
processes constantly move in unexpected directions and are driven by dynamics that are
either too powerful to control or too subtle to understand.” My research interest is, however,
focus on the change process on its own. The factor and content of change are background
consideration in my research data collection, analysis and interpretation. Therefore, I apply
the theory of change as the parent theory for my research topic.

2.1.1 Characteristics and Different Types of Change
Once determined the parent theory, next question is “How to define change in scientific
study?” By reviewing the tempo of change, Weick and Quinn (1999) redefined change as
Episodic versus Continuous based on the characteristic rate, rhythm, or pattern of work or
activity under study. Episodic change is conceived to be “infrequent, discontinuous and
intentional” (p. 365), while continuous change is conceived as “ongoing, evolving and
cumulative (p. 375). According to Weick and Quinn (1999), the two forms of change are
associated with different metaphors of the organization, analytical frameworks, theories of
intervention, and roles attributed to change agents. They found out that episodic change
follows the sequence unfreeze-transition-refreeze, whereas continuous change follows the
sequence freeze-rebalance-unfreeze. Their studies inspired research in incremental versus
radical change (e.g.,Tushman et al. and Romanelli, 1985) continuous versus discontinuous
change (e.g., Meyer, Goes and Brooks, 1993), first-order versus second-order change (Meyer
et al., 1993) and competence enhancing versus competence-destroying change (Abernathy
and Clark, 1985). As indicated by Romelaer (2015), there are various models of innovation
diffusions, which include combinations internal invention/adoption and external
invention/adoption, hence the quality of diffusion of a change in some milieu. In this study, I
focus on innovation and change in the financial markets and community specifically, and the
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economy at large.
It is important for me to understand and analyze the tempo of change in each case study.
The dynamic and momentum of change may influence the change process and its outcome.
However, understanding and defining the change tempo is an art rather than science.
According to Poole (2004, p.6) “Episodic change is best understood from a macro or global
analysis, while continuous change is better discerned through micro level or local analysis, it
has been suggested that they are not incompatible and that which perspective is applicable is
a matter of perspective”. Therefore, in section 2.3, I provide a description of financial
regulatory framework and institutional proposition in China to provide the backdrop change
tempo in my case studies.

Table 1 Comparison of episodic and continuous change

Characteristic

Episodic Change

Continuous Change

Metaphor of

Organizations are inertia-prone

Organizations are emergent and

organization

and change is infrequent,

self-organizing and change is

discontinuous, and intentional.

constant, evolving, and cumulative.

Analytic

Change is an occasional

Change is a pattern of endless

framework

interruption or divergence from

modifications in work processes

equilibrium. It is externally

and social practice. It is driven by

driven. It is seen as a failure of the organizational instability and alert
organization to adapt to a

reactions to daily contingencies.

changing environment.

Numerous small accommodations
cumulate and multiply

Conceptual

Perspective: Macro, distant,

Perspective: Micro, close, local

framework

global

Emphasis: Long-run adaptability

Emphasis: Short-run adaptation.

Key concepts: recurrent

Key concepts: Inertia, deep

interactions, response repertoires,

structure, or interrelated parts,

emergent patterns, improvisation,

triggering, replacement and

translation, learning

substitution, discontinuity,
revolution
Intervention

Intentional change: Unfreeze,

Redirection of existing tendencies.
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theory

change, refreeze. Change is

Change is cyclical, processual,

inertial, linear, progressive, and

without an end state, equilibrium-

requires outside intervention.

seeking, eternal.

Role of change

Prime mover who creates change

Sense maker who redirects and

agent

by finding points of leverage in

shapes change. Change agent

organization. Change agent

recognizes, makes salient, and

changes meaning systems,

reframes current patterns. Change

schema, and punctuation.

agent unblocks improvisation,
translation, and learning.

Source: Weick and Quinn (1999)

Knowing the nature and type of change is not sufficient. Another approach to define
change is focus on the mechanism of change or the change process itself. Based on the two
dimensions of unit of change and mode of change, Van de Ven and Poole (1995) defines four
patterns (or motors) of change and innovation process as in the following typology.

Figure 3 Typology of theories of change and innovation

EVOLUTION
Variation

Selection

DIALEGTIC
Retention

Multiple
Entities

Unit of
Change

Thesis

Thesis

Population Scarcity
Environmental Selection
Competition

Pluralism (Diversity)
Confrontation
Conflict

LIFE CYCLE

TELEOLOGY
Dissatisfaction

4. Terminate

Single
Entity

Synthesis

Antithesis

1. Startup

3. Harvest

Implement
Goals
Set / Evasion Goals

2. Grow

Immanent Program
Regulation
Compliant Adaption
Prescribed

Search /
Interact

Purposeful Enactment
Social Construction
Consensus
Mode of
Change

Constructive

Source: Van de Ven and Poole (1995)
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Note: Arrows on lines represent likely sequences among events, not causation between events.
Life-cycle model prescribe an organizational change process that follow a series of
planned activities that can group into different stages / phases. “Activities in a life cycle model
are prescribed and regulated by natural, logical, or institutional routines……. Life cycle
theory is not simply a model of passive compliance to mandated change by an entity; it also
considers how proactive individuals adapt to their environments and make use of rules to
accomplish their purposes” Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011, p. 62). Teleology model
considers change as a flow of activities to achieve a targeted state based on what the learning
and envision of the entity or people involved. This flow of events emerges from purposeful
enactment, social construction and consensus in the entity undergoing change (Poole,2004).
“… assume that people initiate efforts to change when their action thresholds are triggered by
significant opportunities, problems, or threats. ” Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011, p.
61). Dialectical model sees change as a progressive outcome of confrontation and conflict
resolution between opposing entities. “Change is generated through the resolution of conflict
between the current thesis (A) and an antithesis (Not-A), which results in a synthesis (Not
Not-A). Conflict is the core generating mechanism of dialectical change. …. To be a
constructive force, conflict has to be resolved effectively” Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y
(2011, p. 63). Evolutionary model describes change as a repetitive sequence of variation,
selection, and retention events among entities in a designated population. The core
evolutionary cycle is competition for scarce resources. “A greater number of diverse
variations are more likely to produce innovations than a process that generates a small
number of homogeneous variations” Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011, p. 65).
Compare to a silo change process theory, a combination of the above change motors can
create change theories that are capable to explain and predict more sophisticated change and
innovation process in a complicated business surroundings (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995),
such as financial innovation in a regulated/controlled environment. The table below shows the
possible combination of change motor and related theories application.
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Table 2 Logically possible theories of organizational change and development

Interplays Among Generating Mechanisms
Prescribed
Constructiv Constructiv Prescribed
Motor
e Motor
e Motor
Motor
within
Within
Between
Between
Entity:
Entity:
Entities:
Entities:
Imminent
Purposeful
Conflict and Competitive
Program
Enactment
Synthesis
Selection
Silo-motor theory
1. Life-cycle (Cameron and
Whetten, 1983)
2. Teleology (March and Simon,
1958)
3. Dialectics (Benson, 1977)
4. Evolution (Hannan and
Freeman, 1977)
Dual-motor theories
5. Design hierarchy theory
(Clark, 1985). Institutional
change theory (Greenwood et al,
1988)
6. Group conflict (Simmel,
1908; Coser, 1958)
7. Community ecology (Astley,
1985)
8. Adaptation-selection models
(Aldrich, 1979)
9. Org. growth and crisis stages
(Greiner, 1972)
10. Org. punctuated equilibrium
(Tushman and
Romanelli, 1985)
Tri-motor theories
11. Partisan mutual adjustment
(Lindblom, 1965)
12. ?
13. ?
14. Social psychology of
organizing (Weick, 1979)
Quad-motor theories
15. Human development
progressions (Riegel, 1976)

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Source: Van de Ven and Poole (1995)

Based on my preliminary field research results, regulatory reformation in financial
institution is generally driven by needs to comply with global convention and national23

specific objective. It follows the life cycle process of legislative proposal, enactment,
enforcement and abolishment. Institutes react to the change by continuously learning and
adapting to the external and internal requirements. As Poole (2004, p.6) points out “Episodic
change is best understood from a macro or global analysis, while continuous change is better
discerned through micro level or local analysis.” Greenwood et al.’s theory of institutional
change combines both life-cycle and teleology models to describe macro level progression
change and teleological action by individuals and organizations. Theories of institutional
change also explain the collective change action by institution based on a dialectical model,
which unfold through different stages in a life-cycle pattern. In order to cut through the
complexity of a change situation, Poole (2004, p.9) suggests that “One way to surface
assumptions underlying theories of change and innovation is to identify other motors that
operate alongside those explicitly incorporated in a theory.”
However, change is permanent and unpredictable. Breakdown happens when a model or a
combination of models for change does not produce the intended result, despite managerial
control (Mintzberg et al, 1976). In the wrestling between compliance and innovation – an
“essentially contested concepts”, both regulator and institution need to wisely manage the
change process and any possible breakdowns. In my research, I would expect the see how
regulator and institution apply a contingency theory in the change and innovation process to
achieve a balanced approach in industrial governance and innovative progression.
Based on the research of Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011, p.70), “tensions and
oppositions are inevitable and play a central role in organization change.” In order to study
the struggling and conflicting interests in the change and innovation process, one must
understand the change limitation and situation where a breakdown can happen. The following
table provides a summary of possible breakdowns and related remedy actions to manage the
deviation.
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Table 3 Breakdowns and Remedies in Process Models of Organizational Change

Process cycle

Teleology

Life Cycle

Dialectic

Evolution

(Planned

(Regulated

(Conflictive

(Competitive

Change)

Change)

Change)

Change)

Dissatisfaction,

Prescribed

Confrontation,

Variation,

search, goal

sequence of

conflict, and

selection, and

setting, and

steps or stages

synthesis

retention

implementation

of development

between

among

opposing

competing units

interests
Situations

Social

Prefigured

Conflict between Competition for

when model

construction of

program

opposing forces

scarce resources

applies

desired end state;

regulated by

(generating

goal consensus

nature, logic, or

mechanism)

rules

Typical

• Lack of

• Resistance to

• Destructive

• Requisite

breakdowns

recognition

change

conflict

variety

• Decision biases

• Lack of

• Power

• Lack of

• Group think

compliance

imbalance

scarcity

• Lack of

• Monitoring

• Irresolvable

consensus

and control

differences

• Triggering

• Responding to

• Conflict

• Niche

attention

complaints

management

development

• Critical

• Local

• Negotiation

• Marketing

thinking

adaptation

skills

• Strategies for

• Consensus

• Internalizing

• Political savvy

competitive

building

mandates

Remedies

Source: Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011)

As point out by Van de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011, p. 71) “ To date, studies tend to
examine a single model to reflect a particular organizational change process. We argue that
multiple models are needed to address complexities of having multiple changes ongoing in an
organization, multiple change agents with different mental models of any given change, and
multiple interactions between change models over time. This requires research on the
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interdependencies and interactions among various models, agents, and changes.” Although
there are some observations on both incremental and punctuated equilibrium change modes in
response to regulatory compliance, and in general organization that adapts to change
incrementally is more sustainable (Fox-Wolfgramm et al., 1998), a qualitative case study
research in the Chinese financial service industry on change, innovation and regulatory
compliance, in the period of economy restructuring, deepen financial reformation and Internet
financial boom, is consider interesting and meaningful.
In general, different approaches are used to present qualitative research. However,
description and quotation are the essential ingredients (Patton, 1990). In this study, description
is balanced by analysis, adopting the “process model” in this study, description is according to
the process flows and narration provided by the informants and supported by written materials
where appropriate. In inductive research, data description commonly precedes analysis.
Another way, in line with a deductive approach, is to describe data within a theoretical
framework. In this study, relying on both inductive and deductive approaches, a combination
of descriptions, supported with quotes, and analysis is used. The research questions and
particularly the financial innovation process framework are examined with based on a
“process model” analysis. The following sections explain issues in presenting the empirical
materials in relation to (1) why process model is preferred over variance model in this study;
(2) how data, model and theory are intertwined in the presentation findings and conclusions in
order to establish research validity, reliability and robustness; and finally (3) how the issues of
time, space and people (which are important concepts in innovation and change study) are
addressed and presented in this study.

2.1.2 Variance and Process Models of Change
There are two basic approaches to the study of organizational change and innovation, i.e.
(a) an observed difference over time in an organizational entity on selected dimensions
(Variance/Content Model); (b) a narrative describing a sequence of events on how
development and change unfold (Process Model) (Poole and Van de Ven, 2005). In layman
term, the variance model studies change by explaining the relationships among independent
and dependent variables, while process model describing the sequence of change events that
leads to some specific outcome. The two models resulted in very different approach in the
study of change and innovation.
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Figure 4 Two approaches to explaining strategic change
Variance Model

Process Model

Attributes of Change
•Environment (X1)
•Technology (X2)
•Decision
Process (X3)
•Resources (X4)
•….. (Xn)

Y = f(X1, X2, X3, X4, Xn,… )

Strategic
Change
(Y)

Strategy
B

Strategy
A
• Event
• Activities
•Choices

T0

T1

Source: Mohr (1982) and Langley (1999) (cited in Poole and Van de Ven, 2005)

Empirical evidence found that variance has been the dominant approach in the study of
organizational change, innovation, and entrepreneurship (Poole and Van de Ven, 2005). The
variance model provides a mean to test some causal hypotheses and useful in the study of
rapid change. However, Poole et al. (2000, p. 29) point out “While the variance approach
offers good explanations of continuous change driven by deterministic causation, this is a
very limited way to conceptualize change and development. It overlooks many critical and
interesting aspects of change processes.” Poole (2004, p.11) further explains that “Behind
most variance theories is a process-based story about the relationships among variables that
give the theories coherence. However, it is difficult to test or study the narrative itself with
variance approaches.”
The process model, on the other hand, focuses on how change unfolds by narrating the
temporal sequence of events in an organization setting (Poole et al. 2000). Process
explanations may include, an account of how one event leads to and influences subsequent
events; an explication of the overall pattern that generates the series; or both (Van de Ven &
Poole,2005). Unlike factor explanation in variance model, process model generally include
effect explanations such as, critical events and turning points, contextual influence, formative
patterns that give overall direction to the change, and causal factors that influence the
sequencing of events. In an empirical research, process model employs clinical designs the
identify the process or multi-concurrent processes through direct observation, archival
analysis, or multiple case studies (Van de Ven & Poole,2005).
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Both variance and process models strive for generality, but a process model’s
“generalizability” depends on its case study’s versatility, “the degree to which it can
encompass a broad domain of developmental patterns without modification of its essential
character.” (Poole et al., 2000, p. 43). A versatile process explanation can “stretch or shrink”
to fit different cases that may vary in their tempo and time scale (Poole and Van de Ven,
2005).
Although Barnett and Carroll (1995, p. 230) says “Theories and analyses of
organizational change seek to explain why organizations change as well as what the
consequences are of change. Empirical evidence on both questions is fragmentary and
occasionally contradictory. Models that consider both process and content show the greatest
potential for resolving this situation”, my research method will basically follow the process
model approach. I am more interested to study how financial institutions change and innovate
in the influence of regulation compliance, and how do institutional change and innovation
lead to further regulation formalization.
Bamberger, P. A., the editors of Academy of Management Journal (2008), comments that
“the focus on development of process theories explicating not just how phenomena unfold, but
how such unfolding processes may themselves be situation- or time contingent. Alternatively,
it might entail a greater focus on interpretive research aimed at examining how the meanings
attached to different organizational phenomena vary across situations, time frames, and
social units”. With this in mind, a case study method is applied to study the institutional
change and innovation in the Chinese banking sector, in the specific context of situational (the
research fields demography), time scale (the tempo of regulation & change implementation)
and sociological (the industry response to change and regulation enforcement) background in
each case for in-depth analysis, interpretation and fertilization of real-life experience – a
context oriented qualitative research method. Yin (2009, p.18) considers case studies as an
effective research method to understand complex social phenomena, and real–life events such
as organizational and managerial processes. He puts it, in a nutshell, “a case study is an
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its reallife context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident.”
While there are many interesting aspects in the case study of change process, process
research tend to be very time consuming, complicated in data collection and difficult to form
a pattern in process for explanation. It can be easily fall in the trap of what Pettigrew (1990)
has termed “data asphyxiation.” The lengthy process of data collection and interpretation in
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case study will likely limit the number of cases that one can collect and thus limiting the
generalizability of the conclusions of process research. In balancing the values and limitation
of case study, I am planning to conduct two in-depth case studies with sufficient amount of
multifaceted data to explore the change process.
One may argue that, instead of trying to draw a line between variance and process
research, can we indeed combine both models in a case study research? There are many
approaches to integrate variance and process models. One way is using formal modeling in
contextual case study. A researcher can apply mathematical or simulation method to formalize
a theory based on some observed patterns in a specific context (inductive modes). Then the
model, in turn, can be used to generate hypotheses for substantive testing in other context
(deductive modes) (Leik and Meeker, 1975). Model can be very useful in deriving
implications of theories which can be difficult to deduct solely based on verbal statements or
human observations. This especially important when there are hidden complexities in the
theory or the constructs interact in ways that are so complicated to explain without applying a
model. “Since innovation and change processes are inherently complex, formal modeling has
great potential as a theory-building tool in this area” points out by Poole (2004, p.15).

Figure 5 Theory-model-data triangle
a, e
Theory

Model
b, f
h

c

d

g

Data
Inductive Modes:
a – Mathematical generalization of the theory
b – Substantive interpretation of mathematical patterns
c – Mathematical generalization of empirical patterns
d – Substantive interpretation of data
Deductive Modes:
e – Formalization of theory
f – Derivation of substantive hypotheses from mathematical patterns
g –Mathematical prediction or extrapolation
h – Substantive prediction

Source: Leik and Meeker (1975)
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Dooley (2002) distinguishes four different approaches to modeling change and innovation
processes. There are Dynamics Models (use mathematical model to represent system of
variable in process); Computational Models (simulative system evolvement over time); Selforganizing System Models (depict how order is created by a system within itself); and
Complex Adaptive System Models (simulations where agents pursue teleological ends)
(Poole, 2004). I plan to apply case study for my research and I would likely to use selforganizing systems models to represent the change and innovation processes in micro-level
within an organization in terms of the mechanisms by which the organization responds to
changes in its environment through reorganization of its product, service and organizational
structure. On the other hand, complex adaptive systems models are well suited to study the
teleological oriented processes at macro-level imposed by the governance or supervisory
bodies and to understand the high-level effects from the action of multiple interacting agents
with the system.
Like all other research methodologies, modeling has its limitation too, for over simplicity
compared to the actual processes they try to represent. However, by cutting through
complexity, modeling approach offers insights into the implications of the theory and helps
derive hypotheses implied by the theory. Models are becoming more comprehensive to
incorporate key junctures, critical events, and causes operating at different rates and strengths,
and on different levels and at different times (Poole, 2004).
Based on my research objectives and questions, I would rather focus on process model as
my primary research method. My study objective is to understand the process and actions of
various innovation participants during the entire regulation, innovation and change cycle.
Therefore, process model is preferred over variance model to give details over the actions and
implications. In future research, if I can follow through a subsequent PhD study, a thorough
understanding of regulatory compliance and change or innovation process would probably
require all three approaches.

2.1.3 Key Concept in the Study of Organizational Change and
Innovation
The concepts of people, space, and time are always fundamental in the study of
organizational change and innovation (Poole, 2004). People is about the role of human
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agency, whether individualistic and collectively, in initiating, influencing, managing,
accepting or rejecting, and controlling the change and innovation process to achieve the endstate outcome. The space, on the other hand, is about the level of analysis in organizational
change and innovation study as it can be single or multi-level analysis. Finally, time is critical
to understand how organizational change and innovation unfold over a period time and how
time and timing affects the change process, include people and space.

The Role of Human and Organizational Agency
The study of change in term of human agent is about the understanding of human
invention and intervention in the organizational change process. Specifically, it is about how
agency works, human or organizational agency, and how they accord for the change outcome.
There are many change theories at human agency level, such as Prahalad and Bettis (1986)
theory of organizational logics; Schein’s (1992) theory of organizational culture and cultural
change; and Child’s (1972) classic statement of contingency theory as strategic choice. All
these theories shared a common assumption that individual agency can play an important
roles on shaping the end state outcome with their individual power and influence in the
organizational change process. The transformational leaders, such as Steve Job of Apple, Jeff
Bezos of Amazon.com, Lou Gerstner of IBM, and Jack Welch of GE. These leaders have a
strong charisma to lead and inspire their followers to share a common vision or values, so that
they can achieve a common goal collectively. Black and Porter (2000, p. 432) define
transformational leadership as: "leadership that motivates followers to ignore self-interests
and work for the larger good of the organization to achieve significant accomplishments;
emphasis is on articulating a vision that will convince subordinates to make major changes."
However, there are a number of limitations on change research based on human agency.
These include environmental constraints on agent’s influential power and capability, multiple
agents interacting in the change process and great leader is sometimes just a figurehead, and
finally it is difficult to make a direct connection between the end-state outcomes with the
impact of a great individual(Poole, 2004). In most cases, we face the issues of linking the
change action to outcome when they are too many mediation factors such influences of
complex system of stakeholders, technology advancement, organizational structure and
culture, and contextual factors like government policy, social economy, market condition and
competition level. So, what about human agency in collective?
In order to determine organizational agency, we need to define and locate the agency in
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the organization (manager or employee), division, business unit, department, interest group,
working unit, project team, industry player or even multiple stakeholders in the society, with
their common and specific attributes defined such as their stakes, priority and position to the
change outcome and their powers to influence and control the change process. The move to
roll up the multiple agents and group them into specific group or entity can help to reduce the
noises of individualistic variance in the study of change process. For my research purpose, I
will like to apply the organizational agency as unit of research. Again, there are many theories
around organizational agency, such as the adaptive learning approach; learning organization
(Argyris & Schon, 1978); population ecology and community ecology approach; resource
dependency theory; theories of groups as complex action systems; institutional theories and
theories of cultural change (Hatch, 1993, 2000 & 2003).
The theory of organizational agency rides on the assumption of constructing groups as
though there were single unit that has the common interest and attribute in making choices
and controlling the result of the change process. The ability to aggregate human agency into a
higher-level social economic unit is based on the rational choice theory, which treats all
individual agents as though they were economically rational and act uniformly. Theories such
as transaction cost economics, industrial economics, and evolutionary economics are
grounded in this form of reasoning, which uses rational agent as the foundation for theory
development (Poole, 2004).
There are also theories that link individual and organizations agent in the study of change
and innovation, such as collective action theories; interactionism change theories and theories
of structuration; and theory of social action (Coleman,1990). However, it is possible that the
collective agency may act quite differently compare to human agency. Therefore, it is
important to study and understand the interaction of multiple agency in the real-life
environment, by differentiating their power, stake and influence in the change process and
outcome. One way to resolve the reciprocal proposition of multiple agency is to apply the
agent-based modeling (McKelvey, 1999). It provides a theoretical framework to model the
community of agents and helps explain how individual and collective agents relate to each
other with different capacities of influential and interaction. For purpose of my research study,
agent-based modeling is applied to analyze actions of stakeholders at macro-level and
individual in organization at micro-level.

The Role of Space
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Change can happen in the same unit over time and within the same level. For instance,
the study of organizational change in lifecycle model is always at the same level of analysis
and mapping the change over time in the same organization. However, in real-life experience,
organizations comprised of multilevel of units. Based on this proposition, a number of
scholars tried to incorporate multilevel analysis in the study of organizational change and
innovation (e.g., Klein and Koslowski, 2000). The most important and influential multilevel
theories of change is by the work of Dansereau, Yammarino, and Kohles (1999). Dansereau et
al. tried to distinguish three types of group in a single level of analysis, as homogenous group;
heterogeneous group; and independent group. They differentiate two types of cross-level
group transformation as (1) upward changes occur when lower-level independent units are
merged into heterogeneous or homogenous groups; and (2) downward changes occur when
higher-level homogeneous units are broken down into heterogeneous groups or independent
units.
In the study of multilevel change analysis, one should also distinguish state changes
(when change occurs through units changing from one type to another) from cross-level
influence (when units at one level influence change in units at another level without a state
change) (Poole, 2004). In my research, I will focus on the organizational change that bring
about by the regulation change. The organizational may include change and innovation in
terms of product, service and organizational structure. At the same time, I am also interested
to know if product, service and business model change in the industry collectively has an
influence on the regulatory formation or change. Therefore, it is a single level change analysis
(within organization) and cross-level analysis (organization and regulator).

The Role of Time
The study change and innovation will be meaningless without considering the “time” factor in
the research design. Based on the influential works of McGrath and Kelly (1986), the nature
of time can be defined in four perspectives for the purpose of organizational research.
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Table 4 Comparison between various roles of time in organizational research

Assumption

Newtonian

Transactional

Dominant

Organizational

Time

Time

Cultural Time

Time

Time is linear

Time is consist

Time is

Time is

continuum

of significant

unidirectional

unidirectional and

events.

also
developmental

Metaphor

Time is

Time is

Time as a

Time is

independent of

“divisible, but

progression

combination of

the

differentiated,

that goes through calendar and

objects and

with certain

regular cycles.

people who

points serving as

that interact with

experience it.

“critical

the objective

values”

temporal scale

significant events

Implication

Time is

The observer

Use socially

Use both external

on research

regarded as a

is critical in

meaningful

metrics, such as

design

neutral, abstract

determining the

metrics, such as

day or week, and

medium that is

significant

the day or the

the stages that

external to

events “from

week, to accord

indicate

subjects

outside in” or

human real-life

meaningful

and

“from inside

experience

periods of activity

organizations

out”
Source: McGrath and Kelly (1986)

Newtonian time regards time as a background or medium for processes rather than an
active part of the theory itself. This conception of time mostly applies in the chemical or
biological research. Dominant cultural time, on the other hand, regards time as an interval of
human common perception of time, mostly applies to sociological and project management
oriented research. In general transactional and organizational views of time are both regarded
as meaningful and become important part of organizational and management research. The
key stakeholders in the organizational change and innovation processes, human beings,
construct some precise and meaningful measurements of time and use them to associate with
the development of planned and unplanned activities composed of significant junctures, goals,
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checkpoints, actions, and milestones.
I will apply transactional time to measure and accord for the change and innovation
process in organization (micro-level analysis) as this will enable the researcher / observer to
see how a series of events and activities unfold over time. The temporal succession of
significant events can be regarded as a developmental process of new process, product,
service and organization structure in an organization. I adopt an “outside in” approach to
define the critical events by major turning points or common place events. At the same time, I
also apply the view of “inside out” by interviewing the innovation and compliance teams, and
asking them to identify significant events in their organization. Finally, combining both views
of “outside in” and “inside out” may offer an integrated view of critical life-cycle events for
the industry as a whole.

2.2 Innovation Theories
There is a uniform definition of innovation. In general, innovation is associated with
original, never-before-seen product or the use of cutting-edge technologies. Innovation can be
development and commercialization of new products or services (Rogers, 2003); development
of new manufacturing processes or forms of service provider relationship (OECD, 2005);
drastically different concept or completely new ways of setting apart existing business
(Hamel, 2000); changing the company’s organizational and management style and the
administration of the production process (Van de Ven, Angle & Poole, 2000); or ways of
commercializing new products, new delivery methods and changes in packaging (Jaramillo,
Lugones & Salazar, 2000).
We, however, can classify the concept of innovation based on four major views:
1. The Classical View: Innovation is “a historic and irreversible change in the method
of production of things” and “creative destruction” (Schumpeter, 1934)
2. The OECD View: Innovation is “the implementation of a new or significantly
improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new
organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external
relations” (OECD, 2005, p. 46)
3. The New View: Innovation as something new (Barnett ,1953); a conduit of change
(Drucker,1985 ; O'Sullivan & Dooley, 2009); a process (Aiken and Hage ,1971 ;
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Rasul ,2003); a value driver (Wang & Kafouros, 2009); or an invention (Zaltman,
Duncan and Holbek, 1973)
4. The Value Creation View: Innovation as “a source of competitive advantage and is
seen as a decisive factor for economic growth and the basic condition of company
development in a competitive environment” (Johannessen, 2009); or “a tool for the
creation of new knowledge. The use of new products, services, processes and
paradigms that are embedded into existing innovation leads to new ways of thinking
and new knowledge,” (Acs, Anselin and Varga, 2002; Strambach, 200).
Other contemporary descriptions of innovation, just to name a few, include, “blue ocean
innovation” (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005); “frugal innovation” (Tiwari and Herstatt, 2011);
“organic innovation” (Moore, 2005); “archetypes” as “customer anthropologist” (GE and
Stone Yamashita Partners, 2005); “roadblock remover” or “innovation faces” like “crosspollinator” and “caregiver” (Kelley and Littman, 2005); and the list goes on… In my view,
Innovation is a conduit of changes that continues to enhance the value proposition of
business. Innovation concept is changing from “invention of new things” to “values creation”
and “agent for change”. Innovation is seen as “market conquest” and “profit driver” in today’s
business.
For purpose of this research, I adopt the view of innovation as a conduit of change and
creator of values (Poole M.S., 2004) for a number of reasons. First, innovation always follows
by change, but change is not necessary resulted from innovation. Change can be a result of
objectives compromization or regulation compliance (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995). Second,
regardless of various definitions trying to define innovation, all are require “change” to be in
place. The change can be a “remover”, a “catalyst”, an “integrator”, an “exploitation” or an
“exploration”. Third, innovation nowadays is not only mean “creation of something new” but
also a panacea for survival and growth. Innovation is a conduit of changes that continues to
enhance the value proposition of business. Therefore, Innovation concept is changing from
“invention of new things” to “creation of values” and “agent for change”. Innovation is seen as
“market conquest” and “profit driver” in today’s business.

2.2.1 Innovation Model
Since the 1950s, there has been a proliferation of innovation models, each purporting to
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explain and/or guide the process of innovation within industrial firms. In a seminal
contribution to the field, Rothwell (1994) argued that the post-war era was characterized by
successive waves of technological innovation associated with a corresponding evolution in
corporate strategy. Rothwell’s view of the evolution of innovation models from the 1950s to
the 1990s in five successive generations. Before examining individual models, it is useful to
emphasize five caveats stressed by Rothwell in his introduction to the five generations:
1.

The evolution from one generation to another does not imply any automatic substitution
of one model for another; many models exist side-by-side and, in some cases, elements of
one model are mixed with elements of another at any particular time;

2.

Each model is always a highly simplified representation of a complex process that will
rarely exist in a pure form;

3.

Often the progress from one generation to another reflects shifts in dominant perception
of what constitutes best practice, rather than actual progress;

4.

The most appropriate model will vary from sector to sector, and between different
categories of innovation (e.g. radical or incremental);

5.

The processes that occur within firms are to an extent contingent on exogenous factors
such as the pace of technological change.
In summary, a firm can apply multiple innovation models concurrently in the innovation

and change process for different products undertaking by different business units. Also, there
is no one “silver bullet” for innovation model, all are contingent upon the institution and
institutional arrangement, internal and external environments, and their influences on the
innovation strategies of the firm. The importance of contingency was emphasized by Drejer
(1996) in his review of technology management approaches.
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Table 5 Six Generation of Innovation Model

Generation

Key words

Characteristics

First

Technology push

Simple linear sequential process, emphasis on
R&D and science

Second

Market pull

Simple linear sequential process, emphasis on
marketing, the market is the source of new ideas
for R&D

Third

Coupling

Recognizing interaction between different
elements and feedback loops between them,
emphasis on integrating R&D and marketing

Fourth

Interactive

Combinations of push and pull models, integration
within firm, emphasis on external linkages

Fifth

Network

Emphasis on knowledge accumulation and external
linkages, systems integration and extensive
networking

Sixth

Open

Internal and external ideas as well as internal and
external paths to market can be combined to
advance the development of new technologies

Source: Rothwell (1994), added the sixth generation of open innovation

Figure 6 Technology-push innovation model

Source: Rothwell (1994)

First generation (1950s - Mid-1960s): Economic growth largely through rapid industrial
expansion & new technological opportunities. The first generation, or Technology-push
innovation model assumes that “more investment R&D activities” will result in “more
successful new products”. The main features of this model lies in the fact that innovation is
seen as the final result of sequential processes, which are based on the free pursuit of science
not being limited by strategic objective; there is no common control of the entire chain of
innovation and market impact is minimized, i.e. “buy what is sold” (Alekseevna, 2014).
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Figure 7 Market-pull innovation model

Source: Rothwell (1994)

Second-generation (Mid 1960s - Early-1970s): Manufacturing employment was static,
while manufacturing productivity and industrial concentration increased. New products were
introduced mainly based on existing technologies. Product supply more than market demand.
Large and highly efficient companies required to fight for market share. It suggests that
innovations are driven by the market and its needs (i.e. the market pull model). In comparison
with the first type, these models did not rely on the results of scientific research, but on
information obtained from the diagnosis of market preferences. This approach was consistent
with the ideas of J. Schumpeter, who noted that innovation is possible without the inventions
and the inventions do not necessarily lead to innovation (Schumpeter, 1939). Consequence of
the spread of the second approach was the increasing number of short-term projects aimed at
improving the generation of inovation, i.e. modification of an already existing products and
processes (Alekseevna, 2014).
Figure 8 Coupling innovation model

Source: Rothwell (1994)

Third-generation (Early 1970s - Mid-1980s): High rates of inflation and demand
saturation (stagflation) with growing structural unemployment. Companies were forced to
adopt strategies of consolidation & rationalization, with increasing emphasis on scale &
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experience benefits. Under the influence of the desire to reduce costs and consolidate the
business, an interactive model (equally known as the coupling model) became widespread. It
allowed to combine both the technological push approach and focus on the market needs. The
result of its implementation was the ability to control all stages of the innovation process
through feedback, while the stages were considered as equally significant. The innovation
process in this model represents a fusion of technological capabilities and market needs inside
an innovative firm (Alekseevna, 2014).
Figure 9 Concurrent engineering innovation model

Source: Rothwell (1994) adopted from Nonaka (1990)

Fourth-generation (Early 1980s-Early 1990s): Companies were initially concentrating on
core businesses and core technologies. Growing awareness of the strategic importance of
evolving generic technologies, with increased strategic emphasis on technological
accumulation. New focus on manufacturing strategy. Rapid growth in the number of strategic
alliances between companies. Shortening product life cycles led to time-based strategies. The
development of ideas about the superior efficiency of the parallel over sequential innovation
process from the perspective of saving time led to the emergence of a number of integrated
business process models (Žižlavsky, O., 2013). The organization of innovation in accordance
with the principle of parallelism involves the development of horizontal partnerships between
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researchers, developers and manufacturers with the involvement of the most important
customers in the process of generating innovations. The transition to the present generation of
models allowed to benefit from the integration of external and internal resources of the
company, significantly reducing the time spent. The changes are displayed in the perception
of knowledge (Alekseevna, 2014).
Figure 10 Network innovation model

Source: Trott (1998)

Fifth-generation (From mid-1990s to mid-2000s): Companies remain committed to
technological accumulation, strategic networking continues, speed to market remains of
importance. Firms are striving towards increasingly better integrated product and
manufacturing strategies, greater flexibility and adaptability. Creation of networks and
participation in them was seen as one of the ways to maintain competitiveness. Increased the
number of strategic alliances. Key success factors in this innovation model include
maintenance of the intensity of external networking, strategy of technological imitation,
implementation of high quality standards and systems of “just-in-time” in dealing with
suppliers, analysis of future demand (Alekseevna, 2014). During this period some other
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innovation models also proposed, such as the "funnel" model of S. Wheelwright and K. Clark
(1992), the "Stage-Gate" model of R. Cooper (1990), models of networking and system
integration of R. Roswell (1994), the neural network model of J. Zeeman (1991), cycle of
innovation journey of Van De Ven et al. (1999), cyclic model of R. Gomory (1989), etc.
Figure 11 Open Innovation Model

Source: Chesbrough, et al., 2006

Open innovation stands for “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to
accelerate internal innovation and to expand the markets for external use of innovation,
respectively” (Chesbrough, et al., 2006). Open innovation can be both inbound (when external
knowledge is used internally) and outbound (when internal knowledge is exploited
externally). A firm can practice either one of the knowledge flows or both in parallel. The
latter case is denoted by the “coupled” open innovation process (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004).
However, an unintentional outflow of knowledge, as in the case of “knowledge spillover”
(Arrow, 1962; Marshal, 1890; Romer, 1986), is not considered open innovation per se. Many
literatures suggest that “open innovation” is not really novel (Huizingh, 2011; Linstone, 2010)
but this notion already rooted into many preceding constructs such as “not-invented-here”
syndrome (Katz and Allen, 1982); complementary assets (Teece, 1986); lead users (von
Hipple, 1986); absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990); exploitation and exploration
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innovation (March, 1991); “buy-in” syndrome (Boyens, 1998 as cited by Lichtenthaler and
Ernst, 2006); and innovation with customers (co-creation) (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000;
Vargo and Lush, 2004). Having said that, open innovation provides a fresh insight into the
multifaceted nature of innovation practices and integrates all formerly independent streams of
research into a comprehensive conceptual framework (Martovoy, 2014).
In summary, there are some scholars criticize the linear innovation model (first and
second generations), for their linear, sequential nature and for oversimplifying. According to
Forest (1991), the criticisms can be summarized as follow:
1. Sequential nature not valid in practice; non linearity often observed
2. Many activities concurrent; feedback loops from later to earlier stages common
3. Little systematic evidence to verify the claims of models
4. Other inputs from the ‘environment’ not considered (e.g. S&T knowledge, customers,
users, suppliers, competitors, policy agencies and universities)
5. Little to say about what goes on within each stage
6. An overly orderly ‘rational’ process implied; no recognition of alternative pathways;
human decisions and choices underplayed
The main criticism of third generation model (coupling model) is that it does not deal
sufficiently with environmental factors (e.g. the S&T environment and government
regulations). With respect to fourth generation model (concurrent engineering), the
communication and coordination costs can overrun the benefits from shared knowledge. For
fifth generation models (network model), some studies stress the negative aspects of IT (high
costs, difficult and lengthy learning curves and unrealistic claims) and the need for strong
internal capabilities as a pre-requisite for the successful use of IT in complex tasks such as
innovation. These studies show that without accompanying organizational changes, the
implementation of sophisticated IT systems can be a costly and inefficient exercise that can
lead to worsening rather than improving performance (Hobday, 2005).
Although each of the innovation models agreed the importance of actors’ contribution in
the idea generation, innovation development and diffusion process, none of the model
discussed the role of regulator and implication of regulation / government policy in the
innovation process. This is perhaps, a literature gap this research tries to contribute.
One of the objectives of this research is to understand innovation process at financial
service industry. The above innovation models are largely adopted by manufacturing industry.
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Do product and service innovations in financial service industry share the same innovation
approach and process? If yes, how well are they adopt to the above innovation models? Do
they share the same attributes or there are specification which prevent an “adopt-and-go”
approach? If not, what kind of innovation model adopted by the Chinese financial service
industry? Are these innovation models generic or specific to different banks?
In the next section, let’s review the antecedents and consequences of innovation.

2.2.2 Innovation Antecedents, Consequences and Determinants
Many scholars attempt to build models to explain how innovation is generated in
institution and how it is influenced by the external environment. The concept model seeks to
facilitate the understanding and manipulation of the relations that occur between different
variables that make up a system or process, extracted from reality (Silva, 2014).
Figure 12 Innovation Antecedents and Consequences (IAC Model)

Source: Silva & Ferreira (2005)
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Silva and Ferreira (2005) conducted a study in thirteen Brazilian companies and
developed a conceptual model, named Innovation Antecedents and Consequences (IAC
Model), which covers three dimensions: external antecedents, processes and consequences,
formed by grouping constructs presented in theoretical discussions regarding market
orientation, competitive intelligence, innovation, new product development and company
performance. The generation and promulgation of information regarding clients, competitors
and other market elements and the proper interpretation shared among members of the
institution, in the literature called “market orientation”, exerts a positive influence on business
performance. Product and process innovation is recognized as a critical success factors by
most companies. New products are a critical component to the growth of the company. New
product development essentially includes the process of research, development and
engineering. The definition of strategic intent and the types of innovation strategies to be
followed within the organization are considered as a crucial point towards the successful
development of new products. Corporate performance has been broached as the result of
competitive intelligence and innovation processes. Within the confines of performance
proposals, market participation, sales volume, profit margins, new product success,
investment returns and general performance; sales increase, increase in market participation,
sales returns, outstanding debts returns, investment returns and general performance have set
themselves apart. Competition intensity, technological changes and client demands were
external factors considered in the model for the fact that they represent market forces and
relevant variables in strategic terms (Silva, 2010).
The above IAC model provides me some useful constructs to consider in my research,
which include competitive intelligence, innovation strategies and innovation performance
(product and business, collectively). The five stages of innovation process, namely idea
generation, research and development, product engineering, manufacturing and diffusion or
commercialization, are useful relations to consider in my research. However, for service
innovation, I would rather replace “product engineering” and “manufacturing” with
“conceptual design” and “product development” in my research. One criticism on this model
is that it does not include internal antecedents, such as innovation talents and IT capability, to
explain their influences on innovation strategies selection and innovation process
management.
Tufano (2003) lists six stimuli for financial innovation, namely, innovation exists to
complete inherently incomplete markets; innovation persists to address inherent agency
concerns and information asymmetries; innovation enables parties to minimize transaction,
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search or marketing costs; innovation is induced by regulation and taxes; innovation is
fostered by increasing globalization, volatility and risk; innovation is stimulated by new
technologies, including ‘intellectual technologies’. The relations of transaction costs,
regulation and technology are seem relevant to financial innovation in China. However, due to
the acceleration of information distribution over mobile Internet, it seems the stimuli of
incomplete markets and information asymmetries may need to re-exam in the context of
mobile and branchless banking.
Alt and Puschmann (2012) identifies four drivers in banking innovations, which are the
consequences of the financial crises, the changing behavior of banking customers, the pace of
diffusing innovative downstream IT-solutions, and the emergence of non-banks. In recent
years, non-bank players are emerging with new IT-based business models and provide more
innovative and customer-oriented IT solutions to meet the market needs. IT solutions offer by
these new actors include third party payment solutions and social web applications, such as
mobile wallets, online investment communities and peer-to-peer business models. Examples
of these services are Covestor or Prosper in the US, Alibaba’s Leftover Treasure余额宝in
China and “Facebook Credits” in selected countries. Alt and Puschmann (2012) observes
three aspects of the banking IT innovations in the new social media paradigm. First, most
banking IT innovations focus on a specific customer needs within a customer process.
Second, a large number of banking IT innovations is based on mobile and, in particular, on
social web technologies (C2C processes). Third, low interoperability and standardization in
the existing banking IT innovations provided on those platforms.
According to Mention and Marko (2012), innovation in financial services has wide
consequences, which may affect the operations and the performance of financial firms
themselves and may also impact society as a whole through the rapid diffusion and wide
adoption mechanisms of their novelties. The intended and unintended effects of financial
innovation on society have attracted much interest recently. Sveiby (2012) discusses the proinnovation bias and states that innovation may have unintended and negative consequences
affecting society as a whole. Similar is happening in the China Internet finance innovation
boom with the strong promotion of entrepreneurial innovation Vanguard by the government.
Den Haan and Sterk (2010, p.707) contend that financial innovation plays a role in
moderating business cycles, by reducing frictions in lending and thus allowing financial
intermediaries to “continue to fulfill their role efficiently during an economic downturn”.
Lerner and Tufano (2011, p.45) underline the interconnectedness of the financial system, with
the inevitable consequence that financial innovation will “generate a complex web of
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externalities, both positive and negative”.
Goddard et al. (2007, p.1926) state that major changes to internal systems in the banking
industry, such as “customer relationship management systems, business management
technologies, core processing technologies and various support and integration technologies”
have positively impacted performance and profitability. In an investigation of 58 financial
innovations spanning from 1974 to 1986, Tufano (1989) finds evidence that innovators from
the investment banking industry capture higher market shares than followers with their
introduction of new products, despite the rapid release of imitative products. His study further
uncovers that the development costs for imitators can be halved compared to first movers. In
their analysis of the effect of new products and processes on financial performance, measured
by ROA, in the Australian retail banking industry, Roberts and Amit (2003) conclude that
banks which pursue actively and consistently innovation activities over time and whose
portfolio of innovation activities was slightly differentiated from the industry enjoyed
superior financial performance. Interestingly, their study finds no evidence of first mover
advantage and confirms that products only new to the firm may lead to competitive positions.
This echoes the findings of Lopez and Roberts (2002) who evidence that pioneer’s
competitive advantage, measured by the evolution of its market share, may erode quickly if
subsequent entrants invade the market rapidly after the introduction of the innovation.
Conversely, Abir and Chokri (2010) conclude that being a first mover product innovator
bestows banks with improved profitability while first mover process innovators enjoy
superior profitability and efficiency in the emerging Tunisian banking industry.
Rossignoli and Arnaboldi (2009) show that the most innovative UK banks experience a
more significant decline of their cost-income ratio but could not evidence significant
relationship between innovation and profitability. Relying on 38 performance measures from
income statements and balance sheets, DeYoung et al. (2007) contrast early adopters of
transactional websites with their ‘brick-and-mortar’ counterparts. Their study evidences that
this additional delivery channel leads to non-trivial increases in bank profitability, primarily
resulting from the willingness of customers to pay for extra fee-based services. They also
conclude that transactional websites complement rather than substitute other delivery
channels. Likewise, Hernando and Nieto (2007) contend that internet banking is a
complementary strategy to reach customers. Their study of Spanish commercial banks
uncovers that the adoption of internet banking practices as an additional delivery channel has
significant positive effects on banks profitability, measured in terms of ROA and on ROE,
after a period of 18 months and three years has elapsed respectively. Analyzing the Italian
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banking industry, Ciciretti et al. (2009) find evidence of strong association between the
adoptions of transactional websites to offer new services and profitability measures. Yet, they
unveil a marginally significant correlation between risk measures and internet banking
activities, which may be attributable to the diversification of assets and broader geographical
reach. Their findings suggest that further research on the effects of such practices on risk is
needed.
In their qualitative exploration of the commercial banking industry in the UK, Batiz-Lazo
and Woldesenbet (2006) conclude that being first mover to the market is not perceived as a
key innovation driver by senior managers and management consultants and report contrasted
views on whether being a first mover confers a competitive advantage. Their study further
delineates the effects of product and process innovations on performance, contending that
they both contribute in their own way to performance, either in the form of increased revenues
or of improved efficiency and cost reduction, respectively. Investigating the impact of new
service on performance, Avlonitis et al. (2001) conclude that the degree of novelty has strong
influence on the financial performance, measured in terms of profitability and market share
development. Their study unveils an inverted U-shaped relationship between financial
performance and the degree of innovativeness of new services, thus concluding that new
delivery processes and service modifications are contributing most to profitability and market
share growth.
Relying on a mix of factual and perceptual measures of performance, Damanpour and
Gopalakrishnan (2001) investigate whether product innovation precedes process innovation in
high performing commercial banks. Their findings provide partial support for this sequence
but a further analysis suggests that high performance banks tend to introduce synchronously
process and product innovations. Joint strategies of product and process innovations allow
benefiting simultaneously from efficiency improvement and a wider range of offerings to
address market and customer needs.
Based on the above literatures on innovation consequences, it seems generally it
concludes that financial innovation help improve bank’s performance and financial inclusion
as a whole to the society. Nevertheless, there are scholars comment on the potential negative
effects of financial innovation which include risk to financial consumer/investor protection
and financial stability of the system. However, it seems that the mechanism of how bank
evaluates the performance metrics of new product innovation has not been discussed in detail.
Mention and Marko (2012) synthesized six key determinants of financial innovation,
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which include size, ownership, market and geographic diversification, competition,
organizational structures and past performance. First, the impact of size, usually measured in
terms of assets, on the propensity to innovate remains widely debated in the literature, with
conflicting results. Some scholars argue that larger institutions benefit from economies of
both scale and scope and are able to access larger pools of resources, including funding
sources and to manage their risks more effectively by spreading them over a wider range of
lending activities (Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 2000; Vives, 2001). On the other hand,
larger firms suffer from inertia, are hindered by bureaucratization and may thus be slower to
adapt and less agile (Damanpour, 1992). Second, Akhavein et al. (2005) confirm the
importance of both organizational structures and geographic location on the probability and
rate on innovation adoption as more centralized organizations (i.e., having fewer separately
chartered banks and more branches) show a higher probability to introduce financial
innovation. Third, diversification has mainly been identified as negatively related to
innovation likelihood. Vives (2001) also discusses the emergence of diseconomies of
management and agency problems in diversified banks. Forth, literature suggests that banks
are more likely to innovate as a response to competition and to address institutional
challenges rather than to launch novelties which represent ceteris paribus business
opportunities (Batiz-Lazo and Wood, 1999, 2003; Batiz-Lazo and Woldesenbet, 2006;
Costanzo and Ashton, 2006; Molyneux and Shamroukh, 1996). Fifth, Yildirim and
Philippatos (2007) evidence that foreign ownership and the ratio of foreign institutions to the
total banking population are negatively associated with performance measures (ROA and net
interest margin), thus improving the efficiency of the overall banking system. Batiz-Lazo and
Woldesenbet (2006) argue that larger banks are more inclined into process innovation than
product innovation, as they aim to increase efficiency of operations instead of venturing into
new products and markets. Sixth, Ciciretti et al. (2009) contend that banks’ positive past
performance increases the likelihood to introduce technologically-induced innovation.
Institutions holding large market shares and operating in concentrated markets are also more
likely to be early adopters of process innovations (Bofondi and Lotti, 2006). These
determinants are important in my research especially when I need to analyze and explain why
a bank is more or less innovative than another bank.
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2.2.3 Innovation Management
What kind of innovations are conducted by financial service institutions? For purpose of
this research, I would adopt the service innovation definition used by Sundbo and Gallouj
(1998). According to them, service innovation can be categorized into five types, i.e. product
innovation, process innovation, organizational innovation, market innovation and ad hoc
innovation. Product innovation encompasses the process of developing ideas into actual
products. Process innovation can be divided into innovation in the production process (back
office) or innovation in the delivery channel (front office). Organizational innovation is
developing a new form or arrangement of organization or management. Market innovation is
new behavior in the market, e.g. finding a new market segment, entering another industry and
its market, also include business model innovation. Finally, ad hoc innovation is the
interactive (social) construction of a solution (strategic, organizational, social, legal, etc.) to a
particular problem posed by a customer. This type of innovation is co-produced by the
customer and the service provider. It is not reproducible, as such, but indirectly through the
codification, the formalization of part of the experience and competence. While I generally
adopt the service definition of Sundbo and Gallouj (1998), my research focus is mainly on the
product innovation in the Chinese financial institutions.
How innovation is actually conducted and managed in financial institutions? According
to Mention and Marko (2012), a vast majority of the studies focusing on the innovation
process in financial services can be traced back to the new product and service development
stream and to the organizational behavior literature. Adopting a systematic approach to
service innovation through effective and formal new service development process, which may
be equally important to that in manufacturing, may yield higher returns and is now
commonplace in financial service firms.
Vermeulen (2004) reveals that the innovation process is, to some extent, formalized
around the following phases: idea generation, concept development, building and
implementation. His longitudinal multiple case study research unveils that innovation is
usually conducted by multidisciplinary teams, consisting of members that remain first and
foremost representatives of their functional departments and who dedicate only part of their
time to the new product development project. These teams are set up on an ad hoc basis, after
positively going through the screening stage, and rarely involve front office personnel and
intermediaries. According to Vermeulen (2004), customers are rarely involved in the
innovation process and products often end up on the market without prior analysis of
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customers’ interests for these novelties. This finding echoes the conclusion of de Brentani and
Cooper (1992, p.235), according to whom “most new service products are not market tested”.
It also resonates with the conclusions of Costanzo and Ashton (2006) who argue that the
innovation process is more market-oriented than customer-oriented, thus targeting the quick
introduction of slightly modified offerings as a response to competition rather than truly
identifying and meeting customers’ needs. The lack of systematic efforts to collect ideas and
to source information from the front office personnel is also evidenced by Vermeulen and
Dankbaar (2002).
Recent studies has explored the applicability of total quality management methods such
as Lean, Six Sigma, combined Lean-Six Sigma, theory of constraints in financial services
(Azis and Osada, 2011; Kumar et al., 2008; Lin, 2008). Others have investigated business
process reengineering methods and their effects on the introduction of novelties and on
performance improvement (e.g., Akamavi et al., 2001; Maull and Childe, 1994; Shin and
Jemella, 2002), or focused on improvement to financial services and operational efficiency
using process mapping techniques and flowchart (Akamavi, 2005). Studies have concluded
that these approaches support process innovation and facilitate incremental innovation (De
Koning et al., 2008), enable to quickly identify the weaknesses in service and transactional
processes and focus on areas where improvement yields higher returns in terms of true
savings and revenue growth (Uprety, 2009).
Despite the rich content of literatures on financial innovation process, the current
literatures have not really studied the day-to-day innovation process, the innovation
interactions between provincial and HQ banks, and the interplays between front office and
product development team. This is perhaps some areas I would like to focus in my research.
What facilitate innovation in financial institutions? de Brentani and Cooper (1992) reveal
five main determinants of service innovation success, i.e. meeting customer’s needs, quality
of marketing activities, existence of synergies between the existing offerings and the novelty,
skills of the personnel in charge of provisioning the service, and finally the positioning of the
new service, its differentiating factors and uniqueness features. Storey and Easingwood
(1996) extend this list by adding two success factors: distribution strength and effective
communication. Carvalho Viera et al. (2004) highlight the influence of strategic factors such
as global quality, marketing effort, degree of innovativeness to the market and existence of a
NSD process on the overall success of new financial services innovation but fail to uncover
the effects of environmental factors such as market competitiveness and regulation.
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Papastathopoulou et al. (2006) emphasize the importance of involving frontline personnel
as well as operations staff throughout the process due to their essential role in service quality
and their knowledge of customers. Johne and Davies (2000) stress that achieving realistic
appraisal of market opportunities, realizing the potentials of distinct market segments and
designing new ways of approaching the markets are essential success factors. In contrast,
operations and IT functions hold a dominant role in the development of imitative products,
where emphasis should be on improving the delivery process and addressing the failures of
competitive offerings (Papastathopoulou et al., 2006). Lievens and Moenaert (2000) examined
the impact of communication on the innovation process and on its success, integrating the
peculiarities of services as mediating variables. Their investigation uncovers the crucial effect
of intra-project communication on resource, technological and customer uncertainty reduction
as well as the essential role of so-called information gatekeepers (i.e., front office personnel)
and organizational liaisons as predictors of the uncertainty reduction about customers and
competitors, respectively.
The innovation facilitator constructs of customer contributions, marketing and
communication effectiveness, and IT capability are interesting and I shall include them in my
research. Nevertheless, it seems the total customer involvement is difficult to achieve in
financial innovation. Also, the construct of government policy support has not been discussed
so far in the literatures.
What constraint innovation in financial institutions? Drew (1995) identifies
organizational barriers and enablers to fast new product and service innovation. Barriers to
fast innovation process include lack of focused strategy, insufficient support from senior
management, organizational inflexibility and employee turnover. An external factor, which is
poor economic conditions, also affects the rapidity of the new product and service
development process. His study highlights the importance of market orientation, relying both
on customer and employee insights, the adoption of a proactive attitude to product
development, the essential role of designing strategic plans and setting goals for innovations,
the positive effect of having separate unit for R&D and innovation and the crucial role of
skills and diversity rewarding schemes as enablers of a speedy innovation process.
Vermeulen (2004) identifies four major barriers to product innovation in the financial
industry: functionally departmentalized structures, which inevitably lead to resource conflicts
and prioritization of daily activities, with subsequent product development delays; limited use
of new product development tools, including project management as organizational mode and
lack of communication among team members; conservative organizational culture and risk
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aversion and constraints from legacy IT systems, preventing adaptability and interoperability.
According to Vermeulen and Dankbaar (2002), if innovation usually originates from
multidisciplinary work groups, most of the work is actually conducted in mono-disciplinary
teams, leading to vertical communication flows rather than horizontal ones.
The innovation barrier constructs of management supports, organizational trajectory,
functional duality and communication barriers are interesting and I shall include them in my
research. Nevertheless, it seems that the government influential as a potential innovation
restriction has not been discussed so far in the literatures.

2.3 Compliance Theories
Etzioni (1975, 1997) developed an innovative approach to the structure of organizations
that he calls compliance theory. He classifies organizations by the type of power they use to
direct the behavior of their members and the type of involvement of the participants. Etzioni
identifies three types of organizational power: coercive, utilitarian, and normative.
Table 6 Classification of Organizational Power based on Compliance Theories

Classification

Compliance focus

Coercive

Coercive power uses force and fear to control lower-level participants.

power

Examples of organizations that rely on coercive power include legal
actions, disciplinary actions, punishment and basic training in the
military.
From regulation perspective, regulators can exercise “forced
compliance powers” on financial institutions with their authorized
endorsed by relevant financial regulations.

Utilitarian

Utilitarian power uses remuneration or extrinsic rewards to control

power

lower-level participants. Most business firms emphasize such extrinsic
rewards. These rewards include salary, merit pay, fringe benefits,
working conditions, and job security.
From regulation perspective, regulators can exercise “regulatory
punishment powers” on financial institutions which found incompliance
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with the regulatory supervision and disclosure requirements. The
punishment include fines, revoke of business licenses/scopes, and
suspension of businesses.
Normative

Normative power controls through allocation of intrinsic rewards, such

power

as interesting work, identification with goals, and making a contribution
to society. Management’s power in this case rests on its ability to
manipulate symbolic rewards, allocate esteem and prestige symbols,
administer ritual, and influence the distribution of acceptance and
positive response in the organization.
From regulation perspective, regulators can exercise discrepancy
favorable treatments in regulatory approvals, consultation assistances
and pilot programs to financial institutions.
Source: Etzioni (1975, 1997)

For purpose of this research, compliance refers therein to the entirety of all measures that
need to be taken in order to adhere to laws, regulations and guidelines within the company,
subsumed as compliance sources (Daniel et al., 2009, p. 1). In order to comply, firms need to
perform profound changes in their organizational structure, business processes, IT systems
and applications that drive their business. At this, process-awareness is basic prerequisite for
ascertaining whether existing business processes are set up to operate in a compliant manner
(Caprasse et al., 2008, p. 14).
Based on the above analyses, it clearly shows that regulators and regulation have strong
influence on the process, content and progression of financial innovation. It is therefore,
important to understand the regulatory paradigm in China to understand their impacts on
firms. The China financial regulatory framework is presented next.

2.3.1 The Chinese Financial Regulatory Framework and
Reformation
The establishment of the Chinese Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) in 2003
marks the beginning of modernization measures for the Chinese banking system. The main
responsibility of the CBRC is for prudential regulation and supervising banking risk, while
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the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) role is development of monetary policy. CBRC engages a
provincial administrative model, whereby general policies are enacted by federal CBRC, and
they are adopted, detailed and enforced by provincial CBRC agencies. The creation of the
CBRC also represented an acknowledgment by the Chinese authorities of a deficiency in its
banking regulatory system; particularly, a lack of market discipline and inadequate regulation
of risk management (Shi, 2004).
The current legislation stipulates PBOC supervises interbank markets, the payment, and,
the settlement system, and credit information system. In this regards, PBOC remains the
ultimate guardian of the stability of the entire Chinese banking sector. In the absence of
formal deposit insurance scheme in China, the Chinese government plays a guarantor role for
public deposits in the event of financial crisis. For example, in the global financial crisis in
2007, the Chinese government provided an implicit guarantee for retail deposits (Kang,
2010), to insure against the unraveling of the financial system and economy.
Besides CBRC and PBOC, four other governmental departments are also of relevance to
Chinese Banking regulatory framework are the State Administration of Foreign Exchange
(SAFE), the Ministry of Finance (MoF), the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC), and the State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission
(SASAC). SAFE takes regulatory responsibility for all banking businesses related to foreign
currencies. MoF is the major executive body for government financial policies. NDRC
regulates the pricing of banking services and products. SASAC is charged with overseeing
state-owned entities (SOEs), most notably with Chinese banks.
Chinese authorities can have significant incidental impact on innovative financial
products of foreign banks operating in China. For example, in 2008-2009, some SOEs
suffered considerable losses, reportedly more than 2 billion USD, in dealings with derivative
products via foreign banks. Consequently, the SASAC issued a notice prohibiting SOEs’ use
of speculative derivative transactions. The intervention by took foreign banks in surprise, and
resulted in significant losses with their derivatives business in China (He, 2012).
This incident demonstrates that banks operating in China (foreign and domestic) run a
significant risk of sudden unexpected changes in government policies (with regards to new
financial products) and resultant interference in banking activities in a manner and to a degree
that they may not be accustomed to in their home or other jurisdictions. Another example of
regulatory interference on financial innovation is CBRC’s regulation on banks’ loan-todeposit ratios of 75% on a daily basis from June 2011. The rationale for this ratio derives from
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the fact that banking business conducted by Chinese banks is mainly loan focused, thus a
loan-to-deposit ratio requirement is a simple way to control loan size and to ensure adequate
liquidity in Chinese banks. However, this has constrained the ability of banks to leverage by
applying innovative financial instrument (He, 2012).
All banking products or services are fall within the China’s banking regulatory
framework. One of the CBRC’s specific objectives is to increase public knowledge about
financial products, services and the related risks through education and information disclosure
(CBRC, 2009, p. 16). Approval of banking products must be sought from the CBRC on a oneby-one basis. Overall, CBRC takes a broad and rigorous approach to the regulation and
innovation of banking products and services. CBRC performs its rule-making and supervisory
functions on a pervasive basis, often regarded as over supervision in regards to its current
resources and capability. Such “heavy touch supervision” is less evident in developed
economies (He, 2012). Another example of regulation of the same nature lies in the CBRC’s
regulation of banks’ internal management that encompasses appraisal of directors’ and
officers’ performance by setting appropriate behavior standards and evaluative performance
criteria.
Besides remains as a prudential and business conduct regulator, CBRC also help facilitate
and guide the commercial undertakings of banks in terms of better internal management and
risk management practice. However, some regulatory measures may put foreign banks in
disadvantage compared to Chinese banks and anti-innovation (He, 2012). In 2009, the CBRC
issued new requirements on customer authentication, whereby representatives of new
corporate customers have to visit bank premises in person and banks are required to videotape
the contracting process. This new regulatory initiative disadvantaged foreign banks as they
normally do not have an extensive network of local outlets for customer access. Reportedly, a
foreign bank incurred a substantial loss as a customer was not willing to travel to comply with
this compulsory regulatory procedure (PwC, 2010). In this regards, some innovative products
in other markets are not easily transferable to the Chinese market due to regulatory
constraints.
There is a significant regulatory incursion into the internal business management
processes of banks by the CBRC through regulatory means. This reflects an historical
association between the regulator and the regulated in China (He, 2012). The equity interest
held by central and local Chinese governments in Chinese banks (via SASAC), and the active
role played out by governments in China’s banking reform (Song, 2008) has also significantly
influenced the CBRC’s regulatory approach. Chinese banks’ inexperience in corporate
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governance, risk management and product innovation has also made it necessary for the
CBRC to undertake paternalistic regulation. In this regards, the ultimate goal of the CBRC is
to improve the “competitiveness” of Chinese banks (Garcia-Herrero et al., 2007) and to
promote the safety and soundness of banking industry and maintain public confidence, and to
protect the interest of depositors and consumers (under the public interest theory) (CBRC,
2010, p. 13).
Foreign banks are known to have a competitive edge in product innovation with sound
risk management controls, and they are able to leverage on the existing products that are
already developed in home markets (Achhorner et al., 2006) to China in short time-to-market.
Foreign equity participation has been viewed as a means to assist Chinese banks overcome
their lack of managerial experience, risk control capacity, and corporate governance (PBOC,
2002). The CBRC and Chinese banks are learning from their foreign bank partners via the
joint ventures and supervisory review. There has been an observable trend of continuing
growth and expansion of products and services by Chinese banks (PwC, 2010).
The degree of regulatory openness is limited to a level that allows Chinese banks to learn
from the practices of their foreign counterparts, gradually eroding foreign banks’ competitive
advantage (He, 2012). Wealth management is a good illustration. Since 2007, the CBRC is
“controlling” the pace of approval for new wealth management products in foreign banks,
allowing Chinese banks to nurture (KPMG, 2007). Few years later, the Chinese banks
flourished wealth management products and the foreign banks can now only compete with
Chinese banks by providing a better service (PwC, 2010). It can reasonably conclude that the
CBRC has ultimate regulatory powers and vested interests to control the velocity of financial
innovation to protect the safety and soundness of the banking industry, and the security of
domestic deposits (He, 2012). Vice-president of the CBRC, Wang, has articulated acceptance
of foreign entrants (and the innovations bring along by them) is firmly based on the premise
that safety of China’s banking system remains assured. In paternalistic regulatory approach of
the CBRC, the innovativeness of the banking sector depends on the readiness of Chinese
banks to compete in the open and volatile monetary market.
The CBRC also adopted a government policy-based regulatory approach. Commercial
banks are engaged in significant State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and state-directed lending
while the CBRC still has macroeconomic policy goals as its mandate (Bell and Chao, 2010).
Through its regulatory directives, the CBRC directed credit to rural economy in the west and
agricultural production. It is widely accepted that the increasing availability of financial
services (Olson, 2003), and boosting economic development (Alllio et al., 2004) are
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legitimate goals for banking regulation. Increasing financial services in rural areas has been a
long standing characteristic of banking regulations in emerging economies (Nair and
Kloeppinger-Todd, 2007). In this regard, financial innovations that are well aligned with the
government’s macroeconomic policies are most likely supported and gain popularity by the
regulators. However, there is a concern about the danger of making credit lending decisions
without any adequate commercial consideration and that this may be detrimental to the
stability of the banking sector in the long run. It also undermines the interest of the regulated
entities, violates market principles and distorts banks’ commercial motivations. Banking
policies should encourage banks to operate efficiently and to make sound capital-allocation
decisions based primarily upon commercial considerations (Barth et al., 2006).
Although a well-established regulatory framework ensures clarity in regulatory
expectations and certainty in implementations is necessary for a high level of compliance, a
rules-based approach to regulation may not work well for emerging markets (Ping, 2011). In
China, command-control regulation is dominant, but supplemented by principles-based
regulation and self-regulative approach has emerged in response to regulatory demand for
innovation (CBRC, 2007a, p. 58). For example, derivatives business relating to equities and
commodities are approved by CBRC on a case-by-case basis (Han, 2007). The regulation of
derivative business was also addressed by the Guidelines on Financial Innovation of
Commercial Banks (2006) which set out general principles governing financial innovations
like derivatives; know your business, know your risks, know your customers, and know your
counter-parties. The regulatory intention was to meet the needs of the economy and requiring
institutions to install a self-administered process (He, 2012). Comply with CBRC policy, or at
least non-violation, is the first yardstick for innovation approval process. Evidences of sound
internal management and risk management procedures on the innovative products are
approval accelerators (He, 2012).
In addition to rules and directives, the CBRC also using Window Guidance to advise
commercial Banks on lending limit to certain sectors (Geiger, 2008). It consisted of verbal
communications between the regulatory officer from the CBRC and the compliance office at a
bank. It enable regulators to act in a prompt manner to changing circumstances, and allows
for a tailored approach to regulating different categories of banks in terms of size and
complexity (He, 2012). Using this soft tool, the CBRC is able to “differentiate” the regulated
entities and “promote” certain innovations in a “small scale” manner. The verbal measures
provide the regulator with constant interaction with banks, provide the regulators room for
regulatory discretion; and also provide regulators an avenue to execute political concerns, and
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to “effectuate policy considerations” (He, 2012).
As the above illustrated, despite dominance of traditional command-and-control
regulation through rules-based regulation, principles based regulation has been gradually
incorporated into the regulatory process to promote innovation and productivity among banks
in the banking sector (CBRC, 2007a, p. 13). Through delegating some interpretative power to
the regulated entities and external third parties, it is evident that principles based regulation
has emerged as a complement to command-and-control regulation (He, 2012). However, this
does not mean the regulated has a “free-hand” under the principles-based self-regulative
regime. For example, after the subprime loan crisis in the US and Europe, the CBRC has
tightened the scrutiny of derivative products in China. Foreign banks are prohibited from
marketing their offshore derivative products to onshore clients. Therefore, the financial
innovation process in China is internal policy and external market dependent.
The above analyses highlight the uniqueness and complexity of financial regulation in
China. These are important factors to consider in my research on Chinese banking practices.
Next, based on my professional experiences and literatures review, a preliminary research
model is presented next.
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2.4 A Preliminary Research Model
Applying the concept of engaged scholarship, the diamond model (Van de Ven, 2007), I
present a preliminary research model of my study as follow.
Figure 13 Preliminary Research Model
2.1

2.2

Strategic Change
Management (SCM)
• Competition Power
• Pressure to performance
• Risk and control optimization
• Sanction Avoidance

Business rules
changed

1.1

Innovate to survive
/ grow

Organizational Learning and
Adaptation (OLA))
• Objectivity
• Learning plan
• Adaptation Plan
• Change plan

1.2
Regulatory Compliance (RC)

1.3
Business Innovation (BI)

• International Laws / Conventions
• State Policies
• Company Policies and Procedures

• Strategy
• Business Model
• Operation Model
• Innovation Management

2.3

Organizational Structure

Stabilization
Moderation effects
Sequence of events

Change strategy

Innovation Drive

Organizational Transformation
(OT)
• Leadership and Culture
• Change Office
• Change Approach
• Change Incentive

Transformation
consequences

• Formalization
• Standardization
• Specialization

Source: author analysis

First, financial service industry is highly regulated. Therefore, any major change in
regulation may induce business rules changes in the institutional field. At institution level,
these changes may lead to modification in the competition power, pressure to perform, risk
and control re-optimization, and actions to take to avoid regulatory /political sanctions. When
the change magnitude is large enough, institutions need to innovate to survive or sustain grow.
In such case, institutions will engage innovations in their strategy, business model, operation
model, service, products or management to drive change. The innovation drives lead to new
organizational learning and adaptation, which include unlearning and relearning objective,
plan and activities. An output from this is change strategy and plan, which the entail change
approach, organization, incentive and expected outcomes. The institution change
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consequences may include formalization, standardization and specialization in organizational
arrangements and activities to support the innovations sustainability. The new form of
organization arrangement will continue operate until the next wave major change in
regulation again. In short, each change in regulations may induce institution activities to
explore opportunities or take actions for risk avoidance.

2.5 Summary
The purpose of this chapter is to review relevant literature, and to build a theoretical
understanding from which to investigate the research questions posed in chapter 1.
First, literature on theories of change and changing are presented. For purpose of this
study, theory of change and a process model of change analysis are applied. In addition, the
research is focus on actions of various change actors, institution impacts and measured on a
transactional time basis.
Second, literature on theories of innovation are presented. Different innovation models,
determinants, antecedents, consequences and management approach are analyzed and
compared for potential literatures gaps to address in the research.
Third, literature on theories of compliance and the China financial regulatory framework
and issues are presented. This serves as a foundation and backdrop of my research.
Finally, an integrated illustration of financial innovation and regulation dialectic initial
model is presented. The illustrated is rooted based on literatures review, my professional
experiences and discussions with industry experts and scholars. This serves as a theoretical
framework to further investigate how financial innovation takes place in financial service
institutions. The underlying argument is that regulation may represent catalyst or barrier to
innovation which can subsequently induce institution change. The illustration serves as a
starting point for structuring the empirical investigation and analysis.
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3. METHODOLOGY
This chapter generally discusses the methodological considerations and choices that
underlie the empirical research process. First, the research design based on a case-study
approach is presented. Second, the research setting regarding types of financial organizations,
products and informants is attended to. Third, the data collection process based on interviews,
seminars, consulting projects and written materials is addressed. Fourth, data analysis of
within-case and cross-case comparisons is explained. Fifth, criteria for evaluating qualitative
research are discussed. Sixth, a note on presenting the empirical material is provided as
guideline to subsequent reading, and finally, a summary of the organizational and
management research methodological issues is included.

3.1 Research Design
According to Yin (2009, pg. 26), “a research design is a logical plan for getting from
here to there, where here may be defined as the initial set of questions to be answered, and
there is some set of conclusions (answers) about these questions. Between "here" and "there"
may be found a number of major steps, including the collection and analysis of relevant
data.” In short, a research design is much more than a work plan to conduct the research.
Research design, according to Paris Dauphine EDBA program, is about the choice of how to
go about conducting the research, which consists of seven key elements, i.e. the topic,
theoretical debate, research issue, objectivation/method, type of knowledge/expected findings,
expected contribution and research limitations. Based on the research design seminar, the
researcher is expected to dealing with the following questions:
1.

What is the current debate in my field?

2.

Which topic am I going to choose?

3.

What can be considered as a research?

4.

What could be a substantial contribution to research?

5.

What is my research issue & object?

6.

What type of experience or reasoning is expected from me?

7.

What are the limitations of my research?
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The current debate in the field of financial innovation and regulation dialectic has been
analyzed and further research areas or opportunities are identified. Based on analysis of
literatures, my professional background and working experience, selective issues or topics are
identified for this research. In this section, the objectivation and method of the research, i.e.
how to go about conducting the research?, is addressed. An exploratory comparative case
study approach is selected and the rationale is provided in the below subsections.

3.1.1 Case Study
According to Yin (2009), the choice of how to conduct the research depends upon three
conditions: (1) the type of research question; (2) the control an investigator has over actual
behavioral events; and (3) the focus on contemporary as opposed to historical phenomena. Yin
(2009, pg. 2) further says “case studies are the preferred method when (a) "how" or "why"
questions are being posed, (b) the investigator has little control over events, and (c) the focus
is on a contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context.” As this research’s objectivation
is to understand how financial innovations are happening in the Chinese financial service
institutions and why such innovation process is adopted in a real-life setting, the extended
case-method (Burawoy, 1991) and case-study approach (Yin, 2009), is adopted for this
research. A further clarification of these choices and approaches follows below.
Case study is a common research method in psychology, sociology, political science,
anthropology, social work, business, education, nursing, community planning, economics,
management and organizational fields. However, case study is hard to conduct considering its
richness and realism of life experience. “The richness of the phenomenon and the
extensiveness of the real life context require case study investigators to cope with a
technically distinctive situation: There will be many more variables of interest than data
points. In response, an essential tactic is to use multiple sources of evidence, with data
needing to converge in a triangulating fashion (Yin, 2009, pg.2). Yin (2009, pg.18) defines
case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth
and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident”. In general, the case study method is preferred in examining
contemporary events and where the relevant behaviors are not to be manipulated. This seems
to apply well to the circumstances of this research, for which a contemporary financial
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innovation practice is examined in a fast changing and complicated Chinese financial service
field. In addition, case study is useful in the early stage of a research on topic where
knowledge about it is limited, and when current perspectives seem inadequate because they
have little empirical substantiation (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Although comprehensive innovation, compliance and change theories exist on various
topics and fields, specified and well-structured theory on financial innovation in relation to
regulation dialectic is lacking. The broad problem approach combined with the emphasis on
institutional change do not support experiment as a suitable research method. In such setting,
a qualitative case-study approach is chosen because it allows for a detailed in-depth
investigation of complex issues - the process model and behaviors of multiple agents, as well
as analysis of multiple sources and types of data (Yin, 2009). This is seen essential in a study
focusing on an exclusive and ambiguous concept such as financial innovation. In contrast,
quantitative study is more appropriate for studying well-structured problems based on welldeveloped theories (Yin, 2009).

Preliminary theory
Yin (2009) further emphasizes the importance of developing a preliminary theory of the
topic in focus (In Dauphine EDBA program, it calls “the parent and primary theories to
apply”) as an essential aspect of effective case study design. Begin with a general theory
(grounded or ungrounded in research), then develop grounded substantive theory of one or
more substantive areas (Vaughan, 1992, calls this theory elaboration). Applying the process of
theory elaboration, this research draws on extant theories, concepts, models, and my
professional experiences in Chinese financial service field as a starting point. Due to the
theoretical background and real cases richness, which does not reflect one single perspective
or theory, but build on and bring together different approaches of existing literatures,
interviews and participative observations, the extended case-method (ECM) (Burawoy, 1998)
is found relevant and useful. The ECM uses an iterative process of traveling back and forth
between pertinent literature, data and emerging theory. ECM, according to Burawoy (1998,
pg. 5) “applies reflexive science to ethnography in order to extract the general from the
unique, to move from the ‘micro’ to the ‘macro,’ and to connect the present to the past in
anticipation of the future, all by building on pre-existing theory.”
Since the aim of this research is not to build an entirely new theory, but rather to
converge, recompose and further solidify the present bodies of knowledge in the selected
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topic, the qualitative approach of Grounded Theory (GT) (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) is
precluded. As suggested by Strauss (1987), “The methodological thrust of grounded theory is
toward the development of theory, without any particular commitment to specific kinds of
data, lines of research, or theoretical interests . . . Rather it is a style of doing qualitative
analysis that includes a number of distinct features . . . and the use of a coding paradigm to
ensure conceptual development and density.” According to the EDBA qualitative analysis
seminar, as a general rule, GT researchers should make sure that they have no preconceived
theoretical ideas before starting the research. Many people think that this means ignoring the
literature, but this is not so - the intention is to make sure that researchers are not constrained
by literature when coding. GT researchers should make sure that they do not impose concepts
on the data – those concepts should emerge from the data. For this reason, GT is not suitable
to apply in this research for which literature, data, participative observation and professional
experience are intertwined to give meaning to phenomena. Data is not codified to derive
concept or theory; instead data is used to explain the process and logic behind the process.

Exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory investigations
According to Yin (2009), there are three fundamental purposes of qualitative case study
design - exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory investigations. Exploratory approach is
often used to investigate new or under-developed fields in order to identify and understand
phenomena and relationships. Descriptive approach is commonly applied to trace and
document events over time and the context in which the event take place (the longitudinal
study). Explanatory approach attempts to development of causal explanation in a real-life
context. This study applies the exploratory case study approach. This is due to the exploratory
nature of questions, such as “what” and “how”, as well as scant existing research on the topic.
This study does not aim to describe propositions or test hypotheses. This exploratory case
study, however, may be a pre-study for a later quantitative research. Having said that,
qualitative case study can provide important contribution in its own right. In this respect, a
comparative case study approach can be valuable, particularly related to an exploratory case
study because of the increased opportunities to discover interesting themes that lie in multiple
comparisons across cases (Yin, 2009). Hence, the selection of case study design represents an
important part of the research design.
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Multiple case study
Single of multiple case study design? It is a question any research always juggling with.
In principle, the research elements and methods in conducting single or multiple case studies
are no different. “No broad distinction is made between the so-called classic (that is, single)
case study and multiple-case studies. The choice is considered one of research design, with
both being included under the case study method.” (Yin, 2009, pg.53). Using a 2x2 matrix to
show single- and multiple-case studies design with two variants of unitary or multiple units of
analysis, according to Yin (2009), there are four types of designs for case study, i.e. (Type 1)
single-case (holistic) designs, (Type 2) single-case (embedded). designs, (Type 3) multiplecase (holistic) designs, and (Type 4) multiple-case (embedded) designs. The choice of using
multiple case studies in this paper is based on the notion that the evidence from multiple cases
is often considered more compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being
more robust (Herriott & Firestone, 1983). Therefore, comparing several banks may provide
more comprehensive insights into the complexity and variety of financial innovation
processes than would compare within a single bank.
In terms of unit of analysis, this research focuses on financial innovation as a key subject
matter and extended to relevant elements, such as regulatory influences, innovation learning
and competency development. Hence, it is the type 3 (multiple holistic case design) that is
applied for in this research. The conduct of a multiple-case study, nevertheless, requires
extensive resources and time beyond the means of a single researcher because of the large
scope and difficulties to access to real-life data. It is, however, most suitable to be conducted
by an engaged scholar whom has extensive professional experiences and networks in the
relevant field to access and analyze real-case data, such as an EDBA student.
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Figure 14 Four basic types of design for case study

Source: adopted from Yin, 2009

Based on Yin’s (2009) multiple-case study method, the initial step in designing a case
study is theory development. Identify a theoretical framework will aid the selection of case(s)
to investigate and definition of the specific measures and steps to apply in the design and
process of data collection. Each individual case study consists of a complete real-case
analysis, in which convergent evidence is sought regarding the facts and conclusions for the
case. For within-case analysis, the conclusion should indicate how and why a particular
proposition was demonstrated (or not demonstrated). For cross-cases analysis, comparison
should indicate the extent of the replication logic and why certain cases were predicted to
have certain results, whereas other cases, if any, were predicted to have contrasting results.
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Figure 15 Multi-case study method

Source: Adopted from Yin (2009)

According to the EDBA program, it is always beneficial to conduct an early exploratory
fieldwork study to discover the fitting of the theoretical framework, and suitability of the case
study design and selection. Such discovery may lead to revision or alternation of the original
theoretical propositions. According to Yin (2009, pg.54) “Each case must be carefully selected
so that it either (a) predicts similar results (a literal replication) or (b) predicts contrasting
results but for anticipatable reason~ (a theoretical replication).” The case study approach
may be "redesigned" to fit the revised research questions. Such redesign might involve the
selection of alternative cases or changes in the case study (i.e., data collection) protocol. A
similar approach is adopted in this research. A detailed elaboration of the pilot study and its
results is presented in the subsequent section of this chapter.

Number of cases
When using a multiple-case design, this raises the question of how many cases is deemed
necessary or sufficient in the comparative study? According to Andersen (1997), a sufficient
number of cases has to be evaluated in terms of the research question and with regard to
existing knowledge. Eisenhardt K.M. (1989) concluded that there is no ideal number of cases,
a number between 4 and 10 cases usually works well. With fewer than 4 cases, it is often
difficult to generate theory with much complexity, and its empirical grounding is likely to be
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unconvincing, unless the case has several mini-cases within it. However, with more than 10
cases, it quickly becomes difficult to cope with the complexity and volume of the data.
Yin (2009) considered the decision on number of cases is a reflection of the number of
case replications - both literal and theoretical - to include in the study. Yin (2009, pg.58) “For
the number of theoretical replications, the important consideration is related to your sense of
the importance of rival explanations. The stronger the rivals, the more additional cases you
might want, each case showing a different result when some rival explanation had been taken
into account.” Therefore, the replication validity is linked to the number of cases, which is an
important aspect of Yin’s (2009) argument for a gradual extension of cases. Does a new case
involve new dimensions, or does it necessitate tightening-up to provide a coherent
explanation of conclusion? Hence, case-firms are often approached sequentially, so that
insights from the first firm can enhance the choice and understanding of the following (Yin,
2009). This approach is applied to the selection of case-firms in this study. The choice of
conducting comparative case studies is in light of the time frames of this particular study
regarded as not compatible with a longitudinal design.
For purpose of this research, two cases are selected based on a maximum difference
approach. This is consider sufficient as the objective of the research is not to generalize the
research findings but to explore actual real-life experiences based on a pragmatist approach.
While there are many interesting aspects in the case study of change process, process
research tend to be very time consuming, complicated in data collection and difficult to form
a pattern in process for explanation. It can be easily fall in the trap of what Pettigrew (1990)
has termed “data asphyxiation.” The lengthy process of data collection and interpretation in
case study will likely limit the number of cases that one can collect and thus limiting the
generalizability of the conclusions of process research. In balancing the values and limitation
of case study, two case-firms are selected in this study.
As a result, in this study, an exploratory and comparative case-study approach is chosen
based on various sources of data, conducted by a single researcher in order to try to extend
theory. Prior to selection of case-firms, a pilot study is conducted to understand the subject
matter and evaluate the suitability and quality of the interview questions. The following
section explains the findings from the initial fieldwork.
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3.1.2 Pilot Study or Exploratory Interview
Purpose
According to the EDBA program, the objective of a pilot study or exploratory interview
is to collect some preliminary information from the field about the research topic and subject.
The key goals of explorative interviews are (1) to generate a variety of dimensions for the
development of an interview guide of the main study; (2) to understand the research fieldwork
environment, people, terminology and key concerns; and (3) to validate the research questions
and potential contribution to management. The researcher conducts the initial field research
may simply interview or observe people in the field to learn their responses and suggestions
on the research questions and topic. The pilot study is exploratory in nature, and based on
qualitative, open-ended interviews which give room, for the informants to provide a variety of
elements and dimensions for further explanation. The interview guide for the pilot study was
developed based on innovation and change literature review, and discussions with the thesis
supervisor.

Figure 16 Main step in Research Design
Step 1 Starting Questions

Readings

Step 2 Exploration
Exploratory
interviews

Step 3 Problematic
Step 4 Construction

Step 5 Observation
Step 6 Information analysis

Step 7 Conclusions

Source: Paris Dauphine EDBA Program Thesis Writing Seminar I
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Pilot case study
The initial fieldwork for this research was conducted in June 2014 at the Shanghai HQ of
I BANK. Why I BANK was selected for exploratory interview? When talking to a Senior
Researcher from Citic Bank, she commented that I BANK is a classic example of innovative
financial institution. According to her, “The President of the bank has good strategy. He knew
that I BANK’s traditional Deposit, Lending and Intermediary Businesses are non-competitive
compared to the Big-four banks. In this case, he switched his focus to interbank operations.
He built an open platform system for small and medium sized & village commercial banks
(SMVCBs), which has a lot of deposits from rural areas but lack of channel for lending. By
setting this platform, I BANK has access to large amount of deposits through 200~400 outlets
in rural areas owned by SMVCBs at a relative low cost. I BANK uses these deposits for
interbank lending and entrusted bridging loan.” This motivated me to approach my former
clients in I BANK to participate in an exploratory interview. See more information on the
number and position of informants in section 3.2.2 and Appendix 2.

Exploratory interviews
The interviews were conducted with the Legal Director and Operation Director of the I
BANK’s trust business unit. A semi-structured interview question was developed to guide the
interview process (see the interview guide in the Appendix 1). The interview guide was
developed based on my literatures review and discussion with the thesis supervisor. The
choice to limit exploratory interviews to Legal and Operation Directors is in accordance with
the common approaches in bank to reside financial innovation, compliance and change
management responsibilities in these two functions. In addition, the choice of interviewees is
also based on the notion of trust and access to information. Both the Legal and Operation
Directors are senior executives in the trust business division with lengthy service in the
industry and have comprehensive understanding of work activities. The exploratory
interviews lasted for around 2 hours each session and were conducted separately with each
informant.
For general understanding, I BANK was established in August 1988 initially as a
provincial bank in Fuzhou City, Fujian Province. Later in 2007, I BANK was listed on
Shanghai Stock Exchange with total registered capital of more than RMB10 billion and
moved its HQ to Shanghai and Beijing. The bank provides full range of Renminbi banking,
investment and trust businesses in China. The Bank’s operating philosophy is "Sincere
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Service, Growing Together" and endeavors to offer comprehensive, top-quality, and highefficient financial service for its clients.

Exploratory interview findings
When asking about regulatory changes affecting the bank’s trust operations, the Legal
Director commented that there were several major legislation announcement during
2010~2014 in terms of risk supervision, net capital requirements, real-estate investment trust
(REIT) and negotiable note trust operations. The trust business unit responded to these
legislation changes by first, analyze the impacts of regulatory changes to the trust business
and investigate if there are opportunities for new businesses. Second, the bank may leverage
on the legislation to accelerate transformation in businesses and operations. Third, the bank
will include the requirements into operation policy and run the business according to
regulatory opinion. Generally, the bank obtains the knowledge of regulatory changes from
regulatory consultative draft, Internet and other social media such as Wechat. When receive
consultative draft from the regulator, legal department is responsible to draft a written
response, by analyzing the impacts and providing some suggestions to the regulator. Instead
of written response, regulator may ask the legal department to participate in the phone
interview or workshop discussion together with other banks.
The Operation Director added that the Bank will develop change strategy and program
before the regulatory change implementation. For example, the bank will organize crossdepartment brainstorming and workshop discussion sessions to develop the change response
and method. When the new regulation is announced, the Bank will inform relevant
departments about the legislation requirements at the regular business meeting. Innovation
research department and trust operation management department will study the change and
innovation method. Human Resources and Communist Party department will study the
organizational structure change strategy and method. All these change and innovation aim to
improve the bank’s innovation capability and business transformation success.
When talking about the Bank’s strategy in responding to regulatory changes, the
Operation Director says “The Bank responses include organizational transformation and
business innovation. The benefit of organizational transformation is long-term but can be
damaging if it is not implemented correctly. For example, changing the incentive system can
improve the Bank’s revenue generation capability, but the risks are organizational instability,
over aggressive sales and career boundary distortion. On the other hand, business innovation
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can improve profitability and asset management capability. However, the issue is compliance
risks and situational uncertainties.” In short, the Bank will leverage on the regulatory changes
to timely innovate new product, transform services and organization to improve competitive
advantages. For example, the Bank recently introduced online sales and marketing of unit
trust to leverage on the new regulation on online banking activities. The Bank also learning
industrial recommended practices in advanced trust operations and leading trust company’s
experiences. The Bank also cooperates with other financial institution to explore new business
model and operational method.
On the topic of the Bank’s innovation and transformation during the last 4 to 5 years, the
Operation Director commented that the Bank took on several major organization
transformation, governance structural change, business model and new product innovation
brought by the merger and acquisition, and trust business expansion. “The trust business
innovation was brought by changes in the market mechanism. The important factors to the
Bank’s future development are organization structure and talent acquisition, which enhance
the Bank’s operation management and business innovation. It is the combination of
shareholders policy, trust business and regulatory changes that drive the Bank to innovate
and change.” says the Operation Director.
Who initiate the innovation? The Legal Director commented that for management
innovation, such as human resources, organization structure, investment strategy and
corporate governance, the Management team initiated the idea and set target and
implementation strategies. For product innovation, it is the Marketing department to extract
the new thought leadership from the market interaction, and Management team to select,
invest and promote internally. During the process of organization transformation and business
innovation, always happens management boundary ambiguous or responsibility uncertain. In
such case, the Bank will organize management meeting to decide the structural adjustment
and responsibility clarification.
How innovation is diffused or replicated? Success innovations and changes are replicated
to other business, product and service lines. It is based on the speed and expansion scale,
practicability of the new measures and financial rents (revenue and profitability) to determine
the success of innovation diffusion. When asking about what new innovation and change in
the future, the Legal Director commented that both the Bank and trust industry are undergoing
rapid change and development. New product, service, organization and innovation planning
and needs are imminent. In general, organizational and process innovations improve the
Bank’s competitive advantages and difficult to replicate by competitors. Product and service
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innovations improve the Bank’s market positioning and may lead to industrial and regulatory
change.
When talking about the relationship between financial innovation and regulation
dialectic, the Legal Director commented that the trust firm’s new product and service
innovation are driving the regulator to enhance the supervisory legislation and operations. In
short term, this may result in stoppage of certain trust business and operation. In long term,
regulatory changes also improve the firm’s risk resilient capability. “Financial innovation and
Internet Banking provide more consumption and payment options to financial users. There is
a threat to traditional banking operations, no doubt! Our Bank is actively planning and
responding to these changes. We develop cooperation platform with partners, such as online
unit trust selling, to response to the “New Internet Thinking” paradigm. The industrial
collective movement may lead to risk to financial consumer, public protection and the banking
system stability. In such case, regulation will introduce new rules to close the gaps. In short, it
is always a “Cat and Mouse” game.” says the Operation Director. When asking about the
Bank’s innovation strategy and philosophy, the Legal Director commented that “We are
operating in the risk threshold of no financial innovation shall violate the laws. All financial
innovation shall leverage on existing rules and regulations. Of course, when these are not
clear, we always find some new opportunities.”

Learning points from exploratory interviews
What feedback and suggestion I obtain from the initial fieldwork study? First, the
interview participant suggested that the research question shall be more clear and precise. For
example, instead of asking a general question of “Can you select one of the changes and tell
me who had the initial ideas, and then what were the actions of top managers, of branch
managers, of experts or other people?”, the question was subsequently restructured to “Can
you describe a few financial innovation projects of the firm in the last 4~5 years? What was
your involvement in these projects? Select an interesting innovation project and can you
describe the process, from idea initiation to launching of the new product or implementing the
innovation?” By rephrasing the question, the interview participant can quickly relate the
question his real-experience to describe his/her observation and opinion on the topic.
Second, the Operation Director explained that not all innovation and changes are
successful. Actually, the Bank learns more from unsuccessful financial innovation,
organization change and business transformation. In this case, new questions are added in the
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interview to collect empirical evident on “successful” and “less successful” innovation project
for the researcher to compare the cases and situation. This will allow more meaningful and
interesting ideas to discover. For example, “Can you describe a less successful innovation
project? In your opinion, why did it fail? What are the innovation & change barriers? What
would you do differently to make it successful?” At the same time, it is important to generalize
successful project and summarize the recommended practices. In such case, a question was
added to ask the informant about the general observations on successful project. For example,
“Are all the innovation activities follow through the same process? What are the critical
success factors? How to assess their values and what was the rollout mechanism?”
Third, during the initial field study, both the Legal Director and Operation Director
stressed the important of organization learning and talent acquisition in sustaining innovation
capability. Therefore, a new topic about innovation capability development is included in the
interview question. For example, a question asks the informant to rate the firm’s innovation
capability “How do you rate the innovation competency of your firm? What are the strengths
and weaknesses?” Also, question to understand the innovation capability development
process “What were done to develop such competencies? What the firm needs to do more to
develop or keep the innovation competency?”
Forth, innovation capability development is not solely internal. According to the
Operation Director, the Bank has cooperation platform with several partners for the online
unit trust selling. In such case, additional questions on the cooperation mechanism, process,
driver and constraints are to be included in the future interview. For example, “At work, how
does collaboration with others (inside and outside of the firm) take place in the financial
innovation process?” and “Are there any other factors that facilitate or constrain the firm’s
innovation competence development? If so, please describe these.”
Fifth, innovation capability can be developed through routine service delivery (process
innovation) or project-based investment initiatives (channel, IT and product innovation).
During the exploratory interview, the Legal Director commented that the shareholder
investment, incentive system and new thinking from marketing personnel are important
factors to cultivate the bank’s innovation capability development. Therefore, additional
questions like “Does the firm develop innovation competence as a by-product of service
delivery? How? Impact? Example?” and “Do you/the firm make any efforts/investments in
innovation competence development? If so, what kind, how, by whom, for whom? What are
the incentives from firm to encourage innovation?” will be included in future interview.
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Sixth, before the interview ends, the Operation Director added that almost all innovations
in financial institution are depending on the bank’s IT capability to turn idea into reality. IT
create new business opportunities but also bring emerging risks in the digital branchless
banking world. As such, the important of IT as facilitator or constraints to financial
innovation shall not be ignored. In such case, questions like “Does IT play a role in
innovation process and competence development? If yes, how?” Finally, no matter how
comprehensive the interview questions are designed, there are still chances of missing
important constructs in the innovation competency development. Therefore, a final question
likes “In the future, what are the most important challenges in terms of innovation
competence development, for you and for the firm as a whole?” is meaningful and shall be
included in the case study.
Finally, both the Legal and Operation Directors suggested that the selection of business
cases for research study shall be more diversified to increase the chances to find interesting
and conflicting observations. The diversification dimension can be by ownership, operation
scope and core business/competency. For example, state-owned bank, foreign-owned and
private owned banks have diversified ownership. Local, international, provincial and city
banks have different scope of operation. Traditional banks and Non-traditional (Internet,
Telecom and Social Media firms) are driven by different core business and competency.
According to Eisenhardt (1989), research cases are chosen for theoretical not statistical
reasons. “…given the limited number of cases which can usually be studied, it makes sense to
choose cases such as extreme situations and polar types in which the process of interest is
"transparently observable." Thus, the goal of theoretical sampling is to choose cases which
are likely to replicate or extend the emergent theory.” (Eisenhardt, 1989, pg.537). By
selecting sample cases from different backgrounds, it increases the literal and theoretical
replications and at the same times, finding exceptions from cross-case analysis for in-depth
analysis. This approach is subsequently adopted in the case selection and research setting
below.
In summary, the exploratory interviews confirmed that the questions asked were relevant
to the informants and their work. Analyses of the exploratory interviews identify additional
questions and notions that are important to the financial innovation and regulatory
compliance, which were then rephrased and modified, thereby establishing an interview guide
for the main study.
Next the criteria for case selection and research setting are presented. (See more
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information on the number and position of informants in section 3.2.2)

3.2 Case Selection and Research Setting
In financial innovation research, two types of industries served as empirical settings. The
first type is traditional financial service industry which provides traditional banking services
(such as deposit and lending, cash management and settlement, Forex trading, unit trust,
wealth management, investment, financial intermediaries and online banking services) to
corporate and retail customers, subject to capital reserve requirements and heavy regulatory
supervision imposed by domestic legal system. Traditional banks also carry out the monetary
policy announced by the central bank to maintain the healthy development of financial system
and economy.
The second type is non-traditional financial service industry which provides microbanking services (such as micro-financing, retail deposit, money market mutual funds, online
payment, money transfer, non-bank check cashing, peer-to-peer financing, crowd funding,
payday loan, Mobile banking, etc.) to the unbanked retail customers. These non-traditional
bank players’ core businesses are non-banking operations such as telecommunication, Internet
finance, online purchase and social media firms. Currently, the non-traditional financial
service players mostly not required to comply with the capital reserve requirements.
Regulators are learning their business models and developing legislation to promote
financial innovation and to contain risks to financial consumers and society. Regulator deems
non-traditional banking as a supplement to traditional banks to “fill-in” the micro/SMEs
financing gaps currently not supported by the bureaucratic structure, credit system and IT
platform of traditional banks. There are some strategic partnerships between the two
industries to leverage on technology platform, credit system and risk governance framework.
There is also a trend on the non-traditional players to apply banking license to engage in fullscope traditional banking operations. Therefore, both sides are “competitor” and “cooperator”
at the same time.
Despite the scale and the rapid growth of new players in the financial service industry,
non-bank providers do not yet play a major role in the banking and financing activities,
mainly due to regulatory and capacity constraints, although this may change as more thirdparty payment and social media providers adapt microfinance models and institutions to reach
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low-income markets more effectively with credit (Shrader and Duflos,2014). Based on the
“theoretical sampling” method proposed by (Eisenhardt, 1989), two case firms from
traditional finance service industry are selected for this research study. The criteria for
selecting the case firms and informants are discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Case Firms
Following an exploratory approach (Yin, 2009; Dauphine EDBA program), the selection
of case firm is adopting a “theoretical sampling” method and based on information/feedback
collected from exploratory interviews (see section 3.1.2). Applying a “maximum” difference
approach in case selection (Yin, 2009), case firms that seem most different regarding (1)
degree of ownership structure and control; (2) degree of branch network coverage in China;
(3) and degree of core business and competency. Based on theoretical sampling (Eisenhardt,
1989), the idea is variation in case firms increases the chances of collecting varied empirical
data bearing on the selected theme. This will allow finding both similarities and dissimilarities
among case firms for literal and theoretical replications.

Maximum difference
The selection of case firms is based on a maximizing and a minimizing approach of Yin
(2009). First, the firm ownership and control structure influence the bank’s performance and
ability to invest on innovation. Ownership structure also affects the innovation through
resources allocation and budgetary control process. For example, Cheng et al. (2013) studied
the income statements and balance sheets of 94 China commercial banks from 2001 to 2009.
Applying regression analysis on 351 bank-year observations of both ownership and
accounting data, they found that compared to the state-owned banks, foreign-owned
commercial banks exhibit better asset quality, lower credit risk and higher capital adequacy
ratio (efficiency could possibility lead to more funding and stability to fertilize innovation).
Their research also found that listed status improves the asset quality and capital adequacy
ratio of the bank (and therefore support innovation). Hence, a maximizing differences
approach is pursued regarding the firm ownership and control structure, one is state-owned
bank and another is foreign-owned bank.
Second, the banks’ operation scope could also significantly affect the scale size and thus
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ability to leverage and diffuse innovation. Due to financial innovation and deregulation, banks
are growing in size to exploit scale economies in transaction processing, and scope economies
in cross-selling multiple financial products to a household. Laeven et al. (2014, pg.3)
commented that “Large banks tend to have lower capital, less-stable funding, more marketbased activities, and be more organizationally complex than small banks. This suggests that
large banks may have a distinct, possibly more fragile, business model” Could large bank be
more innovative or conservative than smaller bank? The heated debate on the optimal size,
organizational complexity, and range of activities of banks has never been stopped. The
literature is inconclusive about the economies of scale and scope in banks, it is difficult to
determine optimal bank size (Laeven et al.,2014) On one hand, large bank benefit from
economy of scale, availability of talent and resources to fund innovation. One the other hand,
banks may be too large compared to what is socially and economically optimal, could
impedes their innovation capability and development. Therefore, the degree and process of
financial innovation and regulatory compliance may significantly differ across banks
depending on their size of total asset, characterized as large or small. On this basis, a
maximum difference approach is adopted on firm size (total asset and geographical
concentration - local, international, provincial or city-level banks) in selection of case firms.
The state-owned bank has 15,000 branches in China, the foreign bank only has 160 branches
in same territory. On the other hand, the foreign bank has 8,000 offices in 87 countries, the
state-own bank only has 20+ overseas branches.
Third, the emerging of new players such as Internet, telecom and social media firms in
the financial service industry is changing the competition landscape and innovation process of
banking products and services. Some industrial practitioners believe that the future banking is
characterized by customer-centric, digital banking, simple business and operating model, big
data analytics, radical innovation and convergent approach to risk, governance and
compliance. In such new world, the new players could play a vital role in serving the
unbanked and new generation users through an integrated online and offline platform. For
example, in PwC’s report, Retail Banking 2020: Evolution or revolution, based on a survey of
560 financial services executives from leading financial institutions in 17 countries, found
that over half (55%) of senior retail banking executives view non-traditional financial services
providers as a threat to traditional banks (PWC, 2014). “Regulation is impacting business
models and economics. Technology is rapidly moving from being an expensive obstacle to a
critical part of both customer experience and effective operations. Customers are demanding
higher levels of service and a unique experience through new channels.” says the financial
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service lead partner of PwC. Again, the maximum difference approach is applied based on the
IT strategies of the financial service firms. The state-owned bank has established strategic
partnership with a giant IT firm in China for Internet finance collaboration and co-creation.
Whereas, the foreign does not have any IT alliances / partnerships locally and globally. It
outsources IT development to India.

Minimum difference
Then, what about the minimum difference approach in the selection of case firms? The
minimum approach aims at reducing differences (a baseline for effective benchmarking or
comparison across cases), to increase the possibility establishing a set of conditions under
which a phenomenon exists, either to a particular degree or as a type (Glaser & Strauss, 1967,
pg.55-56). Firm differences are reduced on the criterion that each case firm has obtained a
banking license from CBRC and is operating in China. Based on these notions of maximum
and minimum differences approach, the following firms are chosen in this research study.

Case firms selection – H Bank
The first case study firm is H Bank, a multinational banking and financial services
company headquartered in Europe. H Bank is dual listed on Europe and HK Stock Exchanges
and have over 150 years of history operating in China and Europe. H Bank is chosen because
H Bank in China seems to pay careful attention to the Chinese financial market development,
leverage on regulation drivers and its global technology and innovation platform to
continuously develop new and unique banking solution for the multinational clients. The
employees are extremely diverse in terms of educational background and expertise. Clients
are gained based on the bank’s global market networks and strong relationship with the
Chinese authorities as a foreign bank.

Case firms selection – C Bank
C Bank is one of the "big four" banks in China, state-owned and dual listed on both
China and HK Stock Exchanges. C Bank is recognized in the industry as one of the most
aggressive banks in terms of financial innovation, professional competence and experience in
financing large infrastructure projects. In 2011, C Bank was the second largest bank in the
world by market capitalization and 13th largest company in the world. The C Bank’s
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organizational structure, management incentive and workforce orientation are very much
aligning to the state-own system. Being a state-owned bank, C Bank is well connected to the
authorities through the communist party and SASAC (State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State Council). SASAC represents the investor (the
Chinese Government) to supervise operation of all firms controlled by the state.

Case firm and informant confidentiality
While informants from both H Bank and C Bank agreed to participate in the research
study, confidentiality is an issue. All informants required to remain as anonymous in the study.
However, both parties agreed that they can learn from each other through the work of this
study. Care shall be exercised to avoid the risk of creative solutions leaking to a competitor.
I apply “Theoretical sampling” (Eisenhardt, 1989) and a “Maximum difference “(Yin, 2009)
in case firms selection regarding (1) degree of ownership structure and control; (2) degree of
branch network coverage in China; (3) and degree of core business and competency.

Table 7 Comparison between case firms

Comparison

H BANK

C BANK

Ownership

Foreign bank

State-owned bank

HQ

Outside of Mainland

Mainland China

China
Listed

Outside of Mainland

Mainland China and

China

outside of Mainland China

Total asset (Dec 2014)

USD 2.5~3.0 Trillion

USD2.5~3.0 Trillion

Years of operation

140~160

50~70

Branch network in China

160 ~180

14,000~14,500

Core business

International and private

Deposit and lending

Banking

banking

Global business network

Link with policy maker

Core competency

Source: Author’s analysis

Note: USD/CNY forex (31 Dec 2014) = 6.18
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The “Ongoing inclusion” approach
The firms were chosen and approached sequentially, so that insights gained from the first
firm could enhance the choice and understanding of the following firms (Yin, 2009). The
dashed-line feedback loop in the figure below represents the situation where important
discovery occurs during the conduct of one of the individual case studies. Such a discovery,
according to Yin (2009) may require the researcher to reconsider one or more of the study's
original theoretical propositions. At this point, "redesign" should take place before proceeding
further. Such redesign might involve the selection of alternative cases or changes in the case
study (i.e., data collection) protocol. “Without such redesign, the risk being accused of
distorting or ignoring the discovery, just to accommodate the original design. This condition
leads quickly to a further accusation-that you have been selective in reporting your data, to
suit your preconceived ideas (i.e., the original theoretical propositions).” according to Yin
(2009, pg. 58).
In this study, each case firm is carefully selected for a specific purpose within the original
scope of study and is chosen based on the prior knowledge gained in the previous case firm.
This is also consistent with the “ongoing inclusion” approach recommended by (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967, pg.50). The choice of research setting has both a planned and an emergent
element. In practice, careful planning of the number and selection of case firms is prominent
when working on a doctoral dissertation, due to the availability of resources and time
constraints. In this study, two case firms were found suitable and manageable within the
timeframe of a doctoral study. The inclusion of two diversified share ownership, bank size
(geographical coverage) and core business competence is based on the notion of enhancing
the comparative aspect and facilitate a balanced approach in the number of case firms that
seems manageable in this type of study.

3.2.2 Informants
Informants were selected based on the notion of “key informants” who poses the
knowledge on the research subject, prior involvement in innovation and compliance projects,
and access to data or information required in the study. The key informants in this study
occupy roles that presumably make them particularly knowledgeable about the topic under
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investigation. For example, one informant of H Bank has a long history in the firm and
occupied various roles related to sales, customer service and product development. The
person has a central role in connecting various departments and locations in the pursuant of
new product development. Another key informant has a particular responsibility for risk,
compliance and control in new product conceptual review, regulatory harmonization and final
approval. In C BANK, one key informant is a member of the HQ new product development
team, whereas another has a particular role as provincial representative and functional
coordinator. Both HQ teams and provincial representatives formed a taskforce or project team
related to the new cash management solutions development efforts in the bank.
However, key informant research methods in organizational and management studies,
like other research techniques, may present potential and inherent informant bias which lead
to conclusion errors. Informant bias presents due to the prejudice perception of the key
informant on the organizational practice or managerial behavior. The bias resulted from the
informant’s role (level) in the organization or memory failure of life cases. A study found that
informant data were reliable when related to issues about the structural variables of an
organization, whereas data regarding sentimental or “feelings” variables were not reliable
(John & Reve, 1902). This implies that subjective opinion is subject to higher risk of
informant bias when compared to objective organizational attributes. One method to control
informant bias is the use of multiple informants from the same organization. Another method
is to use external data points or industry experts to confirm the data findings (Golden, 1977).
Despite the potential issues in informant bias, many researches continue to apply the key
informant method because it is an effective way to collect organizational phenomenon data. In
this study, the potential informant is reduced through use of multiple informants from the
same firm on the same subject and triangulation with multiple sources such as industrial
experts from accounting and consulting firms, written policy or memo within the firm, and
literatures from Chinese journals.
Access to the appropriate informants and willingness of the informants to “open heart”
sharing firm information are often a big challenge to any case study. More so, if the subject of
the research itself is a sensitive topic and related to the core competency of the case firms,
such as innovation and regulatory compliance. Therefore, access to appropriate informant is
through the researcher’s personal network of contacts and senior executives of the case firms.
The researcher has many years of consulting practice experiences with large and medium
financial service firms in China. This provides an inroad to the organization and persons to
help connect the researcher with the right informants. Through the relationship or “GuanXi”
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with the case firms, key informants are introduced to participate in the study based on the
criteria described previously. Also, anchoring the study with leaders and influential persons of
the case firms is more likely to receive better supports from busy informants. In order to keep
single informants confidential, quotes and descriptions are sorted under labels representing
groups of informants such as Product Development (Product), Sales and Marketing (Sales),
Business Risk Control Management (Business Risk), Customer Relationship Manager (CRM)
and Risk Management (Risk). The table below provides an overview of the number and
demography of informants form each case firm.

Table 8 Overview of informant number and demography

Case firm

HQ

BRC

MGRs

OFFs

INN

SALE

O

S

REG

OTH

I BANK (pilot study)

2

0

2

0

0

0

1

1

H BANK (case 1)

5

0

4

1

1

2

2

0

C BANK (case 2)

1

5

5

1

2

3

1

0

D FIRM (pragmatic

2

1

3

0

0

0

3

0

Industry experts

6

0

6

0

3

0

3

0

Total

16

6

20

2

6

5

10

1

comparison between H
BANK and C BANK)

Source: Author’s analysis

Note 1: for functional definition


Headquarters (HQ): Informants from Headquarters bank, or Headquarters senior
management



Branch (BRC): Informants from provincial and city-level banks, or regional or country
middle management



Managers (MGRs): Informants are senior executives and managers, such as branch,
division, product and project managers who have managerial responsibilities
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Officers (OFFs): Informants are middle management officers who are responsible for
day-to-day banking activities



Innovation (INNO): Informants from product and process innovation related functions



Sales (SALES): Informants from customer relationship, sales and customer service
functions



Regulation (REG): Informants from risk, legal, compliance, treasury, finance, control and
governance related functions



Other(OTH): Informants from other operational functions
The approach is using numerous and highly knowledgeable informants who view the

focal phenomena from diverse perspectives. These informants include organizational actors
from different hierarchical levels, functional areas, groups, and geographies, as well as actors
from other relevant organizations and outside observers such as industry analysts (Eisenhardt
& Graebner, 2007). The case firms’ profile and general information (such as, its business
environment, strategy and performance) are provided in the opening section of each case
study.
Next, an overview of the research setting represented by data source and data analysis is
presented.

3.3 Data Collection
As Yin (2009, pg.60) says “case studies require an inquiring mind during data
collection, not just before or after the activity. The ability to pose and ask good questions is
therefore a prerequisite for case study investigators. The desired result is for the investigator
to create a rich dialogue with the evidence.” Data collection in a case study follows a formal
protocol, but the precise and useful information that relevant to the study is not readily
predictable. “A striking feature of research to build theory from case studies is the frequent
overlap of data analysis with data collection.” (Eisenhardt, 1989, pg. 538) Therefore, the
researcher shall frequent review the empirical data collected and continuously ask the
question of “What I learn from this?” and “What it means to the research?” Where necessary,
adjustment to the data collection protocol may be required to allow the researcher to probe
emergent themes or to take advantage of special opportunities which may be present in a
given situation. The section 3.3.1 explains how interview questions are evolved based on
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themes and feedback collected from previous interviews.
The empirical sources of this study include interviews and written materials. In addition,
the researcher uses observation during the interviews and onsite visits to further understand
what people say and do in the case firms. Interviews, however, represent the main approach to
collect data for the empirical study. The semi-structured interview guide builds on the pilot
study or exploratory interviews (see the interview guide in the Appendix I). The empirical
sources of the main study are further discussed below.

3.3.1 Interviews and Written Materials
Interviews guide and questions
Interviews were conducted based on an interview guide developed from the pilot study.
According to Patton (1990:280-281), there are two broad types of interviews: A general
interview guide approach and an informal conversational interview. The first approach is
adopted in this study. An interview guide with semi-structured questions is prepared to outline
the key issues that are to be explored with each informant and send to the key informants two
weeks before the interview begins. There multiple benefits of using an interview guide. First,
informants are more prepared for the interview. Some informants prepare written notes and
presented to the researcher at the interview. Some informants refer the researcher to
colleagues in other departments to participant in the interview. Generally, the informants are
more willing to talk on the subject they know beforehand. Second, the researcher can always
bring the informants back on the issues when the informants get diverted. Also, the researcher
can check if all key issues have been covered before the interview ends. A sample of the
interview guide is included in the (Appendix 1) of this dissertation.
The questions outlined in the interview guide are in the order of an introduction to the
study, some warm-up questions with informants, topics related to financial innovation and
change management, issues related to regulatory compliance, special topics on innovation
competency development and finally free discussion with the informants on emerging topics.
The interview may not be taken in any particular order and the actual wording of questions to
elicit responses about those issues is reflexive to the interview situation. The interview guide
simply serves as a basic checklist during the interview to make sure that all relevant topics are
covered. In this respect, both the wording and the sequence of questions are adapted to each
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specific informant in the context of the actual interview. The semi-structured and informal
conversational interview is more open-ended and flexible. Information can be pursued in
whatever direction that seems appropriate, depending on what emerges from the talk, or is
observed, in a particular setting.
In order to let primary data enlighten the research question, semi-structured questions are
predefined based on the pilot study, the researcher’s professional experience and literatures
reviews. Such interviews carry the advantages of both structured (generally easier to analyze
and compare) and unstructured approaches (allowing interviewees to explain their responses
and to provide more in-depth information in their own words and feelings). As the research
process progress, initial questions are compare to responses from each interview, resulting in
some questions being refined, downplayed, as well as new questions added. Therefore, the
interview guide gradually evolves during the process of interviewing, from semi-structured to
more open questions, as themes and dimensions in the data grew clearer.
A conversational approach is dominant in towards the end of an interview. A more
informal approach allows the interview to explore new themes and compare empirical data
from different sources. Each interview question build successively on the responses provided
by informants. The interactions are expanded, balanced, refined, supported and corrected in a
two-way conversation manner. Subsequent interviews are further refined based on previous
interview experience. The aim is to seek elucidation and elaboration from various participants
(Patton, 1990), to reveal many-facetted themes and dimensions of financial innovation
process and regulatory dialectics in real-case experience.

Interviews process
Interviews consist of face-to-face conversations with informant. A small talk before and
after the interview is important to establish a relationship of trust, gain honest responses and
build rapport for potential follow-up interview. The interview typically begins with a brief
introduction of the research project, enabling informants to focus on the topic of the study.
Typically, each interview in this research lasts for 60 to 90 minutes. The interview begins
with general questions with an aim to provide background information as well as a context for
the study. Gradually, the conversation turns to more detailed and specific questions, focusing
on financial innovation strategy, process, capability, constraint, facilitator and response to
regulatory compliance.
Follow-up questions are asking for further details (e.g. can you elaborate on that? what
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do you mean by that?). This approach invites the informant to shape the conversation,
allowing the view and feeling to come forward, and enabling the researcher to grasp
commonality, variety, and individuality in the responses. Leading questions are avoided. For
instance, regarding innovation, instead of asking “is the innovation successful?”, the question
was phrased “what do you think about the innovation result?” and then, depending on the
response, appropriate follow-up questions will be formulated.
For H BANK, the interviews were conducted outside of the firm at nearby coffee house
during lunch and after office hours. The informants said that the Bank has strict requirements
and censorship on information release to public. Voice recording is not allowed during the
interview. In such case, the researcher needs to take notes during the interview, record
interview transcripts and send to the informant for confirmation right after each interview.
The interviews with C Bank took place in a meeting room at the Bank’s Shanghai branch. The
interviews were conducted concurrently with several informants, each has different functional
yet involved in the cash management solution product line. Small workshop discussion was
evolved towards the end of interviews when more open questions asked about innovation
capacity development, IT functionality and cross-industry cooperation. Overall, the interviews
took place over the span of approximately 12 months, from Oct 2014 to July 2015 with breaks
in between for long holidays, in iteration with data analysis and literature study.

From speech to transcript
As most of the informants rejected the use of tape recorder during the interview, short
notes were written on a notepad during the interviews. One of the key informants says “the
use of tape recorder will possibly resulted in bias and reluctant to share more insider
information.” In order to encourage the informants to speak more freely and openly, the
researcher agree to invite a research assistant, where possible, to help take notes during the
interview process. The interview transcript was reviewed and edited by the researcher.
Following Eisenhardt (1989), each interview should be transcribed as soon as possible after
completion, so that the conversation, themes and the setting are still fresh in mind. In the
process of transposing an oral interview into a written transcript, the presentation naturally
becomes somewhat more formal. However, emphasis was put on preserving the spoken form.
Therefore, the interview transcripts are mainly recorded verbatim, because this is regarded
crucial in terms of preserving “raw” data as the point of departure for further analysis (Patton,
1990).
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Since most of the interviews were conducted in Chinese, the interview transcripts will
need to translate from Chinese to English. To avoid possible alteration of meaning, the
interviews were not translated word by word. Rather, the researcher and research assistant
exchange notes and make every effort to convey the speaker’s real meaning in the translated
transcript. To ensure informants’ viewpoints are accurately understood by the researcher
(Johnson 1997:285), the interview transcript was returned back to each informant for
comment. This gave them the possibility to adjust, comment and correct their statements in
order to reduce possible slips and misinterpretations by the researcher and/or the research
assistant. Some informants returned the transcripts with comments. These mainly concerned
language and grammar problems, which did not change the overall content of the interview.
Some informants deleted some lines in transcript which they feel uncomfortable to include in
written scripts. Some informants send a response like “This is fine with me.” The confirmed
interview transcripts were used as raw data for analysis purpose.

Interview concerns
As with all research methods, interviews are subject to individual biases. The question is
to what extent informants are able to communicate their opinions and experiences accurately?
This requires the researcher to define some ambiguous terms such as competence,
transformation, and learning at the beginning of interview. Also, the interview quality is
largely depends on what information the informant is willing to share and calls to mind in the
interview setting. Whether or not information is kept deliberately concealed during interviews
is therefore difficult to ascertain. However, comments like, e.g. “Please do not include these
in your write-up” and “We are not supposed to give too much comments or express any
opinions on the regulation and regulators.”, indicate that this is not a major threat to
credibility. At the beginning of each interview the informant was assured of confidentiality,
and that single quotes could not be traced back to the informant, unless he or she was first
asked for permission.
Another useful data source employed in this study is written material.

Written materials
Besides interviews, written materials (as secondary data) were also used to get an
impression of each firm, including the operating environment, strategy, performance,
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innovation and achievements. The firms’ web sites and annual reports (since all case firms are
public listed companies) provided key information about each firm at an early stage. In
addition, the firm’s internal newsletters also provide information about internal organizational
affairs, business achievements and team activities. Further, industry descriptions, professional
publications, white papers and regulators reports also give important information about the
wider context of the overall industry development and trend, such as the competitive
environment. Economic reports and Government statistics also facilitate collection of more
factual and quantitative information about the financial system health, new regulation and
economy growth. Written materials are used to generate questions in interviews, and also
confirm the information presented by the informants (triangulation).
Supplement to interviews and written materials, observations at work place can help
enhance understanding of real work practices and what people say in interviews. However,
observations are not systematically carried out in the entire study. Primarily, they serve as
backdrop information to enrich the meaning of empirical data collected from the informants.
Hence, observations are not specifically highlighted in the presentation of the empirical
analyses.
Next, the process of data analysis is addressed. This includes the relationship between
inductive and deductive approaches, how the different sources of data relate to the analysis,
and the procedures used for the within-case and cross-case analyses.

3.4 Data Analysis
As Eisenhardt (1989, pg.539) once commented “Analyzing data is the heart of building
theory from case studies, but it is both the most difficult and the least codified part of the
process.” Most published studies give a great deal of description to the current literatures and
the data collection process. Data analysis, generally, is in the form of statistical interpretation
or given little explanation to the process. However, this is the classical idea; but that modern
thinking fully allows model building and proving the validity and completeness and reliability
of the model that is built. Model building include data selection, concept import, matching
concept and data, and making hypothesis on relations. The research is consider high validity
with respect to the data; if the model represents 70% of the data, the model is consider good;
if the model is only supported by 30% of the data, there is a problem then. "Face validity" is
possible if the thesis committee members want to "test" the model's face validity by
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submitting the final model to some of the informants and other experts, and collect their
opinion in a rather detailed fashion. Of course, this takes time and "face validity" is also with
respect to publications.
In this section, the data analysis protocol and process are explained in relation to withincase and cross-cases analyses. Theoretically deduced framework is used to structure the
empirical finding presentation, but the analysis is very much an inductive process. During the
data collection and analysis process, care exercised to ensure the theoretical background is not
“enforced” on the data. Rather, the analysis is kept open to “what the data is saying” or “keep
to the facts”. In line with the exploratory approach adopted in this study, the inductive
analysis takes place in the context of discovery, as iteration between “process theory and
process data to produce process knowledge”(Orton, 1997).

In this thesis I combine both: I

decided to use the theory of change, but my hypothesis is that this theory does not cover all
what is necessary to explain the phenomenon under study. So my research design includes a
part of inductive model building, and correspondingly the data collection and data processing
methods are adapted to this objective
In most case-studies, data collection is conducted concurrently with data analysis. In fact,
it is difficult to segregate these two processes, particularly in a sequential study like this,
which new themes and understanding about the research subject is building on input from
previous to current, to future informants. The process of analysis can therefore be seen as
iterating between data sources and data analysis. This allows for a reflexive incremental
approach and continuous sharpening of the research focus, case selection and data
construction throughout the process of theories development (Yin (2009); Eisenhardt (1989)).
A challenge to this process, thus, is that it moves constantly back and forth between
descriptions and the interpretation of description, between the complexity of reality and the
simplification of complexity (Patton, 1990). Hence, the analysis in this study continuously
moving between deductive and inductive modes of theorizing, as well as between data
collection and analysis. For example, I often need to go back to informants to collect
additional data in constructing the model. I share the work-in-progress model with informants
and conduct theoretical discussion with a few of informants who are PhD holder. I found the
process of moving back and forth between data, model and theoretical framework is
extremely insightful.
The analysis includes multiple sources of data. How do these relate to the analysis?
Interviews constitute by far the primary data source. Interview data is particularly important
to the analysis of innovation process and content. The written materials in terms of document91

and text analyses provide supplementary information about the firm and issues described by
the informants. Based on a content analysis of written material (Silverman, 2001) the analysis
identifies new themes that seem to be important to the investigation and conforms to the
statements and observations obtained from interviews. Written material is important to the
presentation of the company backgrounds, its business environment, strategy and
performance. This is helpful in terms of analyzing investments in innovation, and with regard
to innovation capability development. Observations are used to facilitate a deeper
understanding of the innovation work and concerns with regulatory compliance.
Contributions from observations are not especially highlighted in the presentation. Rather,
they primarily serve as a backdrop to enhance the researcher’s understanding of the
informants’ work.
In order to strengthen the credibility of the data analysis, interviews transcripts are
compared with written materials, contemporary literatures and the researcher’s professional
experience in a triangulation process. One kind of data is used to illuminate and support
another to give meaning. In this way, secondary data and researcher’s rich experiences are
used to substantiate and expand findings from interviews - and vice versa. This indicates that
the three sources of raw data and knowledge that are used to build the model. The data
sources are not separately jointed, but rather combined in a coherent way to give the proof of
its soundness and validity based on triangulation. This is based on the premise that each
approach reveals different aspects of empirical “reality” (Patton, 1990). Combining findings
from multiple cases and different empirical materials add rigor, breadth, and depth to the
investigation. However, even if interpretations are consistent, there is no guarantee that the
inferences are trustworthy, but the threat of invalidity is reduced (Patton, 1990). In line with
the design of the study, the analyses of these data sources are following Yin’s (2009) approach
for within-case and cross-case analysis.

3.4.1 Within-case Analysis
The objective of within-case analysis is to facilitate a deep understanding of each casefirm in order to illustrate the unique characteristics of each case. “Within-case analysis
typically involves detailed case study write-ups for each site. These write-ups are often simply
pure descriptions, but they are central to the generation of insight…the overall idea is to
become intimately familiar with each case as a stand-alone entity…This process allows the
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unique patterns of each case to emerge before investigators push to generalize patterns across
cases” says Eisenhardt (1989, pg. 540). Guided by the research questions, at first, the withincase analysis is relatively open and unstructured. The aim is to acquire a general knowledge
of what kind of innovation processes and activities go on in the firm. Who and what drive the
innovation? Why certain innovation projects are more successful than other? What the firm’s
strategy and action in a regulated and constrained environment? Each interview transcript is
carefully documented and read several times to grasp the view and actual meaning of
individual informant.
Viewpoints are then themed and grouped, looking for patterns of similarities and
contrasts, as well as uniqueness, rarity, and disruption, as suggested by Patton (1990). The full
list of themes are presented in Chapter 7 discussion and conclusion of this thesis. The themes
are found based on words repetition method —if you want to understand what people are
talking about, look at the words they use. Word repetitions can be analyzed formally and
informally. In the informal mode, investigators simply read the text and note words or
synonyms that people use a lot. A more formal analysis of word frequencies can be done by
generating a list of all the unique words in a text and counting the number of times each
occurs. Computers can easily generate word-frequency lists from texts and are a quick and
easy way to look for themes.
As the interviews progress, the analysis becomes more systematic and structured. Based
on the research questions and interview transcripts, concepts are developed to organize and
group data representing similarities and differences. These elements include innovation
drivers, innovation process, innovation facilitation, innovation barriers, innovation
management, innovation learning, innovation competence development, regulation
knowledge, regulation response and regulation dialectic reconciliation actions. Key concepts
are then distinguished, categorized and integrated to find new themes and interesting patterns.
Finally, a storyline is developed as “analytic thread” that unites and integrates the major
themes of the study. An example is “Constrained Innovation”. This concept is developed to
identify possible situations, activities, or circumstances in which innovation takes place in a
constrained environment.
Thereafter, concepts that indicate more firmly certain patterns and directions to pursue
are developed. Examples are: innovation in ‘policy constrains’, ‘market constrains’, and
‘technology constrains’. Innovation in policy and market constrained situation shows clear
patterns in terms of macro-environment and an episodic change tendency, whereas technology
constrains are usually organizational limitation and has a pattern of incremental/continuous
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change. As Poole (2004, p.6) points out “Episodic change is best understood from a macro or
global analysis, while continuous change is better discerned through micro level or local
analysis.” In discussion with my thesis supervisor, Dr. Pierre Romlaer, we found that many
models of change have been proposed in the research. For example, very interestingly, both
French sociologist Crozier (1963) and management researchers as Tushman and Romanelli
(1985) established with empirical data that it seems that all organizations have relatively long
periods of incremental change interrupted by relatively quick "quantum leaps" with big size
and fairly traumatic changes. Here in Poole we have a more profound model since the nature
of these changes is strongly related to changes in the environment. As we will see my
empirical data validate this assertion. The storyline to synthesize the key themes is then “when
the situation is unfavorable, organization shall wait and find ways to create the positive
environment to influence. Episodic change could happen when there are major policy change
and technology adoption. The inflection point is the rules of the game change”
During the within-case analysis process, sub-themes are further grouped and connected to
the main themes. Using the same methodology, “illustrative quotes” are grouped and gave
meaning to the storyline. However, the same quote can often be used to illustrate different
aspects of the story. This indicates that the theoretical lens/epistemology of different
researcher could influence the data analysis in the way that different theoretical scopes allow
for viewing the data in different ways, and could eventually lead to a totally different theme
and storyline.
After the within-case analyses, comparisons further make between the firms based on a
cross-case analysis. The logic is very similar to that of the within-case analysis. In light of the
research questions, the findings from the within-case analyses are analyzed across the case
firms, addressing similarities and differences. This leads to a sharpening of the findings, as
patterns of similarities and differences grew stronger or became weakened. To facilitate this
process, it is important to ensure all within-case study is performed using same analysis
protocol and dimension. Each within-case analysis is presented in the following structure.
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Figure 17 Within-case analysis structure

Analysis category

General background
presentation

Analysis dimensions

Findings and Conclusion

The firm and its business:
• History
• Environment
• Strategy
• Performance
• Generic innovation model

Regulatory influence
Within-case
study

Dialectic reconciliation
Suggestion to improve

Aspect linked to
research questions

The firm and its Innovation
• Driver
• Process
• Facilitator and constraint
• Management and appraisal
• Learning and competency
development

Source: Author’s analysis

Different research could emphasize on different aspects of the data meaning as well as
looking for other things than before. Similarly, data analysis influences literature readings as
findings are compared to theory and professional experience. Thus, a continuous iteration
between theory, professional experience and data took place. Next, the cross-case analysis
approach is presented.

3.4.2 Cross-case Analysis
Based on the analyses of interviews transcripts and written materials, initial patterns of
how financial innovation takes place in each of the case firms were identified. However, the
conclusion is premature or even false as individual case can be distorted by information
collection and information processing biases. During the data collection process, I exercise
my professional knowledge and judgement to evaluate the completeness and validity of the
data collected. For example, I will often as the informant, “Can you provide an example of
situation or real-life case of what you have described?” In addition, I often counter check the
data provided by the informant with written materials. For example, I will ask, “To help me
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further understand, can you provide any written materials related to what you have
explained?” I also triangulate data collected from multiple sources. However, we may still
facing some situation of distorted data, when we ask for cases of innovation failure or
comments on government policy or specific regulations. Most informants reluctant to talk on
own failure or comment regulation injustice. In such cases, I often rephrase the questions like,
“Give you a second chance, what will you do to improve the innovation process?” or “If you
have a chance, any suggestions you can give to improve the regulatory framework?”
Therefore, cross-case comparison is required to eliminate this tendency by looking at the data
from many divergent ways.
According to Eisenhardt (1989, pg. 540-541), there are three key tactics to apply in crosscase analysis. The first tactic is to select categories or dimensions, and then to look for withingroup similarities and coupled with intergroup differences. The dimensions are developed
based research problem, existing literature and the researcher’s intuition. For example,
explore vs. exploit innovation, episode vs. continuous change, vertical vs. horizontal
collaboration, high vs. low performance, innovation diffusion vs. adoption, and standard vs.
tailored product. Some categories such as performance and product revealed no clear patterns,
but others such as innovation and change approach, and collaboration model led to important
patterns of within-group similarity and across-group differences. An extension of this tactic is
to use a 2 x 2 cell to compare several categories at once, or to move to a continuous
measurement scale which permits graphing. For example, innovation and change approaches
are projected on 2x2 cells, while collaboration model is measured on a scale from horizontal,
mix to vertical models.
The second tactic is to select comparative pairs of cases and then to list the similarities
and differences between each pair. This tactic forces the researcher to look for the subtle
similarities and differences between cases to identify patterns. “The juxtaposition of
seemingly similar cases by a researcher looking for differences can break simplistic frames. In
the same way, the search for similarity in a seemingly different pair also can lead to a more
sophisticated understanding. The result of these forced comparisons can be new categories
and concepts which the investigators did not anticipate” according to Eisenhardt (1989, pg.
541). For example, through cash pool solutions proposed by H Bank China and C Bank for
his client, the researcher found that technology innovation differences dominate initial
impressions across both banks. However, this paired comparison process leads the researcher
to see that the speed of innovation implementation process is equally important. A deeper
comparative analysis (between H bank Europe and H Bank China) reveals that “domestic
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dominate” is another important factor to innovation implementation success.
The third tactic is to divide the data by data source. This tactic exploits the unique
insights possible from different types of data collection. However, this tactic is not applied in
this study, as the primary data source is interview transcript. Written materials and
observations are used to supplement the understanding from interviews. Therefore,
comparison of findings and conclusions draw from each type of data sources over group of
cases may not yield significant further insights, but could possibly consume substantial
amount of times and efforts in the data segregation and cleansing works.

Figure 18 Cross-case analysis structure

Source: Author’s analysis

The cross-case analysis logic is very similar to that of the within-case analysis. In light of
the research questions, the findings from the within-case analyses were analyzed across the
case firms, addressing similarities and differences. This leads to a sharpening of the findings,
as patterns of similarities and differences grew stronger or became weakened. This way, the
comparisons could consider the relative strength of the patterns identified. For example, the
relationship between financial innovation process and the firm’s business strategy emerged as
highly important. When the bank’s business strategy is conservative and “innovation
follower”, the innovation process is more constrained by risk, control and governance. In
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certain circumstances, the firm is risk averse and may exchange “goodies” with regulator for
limited innovation implementation in some pilot areas. On the other hand, when the bank is
aggressive and “innovation leader”, the innovation approach is to influence policy openness
and “special treatment”. In some cases, the firm is risk taking to test the regulator’s tolerance
to innovative financial products. This is particular true for Internet financing firm.
In summary, as pointed out by Eisenhardt (1989, pg. 541) “the idea behind these crosscase searching tactics is to force investigators to go beyond initial impressions, especially
through the use of structured and diverse lenses on the data. These tactics improve the
likelihood of accurate and reliable theory, that is, a theory with a close fit with the data. Also,
cross-case searching tactics enhance the probability that the investigators will capture the
novel findings which may exist in the data.” Since the aim of this chapter is to describe the
research process in order to enable others to evaluate the quality of this study, further criteria
for evaluating qualitative research are discussed below.

3.5 Research Reliability
Unlike quantitative research, there are no concise measures such as correlation
coefficients or F values in qualitative research. The question of how to evaluate the reliability
and quality of a qualitative research becomes an issue. As pointed out in early part of this
chapter, this study adopts an exploratory approach, using case study method, to investigate
new or under-developed fields in order to identify and understand phenomena and
relationships. Some researchers consider this is a “theory building using case studies”
approach. According to Eisenhardt (1989, pg. 548) “there is no generally accepted set of
guidelines for the assessment of this type of research…a strong theory-building study yields
good theory (that is, parsimonious, testable, and logically coherent theory) which emerges at
the end of the study.” In this regards, Eisenhardt proposed two additional tests on the “good
theory”, by assessing the degree of robustness in empirical issues method used and evidence
collected. Although the number of cases is limited, the degree of robustness of the findings
can be assured because the cases have been chosen under the rule of maximum difference,
and the theoretical sampling relied upon maximum semantic difference and the degree of
“new insight” obtained from the study.
Yin (2009) commented that four tests, however, have been commonly used to establish
the quality of any empirical social research. They are listed below.
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Construct validity: identifying correct operational measures for the concepts being
studied



Internal validity (for explanatory or causal studies only and not for descriptive or
exploratory studies): seeking to establish a causal relationship, whereby certain
conditions are believed to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious
relationships



External validity: defining the domain to which a study's findings can be generalized



Reliability: demonstrating that the operations of a study-such as the data collection
procedures-can be repeated, with the same results
Since this study does not aim to establish any causal relationship, the measures to

evaluate the research quality are thus Construct validity, External validity and Reliability.
This first test is Construct validity which is especially important in case study research. It
has been an ongoing criticism on case studies for failure to develop a sufficiently operational
set of measures and "subjective" judgments are used to collect the data. For example, in this
study, first it needs to define financial innovation in terms of specific concepts (and relate
them to the objectives of this study). Second, to identify operational measures that match
these concepts (based on literatures). In order to increase the construct validity in this study,
the main concepts and dimensions used to sort data were initially derived from theory.
Further, the research question guided the data collection, and the iteration between data
collection, data analysis, research questions, and theoretical reviews made appropriate
indicators of concepts gradually grow clearer. In addition, multiple sources of evidence are
collected, in a manner encouraging convergent lines of inquiry, and this tactic is relevant
during data collection. The relationship between the concepts studied and the empirical data
seen as indications of the concept was enhanced by relying on multiple informants and
multiple sources of data (interviews, documents, and to some extent observations), and by
including multiple firms. Also, informants commented on and refined their statements from
interview transcripts as well as draft analyses. Subsequent discussions between researcher,
informants and industry experts are likely to enhance the validity of the interpretations.
The second test is External validity which deals with the problem of knowing whether a
study's findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case. According to Yin (2009), in
multiple case studies (as for this study), a theory must be tested by replicating the findings in
a second or even a third situation, where the theory has specified that the same results should
occur. Once such direct replications have been made, the results might be accepted as
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providing strong support for the theory, even though further replications had not been
performed. Over here, the aim is not to create statistical generalization, but emphasize on
analytic generalization. In analytical generalization, the researcher is striving to generalize a
particular set of results to some broader theory. As a result, generalizability depends on the
coherence of the research (Yin, 2009), as well as to what extent the particular reader finds the
craftsmanship of the research and the credibility of the researcher reliable (Patton, 1990). For
example, a comparative case-study of sample firms increases the potential for providing more
comprehensive insight into the complexity and variety of financial innovation process than
does a study of a single firm. The aim is to provide more credibility to the analytical
generalization results. In addition, by specifying the supporting evidence and making the
arguments explicit, readers are enabled to judge the soundness of the conclusions made in this
study with regard to extending existing theory.
The third test is Reliability which the objective is to ensure that, if a later investigator
follow the same procedures and conducts the same case study all over again, it should arrive
at the same findings and conclusions. This is an inherent challenge to case study “the
researcher is the instrument” (Patton, 1990, pg.14). The researcher is actively involved in a
process, where he interprets the reality in which he simultaneously participates, as well as
becomes a product of (Patton, 1990). The interaction between researcher, informants, and data
yield changes for all parties involved. Therefore, it is unlikely that two independent
researchers will arrive at exactly the same interpretations even if they had the same purpose,
focused on the same issues, and used the same method. The point in this study is to enhance
reliability by laying the research open for potential scrutiny, replication, and “testability”, as
suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). According to Yin (2009), “The general way of approaching
the reliability problem is to make as many steps as operational as possible and to conduct
research as if someone were always looking over your shoulder. Accountants and bookkeepers
always are aware that any calculations must be capable of being audited. In this sense, an
auditor also is performing a reliability check and must be able to produce the same results if
the same procedures are followed.”
In the present thesis, I defend the idea that research reliability is good because all steps of
the research are precisely defined and followed in actual practice, that data collection methods
and data processing methods have been the same for all the empirical material, and that the
relation between the literature, models building and confrontation between concepts and data
is totally explicit as described in the present chapter. Beyond this, it is recognized that the
different parts of the research protocol had to be developed progressively by an iterative
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process, and it seems to us that this practice can be accepted in scientific research as long as
the final research protocol is applied uniformly to all the data. For example, the “auditability”
and “repeatability” in this study are achieved through several efforts, including a clearly
stated awareness of the research process, a detailed description and discussion of how the
design, setting, data sources, and analysis are considered and conducted in this study, making
the interview guide publicly available, avoiding asking leading questions in the interview
situation, and by checking own impressions with both informants and other researchers in
order to gradually express a greater degree of precision in terms of findings and contributions.
In addition, the researcher always aspired to behave candid and honest throughout the entire
research process.
In summary, qualitative research, involves many considerations that imply a balancing of
different elements in order to establish high quality. In this respect, McGrath (1982) puts it
well when claiming that the research process should be viewed as a series of interlocking
choices, not as a set of problems to be “solved”, but rather as a set of dilemmas to be “lived
with” (1982. Pg.69). The quality checks are performed throughout the study from design, data
collection to data analysis, in order the preserve the originality, validity and reliability of the
study empirical data, findings and conclusions.
Further, the quality criteria for research also relate to ethical aspects. Therefore, the
ethical considerations of concern to this study are addressed below.

3.6 Ethical Consideration
The importance of mainlining integrity and trustworthy in a research study shall never be
underestimated. In this regard, a specific section is devoted to discuss the ethical
consideration exercised in this research to ensure the interests of research participants and
informants are protected. In addition, upkeep research ethics in a study is also consistent with
the requirements of Paris Dauphine as a PSL research university. Related to methodological
issues in this study, the following research ethical guidelines stand out as particularly
important: (i) the obligation to obtain consent, (ii) the obligation to inform research subjects,
(iii) the confidentiality requirements, and (iv) the obligation to report research results back to
subjects. These ethical considerations are discussed below.
First, this study requires active participation of informants in interviews and providing
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insights on the research questions and practices of the firm. Hence, consent is obtained from
each participant at the outset of the research process. However, informants are free at any time
to withhold information when they feel uncomfortable to share or that could probably infringe
the firm’s “trade secret”. The researcher respects the informants’ proposition and make note in
the documentation when information is withheld and the alternative sources of empirical data
to consider.
Second, persons participating in research must be given all the information they need for
a reasonable understanding of the research field, of the consequences of participating in the
research project, and the objective of the research. For example, at the beginning of each
interview, the informants are briefed on the broad overview of the study, its overall aim,
methodology, and approach. The informants are provided with sufficient information about
the study to direct their thoughts and attention to the topic.
Third, in case study research, confidentially is always a dilemma between new
knowledge and informant protection. The informants are ensured that information given
during interviews would be treated confidentially and for the purpose of this particular
research project. In order to keep this promise and to make the data accessible to other
researchers for re-examination, the analysis is based on an extensive use of un-named quotes.
The identification of the informants is concealed.
Finally, informants shared both valuable information and (otherwise billable) time. What
did they gain in return? It is difficult to compare what is given and what is received. However,
people seemed to enjoy the interviews and the informal conversations, interpreted both from
their efforts to thoroughly explain issues. For example, some informants are voluntarily
reviewing and returning transcripts with comments and further specifications. However, it is
acknowledged - and appreciated - that there may be conflicting views and contrasting interests
between the researcher and the informants e.g. in terms of the framing and the results of the
study. As recommended by the EDBA program, the researcher can provide value to the
informants and recommendations to the participating firms by reporting the research findings
back to the subjects in terms of providing each participating firm, informant and person with a
copy of the dissertation.
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3.7. Summary
This chapter has described how the study is conducted. In accordance with the research
question and existing literature on the topic, a qualitative, exploratory, and comparative casestudy design was chosen based on an extended case-method. Two case firms representing in
same industry were selected based on “minimizing” and “maximizing” differences
approaches. Data sources are mainly interviews, supported by written materials and to some
extent observations. The informants represent variety in terms of experience, background and
function. In addition, a key informant approach was used. The data is analyzed in iteration
with theory, using within-case and cross-case analyses. The study is based on an exploratory
approach, but also guided by a deductively applied framework. This allows for flexibility to
incorporate emergent issues, while simultaneously being “on track” with regard to research
focus. To enhance research quality and credibility, openness is pursued regarding the research
process and ethical guidelines are followed. Findings are presented according to each casefirm and crosswise.
The next five chapters present the empirical findings. Findings from each case-firm are
presented. The purpose is to provide within-case analyses of the firms in order to show the
characteristics of each firm. Thereafter, a comparative analysis across the firms is presented.
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4. H BANK CASE STUDY

This chapter presents the empirical findings of H BANK. First, a brief description of H
BANK and its environment, strategy and performance are analyzed, and a generic innovation
model of H BANK is suggested. Second, using a process model research method, the
Financial Innovation (FI) of H BANK is analyzed in terms of the innovation (i) driver, (ii)
process, (iii) facilitator and constraint, (iv) management and appraisal, and (v) learning and
competency development. Third, the influence of regulatory compliance and changes on
innovation process is analyzed in terms of (i) the bank’s knowledge and response to
regulatory changes, and (ii) their implication to innovation process. Based on this material, a
“behavioral- based actor network process” is suggested as the way in which financial
innovation and regulation dialectic is reconciled at H BANK. Fourth, further analysis shows
that a global innovation template enhances product standardization and risk management, but
it also increases rationalization costs when tailor-made are required for local market adoption.
Finally, the empirical findings of H BANK are summarized.

4.1 H Bank – General presentation
Building on the environmental-strategy-performance framework (Child 1972; Porter
1991; Tan and Litschert 1994; and Wright at. al (1995)), it is suggested that the changes in
environmental cause a firm to select different strategies to defend its competitive advantage in
specific market and ultimately, have large influences to the firm’s performance. A foreign
bank, such as H BANK, despite with its strong rooted Asia Pacific business presence,
constantly adjust to the changing financial regulatory environment in China in order to
compete with the local big-four. Empirical material on these issues is based primarily on my
previous consulting experiences with H BANK, interactions with the financial industry
analysts and practitioners, and interviews with informants from H BANK China’s product
innovation and risk management team. In addition, publicity material such as the bank’s web
site, annual report, shareholder presentation, newspaper, business magazine, academic
journal, interviews with industry practitioners and analysts are used as supplements. Based on
the empirical materials and my analysis, a generic innovation model of H BANK is suggested.
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4.1.1 H Bank
Established in 1860s, H BANK has strong flagship in the Asia-Pacific region and is the
largest bank incorporated in the Hong Kong SAR. The H BANK Group is also one of the
world's largest banking and financial services organizations. The Group has around 8,000
offices in 80+ countries and territories in Europe, the Asia-Pacific region, the Americas, the
Middle East and Africa. H BANK provides a comprehensive range of financial services
through four customer groups and global businesses: Retail Banking and Wealth
Management; Commercial Banking; Corporate, Investment Banking and Markets; and Private
Banking.
Figure 19 H BANK’s profit contribution by geography area
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Figure 20 H BANK’s profit contribution by business area
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What about H BANK in China? In the early years of the 20th century, H BANK widened
the scope of its activities in the East. It became increasingly involved in the issuing of loans to
national governments, especially in China, to finance modernization and internal
infrastructure projects such as railway building. In the 21st century, H BANK started growing
its business in China both organically and through a series of strategic partnerships. For
example, H BANK invested its funds in local banks as it opened its own branches throughout
China. With nearly 150 years continuous presence in China, H BANK is one of the largest
investors amongst foreign banks in mainland China, having invested in select mainland
financial services entities and in the growth of its own operations. Its Shanghai HQ is
responsible for the China business development, people management, policy making, product
innovation and risk management. With over 160 outlets including 23 branches in major cities
in mainland China, H BANK China has the largest service network of any foreign bank in
China.
Based on the information obtained from interviews, H BANK China is a full service
commercial bank. Bank services provided by H BANK in China include corporate,
commercial, personal and private banking, payment and cash management, global markets,
project finance, trade services, gold and foreign exchange services. H BANK provides fullscope RMB and foreign currency banking services in China. H BANK has more than 5,500
employees in China located in around 150 outlets throughout 45 cities. Over 98% of H BANK
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China employees are recruited locally.

4.1.2 Business Environment
In general, although foreign banks’ market share of total assets is small (1.82% as of 31
December 2012) compared to the local banks, they are rapidly expanding scope of services,
geographic coverage, employee number, wealth investment diversity, customer profile and
general presence in China. As at Dec 2012, there are 42 locally-incorporated foreign banks, 95
branches and several hundred representative offices in China, with total assets grew by
10.66% in 2012 to RMB 2.3 trillion. While most foreign banks see the commitment and
support from parent bank in home country help foster product localization, business
promotion and rapport construction with local authorities, the regulatory constraints, such as
foreign debt quota, loan to deposit ratio and foreign guarantee quota, remain the key concerns
of foreign banks (EY, 2013).
Foreign banks are becoming more skilled in navigating the Chinese market, but they still
facing critical challenges on regulation, operations, and market growth. On the regulatory
front, the key challenges to foreign banks are the plethora of rules and regulations; access to
the growing bond market; and the continued capital and liquidity constraints. Operationally,
the foreign banks are challenged by human resource issues; the complex legal environment,
and maintaining satisfactory profit level. Finally in the marketplace, their top concerns
include interest rate margin compression; attracting retail customers, and increasing
competition from domestic banks. Despite the challenges, internationalization of the
Renminbi; interest rate liberalization, and the form and relaxed regulation in Shanghai Free
Trade Zone are bringing new opportunities to the foreign banks. To seize the opportunities,
innovative banking products are required for retail banking (such as, investment products and
mobile banking) and corporate banking (such as, dept capital market, securitization and
interest rate swap) (EY, 2013).
How does H BANK see its business environment, challenges and opportunities in China?
In 1980s and early 1990s, due to many uncertainties in Asia Pacific, H BANK changed its
business development focus to the US and Europe markets. However, since 2000, the Asia
economies becoming active again, H BANK decided to switch its business focus back to
Asian countries. In this landscape, H BANK started a series of actions to study the Asian
market and develop its relationship with the local governments, especially with Hong Kong,
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China, Malaysia, Singapore and Macao. China is one of the priority growth markets of H
BANK in Asia Pacific. H BANK has a number of significant investments in China. H BANK
continued to expand its branch network to cover tier-one and tier-two cities in China. In
addition, the bank also expanding its wealth management capabilities to meet the investment
needs of wealthy Chinese investors. Despite seeing various opportunities across the financial
spectrum, foreign banks need to adjust its strategies and adapt to the business environment in
China. “You cannot simply replicate a successful entry strategy from other Asian markets to
the special needs and characteristics of China market”, say an industry analyst. As evidence,
H BANK introduced several financial innovation products that specifically addressed for the
Chinese market (see section 4.1.4 below).
H BANK continued to identify and recruit local talent to support its growth. Of the
263,000 H BANK worldwide workforces, China has 19,000 employees. Lack of key talent is
always a perennial issue to foreign banks operating in China. “We are aggressively recruiting
talents, but this is driving up salaries. We continue losing employees to new foreign banks and
the turnover levels between 20% and 40%, with highest in retail business. H BANK is believe
to the training institutes to foreign and domestic banks”, says the H BANK branch manager.
H BANK’s global operating expenses increased mainly due to costs rose in India from
increased use of the service centers and in mainland China from wage inflation, higher staff
numbers and branch expansion.
H BANK’s Chairman, has been a regular visitor to CBCR China. He is one of the
members in the CBRC’s International Advisory Council which regularly meet and discuss
issues on changes in the international banking environment, influence on regulation, banking
services for the real economy, financial support for small and medium-sized enterprises and
consumer protection and education. The bank leadership makes regular visits to regulatory
officers and promotes how the bank can help China in the financial system transformation and
support government’s initiatives such as Reminbi internationalization and financial service
innovations. H BANK has strong confidence over China market and continued to pour
resources into China to drive business performance.
On the other hand, H BANK also seeing risks in its China operations. These include hardlanding of Chinese economy, weakening property market, drop in equity price, unemployment
issues and low GDP growth. In addition, regional tensions between China and surround Asian
countries also add uncertainty to banking development. H BANK believes that the “new
normality” and rebalancing of Chinese economy from manufacturing export to internal
consumption focus will create new demand for innovative and customer oriented banking
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products. “The Government is fully engaged to create an innovation-driven economy. New
opportunities will emerge but realizing them will require a more focused and innovative
approach in China. The Chinese regulators like new ideas. Foreign banks and Internet
finance firms are used as a mean to drive financial innovation in domestic banks,” says the
product development manager. CEOs of foreign banks continue view the impact of regulation
as their biggest challenge. Some banks view this situation as a burden, while others are
proactively engaging with the regulator. The risk management officer says “The Chinese
banking regulators have been supportive over the period. In certain circumstances, I think the
CBRC is more supportive to innovative products and service offerings than regulators in our
home market”.

4.1.3 Business Strategy
H BANK’s corporate objective is to become “the world’s leading international bank”. To
achieve this, H BANK sets a long term strategic priorities to (1) grow the business and
dividends; (2) implement global standards; and (3) streamline processes and procedures.
Some key initiatives underneath each strategic priority are summarized below:
(1) Grow the business and dividends


Generate capital to invest in mostly organic opportunities in home and priority growth
markets, while progressively growing the dividend.



Use six filters to determine portfolio-fit businesses and identify non-strategic businesses
to dispose of



Follow a stringent framework to assess investment opportunities using strategic, risk and
financial criteria.



Decisions on how and where to allocate resources are made by the Group Management
Board under authority delegated from the Board

(2) Implement global standards


Adopt and enforce the highest global standards across H BANK.



Invest in world-leading risk and compliance, while seeking to reduce overall risk.



Implement global standards for seamless customer experience over a connected network
of businesses
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Three primary are of focus are customer due diligence, financial crime compliance and
financial intelligence

(3) Streamline processes and procedures


Put in place a structure to manage the bank globally, rather than on a federated basis.



Streamline, globalise and simplify processes and procedures to generate sustainable
savings.

In 2007, I conducted a consulting project at KPMG, an International accounting firm, to
provide financial innovation advisory services to ICBC by benchmarking the financial
innovation framework and process between ICBC, Citibank, DBS and H BANK. In this
project, first we compared the market proposition and strategy of all four banks. Generally,
the market proposition and strategy of each bank can be categorized into four dimensions, i.e.
branding, channel, customer and product. H BANK’s branding strategy is becoming “the
world’s local brand”. Through its localized services/products and established relationship
with local government, H BANK generally achieve a high-ranking of market reputation in
high-end/premium local customer groups. H BANK has extensive branch network coverage
in each local market, and it is actively expanding its e-channel and co-channel capabilities
(such phone-banking, E-baking and alliances with local financial firms). With its market
reputation, H BANK also attractive to many experienced financial talent and new graduate. H
BANK establish strong local sales team, include customer manager, private banking manager
and direct sales team in each local market.
As we can see in its core values of integrity, trust and excellent customer service, H
BANK continue to invest and develop a customer-centric business model. This includes
excellent customer services at branch and CRM system that can support one-to-one customer
sales and service. In term of product strategy, H BANK is not a creative product market leader
(compared to Citibank, perhaps). In generally, H BANK has longer new product development
cycle time than the industry average. However, H BANK new product cost is probably the
lowest among international banks. This is achieved by develop standard product features that
can be easily adopted in each local market. Nevertheless, H BANK is response fast to new
product development needs in emerging market, such as China. H BANK has strong ties with
local government and in many cases develop new product to support the local government’s
fiscal policy such as the issuance of dim sum bond in response to the Renminbi
internationalization initiative.
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What about H BANK’s strategy in China specifically? H BANK continue to expand its
leadership in Greater China. Two of the key priorities are continued its leadership as China’s
top foreign bank and be the leading international bank for Renminbi (RMB) worldwide.
Specifically, H BANK to capture the increasing international connectivity (in business, trade
and investment) between China and the world, including Chinese enterprises “going out” and
Hong Kong/International companies “going into China”. In terms of RMB banking, H BANK
continues to develop core RMB products and leverage on its international connectivity and
global development capabilities to increase market share and product variety. In China, 30%
of population located in top-10 city clusters which contribute to 70% of international
transactional banking business for H BANK.
In overall, H BANK’s overall business strategy is risk-conservative and environmental
protective. This is consistent with H BANK’s branding of “the core values of H BANK are
integrity, trust and excellent customer service”. The risk management officer from H BANK
Shanghai reinforces this and confirms that “H BANK’s market proposition is risk-averse,
second runner of innovative financial products and focus on supreme customer services”. As
a result, we have not seen many “new-new” product innovation in China. Instead, we are
seeing more international financial innovations in H BANK being customized to the China
market (see next section below).

4.1.4 Business and Innovation Performance
The analysis of H BANK bank’s performance is divided into two parts, i.e. business
performance and innovation performance. The first part of performance analysis is focus on
the financial and operational performance of H BANK in China specifically. Meanwhile the
second part of performance analysis is focus on the product, process and business model
innovation of H BANK in China. The analysis timeframe is from 2011 to 2014, generally
based on information extracted from annual reports and interviews with H BANK personnel,
industry practitioners and analysts.
H BANK’s financial performance in China continued to exceed other countries. In 2013,
the China’s profit before tax increased by 10%, well above the group’s average growth of 8%.
The analysis of performance in this section is, however focus on the product innovation of H
BANK in China. H BANK's quality of service, product innovation and commitment to
mainland China are illustrated by the number and quality of awards the bank has received,
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including FinanceAsia 's award for 'Best Foreign Bank in China' (2001-2006), The Asset's
Triple A award for 'Best Bank in China' (2004-2006), Asiamoney's award for 'Best Cash
Management Bank: China' (2002-2005), Global Finance's award for 'Best Sub-Custodian in
China' (2003-2006) and Financial Insight Innovation Awards (FIIA) for innovation in
corporate online payments and product innovation (Business Direct) in 2010 awarded by IDC.
Business performance, financial innovation and regulatory supports are inter-link and
mutual dependent. For example, in 2013, H BANK offered first and innovative Renminbi
(RMB) product and services to capture new opportunities in trade, capital and financing flows
as a result of RMB internationalization. The new product innovations include (1) automated
cross-border multicurrency cash pool; (2) cross-border multicurrency netting facilities tailormade RMB cross-border centralized payments and collections settlement product. These new
products were introduced as part of the initiative to Chinese government policy. Chinese
government promotes internationalization of RMB through several legislation incentives.
Formal regulation was issued by PBOC, i.e. the Notice on Simplifying the Procedures of
Cross-border RMB Business and Improving Relevant Policies.
The financial innovation, besides supporting the Government agenda, also yields
recognition and revenue performance in the market. For example, H BANK was rewarded by
China’s Ministry of Finance to lead the offshore RMB bond issuance, including the RMB3bn
(US$491m) government bond issue in December 2013. H BANK was also acted as sole
bookrunner on a dim sum bond issuance for the first foreign government to issue in the China
market. In addition, H BANK was the first foreign bank in China to implement a customized
RMB cross-border settlement solution and was also the first foreign bank to complete a twoway cross-border RMB lending transaction. Finally, H BANK was voted the “Best provider of
offshore renminbi products and services” for the second year running by Asiamoney. H
BANK also won the award for RMB House of the Year from Asia Risk.
In China, H BANK continued to achieve double digit growth in home mortgage business
balances in each of the last three years H BANK (2011 to 2012) by leveraging on its global
process innovation capability. For example, in 2013, H BANK re-engineered the processes to
accommodate increased volumes and to speed up the granting of loans in China. H BANK has
reduced the overall turnaround times from 12 days to six days. Through The “Decision in
Principle” service, H BANK can now give customers the results of their initial screening
within one hour.
The next section addresses H BANK’s financial innovation process.
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4.2 H Bank – Aspects Linked to Research Questions
This section tries to answer the research questions raised in Chapter 1. In this section,
first, the Financial Innovation (FI) process in H BANK is explored by looking at the
innovation driver, i.e. what motivate and lead to product innovation at H BANK? Second, the
financial innovation process (innovation approach and orchestration) at H BANK is studied.
Third, innovation facilitators and constraints at H BANK and their implications are pointed
out. Fourth, the question of how innovation is managed and appraised at H BANK is
addressed, and a generic innovation management model at H BANK is suggested. Finally, the
section is concluded with the learning and competency development at H BANK, and how
such experience help H BANK to maintain its leadership position in China.
Data in this section is primarily based on interviews with officers from H BANK China.
To make the interview discussion more specific and concrete, the interviewees are asked to
share specific examples from their business functions. Therefore, materials presented in this
section are referring to innovation in (1) Global Trade and Receivable Finance (GTRF)
Department and (2) Global Payments and Cash Management (GPCM). The interviewees are
from Product Development (Product), Sales and Marketing (Sales), Business Risk Control
Management (Business Risk), Customer Relationship Manager (CRM) and Risk Management
(Risk) departments. In addition, written materials (when existent) and observations are used
as supplements.
Global Trade and Receivable Finance (GTRF) provides transactional banking for
international import or export business in terms of documentary processing and trade
financing. The financial products include import and export documentary credits, finance,
guarantee, collection, advisory and insurance.
Payments and Cash Management (GPCM) offers flexible and comprehensive payments
and cash management solutions that help business to manage receivable, payment and
liquidity through integrated E-banking operations.
In the next section, the question of what drive financial innovation in GTRF and GPCM
will be first addressed.
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4.2.1 Innovation Driver
In the study of innovation process model, it is always important to first answer the
question of, what lead to the innovation at the bank. The innovation driver, whether internal or
external, could significantly affect the strategy and thus innovation process of the bank. All
the interviewees at H BANK believe that government policy is the prime and most important
driver for banks to innovate their product and process. For example, in China, direct lending
between different legal entities is not allowed. Instead, the Central Bank (PBOC, People’s
Bank of China) permits companies to do inter-company financing using entrust loan
arrangement. An entrust loan is a loan where a bank acts as an agent of entrusted funds from a
depositor (the ‘Principal’) and on-lends the funds to a borrower designated by Principal. Since
the policy enforce in 2001, entrust loans form the basis of cash pooling arrangement for
intercompany loan in China. Until 2004, the policy allows intra-company sweeping within a
single legal entity. Since then, various cash pool solutions such as multi-entity RMB physical
cash pooling, foreign currency entrust loans and foreign currency physical cash pooling
schemes were introduced by H BANK in China. In 2013, notional pooling – an arrangement
whereby the bank offsets positive and negative balances for the purpose of calculating net
interest without physically moving funds – is allowed for under the Chinese regulations.
Although H BANK has been offering notional cash pool solution in other parts of the
world, which is widely used at international financial centers such as London and Singapore,
H BANK is unable to provide this solution in China until the policy permits. Along with the
relaxation in regulatory controls over intragroup funding and Renminbi internationalization,
H BANK setup specific product, sales and risk management team to focus cash pool solution
development. “Regulatory authorities are changing the cash management landscape to
improve the ease of doing business in and with China. It is important that treasurers remain
up to date with new opportunities to enhance their cash management capabilities in China.
We will continue to invest and innovate in the technology that will enable our customers to
access robust cash management solutions as China evolves.” says the head of global
payments and cash management.
The second driver is customer demand. According to the sales and marketing officer, for
example, the development of cash pool solution is very much driven by the market demands
or customer needs. The market demands were driven by (1) organization needs to comply
with tax regulation to withhold business tax on interest income from intercompany loan.
Using a cash pool solution, intercompany loan and payment transactions are recorded by bank
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and the bank statements can be used as a basis for tax calculation and submission. This
reduces a lot of paper works for tax filing. (2) organization wants to reduce overall interest
cost by utilizing cash surpluses of some participating entities to cover cash deficits of other
entities in the group. This helps reduce or remove the need for external financing.
Intercompany financing costs can also be set at rates below the rates mandated by the PBOC,
but must be set at arm’s length rate. (3) organization wants to optimize return from cash-onhand by investing the surplus cash in short/medium-term investment or wealth management
products according to the cash needs. In short, although H BANK has been offering the cash
management solution worldwide, it is the economy development in China and organization’s
quest for more sophisticated cash management solutions from bank that drive the new product
adaptation in China.
The third driver is strategy alignment. According to the Product team officer, H BANK
uses the six filters “connectivity, economic development, profitability, efficiency, liquidity and
financial crime risks” to evaluate if the innovation is strategically align with the Global
strategy and regional demand. For example, the strategy in China is to penetrate the large tier1 and tier-2 city markets, especially key customers like multinationals and large state-owned
conglomerates. In most large organizations, cash pool is usually used to manage and
consolidate funds within the group. With the cash pool implementation, the customer will
centralize bank accounts, investment and financing facilities with one single bank. This helps
the selected cash pool partner bank to achieve several balance sheet and income related KPIs
immediately. Various innovative financial product and process are aimed to increase existing
customer stickiness and new customer penetration, which is the key strategy of H BANK
globally and in China specifically. “Most sales and customer relationship managers are keen
to sell cash management solutions to multinationals and multi-locations large organizations.
This helps them to achieve performance KPIs more quickly and easily, which is directly linked
to their commission incomes,” says the head of global payments and cash management.
The fourth driver is technology development. According to the sales and marketing
officer, perhaps one of the most important factors lead to the development of financial
innovation in China is the technology development and adaptation in China. For example, Ebanking has been very popular among young generation and expatriate in China since early
2000s. Most corporate and retail customers chose to try out new technology from established
foreign banks. “Our proven track records of advanced and secured technology provide the
assurance to online banking consumers in China.” says the risk management office at H
BANK. With the introduction of Hnet in China, H BANK provides an integrated delivery
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platform of online banking to large-scale enterprises for a full range of corporate, investment
banking and markets solutions. In the case of cash management solution, the HQ can centrally
control all China accounts of different legal entities located in different cities by single logon
to Hnet, while Overseas HQ can also monitor via the same platform. Each Legal Entity can
only view and operate its own account. In October 2013, H BANK offers its first electronic
tax payment for a corporate client in Shanghai, the first step in a new service that is designed
to help the bank customers to complete tax reports and process payments on the government’s
tax system terminal from any location. H BANK also introduces an electronic payment
system that enables companies to submit cross-border payment documents electronically
through Hnet without having to present paper documents. The service is designed to help
companies centralize and standardize all cross-border payments by submitting paperless
instructions and documents through a shared services center for review and processing by H
BANK. All these innovations were driven by technology development and adaptation in
China.
When talking to the trade and receivable finance Business Risk officer, the innovation
drivers are regulation openness, positive growth in the international trade environment,
customer demand of new product features, leadership commitment to develop our presence in
the Chinese economy. During 2007 to 2012, SAFE had conducted many changes in the
regulations for goods trade step by step, in order to further deepen the foreign exchange
management system reform, promote trade facilitation and the openness of Chinese economy,
simplify the reporting/approval process and IT system. Generally, no “new-new” product
development in GTRF core trade and receivables finance business, but H BANK continuous
to enhance features on the existing product (incremental change in new product development)
as per SAFE requirements. “Our services & IT systems are continuously aligned with the new
reporting/approval process of the regulators. With the setup of Shanghai free trade zone, we
realign our line and management team, to support the in-bound trade from overseas
customers,” says the Business Risk officer. Although these drivers are defined differently,
they are basically referred to government policy (regulation openness), customer demand
(growth in international trade and new customer demand) and strategy alignment (leadership
commitment to China economy). “We also see the regulation reformation is (key) driven
innovative product & service from banks. The Shanghai Free Trade Zone, for example,
provides opportunities to us to venture into new customer base and outbound financing needs.
Although there are still implementation issues and local banks already have a better customer
based in the Shanghai Free Trade Zone, we continue to explore new market needs and
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enhance our speed-to-market,” adds the Business Risk officer.
What other information about the above innovation drivers? My previous advisory
experience with H BANK shows that, H BANK’s operational philosophy is based on
“outstanding customer service, effective and efficient globally consistent operational model,
and strong ties with local government”. As a world’s local bank, H BANK put in place
effective mechanism to collect domestic customer demand or market opportunities. Some of
the shortlisted development proposals will lead to new product or service development.
Financial innovation is costly and time consuming, and it is easy to imitate by competitors. H
BANK will not begin the development if it has not convinced that the new product can be
leveraged in other markets or will generate sufficient income to justify the risk and
development costs. However, if H BANK can obtain sufficient commitment from the local
government to reduce its transaction costs by reducing business uncertainty, H BANK may
engage in the new development even though it may lose in the initial period in exchange for
favorable long-term government supports in some other areas.
Therefore, as talking to some industry practitioners and analysts, the understanding and
mutual commitment between local government and foreign banks is the key to financial
innovation development. Unlike other industries, financial industry is highly regulated and
scrutinized, particularly so in light of the 2008 financial crisis. Government regulation on
Financial Services players is becoming increasingly stringent, especially for risk control,
further constraining financial innovation. “You will not want to engage in a costly innovation
if you cannot ascertain the real future benefits. In financial service sectors, the innovation
decision is quite often affected by the relationship with the local government,” says an
industry analyst. “There was an interactive commitment between the Chinese government and
H BANK, and this commitment relationship reduced H BANK’s transaction costs by limiting
the possibilities for government opportunism….. The current Chinese economy is a
government-oriented market economy, rather than a central-government controlled economy.
The central government still plays a very important role in the economy, but regional
administrations have gained significant economic power,” says Lu (2008, pg. 65) in a
conference paper published in Oxford Press. Therefore, in my view, understanding of
government policy and commitment from the Chinese government are the key drivers of H
BANK’s financial innovation in China. Customer demand, strategy alignment and technology
development are supplementary criteria after the government policy concurrence is checked.
In longer term, when the Chinese economy fully migrated to an “open economy”, the vested
interests and controls of government over financial innovation may reduce.
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What other drivers of innovation could be? There are possibly two financial innovation
drivers that not mentioned by the interviewees due to their restricted view of international
banking operations and competition from non-traditional bankers. First, globalization and
market diversity affect the financial innovation development in each market. Citibank, for
example, manages its banking business in four distinct markets with different financial
innovation strategy. In the early market, Citibank follows Multinationals to enter the market
and provides basic cash management and foreign currency transaction services. Subsequently,
Citibank expands to local currency banking operations and engages in the providing shortterm financing services in the local market. In the growing market, Citibank starts to provide
project financing, debenture and bond financial products. In the rapid development market,
Citibank will provide more sophisticated financial services, such as financial instruments,
security and trust products. At this stage, Citibank focus on financial product innovation,
development and adaptation in the local market. Citibank is experienced in applying the
financial technology and innovative products from mature market into the emerging market.
In the mature market, following the inflow of international investors, Citibank will provide
advanced financial products such as asset securitization, US deposits and securities in the
local market. H BANK follows the same pattern with more emphasize in developing financial
innovation for specific needs of emerging market for long-term income growth. In general,
the more connected an economy with the global business, the faster the financial innovation
process will be.
Second, social networking is another key driver for financial innovation. Social
networking forces the bank to be sensitivity to consumer communication, fast dissemination
of information and provide targeted products and marketing. Development of mobility
network technology opens up new ground for social networking-based financial innovation,
making possible online services anywhere anytime. For example, H BANK launched the
Mobile Banking to let its customer to manage and access their eligible H BANK accounts
quickly and securely from mobile phone or iPad. In China, many internet-based organizations,
such as Tencent and Alibaba, launched their monetary fund and internet finance products
using their social-networks of WeChat and Taobao/T-mall. In Dec 2013, CBRC granted the
private banking license to “WEBank” which provides branchless micro banking and financing
services to SMEs and retail customer. WEBank applies the technology of face recognition,
finger print and online documents validation to identify its customers and manage their
banking transactions or activities.
In summary, based on empirical data collected from interviews and written materials
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from website and annual report, the external factors driving innovation at H BANK include
government policy, customer demand, advancement in information technology, consumer
social networking trends, regulation or deregulation, positive growth in the international trade
environment, competition, globalization and market diversity. Meanwhile, internal factors
influencing innovation at H BANK include strategy alignment with group, performance KPIs,
in-house technology advancement, leadership commitment, organizational culture,
management incentive system, financial performance pressure, global template consistency,
ties with and commitments from local government. All the interviewees believe that
government policy is the prime and most important driver for banks to innovate their product
and process.
Based on such innovation drivers, then how do people in H BANK actually carry out
financial innovation? The response to this question is first presented according to innovation
in payment and cash management, and thereafter innovation in trade and receivable finance.
The two types of innovation process, within the same organization, are then compared. A
generic innovation process within H BANK is then presented in the final part of this section.

4.2.2 Innovation Process
According to the interview with the Product officer, the product innovation process in the
payment and cash management division is presented below.
On an annual basis, H BANK Group allocates funding to each service line for new
product development or enhancement. The budget is further breakdown by location (regional
and country). Due to the strong market performance in China, new product development
budget for China market has increased substantially in the past few years. Once the Product
team gets the budget allocation from Global, they will talk to the Sales team to understand the
market needs and trends. Based on feedback from Sales and Relationship Manager of key
accounts, the Product team will propose a list of items for development in China. The new
product development proposal will be submitted to Regional and Global teams for review and
approval. Risk team will provide comments in the new product development proposal
whether the new development or enhancement is complied with local regulation and global
standards requirements. Once the new product development proposal is approved (some
maybe rejected), the Product team will work with Risk, Compliance, IT and Sales teams to
further develop the new product features and specification.
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At the product conceptual phase, Sales/CRM teams may approach/invite certain key
customers (pilot customers) to join the product development process to provide “customer
feedback, comment or suggestion” to the new product features/functions. When the new
product prototype is developed, the pilot customers will be asked to help test out the new
product functionality and feature. The Product team will incorporate the customer comment
and testing feedback in the new product development process to enhance user friendly and
acceptance features. This is a good practice to identify pilot customer to participate in the
early stage of new product development. This will also help gain market acceptance and
probably has some used cases when the new product is launching. The risk is that, however,
the pilot customers may not be a representative samples and do not provide different views of
all potential customers.
When the new product is fully tested and ready to deploy, the Product team will conduct
training for Sales, RM and Backend support teams, to understand new features and prepare
for market launching. In the launching of new product, (1) Relationship Manager to identify
target customer, (2) Sales team to understand customer needs and recommend product
selection/solution suite, (3) Implementation team to provide training and setup
connectivity/infrastructure, (4) Integration team to work on system interfaces and EDI
exchange between customer & bank, (5) Relationship Manager to complete the contractual
MOU, (6) Operation team to help go-live. “We provide comprehensive tax optimization
liquidity solutions in China, which include Standard Structure (zero-balance sweep); Taxoptimization 1G (proportional sweep); Tax-optimization 3G (zero-balance sweep with H
BANK account as intermediary); and Tax-optimization 2G (proportional sweep with H BANK
as master a/c). All of these globally developed locally adopted products have different
implications on master account, business tax, account booking, interest allocation, credit
facilities, sweep and reporting options. We are sensitive to local government policies and
innovative to meet domestic customer needs. We adopt a uniform innovation process across
regions and business lines.” says the Product officer of global payments and cash
management.
Based on the interview with the Business Risk officer, the product innovation process in
the trade and receivable finance division is presented below.
Generally, the idea of innovation is obtained from customer, relationship manager and
internal analysis of customer needs via the Management Information Department’s reports.
Sometimes the Request team (can be Sales, CRM or Product) will firstly “pre-check” or
discuss with the Compliance dept verbally whether the new features are acceptable from a
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risk and compliance standpoint. When risk and compliance clearance is obtained, the Request
team will raise a new product or enhancement feature request in a draft version to seek the
multidisciplinary department comments (such as, Finance, IT, Risk, Compliance, Legal,
Operation, etc.) on the proposed product features. After that, a “product pack” will be
developed and sent to the Skill Line Global team for review to check whether the new
products/features are complied with the Global standards and the Risk and Compliance
requirements.
After incorporating comments from the Skill Line Global team, the revised “product
pack” final version will be sent to the local compliance team for review to check whether the
new products/enhancements are complied with regulatory requirements of CBRC, PBOC and
SAFE. If required or when in doubts, the local compliance team will communicate with the
relevant regulatory officers to seek advice or guidance. Once it is approved by the local
compliance team, the IT and business departments will start working out the IT systems and
working process to support the new products or enhancement features. The IT and working
process prototype will need to be approved before launching to the market. Sometimes, if the
new enhancement is requested by regulator, the relevant regulator will go onsite to review the
IT system interface and connection, and internal control mechanism before the new product or
enhancement features can be released to the market.
Only the HQ bank in Shanghai has the authority for new product and enhancement
development. All provincial new product and enhancement demands are centralized at HQ for
review and development. Because of trade and receivable finance products are very linked to
the custom and foreign exchange declaration process, the innovation must be fist
communicated with the relevant authorities for documentary, process and system supports.
Along with global trade and Internationalization of Renminbi, the local governments are
pushing more innovation and enhancement at banks. However, the innovation diffusion is on
a case-by-case basis. Sometimes, the regulators may approve new products and enhancement
to launch in certain provinces (for trial-run) and sometimes the regulator may require
standardization and county-wide launching. The new products are release or make-known to
the market by (1) Relationship Manager (CRM) through Information session, marketing to
existing clients base, and co-promotion with the product or corporate banking team; (2) Call
Center through cool call to existing clients and introduce the new product or enhanced
features in the market; (3) Internal Promotion through cross-dept sharing and information
session; and (4) Online and Offline Marketing to specific target customer group.
“Generally, no “new-new” product development in GTRF core trade and receivables
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finance business, but we have continuous enhanced features on the existing product
(incremental change in new product development) as per SAFE requirements. During the
application of new product/enhancement, when we receive comments from regulator that it is
a “no no” status, we will stop the application process. To H BANK, the Bank’s reputation is
much more important than the revenue, profits or ROI (Return on Investment). When we sense
the regulator has some concerns (but not a “no no” comments), we will try to adjust the
product features and control procedures to reduce the regulators’ worries. Likewise, we also
seek comments from the Global and Local compliance team, and make adjustment to the
product design, process, systems and features according to the change request. ” says the
Business Risk officer of global payments and cash management.

Table 9 Process comparison between two types of innovation products

Product features

Innovation type

Payment and cash management

Trade and receivable finance

Closely linked to the customer’s

Closely linked to international

receivable, payment and liquidity

business and regulatory bodies’

management. It also affects the

policy, documentary process and

business tax compliance process

system.

Incremental (enhancement

Incremental (enhancement

features on standard cash

features on standard transactional

management product); and

banking products)

Radical (new product
development, such as cross-border
and notional cash pools, when
there are radical changes in
government policy, information
technology and customer demand)
Idea generation

Customer demands

Customer demands and regulatory
development

Prove of

Invite customers to participate in

Informal approvals from relevant

concept

the new product testing or soft-

regulatory officers

launch process
Development

Vertical (Global, regional and

Vertical (Global, regional and
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local skill lines) and Horizontal

local skill lines) and Horizontal
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Legal, Operation and Product

Legal, Operation and Product

teams) financial innovation

teams) financial innovation

process

process

Standard process on targeted

Non-standard, based on the

customers

regulators’ approval and
implementation plan
Source: Author’s analysis
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Figure 21 Financial innovation process at H BANK
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The financial innovation process at H BANK shows a few interesting features:


Generally, H BANK adopts a global financial innovation strategy and process. New
products need to fit-in the global product standard and business strategy. The whole
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financial innovation and new development process is closely monitored by the Global
and Risk Management teams to ensure global standard and local regulation compliance.
H BANK does not promote too much localization in product development, unless with a
compelling reasons, such as local government requirements.


H BANK applies two ways of communication in the financial innovation process. First,
on a vertical line, where the local team need to constantly review the development idea,
concept, product, risk control, development and deployment details with the Global and
regional team within each skill line. Second, on a horizontal basis, the local teams need to
conduct regular cross-departmental (Finance, IT, Risk, Compliance, Legal, Operation and
Product teams) communication and alignment throughout the financial innovation
process to ensure effective coordination of activities and events locally. Although this
improves overall product and process consistency across locations and departments, it
stretches the financial product development timeline and slows down the time-to-market.



H BANK uses a multidisciplinary approach in financial innovation process. First,
regional team may not locate in the host country and may have limited knowledge on the
local market requirements and policy framework. The local team needs to justify the new
product development to the regional team with quantitative and qualitative analyses.
After justification proved, the regional team will need to agree the development priority,
budget, timeline and supporting resources with the Global team. Once approved by the
regional and global teams, the local team needs to co-design and co-test the new product
with the system development house in India. This is a time consuming process due to
time zone, culture and language differences. In short, the Product team at H BANK needs
to work with multidisciplinary teams with different business focus, interest and culture in
a new product development project.

Based on the above analyses of financial innovation process at H BANK, the following
section further analyze the aspects identified to facilitate or constrain the financial innovation
at H BANK. Again, the case in payment and cash management is first presented; follow by
trade and receivable finance. The two cases, within the same organization, are then compared.
A generic innovation facilitator or constraint within H BANK is then suggested. Following
that, I provide additional views on innovation facilitator and constraint based on his
professional experience.
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4.2.3 Innovation Facilitator and Constraint
According to the Product officer, the key innovation facilitators for new product
development in payment and cash management are H BANK’s ability to gain (1) adequate
market insights to identify the product features for domestic demand; (2) identify customer
segment that will use this product and try to engage them early in the development process
(suggestion/feedback/trial use); and (3) good product quality that meet the global standard and
local regulatory requirement. “Above all, it is important to “sense” the new product is within
the regulator’s promotion list.” says the Product officer. On the other hand, the product
development may become less successful (or facing constraint) if the market condition
change. For example, a direct debit product can become obsolete when the multiparty
agreement conditions change. New “user friendly” product from other internet operator and
local regulation change may replace the existing banking products. Therefore, “the product
team need to have a good sense of the new product life span before invest time and efforts to
develop. The “good sense” can be obtained by talking to Sales, Relationship Manager and
regulator.” says the Product officer. The Product officer emphasizes on the importance of
“market senses of what, who and why” as key aspects that will facilitate or constrain the
financial innovation in payment and cash management at H BANK.
When reviewing the case of trade and receivable finance, it seems regulator plays a
greater role to facilitate or constrain the financial innovation. Every year end, all banks are
required to submit a risk internal control documentation to the regulator (CBRC) to review,
and CBRC will complete the review in the end of March the following year. Regulators may
also conduct onsite and offsite audit on selected topics based on the internal control
documentation. “We will ensure to score high within the risk control inspection and
assessment. When a bank scores high in the inspection, it is consider a less-risky bank in the
eyes of regulator. Innovation and change initiatives from less-risky banks are generally more
supportive by the regulators and under less scrutiny.” says the Business Risk officer of global
payments and cash management.
Sometimes, before the regulator wants to launch a new policy and/or promote financial
innovation in certain areas, some large size foreign banks are usually called to the discussion
table and provide views, comments and suggestion, or share best practices in overseas
markets. Certainly, foreign banks are not price competitive in the market and lack of operation
capitals (customer base, liquidity, resources, talent and branches) compared to local banks.
Foreign banks need to continue leverage on its overseas customer, reputation, services and
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response to the market in order to be competitive. Therefore, another critical success factor in
financial innovation is “leadership commitment”. “The leadership commitment is important to
ensure a smooth vertical and horizontal collaboration in the organization, commitment for
resources and effective communication with/ for supports from the regulators.” says the
Business Risk officer of global payments and cash management. However, the new
products/enhancements will take a long time to review and approve when it involves many
departments and levels. If the innovation needs to change or affect the current IT system
design or interface, it will take even a longer development time to the market, unless with
Management push through. “Communication can be a constraint to innovation in a large
organization with a multidisciplinary (cross-cultural teams) and matrix (reporting lines)
operational environment when consensus is generally required and all are trying to avoid
taking any risks.” adds the Risk officer.
Based on my previous advisory experience with H BANK, comparing the two cases,
when the financial product is market-oriented or demand driven innovation (such as payment
and cash management), customer insight and technology advancement are key to facilitate
innovation. In the market oriented banking product, the market landscape is changing fast and
diversified across different locations. Therefore, it is difficult to develop a one-size-fit-all
product to meet all customer demands. In such case, the market sense of why (innovation
motive), what (product features) and who (customer segments) is important. In addition,
technology application provides the users with better experience and convenience that
improve the market acceptance rate and products convergence possibility. However, when the
return is lucrative, financial innovation always comes with risks (such as CDS in US subprime loan), and responsible innovation is important to protect the interest of financial
consumer. Therefore, the interviewee mentioned that, it is important to check if the innovation
is not crossing the red-line of regulation.
When a firm lack of the market intelligence on policy and market condition changes, it
can be a constraint to financial innovation. Obviously, no bank will engage in a costly and
time consuming innovation process if the prospects of innovation cannot be ascertained. On
the other hand, when the financial product is policy-oriented or regulatory driven innovation
(such as trade and receivable finance or loans to small and medium businesses), leadership
support is important to facilitate the innovation and product promotion. Bank managers are
not motivated to sell or promote these types of low incentives products. However, it is
important for the bank to support government policy as a “trade-off” in exchange for
regulatory supports in other areas. In this case, as the interviewee mentioned, leadership
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commitment is important to ensure a smooth vertical and horizontal collaboration in the
organization for commitment of resources to support the regulatory agenda. Innovation
constraint in this case, is low motivation to innovative at line manager level. The innovation is
only to fulfill a policy or political agenda with low revenue prospects to the bank and
individual.
What other innovation facilitator and constraints could be? The answers are technology
and partnership. For example, like the Chinse e-commerce economy, in Latin American
economies, perishable goods are generally distributed directly from manufacturers to retailers,
rather than through a distributor. The vast majority of sales by retailers, not surprisingly, is
done in cash, which adds a whole raft of challenges, such as driver security, employee fraud
and the cost of deposits. Citi Latin America solves this particularly local problem with a
mobile payments app that would allow for the replacement of cash within this sector of the
economy. The Citi Mobile Collect app was developed by a partnership between Citi and
Banco Adopem (a local bank specialized in micro-finance). The solution is a closed-loop
settlement system between the merchant’s account and Citi’s client bank account all using a
mobile phone to arrange the transaction specifically built for the Latin America consumer
goods market.
H BANK continued to invest in technology to make its Hnet more user friendly, reduce
transactional costs and mitigate needs for physical branches. Like H BANK, mBank, a Polish
direct bank launched as a greenfield venture in 2000, and the design of its web service is
aimed at making online banking more functional and user friendly. In June 2013, mBank
delivered 200 innovative features grouped across 10 major innovation areas. One key
innovation was divorcing the new platform from using tables, which constrains a bank’s
ability to create a more adaptable banking experience. The project to develop this new
platform, which includes a smart transaction search engine with Google-like experience, took
just 14 months to develop from a “clean sheet of paper.” mBank spent about $30 million on
the project and about 160 bank employees worked on it, supported by about 90 vendors, most
notably Accenture, Artegence, Meniga, and Software Mind.
China consumers rapidly adopt to mobile technology in their activities, including
payment and banking transactions. Progress toward a mobile branchless banking model, US
bank developed new innovations in photo banking. US Bank was the first major bank out of
the gate to launch mobile photo bill pay last year. US Bank was also the first bank to offer
mobile photo balance transfer, its third function using the smartphone camera. Citibank,
mBank and US Bank won the 2014 Bank Innovation Awards.
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After understanding the innovation facilitator and constraints at H BANK China, the next
section tries to address the questions of how innovation is managed (from idea generation to
approval to development) and performance is measured at H BANK?

4.2.4 Innovation Management and Appraisal
According to the interviewees, H BANK adopts a diversify management approach to
financial innovation. Under this approach, Headquarters (HQ), regional and local banks have
specific roles and responsibilities in product innovation. HQ bank is responsible for market
research, product R&D, new product review and approval, product risk management and
innovation performance management. Regional bank is responsible to identify and develop
product that meet regional needs. Local bank is responsible to promote the new products to
the market and targeted customers. The H BANK’s innovation strategy is “global standard
compliance and local regulatory risk management”. In the new product development, the
product team will first check if there is existing similar /existing product in the solution
profile/catalogue. If yes, the development approach will be “customization” and “adaptation”
to the local market needs. If it is not in the global product catalogue, the product team will
build a business case (together with Sales and Risk) to justify the development and forecasted
revenue, profit and ROI (Return on Investment).
Based on the interview results, the innovation performance appraisal for payment and
cash management is based on (1) new or additional revenue generated (2) the product life
span; (3) the ROI (Return on Investment) from the new product; and (4) net profit from the
new product. Likewise, trade and receivable finance also applies a similar innovation
performance appraisal matrix of revenue, profit, ROI, additional/new customer and customer
feedback. All the innovation performance appraisal criteria used at H BANK are specific,
measureable and mostly financial oriented. Based on my previous advisory experience with H
BANK, as a relationship bank, H BANK has invested heavily in a Management Information
(MI) system that allow intelligent data mining on the product performance, prospects and
related sales.
As mentioned by the Product officer of payment and cash management, a simple
innovation that connecting H BANK customer networks may yield a big market impacts
when the prospective user group is large enough. Among H BANK branches in Asian
countries, H BANK Korea is at the frontier of innovation. H BANK recently consider
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migrating some proven financial innovation products from Korea to China, since both
markets have a lot of similarities in terms of consumer needs and regulatory framework. For
example, H BANK Korea was recognized for its B2B Xpress platform supporting online
supply chain settlement. The buyer/seller-centric solution provided by the Global Payments
and Cash Management (PCM) team in Korea has been able to meet the Bank's business and
IT operational performance requirements, as well as address key clients’ needs in supply chain
management including operational cost efficiency, financing flexibility, real-time management
of information, and risk management. B2B Xpress joins up large corporations with their
buyers and suppliers in a seamless manner.
One good example is Unilever Korea, which automated its back office processes and was
able to improve relationships with around 200 suppliers when H BANK opened accounts for
all of them via B2B Xpress.B2B Xpress forms part of H BANK PCM's Korea Xpress suite of
cash management products, developed and rolled out in 2006. Korea Xpress is tailor-made to
meet the needs of all businesses operating in Korea, from SMEs to global multinationals,
while leveraging H BANK's global proposition for Korean Corporates' cash management
requirements outside Korea. In this way, H BANK is delivering the 'World's Local Bank'
franchise to local and foreign entities in Korea.
Building on the empirical materials discussed so far, it is relevant to ask what kind of
innovation learning and competency development model H BANK is adopted in China? A
further elaboration of what is learnt follows in the next section.

4.2.5 Innovation Learning and Competence Development
All interviewees at H BANK, from Product, Risk to Sales, agree that H BANK strongly
recognize innovation as one of the core values of H BANK global standards. Within the
employee performance scorecard, there are elements of innovation contribution. Also,
leadership recognizes innovative idea in product, service and customer development.
Collaboration with colleagues from different background, department and country
representing diverse competence and experience is highlighted throughout the interviews as
key to innovation cultivation. Further, the professionals do not only learn from colleagues;
meeting the client face-to-face, but also facilitates innovation learning and competency
development. In addition, competent and demanding multinational clients with unlimited and
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non-ending request for service excellent and profit improvement force H BANK to continue
to invest and develop its innovation competency.
“We have vertical and horizontal information sharing to leverage on successful
innovation practices/experiences. Sales conducts regular reviews with Global team to learn
about new product launching in other regions, and discuss how these can be adopted to the
local market needs. We have regular information sharing session with other dept to
understand what is happening in the organization.” says the Sales officer. Apart from internal
informal communication (vertical and horizontal), there are many external information
communication platform (such as ex-colleagues, school or college mates, regulators, etc.) to
exchange ideas on market development, regulatory trend and networking. This is a forum to
obtain market information and socialize ideas/risks precautions.
Besides corporate culture and practice to promote innovation, creative employee is also
very important. To enhance our competitive advantage, H BANK continues to expand its
location coverage in China, attract talents and streamline our operating process to meet the
market needs. “Our people are very creative and we love to see new ways of doing things
differently and better.” says the Sales officer. The high people attrition rate in the financial
service market is common, especially in a developing market such as China. “We have people
“going-out to” and “coming-in from” other banks. Therefore, more or less we know each
other in the market and what is going on. Best practices are shared when people move from
one firm to another. More importantly, it is also element of innovation competency
development” says the Business Risk officer. There might be some “informal information
sharing / exchange” process in place between banks through some informal networks.
Generally, financial innovation product is easy to copy as “all terms and conditions” of the
new products are written down in the contract with customers. However, the competency in
IT, service and customer base is difficult to copy in short-term. The request department needs
to collaborate closely with the product and compliance teams in the innovation process. There
are many informal discussions and “exchange thoughts” going on vertically and horizontally.
These are “oil” in the innovation and change success process.
H BANK has put in place many incentives to promote innovation competency
development. Amongst others, (1) Management Trainee program to attract “good graduate
talents”, assign them to routine jobs in different departments to gain an overall understanding
of banking practices in the first two years of enrollment. This helps bring up the innovation
competency in the later stage of their careers. (2) Internally setup an IT solution organization
to responsible for all “major and critical” IT/System development projects. This helps align
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IT’s goals and tie to the business performance. (3) Management incentives like crossdepartment information session and team building. This helps improve the communication
process during innovation and change.
Based on the interview feedback, innovation competency development is a combination
of management incentives, corporate culture, talent attraction, IT capability, effective
communication, information sharing, new services/product delivery, customer centric service
approach, etc. H BANK seems continue to invest in its IT capability, streamline processes and
new services/product delivery capability. IT is critical and key in innovation process. All
financial innovation and risk compliance activities need to go through the IT systems for
processing and reporting. H BANK core IT system is globally connected and maintained by
its professional in-house development team located in its India IT hub.
Next, the influence of regulatory compliance and changes on innovation process is
analyzed in terms of (i) the bank’s knowledge and response to regulatory changes, and (ii)
their implication to innovation process.

4.3 Regulatory Influence on Financial Innovation
The first question is how does H BANK finds out the potential regulation changes?
Regulators usually invite major (foreign and local) banks to review the proposal for
regulatory changes. Major Banks are asked to provide comments on the proposed new or
changed regulatory framework, the current market condition and the change implication.
Foreign banks usually asked to share their experience in other regions and provide
international perspectives on the proposed changes and impacts on economy. This is avenue
to obtain an awareness of the coming regulatory changes based on the policy consultative
process. Based on this early information, Banks will internally discuss what changes are
required from compliance and new product development perspectives. Based on the last few
years of regulatory reformation, the regulatory framework in China is becoming more
convergence across locations and consistent in enforcement. This is good for foreign banks
operating in China. Some of the regulation improvements or revisions are results of policy
gaps from financial innovation. In such case, innovation is driving regulation revision.
According to the Product officer at H BANK, sometimes, regulator find out some good
financial products in overseas matured market, and they will usually call out to international
bank operating in China, such as H BANK, Citi and DBS to join a consultative discussion to
understand the product features and evaluate whether such products are suitable for local
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Chinese market deployment. Regulator may also share some insights with local banks and
check their readiness and risk assessment with these new products. Likewise, the regulator
wants to promotion internationalization of Renminbi, a lot of cross-border Renminbi transfer
policies are relaxed, and banks are encouraged to develop new product such as “intragroup
overseas loan” to support the new policy. This is a typical type of regulatory-push innovation.
In short, regulatory changes are facilitating financial innovation development. “The regulation
should be more transparent in China. As you can see many regulatory changes on Goods
Trade in the past 4~5 years to regularize the practices and improve operation efficiency of the
banking system in China, we are responding positively to these changes. This is good for
foreign banks as regulation becomes clearer and easier for us to operate. Innovation is easy
to conduct when the regulation intention and boundary are crystal clear,” says the Business
Risk officer of payment and receivable trade.
Based on the discussion with Business Risk officer, H BANK’s innovation and change
strategy in a regulated and constrained environment (like in China) is stability and growth.
There are a lot of risks and uncertainties in financial innovation. The Chinese regulators do
not like surprises, and they may want to help “nurture” the financial marketing become
stronger before can take on more risk in innovative financial products. Therefore, H BANK’s
overall strategy is “good boy” to enable it to grow stronger and bigger by sharing more
advanced practices with the regulators.
The regulatory environment in China is very tight but improving a lot (in terms of
openness and clarity) throughout the last 10 years. Renminbi is still a restricted currency in
the world economy, and it is becoming internationalized along with more and large crossborder trade and settlement using Renminbi. The regulatory environment is improving for its
convergence, consistency and transparency. Local banks learning fast and continue expanding
their footprints in the domestics and overseas market. The possibility of financial crisis, such
as sub-prime loan, as a result of innovative financial instrument is remote. The Government is
a good control through the banking system. “Financial innovation in China is under tight
scrutiny by the regulators. Recently, the regulators are promoting “behavior scrutiny” of the
bank itself. This is a good development as the bank should install internal procedures and
processes for its “responsible financial innovation”.” says the Risk officer.
To reconcile the dialectics between financial innovation and regulatory compliance, H
BANK actively manage the risk and compliance before and during the innovation process. H
BANK has setup two independent bodies to review the innovation from a regulatory
compliance perspective. Risk is responsible to review if the new/enhancement product is
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complied with the Bank’s Global (UK &/or US) and regional (HK) standards/guidance and
local regulatory compliance requirements. The output is yes/no/yes-with-condition to
new/enhanced product request dept. BRCM, on the other hand, is responsible to help the
new/enhancement product request department to pre-review the application from all business
risks (reputation, compliance, credit, operational and liquidity risks) and compliance stand
point. It provides consultative advice to the request department on how to enhance the product
description, design and risk control in order to satisfy the risk control and compliance
requirements, by reviewing the products and discussing the requirements with the Product
team.

4.4 Actor Network-based Behavioral Innovation Model
It seems that H BANK adopts an innovation approach of “exploitation” of existing
competence, as opposed to “exploration” of new leading competency (March, 1991) in terms
of developing new and innovative financial products. For example, the cross-border
multicurrency pool, transaction and netting product in and with China is based on existing
well-developed cash management concept (notional or physical pool) and technology
(Internet banking). This indicates that learning and customization is given high priority in H
BANK. The risk management officer confirmed this and says, “Normally, we do not launch
“new-new” product. It is easier to “add” new features to the existing product groups and
explain to the regulator that the new enhancements do not change the risk and compliance
profile of the existing product group”.
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Table 10 Key elements of H BANK Innovation Model

Environment



Multiple actor groups (government, regulators, global
development team, local business team, domestic customer,
multinational customer, international stakeholders, etc.)



Strictly adhere to regulatory requirements and implement
stringent risk management procedures



Has over 150 years operational experience in China. Need to
maintain market leadership in China.



Operations in China involving both international and domestic
banking

Strategy



Use centrally managed innovation development process with
input from domestic team



Apply temporary project team and collaborative IT tool in
managing each innovation project



Not an innovation leading bank. Exploitative innovation
approach for new product development.



Build product with high-level of generalizablity across
business functions and locations. Promote global consistency
and local adaption

Performance



Continued to develop new product in China to tap opportunity
from policy changes, such as internationalization of RMB



Well-develop new innovation products that recognized by the
market



Stringent procedures in new product development to ensure
product fully tested, risk-free and supported before launching



The innovation approval process involve global and local
teams, applying a matrix and vertical review procedures

Source: Author’s analysis
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In order to be able to develop financial innovations that globally consistent locally
customized, H BANK has chosen a “global innovation” model to centrally prioritize, develop
and deploy financial innovation product and process. People in H BANK seek to establish a
network of international connectivity and leverage on the global innovation development
competency. Actions taken include implement consistent business model, re-engineer global
functions and processes, and streamline IT platform for financial product development. The
local and regional branches are responsible to analyze the local market needs and provide new
product proposal for budget and development approval on a yearly basis. The Global team
will analyze the requests from all regions and categorized them according to the six filters:
connectivity, economic development, profitability, efficiency, liquidity and financial crime
risks. The technology development is outsourced to service centers in India. The underlying
idea seems to be centralized innovation is likely to foster product consistency, risk
management, generalizability and cost saving. This emphasizes the important of collaboration
and team work to the development of financial products that meet the unique needs of each
distinct market. In addition, IT tools and project teams are developed to support and enhance
the collective innovation efforts. Hence, it seems that H BANK relies on a mix of regionally
coordinated and globally controlled innovation development resources.
H BANK’s emphasis on exploitation innovation based on existing competence, intensive
interactions with local consumers and regulators, global innovation competency, centralized
innovation development, regionally coordinated innovation requests and temporary projectbased team work, are important priorities which categorize an Actor-Network Theory (ANT)
based innovation model (Callon 1986; Law 1999; and Latour 2005). The actors, who are
actively participate and influence in the innovation process, include global development team,
local business team, customers and regulators. They constantly communicate and interact in a
network of relations to promote semi-open innovation as a whole, in defining the meaning
and application of innovation. As a part of this it may look at explicit strategies (H BANK’s
international connectivity strategy) for relating different elements together into a network so
that they form an apparently coherent whole. Relations are repeatedly “performed” to
reinforce the network. However, networks of relations are not intrinsically coherent, and may
indeed contain conflicts. For example, Global standards and domestic specific requests have
inherent conflict of interest when come to innovation consistency, rationalization and
diffusion effectiveness. Since the actor network and inherent conflicts/confrontations are
presence at H BANK, I would predict that H BANK innovation and change model adhere to
the dialectical model. Dialectical model sees change as a progressive outcome of
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confrontation and conflict resolution between opposing entities. “Change is generated
through the resolution of conflict between the current thesis (A) and an antithesis (Not-A),
which results in a synthesis (Not Not-A). Conflict is the core generating mechanism of
dialectical change. …. To be a constructive force, conflict has to be resolved effectively” Van
de Ven, A. H. and Sun. K.Y (2011, p. 63).
Figure 22 H BANK Macro-level Innovation: System Actor Network

Source: Author’s analysis

At macro level, there are many parties (actors) involve and interact in the complex
situation (network) of financial innovation process at H BANK. The material–semiotic
networks with multiple levels and different clusters (HQ, regional and domestic branches;
functional, business and project units; regulator, customer, supplier and industry expert roles)
come together to act as a whole. According to Callon and Latour (1981), these networks are
potentially transient, existing in a constant making and re-making. The networks of relations
are not intrinsically coherent, and may indeed contain conflicts (such as, regulatory dialectics
between innovation and regulation). In such a network-based environment, relationship
supersede formality, unstructured intra-organizational behavior becomes important to ensure
executed/executable actions are conform to interest of other clusters within the network.
Involvement of customers, regulators & frontliners in the early process of New Service
Development (NSD) such as product conceptual, design and testing phases can greatly
enhance the product quality and market acceptance. This is consistent to many current
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literatures on innovation effectiveness. For example, Papastathopoulou et al. (2006) &
Scheuing and Johnson (1989) conclude that the involvement of the marketing function is a
key success factor throughout the entire process of new to the market innovation
development. They further emphasize the importance of involving frontline personnel as well
as operations staff throughout the process due to their essential role in service quality and
their knowledge of customers.
Figure 23 H BANK Micro-level Innovation: the "Behavioral" model

Source: Romelaer (2015) from Mintzberg, Raishinghani and Théorêt, (1976)

When we look at the innovation process at micro-level, it seems H BANK is adopting a
“Behavioral Model” in its innovation management process. According to Mintzberg,
Raisinghani & Theoret (1976), “Unstructured refers to decision processes that have not been
encountered in quite the same form and for which no predetermined and explicit set of
ordered responses exists in the organization”. The actors’ interactions and decisions are
centered on the ultimate values and interests of the customers. Solutions are customer-centric
and deliver through a service orientation architecture. The solutions can be ready-made or
readily available inside or outside of the organization. According to Romelaer (2015), some
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key advantages of this kind of innovation model are the organization can possibility skip
diagnosis to use readily available solution (save time and money) and “store and reuse” the
solutions in future (knowledge management). However, it requires “good judgment” through
experience, learning and confrontation within the network. Also, the solution shall be ready to
interrupt and cycle-back for further development. The challenges are knowing what to do
when some people have judgment and other people have analysis that contradicts the
judgments; and too much using outside solutions can demotivate company employees,
managers and engineers. Finally, this kind of innovation model is suitable for organization
with following characteristics: (1) large corporation with multiple actor clusters that work
together for a coherent objective/mission; (2) open innovation environment to incorporate
potential recyclable solutions from inside and outside organization; and (3) effective conflict
management to reinforce social relations continuously to avoid total-mechanism breakdown.
This actor-network and behavioral innovation model seems suitable to H BANK and
align with its innovation strategy of “globally consistent locally customized”, H BANK has
“global innovation” model to centrally prioritize, develop and deploy financial innovation
product and process. People in H BANK seek to establish a network of international
connectivity and leverage on the global innovation development competency. Actions taken
by multiple actors include implement consistent business model, re-engineer global functions
and processes, and streamline IT platform for financial product development. The local and
regional actors are responsible to analyze the local market needs and provide new product
proposal for budget and development approval on a yearly basis. The HQ/centralized actors
analyze the requests from all regions and categorized them according to predefined
parameters. Cross-border actors include technology development team in India and various
product/risk/functional heads sit in different parts of the world with diversified backgrounds,
cultures, languages and expertise. This emphasizes the important of collaboration and team
work to the development of financial products that meet the unique needs of each distinct
market. In addition, IT tools and project teams are developed to support and enhance the
collective innovation efforts. Hence, it seems that H BANK relies on a mix of regionally
coordinated and globally controlled innovation development resources, where actors’ roles
and behavior are important determination factors in the innovation process.
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4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented and analyzed the findings of H BANK. It is argued that H
BANK pursues a “global template innovation strategy”, which is supported by an innovation
model of “actor-network” in general and a “behavioral-based” in particular. The innovation
process at H BANK is characterized by global consistency, local adoptability,
multidisciplinary team actions, mutual learning, leveraging and influencing. This model of
innovation enhances product standardization and risk management, but it also increases
rationalization costs when tailor-made are required for local market adoption.
The following chapter addresses the findings of C BANK.
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5. C BANK CASE STUDY
This chapter presents the empirical findings of C BANK. First, a brief description of C
BANK and its environment, strategy and performance are analyzed, and a generic innovation
model of C BANK is suggested. Second, using a process model research method, the
Financial Innovation (FI) of C BANK is analyzed in terms of the innovation (i) driver, (ii)
process, (iii) facilitator and constraint, (iv) management and appraisal, and (v) learning and
competency development. Third, the influence of regulatory compliance and changes on
innovation process is analyzed in terms of (i) the bank’s knowledge and response to
regulatory changes, and (ii) their implication to innovation process. Based on this material, a
“top-down rational process” is suggested as the way in which financial innovation and
regulation dialectic is reconciled at H BANK. Fourth, further analysis shows that a HQ-led
top-down innovation process enhances innovation development efficiency, but it also leads to
additional innovation diffusion costs due to lack of front-liners involvement or buy-in.
Finally, the empirical findings of C BANK are summarized.

5.1 C BANK – General Presentation
Bourgeois (1985) pointed out that the environmental uncertainties, enterprise competence
and resources matching have strong influences over the firm’s performance. The
environmental uncertainties include technology and market changes, governmental laws and
regulations reformation, social transformation, client preferences changes, and the behavior of
competitors. Inspired by Bourgeois’ works, Wang (2009) performed an empirical study on
Chinese listed companies’ industrial upgrading process and found out that high environmental
complexities lead to slow and limited enterprise changes; while high competitive environment
leads to fast and substantial enterprise changes. To certain extent, it seems right for the
Chinese financial service industry in the past decades, which institutional change is limited
due to regulatory complexities. However, the situation changes with increased competition
and moves towards deregulation.
In recent years (2010~2015), the Chinese financial service environment is experiencing
significant policy liberalization and transparency reduced environmental complexities. For
example, various circulars, guidelines and opinions were issued in 2014 & 2015 to simplify
the regulatory procedures for business registration, custom declaration, tax systems and SMEs
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financing to stimulate economy growth. However, the rapid expansion Internet finance and
emergence new players in the financial service industry increased environmental
competitiveness. Therefore, it is expected that the traditional big-four banks need to accelerate
their innovation and improve process efficiency in order to fit-in the new institutional
arrangement.
China, the world's largest emerging and transitional economy, is well known for its stateowned bank dominating banking system. Big four state-owned domestic banks reflect the
mainstream banking practices in China. They control the majority of market share in China’s
banking sector and enjoy abundant resources. A general belief is that these Chinese megasized and well-established domestic state-owned banks are rather conventional and reject
radical change and innovation. They enjoyed a strong government protection from foreign
competitors over a long period of time. Until now, foreign banks still have many limitations in
their business scope and type financial products can offer in China. With the industry
domination and market monopoly powers, they are risks-adverse, conservative and carrying
significant social responsibilities entrusted by the government. They are therefore; follow the
long-standing tradition in running the banking operations. Does this general belief correct or it
is just a misconception? Innovation process is not generally well understood since it had been
isolated and secretive. Therefore, a better understanding of innovation and change process
particularly the key drivers and barriers through an in-depth study of a Chinese domestic
state-owned bank will enrich the existing body of knowledge in this area.
Chinese domestic state-owned bank, like C BANK, has been engaged in continuous
efforts on product and service innovation in recent years. For example, C BANK has invented
a variety of wealth management products and cash management solutions in the market. C
BANK is currently pushing forward product R&D in the special fields like micro-financing,
supply chain finance and mobile banking. Empirical material in this chapter is based primarily
on my previous cash pool implementation experiences with C BANK Shanghai branch,
interactions with the financial industry analysts and practitioners, and interviews with
informants from C BANK HQ and provincial bank’s product innovation and risk management
team. In addition, publicity material such as the bank’s web site, annual report, shareholder
presentation, newspaper, business magazine and academic journal are used as supplements.
Based on the empirical materials and my analysis, a generic innovation model of C BANK is
suggested.
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5.1.1 C BANK
Established in 1950s, C BANK was founded as a wholly state-owned bank under the
direction of the Ministry of Finance of the PRC to administer and disburse government funds
for construction and infrastructure related projects under the state economic plan. In 1970s, C
BANK became a financial institution under the direction of the State Council and gradually
became a full service commercial bank in 1990s. C BANK was subsequently listed on SH EX
(2005) and HK EX (2007). As at the end of 2014, the market capitalization of the Bank
reached USD210 billion+, ranking fourth among all listed banks in the world. With one of the
largest network of 15,000+ branch outlets in mainland China, it serving 3.5 million corporate
customers and 315 million personal customers, and maintains close relationships with leading
enterprises in strategic sectors for the Chinese economy and numerous high-profile clients.
C BANK’s commercial banking business consists of three principal segments: corporate
banking, personal banking, and treasury operations. It is among the market leaders in China
for infrastructure loans, residential mortgage and bank cards. As one of the big-four bank in
China, C BANK has established banking relationships with many of the largest business
groups and leading companies in industries which are strategically important to China's
economy. At end of 2014, C BANK has a network of 15,000+ branches and sub-branches in
Mainland China, maintained 20+ overseas branches in Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore,
Frankfurt, Johannesburg, Tokyo, Osaka, Seoul, New York, Ho Chi Minh City, Sydney,
Melbourne, Taipei, Luxembourg, Brisbane and Toronto.
C BANK business consists of three principal business segments:
•

Corporate banking, which provides various financial products and services to
corporations, government agencies and financial institutions, including corporate loans,
trade financing, deposit taking, agency services, consulting and advisory services, cash
management, remittance and settlement, custody and guarantee services;

•

Personal banking, which provides financial products and services to individual
customers, including personal loans, deposit taking, bank cards, personal wealth
management, remittance and securities agency services; and

•

Treasury operations, which manage our money market activities, consisting of inter-bank
transactions and repurchase transactions; manage our investment portfolio, including
securities held for both trading and investment purposes; and conduct trading on behalf of
customers, including foreign currency and derivatives trading.
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Based on the information obtained from interviews and written materials, C BANK
provides full-scope commercial banking services in China, limited loan and asset
management services in overseas market. Transactional services provided by C BANK in
China include E-banking service, personal loan, deposit, corporate, credit card, securities
agent, fund settlement, credit business, intermediary business, international business,
corporate term deposit and wealth management products. Over 95% of C BANK’s income
derived from China market, with majority related to loan and deposit related businesses.
Intermediary business income (handling fees and commissions) constitutes 24% of total
income, ranking highest among China domestic banks.

In the next section, a detailed analysis of C BANK’s operations in China is presented
based on the framework of “environmental-strategy-performance” as proposed by Child 1972;
Porter 1991; Tan and Litschert 1994; and Wright at. al (1995).

5.1.2 Business Environment
C BANK’s key shareholder is Huijin (an investment arm of the Chinese Government)
with total shareholding of about 60% as at Dec 2013. Although being state-controlled, C
BANK has financial responsibility to all her shareholders as a public listed company. This
creates the space and incentives for the Bank to operate for profit with less interference from
China’s central government. C BANK is deemed as one of the most dynamic and innovative
financial institutions in China. Because of her size, C BANK continues to be one of the bigfour domestic state-owned commercial banks to dominate China’s banking sector.
Despite being partially privatized, the government continues to exert a strong influence
over the lending practices and administration of state-owned banks via various means. First,
the board of directors of the banks and the senior bank officers are generally directly
appointed by the Communist Party Organization Department, and usually come from central
government or Party agencies or one of the state-owned banks. For example, In 2011, a
former PBOC’s deputy governor was appointed as C BANK’s chairman and Party secretary.
Second, the career opportunities for senior bank officers largely depend on the assessments of
the official agencies responsible for their appointment, which make them more responsive to
the wishes of the central government than to the interests of the shareholders of the bank.
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Third, the central government agencies apply direct pressure on the bank officials to provide
loans and services to specific projects or investments (Martin, 2012).
During the 2008 financial crisis, the government implemented economic stimulation
measures by pumping credit into the market. The state-owned banks were “advised” to
provide more loans to SMEs, rather than larger companies, as this would supposedly create
more jobs and response to public criticism on “bank’s financing bias”. At the same time, the
CBRC reminded banks about the dangers of nonperforming loans (NPLs) and cautioned the
banks about offering credit to riskier companies. State-owned banks generally perceive SMEs
as higher risk and more costing in risk assessment than larger companies or state-owned
enterprises. The state-owned banks need to strike a balance between profit optimization and
economic policies stipulated by the State Council, PBOC, and other government entities. In
general, the state-owned banks are more keen lending to their major clients—China’s SOEs
and larger private corporations—to assure repayment of loans and good relations with
increasingly influential figures in China’s political system. The central government at times
may give indirect pressure the banks to align their credit allocation along with national
economic policy. China’s banking system are also suspected to provide subsidized loans
(lower interest rates) to preferred companies – usually state-owned enterprises (SOEs) – as
part of a central government strategy to make Chinese companies more domestically or
globally competitive. Based on an informal study, the average annual interest rate for SOEs
was 1.6 percent while the annual rate for private companies was 5.4 percent (Martin, 2012).
My experience tells me that this is true. I had formally advised a SOE and found that the firm
obtained large amount of loans from state-owned banks with substantial lower-than-market
rate interest. The SOE subsequent used these low-costs funds to purchase wealth management
products. The non-operating income from these financial activities gains was higher than their
operating profit.
In recent year, the old good days are slowly evaporated. The Chinese state-owned banks
generally facing the following challenges (Ma and Sun, 2009):


The Chinese economy is slowing down from 10% to 7% GDP growth. The risk of
economical periodicity fluctuation caused significant assets structure adjustment, which
lead to the commercial bank facing with the asset quality (such as property value)
worsens possibility



The profit gap of commercial banks in China is squeezing due to interest liberalization
and “finance to escape intermediary” implications from new form of financing such as
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P2P lending


Opening of Chinese financial systems and entrance of foreign banks or strategic
investors/alliance lead to a new pattern of competition to “traditional monopoly power”
of state-owned banks



Innovation capability and related risk management mechanisms of state-owned banks are
generally lagging behind foreign banks



As state-owned banks engaged in more complicated banking products, the bank
operational risk enlarges, need experienced talents to manage risks and performance.
However, the remuneration and recruitment systems of state-owned banks are difficult to
attract and retain talents.
How C BANK responses to these challenges? What business strategies implemented by

C BANK to improve its core competence and competitiveness? These questions are addressed
in the next section of the chapter.

5.1.3 Business Strategy
Based on written materials, it was propagated that C BANK’s vision is to pioneer always
at the forefront of China’s economic modernization, strive to be a world-class bank. However,
based on my discussion with industry experts, it seems ICBC is more dynamic, innovative
and profitable among the five state-owned banks. C BANK was rated 2nd or 3rd in terms of
innovation performance. During the interview, it was told that C BANK has a mission to
provide better service to customers, create higher value to shareholders, build up broader
career path for its associates and assume full responsibilities as a corporate citizen.
With core values of “Integrity, Impartiality, Prudence and Creation”, C BANK has
developed four concepts to guide is operation model/practice, i.e. (1) Business concept of
market-oriented and customer-centric; (2) Service concept of customer first and detailfocused; (3) Risk concept of knowing the customer, understanding the market, involving all
associates and focusing on top priorities; and (4) Talent concept of emphasis on
comprehensive talent and focus on business performance. Based on information obtained
from interview and on-site observation, its style of work is generally diligent and disciplined,
seeking truth and reality. Some of slogan of C BANK adopted include “Builds Modern
Living, Progress with our customers, prosper with the society”; “Continuous innovation in
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pursuit of excellence”; and “Excellence Pursuer, Prevail Forever”. In my dealing with C
BANK in establishing a regional cash pool for our companies, I found that C BANK is
surprisingly very much customer-focus, good service and speed solution delivery. My
experience, however, also tells me that C BANK is lagging behind, compared to foreign bank,
in terms of talents, professionalism and operation supports.
Based on the performance analysis announcement made on its website, C BANK
realigned its business strategies in according to the Policy changes and development in China,
include “New Normal”; “One Belt One Road; and “Deeper restructuring of banking
practices”. As China’s economy enters the phase of the “new normal”, change in development
models and the acceleration of structural adjustment have become the “keynote” in the
operation of China’s economy. In 2014, amidst complex economic conditions in domestic and
overseas markets, and the increasingly fierce competition in the industry and across sectors, C
BANK continued operating in line with the requirements placed on its capabilities to service
the construction of the national economy, to prevent financial risks, and to participate in
international competition. C BANK devised a strategy to deepen reform, and accelerate a
transformational development in an effort to become a bank with comprehensive services at
group level, offers multifunctional services, runs with intensive operations, and leads in
innovation (Smart Bank). The Bank committed to build capabilities to create value, solidify
market position and becomes leader in core indicators. However, based on the impression I
gained during my direct experiences with C BANK, it seems C BANK has heavy society
responsibility burdens imposed by the government which is becoming obstacles to its
innovation and change aspiration.
To support China’s development strategy and adjustment of credit structure in the
country, C BANK continued to prioritize the supporting to the country’s development
strategy, actively participating in the implementation of national development strategies
including the “Belt and Road” initiative, building of the Free Trade Zones, coordinating
development of “Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei”, and developing advanced and international banking
practices to support the building Yangtze River Economic Zone. In 2014, C BANK took full
advantage of its traditional strengths, achieved an incremental growth in infrastructure and
construction loans of USD45+ trillion, accounting for over 75% of loan increments to finance
national key projects, urbanization and new-rural construction. Meanwhile, C BANK
continued its leadership in residential finance, recording USD0.4+ trillion in balance of
residential mortgages, ranked first in both volume and incremental increase among peers and
accounting for over 50% of market share in residential-related reform services. Based on a
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remark from a C BANK informant, most of these mega loans are high priority projects and
promoted industries of the government. To certain extent, C BANK is releasing liquidity to
the market to stimulate economy through infrastructure constructions.
C BANK is also actively expanding its financial services to small and micro businesses,
stepping up the promotion of new operation models, improving the level of service for small
and micro businesses with tailor-made products that are developed through big data
information technology such as “Shan Rong Dai” (rolling facilities) and “Jie Suan Tong”
(settlement). The Bank also explores new models in rural financial services, continues to
increase the number of outlets in township and counties, strengthens cross-sector cooperation
with purchasing cooperatives and other relevant rural companies and institutions, and
promotes and expands a plethora of service channels including mobile banking, ATMs and
sales terminals. In areas that need reformation and restructuring, such as local government
financing platforms, the real estate sector and industries with excess capacity, C BANK
carefully controls loans granted to industries with excess capacity and those regulated by
regulatory policies. As a result, loans to five industries with severe overcapacity, including
steel, cement, electrolytic aluminum, flat glass and shipping, shrank by USD 0.5 billion
compared with the beginning of the year, and loans to local government financing platforms
decreased by close to USD 5 billion compared with the previous year. Again, based on
remarks from an industry expert, government still has strong influences on the resources
allocation process and loan policy of state-owned banks. It seems to be a constraint to
innovation at C BANK.
In overall, C BANK’s overall business strategy is policy-support and socially responsible.
This is consistent with C BANK’s formation objective of financing large infrastructure
projects to support the country’s economy development. Being one of largest employers in the
country, with total headcount of over 350,000 at end of 2014, it assumes a social
responsibility to ensure employment, financial and economy stability. As result, the business
strategy and performance may not be fully “profit maximization oriented”, although it is a
public listed company. Instead, it continued to expand financing in according to the “policy
direction” and gradually developing its innovation capability in product and services
development to meet the new business landscape requirements. In next section, a detailed
analysis of C BANK’s business and innovation performance is presented.
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5.1.4 Business and Innovation Performance
The analysis of C BANK’s performance is divided into two parts, i.e. business
performance and innovation performance. The first part of performance analysis is focus on
the financial and operational performance. Meanwhile the second part of performance
analysis is focus on the product, process and business model innovation. The analysis
timeframe is 2014, generally based on information extracted from annual reports, corporate
announcement on its web-site, and interviews with C BANK personnel, industry practitioners
and analysts.
As at the end of December 2014, C BANK’s total assets reached close to USD3 trillion,
and recorded a net profit of USD38 billion. The Bank’s return on average assets and return on
average equity were about 1.5% and 20%, respectively. The net interest margin (NIM) was
approximately 3%, the total capital adequacy ratio (CAR) was about 15% and the core tierone capital adequacy ratio was 12%. On account of the strong business performance of
financial assets increased by about 34% and the net profit increased by more than 30%.
According to performance announcement on its web-site, in 2014, C BANK achieved
new breakthroughs in building a comprehensive operational platform, and continued to lead
the industry in the number of non-bank financial licenses. C BANK’s Futures operations
officially launched and major progress was made in the pension and policy residential
businesses with government approval secured. Accumulated credit cards issued surged to over
65 million (about 17% of market share), sustaining the Bank’s number one position among
peers in new card issuance. In bonds, the underwriting fee and revenue from bond issuance
maintained market leadership for four consecutive years. In investment under custody,
business volume increased by 38%, and the Bank ranked first among peers in the number and
the amount of new-to-market incremental securities investment fund custody products
(mainly operated by Chinese State-owned banks). The Bank also led the industry in the
market share of corporate annuity and pension custody products. Based on these
achievements, it seems C BANK, at least on appearance, is maintaining a leadership position
in traditional and transactional banking products.
In terms of overseas network and development in international businesses, in 2014, C
BANK saw fruitful and transformational results in its internationalization efforts. The Bank
officially launched four subsidiaries and branches in overseas market. It secured domestic and
overseas regulatory approval to set up entities including those in London, Paris, Amsterdam,
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Barcelona and Cape Town. It also completed the acquisition of a 72% total share capital in
Brazil’s commercial bank, and applied for the further establishment of entities in Chile,
Zurich and Milan. At end of 2014, C BANK has 21 tier-one entities in overseas markets,
accomplished the initial goal of covering major overseas markets, and established
correspondent banking relationship at headquarter level with 1,500+ institutions in 150+
countries and regions. The Bank also succeeded in issuing RMB bonds in overseas markets in
Hong Kong, Frankfurt, Sydney, Switzerland and Taiwan, and received strong market
reception. As at the end of 2014, C BANK’s total overseas commercial banking assets
increased by more than 30%, of which domestic business accounted for USD0.25 trillion with
a year-on-year growth of over 60%. In the same year, C BANK successfully secured an RMB
clearing business license in London, signifying a step further in the evolution of the Bank’s
offshore RMB consolidated clearing system and marked an expanding scope of direct services
covering 17 countries and regions across three continents. Based on the above achievements,
it seems C BANK is aggressively expanding its international banking business and presence
to support China businesses expansions in overseas market.
In terms of infrastructure and customer-base development, driven by the strategy of
comprehensive transformational development, in 2014 C BANK accelerated the consolidation
of channels and functions. The Bank built a total of 13,700+ comprehensive-service outlets
with 17,500+ teams for comprehensive service marketing, enabling a gradual transition of the
outlet’s functions to emphasize customer marketing, customer experience and product display.
The Bank’s customer base continued to strengthen, with an incremental growth of valid
corporate clients, corporate RMB settlement accounts, and individual valid customers to
110,000, 680,000 and 12 million respectively. The separation of front- and back-office
operations for outlet counter services continued, and over 14,500 outlets achieved headquarter
centralization for 30 categories of real-time counter services and products. As a result,
operational efficiency increased by 60% and the capacity for product innovation was
consistently enhanced. In this aspect, it seems C BANK is actively driving process innovation
to enhance business and cost efficiencies.
The Product Manager represents that, in 2014, C BANK launched a number of innovative
solutions in areas including urbanization, environmental protection, cultural industry,
township and county finance, small and micro businesses, people’s livelihoods, and consumer
finance. Meanwhile, the Bank strengthened the generational upgrade of areas where it
maintained traditional advantages, and completed 1,370 product innovations and 223 product
migrations. A new generation of the Bank’s core system was further improved, and phase I of
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13 applications went online. The Bank completed the transfer of a total of 340,000 corporate
cash management customers, 190,000 agents for collection and payment, and 2.52 million
corporate e-banking customers. Phase II of the core system made progress ahead of schedule,
enabling a total of 34 functions in nine projects for customer channels, employee
management, corporate cash management and personal mortgages. This led to remarkable
improvement in employee and customer experience, and provided strong support to the
transformation of operations. Based the above achievements, it seems C BANK is investing
and using technology to drive product innovation and business process change.
As part of the product innovation, the Bank accepted for the first time intellectual
property rights and shares of non-listed companies as collateral for loans extended to
technology enterprises. Targeting corporate clients and public institutions, the Bank provided
value-added services such as custody consultancy, account information management and
pension card through its financial product “Yangyiwuyou”. The Bank also launched the first
supplementary medical insurance integrated management product among large-scale stateowned commercial banks in China. Again, it seems C BANK has been sensitive to customer
needs and offering tailored financial innovation products to the market.
In terms of risk management, in 2014, with great efforts to adjust economic structure, C
BANK made a strict commitment to the risk baseline, and pushed forward comprehensive risk
management at branches and subsidiaries home and abroad, and the implementation of risk
control transformed from “unconventional measures” to regular and routine management. The
Bank implemented internal risk management appraisal, deepened risk analysis and alert,
advocated a culture of compliance, transformed to whole-process management and control
with an emphasis on prevention and precaution, and fully enhanced the responsibility system
for comprehensive risk prevention and control. Meantime, the Bank highlighted major risk
projects and non-performing loan disposal, and realized its goal of asset quality control. As at
the end of 2014, the Bank’s non-performing loan ratio was less than 1.2%, the NPL coverage
ratio was over 200%, and the ratio of allowances for impairment losses to total loans was less
than 3%. In short, despite strong financial performance and continued innovation, the credit
and operation risks of C BANK are well under controls.
For credit risk management, C BANK strengthened the prevention and control of credit
risk, adjusted and optimized credit loan policy, consolidated the fundamental management
throughout the entire loan process, and improved the capability and level of standards for
credit risk management. For liquidity risk management, C BANK adopted proactive measures
according to the fund conditions, and implemented the coordinated management of liquidity
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at group level. By adjusting the limit to products with major impact on liquidity, such as bond
investment, resale products, and deposits and placements with peers, the liquidity of the Bank
in 2014 remained within a reasonable range, and regular settlement and clearance was
guaranteed. For market risk management, C BANK improved market risk management
policies, identified guidance over risk policies and risk boundaries, established proactive risk
management models, and strengthened trade management at group level as well as risk
management of financial market businesses at overseas institutions. For operational risk
management, C BANK applied an integrated approach of instruments and measures including
the self-appraisal of operation risk, key risk index, and key risk point examination, and
effectively conducted risk monitoring of major businesses and key processes. The Bank also
strictly implemented law and regulations governing anti-money laundering, reinforced
training and awareness education in this field, continuously enhanced the capability to engage
in anti-money laundering activities, and effectively prevented and controlled the compliance
risk in this aspect. In short, C BANK has been a strict and early adopter of regulation
compliance requirements. However, it seems the regulation compliance does not have
significant adverse impacts on C BANK’s innovation and change. However, this has to be
further validated by the empirical data.
In terms of corporate social responsibility and corporate brand value creation, in
accordance with its mid- to long-term goals for the “Green Bank”, C BANK considered the
promotion of green loans as the key levers to fulfil its corporate social responsibility. As at the
end of 2014, C BANK’s balance of green loans amounted to USD8 billion, realizing
significant results in emission reduction. C BANK continued to support long-term welfare
projects including the construction of “Hope Primary School”, “Scholarships and Grants for
College Students from Ethnic Minorities Program” and “Sponsorship Program for
Impoverished Mothers of Heroes and Exemplary Workers in China”, with a total donation of
over USD120 million. In 2014, forty-five “Mother Health Express” vehicles donated by C
BANK delivered healthcare services and obstetric care to women in impoverished villages in
Xinjiang, Tibet, Inner Mongolia and other provinces. The Bank continued its “Credit Card
Points Donation Community Drive” program, which uniquely explored new means to support
charitable activities by encouraging card holders to donate their card points. C BANK’s
prudent management and undertakings in civil social responsibilities were widely recognized
in both domestic and overseas markets. As a result, the Bank received over 100 major awards
from renowned institutions, including “The Best Bank in China” in 2014 from the U.S.
magazine Global Finance, the “Strongest Bank in China for 2014” and the “Best Large Retail
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Bank in China for 2015” from the Singaporean magazine The Asian Banker, and was ranked
second in the “Top 1000 World Banks” in tier-one capital as compiled by the UK magazine
The Banker. Based on the above, it seems C BANK is a strong supporter to the government
policy. For example, in 2012, CBRC issued a circular No.4 on Green Credit Implementation
Guidelines, which include KPIs, implementation details and self-assessment mechanism for
green credit approval. The objective is promoting sustainable development and corporate
social responsibility through green credit incentives. After two years, in 2014, C BANK’s
issued green loans was amounted to USD8 billion.
In terms of innovation and Internet finance development, following with the development
direction of “Intelligent, Ubiquitous and Cross-industry”, C BANK launched its internet
finance strategy in full measure, and endeavored to seize the height of internet finance. Firstly,
the Bank built three channels of e-banking including online banking, mobile banking, WeChat
banking. As a result, the level of application of C BANK’s electronic channels further
improved. Electronic banking and self-service channels accounted for about 90% of total
transaction volume, representing an increase of 3% points compared 2013. Online banking
customers reached 180 million, up 20%. Mobile banking customers grew to 150 million, up
26%. WeChat banking customers surged to 14 million.
Secondly, two major platforms devoted to serving the needs of everyday life – “E.CBank.com” and “Joy Life” – achieved strong development. As the first among peers to have
launched the e-commerce platform “E.C-Bank.com”, C BANK proactively carried out the
platform strategy to promote financing through commerce. Meantime, “Joy Life”, a platform
developed to offer convenience and ease of mind to daily lives, has become C BANK’s brand
in this regard after three years of growth. As at the end of 2014, items of payment made
through the “Joy Life” platform totaled over 4,000, covering more than 300 cities, amounting
to 230 million transactions and approximately USD6 billion in transaction value.
Thirdly, the Bank continued to enhance its three pillar product lines in internet finance
covering payment, investment and wealth management, and credit financing. In 2014, C
BANK led the market share among peers in primary payment tenants, such as Alipay and
railway tickets (through 12306), and transaction volume recorded USD20 billion. Further,
70% of wealth management products, 60% of funds, and close to 100% of precious metal
accounts were sold through internet channels. The Bank further raced to launch the internet
loan business, with a series of products including “e-Loan Platform” and “Express Loan”,
which are based on online credit scores and transaction records, and “Fast Loan”, which is
fully operated online.
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Fourthly, the Bank made effective use of intelligent technology applications. By initiating
and implementing the top-level design of big data mining, and building corporate data
models, the Bank realized the centralized management and governance of data, and provided
precise services for all businesses utilizing the data asset. Further, the Bank led the market to
implement “the cloud of finance” in workplace, and increased agility in business handling.
The Bank also deployed intelligent robots for automated customer services, rendering higher
volume of automatic response than that of manual telephonic response in the year. As at the
end of 2014, volume of intelligent and automated customer service totaled 76 million in
person.
Based on the above analyses, it seems it is an irresistible trend to integrate commercial
banks and the Internet. According to 2015 first half-year reports of commercial banks
successively disclosed, commercial banks are constantly enriching products of internet
finance in terms of payment, financing, investment, financial management, etc., their clients
of services of mobile banking, online banking, etc. are clearly increasing, and banks are
constantly deepening interconnection and interworking between online and offline channels.
Improving cyber channels and service systems and upgrading technologies in commercial
banks create conditions for them to serve "long-tail" clients including SMEs, individual selfemployers, ordinary consumers, etc. Like many other large commercial banks, C BANK also
embarked an Internet finance development to connect its offline operations (branch and
ATMs) and online Internet finance (E-banking and Mobile banking). However, its aspiration
of Internet finance will not be an easy journey. “Insufficient innovation, mutual replication,
product homogenization and other problems exist in integration of commercial banks and the
internet, thus the banks are required to be proactive in innovation based on risk control,” says
a financial analyst.
The next section addresses C BANK’s financial innovation process and divided into five
subsections, in terms of innovation (i) driver, (ii) process, (iii) facilitator and constraint, (iv)
management and appraisal, and (v) learning and competency development.

5.2 C BANK – Aspects Linked to Research Questions
This section tries to answer the research questions raised in first part of this document.
Information is collected from fieldwork observations and interviews to answer the questions
like, what types of innovation C BANK tries to do in China? What is the impact of new
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regulations and impending regulations on the strategy of C BANK and its market proposition:
Do they hurt? Do they provide new opportunities? At the end of this part, an analysis of what
type of innovation that best suit the case of C BANK is provided.
In this section, first, the Financial Innovation (FI) process in C BANK is explored by
looking at the innovation driver, i.e. what motivate and lead to product innovation at C
BANK. Second, the financial innovation process (innovation approach and orchestration) at C
BANK is studied. Third, innovation facilitators and constraints at C BANK and their
implications are pointed out. Fourth, the question of how innovation is managed and
appraised at C BANK is addressed, and a generic innovation management model at C BANK
is suggested. Finally, the section is concluded with the learning and competency development
at C BANK, and how such experience help C BANK to maintain its leadership position in
China. Data in this section is primarily based on interviews with officers from C BANK.
To make the interview discussion more specific and concrete, the interviewees are asked
to share specific examples from their business functions. Asking for examples allow to avoid
having interviewees do remain at the level of general principles in what Argyris and Schon
(1974, 1978) call 'espoused theory', i.e. the principles they want to believe and they think they
apply. Instead of this, asking for concrete example lead them to talk about what Argyris and
Schon (1974, 1978) call 'theory in use'; i.e. what really happens in the company. This advises
concerning the conduct of interviews is mentioned in Romelaer's (2005) chapter on "the
research interview". The interviewees are division managers, managers and senior offices
from Product Development (Product), Sales and Marketing (Sales), Innovation Management
(Innovation), Customer Relationship Manager (CRM) and Risk Management (Risk)
departments. In addition, written materials (where exist) and observations are used as
supplements. Materials presented in this section are referring to innovation in Cash
Management Solution.
Workshop was conducted on 30 Oct 2014 at C BANK’s Shanghai provincial bank, with
individual interviews following up. The workshop was led by me, guided by the interview
guideline which was provided to the workshop participants two weeks before the event. Total
six persons (exclude me) were participated in the workshop discussion. One of the workshop
participants is senior VP from Transaction Banking Division at HQ and the rest are leaders
and managers from provincial branch. The Transaction Banking division consists of corporate
treasury settlement and customer service (front-end), new product development (middle) and
risk management & internal control supervision for daily operations at branches (back-end).
Key product of Transaction Banking is Cash Management Solution (CMS), i.e. corporate cash
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pool. The HQ officer is responsible for new product development and sales & marketing
supports. The provincial branch representatives are officers and managers from Sales,
Innovation, CRM and Risk departments who are responsible to support the development of
CMS at HQ and implementation at customers.
In the next section, the question of what drive financial innovation in Cash Management
will be first addressed. Following that, I will examine the information obtain from interviews
based on my professional experience and try to answer what other drivers of innovation could
be in Chinese domestic state-owned banks.

5.2.1 Innovation Driver
In the study of innovation process model, it is always important to first answer the
question of, what leads to innovation. The innovation driver, whether internal or external,
could significantly affect the strategy and thus innovation process. When talking to the
interviewees of C BANK, government policy, customer demand, strategy alignment and
technology development are most cited as the key drivers for financial innovation. All the
interviewees believe that government policy is the prime and most important driver for banks
to innovate their product and process.
According to the Sales officer, back in 1994, C BANK began to provide Cash
Management Solutions (CMS) to enterprises. In 2002, C BANK Shanghai Branch helped GE
group to implement a cash pool solution for all its entities in China successfully. C BANK is
among the first financial institutions to provide CMS in China. Till 2012, more than 50% of
73 Chinese Fortune 500 companies are using C BANK’s CMS for domestic and international
cash management, and more than 30 Fortune 500 MNCs are leveraging on CCB’s CMS to
optimize cash efficiency and return in China, according to the workshop participants. CMS
offers flexible and comprehensive payments and cash management solutions to help business
manage receivables, payments, cash flows with integrated E-banking operations.
The Product officer explains that, around 2009, C BANK and most Chinese banks setup
treasury settlement and cash management division to provide traditional settlement & cash
pool services. The setup of this special division was resulted from the bank’s effort to
transform its business model from traditional banking to more sophisticated and tailored
banking solution provider. In the past, the bank just develop new product and launch to the
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market, not so much efforts spend to understand market needs and conduct analysis to check
if the new product is suitable or meet the customer requirements. In the new economy (during
the last decade), C BANK spends considerable efforts by setting up the Transaction Banking
Division at HQ to study the market dynamics and customer needs in order to provide
customized CMS products.
When asking about innovation drivers at C BANK, the HQ officer responds that there are
two factors, i.e. internal and external drivers to innovation development at C BANK. In 2003,
C BANK underwent shareholding system reformation (transforming from a wholly stateowned enterprise to a joint stock limited company with majority stocks owned by Chinese
Government). C BANK was subsequently listed on SH EX (2005) and HK EX (2007).
Thereafter, C BANK becoming more and more market oriented. The Bank also improved its
corporate governance system, by which business organizations are managed and reorganized
to facilitate innovation. According to the HQ officer, “The Bank continues to be committed to
business integrity and to achieve international standards for innovative and contemporary
banking operations in order to continue delivering value to our customers and
shareholders. We consider that implementing modern corporate governance practices is
central to achieving our objective of becoming an internationally competitive and modern
commercial bank.” Therefore, an important internal innovation driver is shareholding
restructuring. The shareholding structure reformation reduced the influences from
Government on the bank’s operations decisions. The new organization assumed full
responsibility for risk, profit and loss, self-discipline, and shareholders. It helped the bank to
transform from “political instruments” to “economy entities”. This encourages the bank to
follow economic principles, rather than political priorities, in banking operations. The
governmental intervention and influence were reduced overtime, according to the workshop
participants.
To echo, the CRM Officer says that actually the foreign strategic investors play an
important role in the bank’s transition and innovation development. In 2005, C BANK
entered into strategic investment and cooperation agreements with a well-established USbased foreign bank, and an investment agreement with Singapore government. Since 2005,
the foreign strategic investors have been providing technical assistance in a number of areas,
including retail banking, information technology and e-banking, global treasury services, and
financial and human resources management. In 2006, US-based strategic investor has sent 40
experts to work in the Bank, who have focused on key projects such as retail banking and ebanking. The strategic assistances from foreign strategic investors are focus on corporate
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governance, treasury, institutional banking, small and medium sized enterprise business and
international financing. In 2008, C BANK has partnered with its foreign strategic investor in
16 collaborative projects (covering retail and corporate banking, electronic banking,
information technology, and risk management) and 42 experience-sharing and training
projects. In addition, cooperation in data governance, information technology strategic
planning, network transformation and disaster recovery all strengthened the bank’s
fundamental management capabilities. Therefore, the second important internal innovation
driver is foreign strategic investor. The foreign strategic investors (established international
banks) helped to bring in expertise in advanced banking practice, product design and risk
governance capabilities to the C BANK.
Thereafter, C BANK starts implementing a customer-focused and market-oriented culture
(third internal innovation driver) to increase the quality of and innovation in products
offerings in the Chinese market. The Bank continued to explore better staff remuneration
models. Innovations were made in the remuneration system, with an aim to encourage
intermediary business development, and intensify its product innovation and market
expansion efforts. By improving the key performance indictor appraisal systems in respect of
staff appraisal and motivating staff to achieve their job targets, C BANK eventually creates a
performance-based management incentive system (fourth internal innovation driver) that
encourage innovation and change. Foreign strategic investor also helped raise its
comprehensive risk management ability and achieve professional and sophisticated risk
management to support its business development and innovation, and create values.
Sales Officer adds that, as a listed company, financial performance pressure also helps to
push the innovation development and organizational revolution at C BANK. In 2009, the
negative impact of the global financial crisis continued to be felt and China’s economic
growth inevitably slowed down, imposing pressures on the operation and development of
commercial banks. C BANK prudently monitored the size and pace of lending, leveraged its
traditional strength in infrastructure lending and housing finance, and stepped up marketing
activities targeted at priority customers and projects. It was also trying to raise the
contribution of intermediary business to the total profit t by promoting key fee-based
products. The Bank encountered increased pressure in controlling its non-performing assets
with the slowing domestic economic growth, declining exports and adjustments in the
property industry. To counter act, efforts were made to explore ways of innovation, including
pushing forward syndicated finance, and deploying success practices with small business
services. As such, financial performance pressure can be regarded as external innovation
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driver.
Besides financial performance pressure, the Innovation officer comments that
increasingly diversified and personalized customer needs also driving the Bank continued
innovate to maintain and expand its market shares. In 2010, for example, The Bank addressed
customers’ differentiated needs by completing 320+ product innovations. It finished 560+
process optimization projects on a continuous basis by adopting the Lean Six Sigma
management approach. The Bank also took the lead in the domestic market to conduct
monthly monitoring and quarterly reporting of individual customer satisfaction by
strengthening customer experience surveys and service quality management. The Bank
optimized its system architecture through the centralization and integration of application
system resulted in reduction of branch-level system equipment deployment, lower operational
risks, and effective cost control. The improved IT system also facilitates financial product
innovation, providing tailored-made financial services to customers. Therefore, diversified
and personalized customer demand is an important external innovation driver at C BANK.
Risk officer adds that, in fact, government policy has significant influences on the Bank’s
operation model, business focus and innovation direction. The Bank usually set its five-year
development plan in line with China’s 12th Five-Year Plan. In 2012, for example, when
internationalization of Renminbi became a key policy driven by the government. Various
government measures, policies and incentives are directed to banks to promote cross-border
Renminbi business. As result, various innovative trade finance products covering the whole
process of import and export such as pre-shipment, preparation of goods, and post-delivery
were developed to facilitate the domestic and international cross-border Renminbi settlement
needs. Therefore, government policy is an important external innovation driver at C BANK.
Product Office further says “Externally, the shareholders demand the bank to upgrade its
profitability and service capability, while internally, management drives the change of
service-oriented culture and customer-centric operation model. Therefore, both the external
factors (regulator, market, customer and shareholder) and internal factors (management,
performance, culture, operation model and culture) are driving the innovation in new service,
product and organization of the bank.” The Sales officer further comments that “the key
innovation driver at C BANK is the change in the Bank’s market proposition. After C BANK
changed to a joint stock firm and engage in open competition, it became more marketoriented and customer-centric, and begins to synchronize with the market forces.”
What other drivers of innovation could be? Based on my consulting experiences in the
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Chinese financial service industry, the development of privatization and market capitalization
in state-owned big-four banks around 2005~2008 promoted the business innovation and
transformation of these commercial banks. For example, a number of innovations were made
to cash management business of the VIP service system. Cash management products, such as
civil card reimbursement, guarantee letter service in E-customs, cash management for foreign
currencies, staple settlement services in local and foreign currencies, and group funds custody,
together with services of B-share custody transfer system were launched during 2007 at C
BANK. The internal governance is improved so that the commercial banks can focus more
attention on innovation development and business transformation
In addition, with the improvement in per capita income and greater needs on wealth
management products, people require more and more diversified financial service and
derivatives. Although majority of consumer credit in China are related to housing, automobile
and education, demand for financial products will expand when the GDP per capita reaches a
certain amount. In China, with the expansion of middle-income groups and rich groups, the
Chinese commercial banks begin to expand innovation capability on wealth management. For
example, in 2008, C BANK’s personal wealth management, insurance agency, and personal
gold businesses have become new sources of revenue growth for the personal intermediary
business. During the year, the Bank sold personal wealth management products with a total
amount of close to RMB400 billion, about five times increase over 2007. The income from
personal insurance agency business also achieved extraordinary growth.
In the 1990s and early 2000s years, the regulators restricted the scope of businesses and
prohibited commercial banks from being involved in non-traditional banking businesses. In
recent years, however, with the financial reform, the regulators continued to deregulate
operations of commercial banks to encourage financial innovation. More business innovation
emerges by the support of deregulation policies. For example in Dec 2006, China's banking
industry watchdog has issued guidelines to encourage and regulate financial innovation by
commercial banks. Domestic banks lag behind foreign banks in financial innovation and the
CBRC wanted to encourage the local banks increase their share of non-interest income. Noninterest income generally accounts for over 50 percent of the total revenue of major world
banks, but the highest rate in China's commercial banks is less than 30 percent
Finally, the progress in technology application promotes business innovation. In recent
years, the consumer service patterns invoked new digital banking platforms such as bank
cards, telephone banking, network banking and mobile phone banking which are based on
computers, communication and internet. Customer relationship management also improved
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significantly along with the enhancement in computer data processing. For example, C BANK
in 2008 has a total of 312 business processes improvement across all business lines and
branches to fully promote our customer-focused corporate culture. Efforts were made to
achieve IT application integration, data integration and resources consolidation while IT
support to product innovation, risk management and business processes optimization
In summary, based on empirical data collected from workshop discussions, follow-up
interviews, and written materials from website and annual report, the external factors driving
innovation at C BANK include government policy, customer demand, regulation or
deregulation, strategic investors, competition and information technology development.
Meanwhile, internal factors influencing innovation at C BANK include organizational culture,
management incentive system, financial performance pressure and shareholding restructuring.
All the interviewees at C BANK believe that government policy is the prime and most
important driver for banks to innovate their product and process.
Based on these innovation drivers, then how does C BANK actually carry out financial
innovation?

5.2.2 Innovation Process
Using CMS product development as an example, the workshop participants describes the
innovation process. The first step is to collect market or new product requirements. The new
product ideas or requirements are collected from several sources (1) Suggestion from front
line operators based on their daily interaction with customer and observation of changes in the
customer or market demand. This may include competitors’ new product comparison, issues
with existing products and what customers frequently ask for or suggest; (2) Feedback from
key customers based on their user experience with the current product and new banking
solutions they requested to support their business expansion. For example, when the key
customers expand their business operations to overseas, they demand more flexible cash
management solution (cross-border cash pool) to meet short-term working capital needs in
overseas branches; (3) regulatory changes may create new demands of certain types of
banking product. For example, the government is promoting the internationalization of
Renminbi as a global settlement currency. In this regards, the regulator is “relaxing” some
controls over remittance of Renminbi to overseas. As a result, new banking products such as
overseas intragroup loan is emerged to enable the holding company can lend out loan to its
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overseas subsidiaries, when it meets certain criteria stipulated by the regulator which include
positive cash flows, net profit and net assets.
After collecting the customer and market requirements, the product team will
conceptualize the ideas and design the new product features, customer profiling, eligibility
requirement, legality compliance, risk management and working mechanism. In the product
design stage, the HQ will form a new product development team not only from key members
at HQ (usually a multidisciplinary team from several departments) but also include key
participating members from selected branches. The inclusion of customers and frontline
representatives from branches in the product team is very important for a number of reasons.
(1) branch members are close to customer, so they know what exactly the customers want and
what will work or will not work, (2) they will be responsible to sales and market the new
product. Their early involvement will help them understand the new product better and help to
launch the product to the market more successfully at the later stage. Once the product
concept design is developed, it will be submitted to the New Product Committee (NPC) for
review and approval. The NPC will evaluate the new product risks and opportunities, assess
regulatory implication and government policy support, ensure alignment to the bank’s
strategic direction and complimentary to the bank’s overall product portfolio.
After obtaining a development approval from NPC, the product team is officially setup
and begins to coordinate resources and requirements internally for the development. Project
manager is nominated from the new product responsible function with key members
represented from IT, legal, credit, risk and compliance. During the conceptual design stage, it
is important to review the security, risk and control of the new product to ensure it is complied
with the bank’s internal policy. After that, it moves to product development stage with IT. In
this stage, the product specifications and system functionalities are developed, coded, tested
(with branch member to co-develop the test case and involve in the testing), modified,
retested and finalized. Concurrent to the development stage, the product team begins to
develop the new product operation manual and management policy, which include the
targeted customer group, process mapping, product condition and eligibility criteria.
The final step is new product launching where HQ will make an announcement to all
branches to inform about the new product features, who and how to sell, and operation
guidelines, etc. Customer representatives and front line members from branches will approach
target customer group and promote the new products. The new product launching strategy is
very much depending on the new product itself. If it is a general & simple product (such as
new debit card and remittance), the bank will make it simple to understand and promote by
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sales staff at branch outlet. This will include some brochure development, training to sales
staff and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to encourage promotion. For more complicated
and sophisticated product (such as cash pool), the branch outlet sales staff has limitation to
reach or ability to interact with key customer. In this case, the bank relies on product and
customer relationship managers to promote the new product. Therefore, it is important to have
product manager from branches to early participate in the new product design process and
provide trainings.
Figure 24 Financial innovation process at C BANK

Source: Author’s analysis

When asking about how to improve the new product design? The Product officer answers
that the product design is based on customer demand/requests collected and regulators’ rules
and policy. Besides these, the product team also needs to assess the future market changes and
demands on the new product. For example, can the new product be flexible to other industry
or customer group? To make it flexible and sustainable (for some periods before market /
regulatory conditions change), what additional features / functionalities can consider
including in the current product design / development? IT team also provides good input /
suggestion in the product design. For example, the IT team will analyze the current new
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product design in terms of what limitation, how to make the product features and logics more
secure and flexible, to improve the user experience and bank’s control of risk and product
performance. Once the product design is confirmed, the product team does not make any
major changes anymore. Any further modifications will be included in the next phase of
product upgrade. If there major changes in the current product design, it tells that the product
is not ready to develop or the interaction with IT, risk and control is not adequate. In such
case, the product team needs to revisit the new product business case and application process.
In the testing stage, there are some minor adjustments, but generally these do not affect the
product key features and design.
Bank C has a standard new product development policy and procedure. All new product
development basically follows the same process.
Further analysis
The financial innovation process at C BANK shows a few interesting features:


The bank’s innovation process is generally a gradual enhancement process (add-on
method) and aligns to the regulatory reformation objectives. It is a government policy
supportive innovation generation model. In some cases, the innovation may not be always
economic and business justifiable, but to support certain government agenda such as
financial inclusion, rural and farmers financing. Therefore, the innovation process at C
BANK follows a top-down approach, where innovation ideas are developed at HQ bank
and “proof of concept” at the provincial bank level. Such model reinforces the HQ’s
control over the innovation roadmap and process.



Although customer / market demand information is also collected through provincial
banks, provincial banks are not typically involve in the product conceptual design and
development process. The final innovation output can be very much different from the
initial product proposals from the provincial banks. This may leads to innovation
diffusion difficulties and lack of buy-in from the provincial banks. To manage risks and
compliance, the product experienced multiple rounds of controls add-on during the new
product review and approval process. The innovation, sometimes, ends up as “an ideal
product to the bank” but may be “a less user-friendly bank product to end-user”.



Innovation process at C BANK also shows a “top-down” model. On the upper layer is the
HQ bank or central team, who responsible for the end-to-end innovation development
process, from idea generation to national launching. On the lower layer is the selected
provincial banks or the participative team, who contributes to the innovation process on a
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called-basis and responsible for innovation diffusions to customer and low levels. Such
model helps ensure product consistency with bank standard and government policy, but it
may lack the market insight and competitiveness.


The provincial banks may initiate domestic-specific product innovations based on general
guidelines and authorities provided by the HQ bank. Such provincial and city level
product innovations are generally to support provincial and city government policies. For
example, specific loan products are developed based on specific criteria to resolve
domestic economy issues or to local government policy implementation. These lower
layer innovations are restricted to the master product lines established by the HQ bank
and must be reported to the responsible division and product innovation department at
HQ bank for approval.
Based on the above analyses of financial innovation process at C BANK China, the

following section further analyze the aspects identified to facilitate or constrain the financial
innovation at C BANK. A generic innovation facilitator or constraint within C BANK is then
suggested. Following that, I provide additional views on innovation facilitator and constraint
based on my professional experience.

5.2.3 Innovation Facilitator and Constraint
What are the key success factors or facilitators to financial innovation? According to the
workshop participants, these success factors include comprehensive of customer requirements
collection, “futuristic” of the new product, robustness of the new product design and
market/customer acceptance. Firstly, financial innovation has the characteristic of
“homogenous”. Any new innovation in the market is easy to be copied and varied (by small
enhancement). Banks are copying from each other and follow the continuous improvement
process to make the new product more robust, user oriented and risk control. In such case, the
game plan is not to launch a “unique” product, but to quickly identify market needs/changes
(customer, competitor and regulator) and adapt to a continuous innovation process. The
Product officer says “To explain this, if we are the “follower”, we will focus on the
enhancement on the product features of the existing competitor product. If we are the
“innovator”, we will focus on the sustainability and ongoing development/enhancement of the
product. The futuristic, flexibility and continue innovation ability of the new product will
determine if we can keep stay ahead and set our competitor apart. The advanced and
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innovative product features will help us gain comparative advantage in the market, plus good
reputation in the customer relationship management.”
Another success factors in financial innovation is sales and marketing supports. This
includes the new product learning process of sales teams (customer manager, product
manager and front-liners at branches), marketing tools and promotion materials, KPIs on sales
teams and marketing expenses allocated to the new product launching. Sales officer says “As
you can see foreign bank has very good marketing supports for fancy presentation and
attractive toolkits. We, domestic commercial banks, are lacking in selling tools and support to
Sales and Marketing.” To improve sales success, Product manager will go to key target
customers with the help of Customer managers. Perhaps, compare to foreign banks, Chinese
banks need to improve the selling tools and supports provided to the Product managers.
When asking the workshop participants to share an example of failed new product
development, the Product officer says “We once developed a product based on regulatory
requirements. The government policy requires companies which selling prepayment cards
(customer deposit money in the card and expense later) need to keep certain amount
(20~40%) of their prepayment cards selling income as deposit in banks. This is to protect the
consumer interest if the company close its business or unable to fulfill the financial promise
later. However, the new product was not successful; the deposit collected was low compared
to the initial target. There was nothing wrong with the product features or concept. The real
issue was a lot of companies do not keep the money in bank nor register the “prepayment
deposit accounts” with the regulator. Lack of regulatory enforcement resulted in the product
was not well promoted to the market. Of course, when there were major cases happen, such as
run-away deposits, the regulators will enforcement the requirements of prepayment cards
registration and deposit again. Then, the product will be accepted by the market.” Therefore,
there are many factors can lead of product failures; one of them is regulatory changes or lack
of regulatory enforcement.
When asking about new innovation at C BANK, the Innovation officer says that the
launching of “Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone” and “internalization of Renminbi” are adding
new forces to the innovation needs and progress of Chinese bank. Cross-border cash pool is
something that C BANK working on now (although there are already many mature crossborder cash pool products offered by foreign banks in overseas market). The conditions and
challenges are to develop a mechanism ensure effective coordination and interface between
different regulatory formworks imposed by different countries or legal systems. Foreign
international banks have comparative advantage in this space, as they already into the
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international banking businesses for many years, while only in the last few years Chinese
banks go abroad to setup overseas branches. Therefore, there any many learning lessons and
operation protocol to develop before Chinese banks can truly “international”. C BANK
continued to recruit good and experienced people from foreign international banks to improve
capability in this area.
The HQ officer further comments that, for innovation process, the HQ is working closing
with branches to collect customer demand, idea and feedback. The bank also engages external
consulting (such as, AT Kearney) to help develop the cash pool product framework. However,
the internal mechanisms of bank (bureaucracy) sometimes can constraint the innovation
capability of a bank. This is a common obstacle to domestic big-four banks and only a
complete reorganization, process reengineering and managerial incentive system revamp can
break through the barriers in cross-organization and cross-department collaborative
development.
Cash Management Solution (CMS) is already upgraded to the Bank’s strategic
importance level. Product officer says “We need more cross-departments & cross-locations
coordination to ensure a smooth end-to-end innovation and transformation process. All banks
(Chinese or Foreign) are all facing limitation in resources, especially IT. A lot of new product
development is depending on IT capability and availability. We have long queue of new
product and enhancement requests in the IT development pipeline. Also, we need to improve
the innovation process and mechanism, such as marketing tools and supports to the product
team.” Therefore, it seems that internal coordination and technology constraints are barriers to
innovation development at C BANK.
What other innovation facilitator and constraints could be? When asking about what
challenges facing by C BANK in new product development, the Innovation officer says that
there are many new non-traditional banks in the market such as Internet, media, telecom and
third party payment firms providing “financial services” yet not subject to the same level of
scrutiny by the regulatory framework. They are more innovative and responsive to market
demands as they are less regulated. The inconsistent regulatory framework has resulted in the
risk tolerance levels differences and induce unfair competition between the old-timers and
new comers. These Internet financial service providers (new comers) are more risk-taking in
new product launching. The regulatory controls and penalties are less severe compare to the
revenue opportunities in market. On the other hand, traditional commercial banks, especially
the state-owned banks lick C BANK (ole timers) are more risk-adverse or conservative when
dealing with uncertainties in new product ideas and launching. Generally, each department
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add-on control requirements to the new products (in the new product approval process). This
makes the new product lose some of the flexibilities in the original product design, with the
additional control requirements. “Perhaps, we should look into some mechanism, such as new
product insurance, to protect the banks’ risk (consequential lost) and yet provide adequate
flexibility to the new product development process”, says the Product manager.
After understanding the innovation facilitator and constraints at C BANK China, the next
section tries to address the questions of how innovation is managed (from idea generation to
approval to development) and performance is measured at C BANK? A generic innovation
management and appraisal model adopted by C BANK is suggested.

5.2.4 Innovation Management and Appraisal
The discussion on C BANK’s innovation management system is focus on the innovation
organization and mechanism. According to the workshop participants, C BANK Group has
been vigorously promoting innovations in products, processes, technology, business model
and reform of systems and mechanisms. With respect to management innovation, the Group
puts great emphasis on the number of effective customers rather than the number of customers
in internal performance assessment. With respect to product innovation, the Group sets up
specialized department at HQ and provincial bank levels to responsible for the planning,
invention and promotion of new financial products.
On the philosophy of “innovation drives development”, the bank continuously enhances
product innovation capability and strives to build itself as an innovative bank. In 2013, the
Bank set up the Product Innovation and Management Department. The department worked
out the first specialized plans for product innovation, enabling the leapfrog growth of
innovation projects and dramatic boost of innovation enthusiasm. Innovative products were
created in various business fields. The number of finished product innovation projects was
960+ in 2013, up 180% over the previous year. At the end of 2013, the number of the bank’s
self-owned products and agent products for third parties within the products lifecycle duration
approached 7,000, forming a complete product system covering 12 major business lines
including deposits, credits, trade finance, credit card, investment and wealth management,
payment and settlement, agency business, electronic banking, custodial and supervisory
service, investment banking, financial markets and customer assets management. C BANK
became one of the most innovative domestic commercial banks with a wide range of financial
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products and comprehensive categories of services.
In 2013, in order to provide consumers with better service and protect their rights and
interests, C BANK established organizational and managerial system responsible for financial
innovation and approval. The Product Planning and Innovation Committee at Board level in C
BANK was in charge of arrangement and co-ordination, and competent departments were
appointed for specified centralized management, with the help of a specialist team which
concretely organized and carried out related work. C BANK also established Opinions on
Completing the Work of Consumer Rights and Interests Protection, which specified the aim,
framework and major measures of the work of consumer rights and interests protection.
Meanwhile, each tier-one branch has specialized institution for the work of consumer rights
and interests protection to ensure the implementation of details.
C BANK also comprehensively carried out publicity, training and education on the
consumer rights and interests protection, and constantly strengthened the protection on
personal financial information of consumers. Using a process-oriented approach to innovation
management and control, C BANK strengthened the protection of consumer rights and
interests in areas closely related to consumers, including wealth management, credit card and
electronic banking businesses, throughout the whole of selling process from pre-sale, sale to
post-sale. In addition, C BANK had set up multi-channel complaint management system,
consolidating networks of telephone banking, on-line banking and operating outlets, along
with a peer-leading supervision and evaluation system of customer service quality,
contributing to the constant improvement in the bank’s service capacity and quality.
The Group reinforces the technological support, and speeds up the development of the
new generation core banking system to facilitate innovation development. Since the initiation
of the Phase I of the new generation core banking system in October 2012, 13 application
projects, and two infrastructure projects and the new generation IT framework, platforms,
technologies and security components for supporting the operation of applications, had been
successfully put into operation, gradually manifesting its business values and innovation
powers.
“Adhering to the innovation development strategy featuring “integration, multifunction
and intensiveness”, the Group continued accelerate the development of innovation and
strategic transformation, continued to fully support and serve the real economy, stick to sound
development and stringently hold the bottom line in preventing risks, thereby constantly
endeavoring to enhance its capability in value creation and innovation for consumer
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benefits.” says the Innovation officer.
With a focus on serving the real economy and people’s livelihood sectors, the bank
accelerated its product innovation in the financial market, pension fund management,
investment custody and other emerging businesses, built and enriched the product system in
relevant businesses. It strengthened product innovation related to urbanization, small and
micro enterprises and personal high-end customers, and launched innovative products
including scorecards credit mode for small and micro businesses, and loans for marine
economy and urbanization. It also provided services for overseas study, immigration and
credit cards of personal high-end customers, and domestic and overseas collaborative services
for them.
The constant innovation satisfied the diversified financial needs of customers, and
therefore ability to identify, shortlist and prioritize innovation ideas is an important step in
innovation planning and management. The Bank designed comprehensive solutions for
customers from multiple industries including road and highway traffic, information
technology manufacture, pension fund, as well as various institutional customers, small
enterprises and private banking customers. By strengthening collaboration with branches and
subsidiaries and timely launching several investment banking products and customized
products, the bank’s comprehensive service capabilities were enhanced. The innovation
promoted consolidation and integration of products. The Bank developed a cash management
system for personal customers and refined the cash management system for enterprise
customers. In addition, it launched products for loan management services, and introduced
several personal credit products based on “e.C-BANK.com’ while continuously improving its
functions and services. The bank continuously introduced special offers via “Student Benefit”
based on the characteristics of the student demographics. All these led to the constant
improvement in different service platforms for diversified customers.
The innovation also accelerated the application of technologies. Applications of new
technologies in the bank speeded up. The bank launched and refined products with emerging
technologies at a rapid pace, including the peer-leading digital-display credit card, NFC-SIM
card for mobile phones, financial IC card with new functions, and WeChat banking,
intensifying the applications of innovation in new technologies and mobile finance. The
deployment of products in electronic channels accelerated, and customer experience
constantly improved.
When asking the participants about the assessment of innovation success, the Innovation
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officer says “To evaluate the new product success, we can refer to the impacts of direct
income (fees from the new product); indirect income (deposit generated and new customer
accounts created from the launching of new product); and customer loyalty (acquire new
target customer group and new “window or opportunity” to launch more services to existing
customer group).” In short, the assessments of innovation implications are on both “monetary
quantitative terms” such as direct and indirect revenue and/or income, and “non-monetary
quantitative terms” such as new customers and new services provided. Qualitative assessment
is with regards to the creative ideas, new product or service functionalities, market reputation
and other indirect benefits to the Bank.

Figure 25 Innovation performance assessment at C BANK
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Building on the empirical materials discussed so far, it is relevant to ask what kind of
innovation learning and competency development model C BANK adopts? A further
elaboration of what is learnt follows in the next section.

5.2.5 Innovation Learning and Competence Development
On the topic of innovation learning and competence development, the workshop
participants seem to have diverse opinions. Why Chinese banks were less hard-hit by the
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recent financial crisis 2008 than their Western counterparts, and seem to have recovered
quicker? The Risk officer says that there are a lot of reasons. First, the demand from China’s
domestic market is huge. Chinese banks mainly serve domestic economy which recovers very
quickly. Second, Chinese banks are little involved in financial derivative products. Third,
great achievements have been made in the financial reform, which has laid a solid foundation
for recovery. Fourth, the Chinese banking industry has not been completely opened up to the
outside world. For example, the capital account is not fully opened yet.
“We have to admit that though the impact of the crisis was minor it made it clear to us
that our overseas assets were very limited and that we didn’t have a very adequate level of
innovation. In China, most of the financial market products introduced over the years came
from Western banks. I have worked in the industry for 28 years, at different banks in China,
and although I say this in connection to C BANK, I think that all of the Chinese commercial
banks have the same problem with innovation. China is becoming more interdependent with
other countries. Our clients are interacting more and more overseas so if C BANK didn’t have
a presence in these foreign countries we would run the risk of losing a lot of opportunities and
clients. Our clients also have more and more sophisticated financial service needs; not just
limited to loans and deposits. So we have worked out a comprehensive overseas development
plan,” says the Division manager.
The Innovation officer says C BANK has adopted a long-term innovation strategy, which
will help sponsor and transform C BANK into a financial technology savvy bank. For
example in 2014, C BANK became one of the sponsors and coaches in the “FinTech
Innovation Lab Asia-Pacific” program. The program was initiated by Accenture and
participated by a group of 10 leading financial institutions in the world, to search and help
fertilize the region’s top financial technology innovators. Selected companies will participate
in a 12-week program that helps early- and growth-stage financial technology innovators
accelerate product development and gain exposure to top-level financial industry executives.
Senior executives from the 10 leading financial service firms (including C BANK) will select
the winning applicants and provide mentoring to new financial technology entrepreneurs.
These entrepreneurs are engaged in developing potentially game-changing technologies for
financial services – particularly in the areas of Big Data and analytics, mobile and wireless,
payments, risk management, security, compliance, and social media and collaboration
technologies. The majority of the participants in the inaugural program have gone on to sign
deals with banks and collectively they have raised $10 million in financing. The Innovation
officer says “We recognize that innovation is the way forward for the industry and it plays a
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key part in the growth journey of the bank, which is committed to keep on enhancing customer
experience and bringing added values to our client.”
The HQ officer refers to the Aug 2014 announcement of the Bank’s interim result, and
said that C BANK has been accelerated strategic transformation and continued to improve
innovation capability since 2010. For example, following the capital injection into financial
derivatives company, C BANK’s non-banking business was extended to cover commodity
futures and financial futures, contributing to a leading integrated operational platform among
its peers. The bank pushed forward the development of an integrated platform of its outlets.
The bank had 13,100 integrated outlets and 13,500 integrated marketing teams. The
percentage of integrated tellers rose to 75%. Some of the branches have actively initiated the
transformation of functional outlets into intelligent outlets. The bank further implemented the
separation of front and back offices, as well as the centralized processing at its headquarters
for 28 types of real-time over-the-counter products and services across all outlets.
Product officer comments that C BANK’s innovation capability is good, especially in
CMS (cash pool) product innovation. However, most SOE banks are generally lacking in the
sales supports (tools & team), product packing, customer care and internal coordination across
branches / departments as compared to international banks. These are the areas C BANK need
to learn from foreign banks and develop relevant competencies to serve its clients. “For
innovation capability development, SOE banks shall continue to enhance the IT capability
and market service mindset. IT is important as “designer” and “executor” of new product
development,” the Sales officer adds.
HQ officer further says that the bank continues to invest in recruiting talents in enhancing
its overall capability in domestic and overseas markets. “Chinese banks expanding to
overseas would mean a larger volume of international job mobility for high-potential talent.
Currently, it’s rare to see any local banking has talent with overseas experience in developed
markets. C BANK has already been consistently posting our youngest and brightest
professionals to subsidiaries in overseas. For example, recently we have assigned a few
talents from our International banking divisions to subsidiaries in Australia, US and France.
Apart from the requisite experience (products, systems and regulation) and business acumen,
the candidates also need to be able to assimilate quickly to a new country. Bilingual language
skills are another plus. At the same time, we are recruiting talents from foreign banks with
strong local businesses connection. We are attractive to overseas talent provided there is
strategy, culture and compensation fit. However, given equal capability, we are more likely to
tap our own talent, cultivated from management trainee days.”
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Next, the influence of regulatory compliance and changes on innovation process is
analyzed in terms of (i) the bank’s knowledge and response to regulatory changes, and (ii)
their implication to innovation process.

5.3 Regulatory Influence on Financial Innovation
What have been the various changes of regulation over the past 4 or 5 years? How does C
BANK response to these changes? The implementation of Basel III and conservative policies
on deposit/financing by federal bank has resulted in the development of intermediate banking
products (such as cash pool) which do not require capital reserve. Also, the globalization of
RMB and cross-border currency exchange also promote the development of more
sophisticated cash pool products such as cross-border pool, multi-currency pool, and overseas
intragroup loan. Therefore, the development in regulation in the last few years has positive
influence on the bank’s business. The liberalization of interest rates also has led to reduction
in bank profits from traditional banking businesses. Therefore, banks need to innovate and
change in order to meet the shareholder and market expectation by developing and engaging
in more intermediate and innovative banking service and product offering.
How C BANK being informed of the regulatory changes? How did these regulatory
changes affect C BANK’s innovation & change process? The bank obtains information about
regulatory changes from several sources: (1) open and public information based on
announcement from regulator; (2) risk team discussion with regulator during the new
regulation consultative process; and (3) informal channel (friend’s network or social media)
for new policy speculation. The product team needs to reevaluate or consider the impacts of
new regulation on the innovation project by adjusting some parameters of the product.
What are C BANK’s innovation and change strategies in a regulated and constrained
environment? The regulatory framework in China, except for currency control, is generally
liberal, as the regulator allows some internet banking model to innovate and launch new
products to the market. C BANK innovation strategy is (1) define its market proposition; (2)
identify the market segment and target group; and (3) innovation based on the market needs or
customer demands (however, it seems this is not so much in action, it seems C BANK adopts
a policy-supportive innovation strategy).
How C BANK makes use of these opportunities to adjust or innovate to enhance the
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bank’s competitive advantage? The Product manager says that big-four banks always
benchmark each other. An innovative product will set ahead a bank for comparative advantage
in the market. Financial innovation product is homogeny and easy to copy. Most banks
replicate and enhance the product from each other. The key is customer relation and ability to
generate market volume. The Innovation officer says, “Chinese regulatory framework is
“manage by line”, as we have different regulatory body oversight each financial service line.
Also, the development of “mega” bank is a new trend in China whereby traditional
commercial banks begin to consolidate financial offering (insurance, investment, guarantee,
leasing, etc.) into conglomerate financial hub or venturing into new areas of business such as
e-commerce.”
How do the workshop participants describe the regulatory environment in China? What
are the differences compare to more mature financial regulatory framework? Based on the
workshop discussions, regulation in China is strict and has strong enforcement. Most banks
are complying with the regulatory guidelines. Even sometimes asked by customer for services
in some “grey areas”, the banks are cautious to step over the red lines. Banks are conservative
to risk which may leads to regulatory implications or reputation damage. As a SOE bank, C
BANK also needs to carry some social responsibility in the traditional banking operations.
How C BANK reconciles the dialectics between financial innovation and regulation? In
general, whenever a conflict between compliance and innovation, compliance is always
prevail. Policy supportive is a lubricant to smooth out the dialectic, whereby new innovation
needs to be “backed up” by government policy.

5.4 Top-down Rational Innovation Process
Based on this material, a “Top-down rational Innovation Process” is suggested as the way
in which financial innovation and regulatory compliance is reconciled in C BANK.
Figure 26 C BANK Macro-level Innovation: “Top-down” Approach
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Source: Author’s analysis

At macro level, there are two layers of actors involve and interact in vertical financial
innovation process at C BANK. Top-down innovation process described as the planned
coordination of intentions and actions to achieve specific outcomes imposed by a central
authority (Kim and Arnold, 1996). Upper-layer management specifies its long-term
innovation goals, intentions and roadmaps prior to actions and translate the development plan
into collective actions with a minimum of discretion (Burgelman and Grove, 2007). As
remarked by Mintzberg and Waters (1985), no action transpires in the total absence of
intention. Upper-layer management may offer some broad direction yet refrain from
specifying detailed actions for every operational decision in the cascade of organizational
hierarchy. In this context, middle or lower-layer management can autonomously undertake
specific actions that will serve the domestic needs. Slack and Lewis (2011) describe this
process as “objectives and actions, at least partly by the knowledge it gains from its day-today activities” (p.13). In my opinion, inspiring bottom up innovation is essential because
often, it is the people on the ‘front line’ who identify the biggest opportunities for innovation.
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Top down innovation, however, is equally important because it provides focus for innovation;
it is obviously inefficient to have people focusing on developing innovations that are not onstrategy. Strategy consistency, risk control, policies and procedures compliance are dominant
and embedded in the organizational culture of state-owned enterprises, like C BANK. In such
situation, it seems a top-down innovation model is therefore suitable and adopted in C BANK.
To enable a top-down innovation model, it is important to develop an innovation strategy and
roadmap, and communicate them to the broad organization. To avoid bias and prejudice, it
needs to develop a mechanism to facilitate environment scanning, customer-centric research,
and ideation that will result in market-oriented innovation ideas.

Figure 27 C BANK Micro-level Innovation: the "Rational" Model

Source: Romelaer (2015)

On a micro-level, C BANK seems adopting a rational decision-making process. In this
model, individuals are entailed to choose among all available alternatives that maximize net
benefit over costs. Individuals in an organization are generally rational and "rational
behaviour” typically means "sensible", "predictable", or "in a thoughtful, clear-headed
manner". Individuals choose the best action according to their personal preferences and the
constraints facing them. According to Becker, (1976), the aggregate social behaviors are sum
of the behavior of individual actors, each of whom is making their individual decisions. Each
individual has preferences, which are complete and transitive, among the available choice
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alternatives that allow them to state which option they prefer. In the case of C BANK, new
product ideas or requirements are collected from several sources include front-liners, key
customers and regulatory changes. All these innovation ideas / choices are weighted against
development cost and future benefits by the central product development team, individually
and then collectively. The recommended choices are then proposed to the new product
development committee for endorsement at HQ level.
According to Romelaer (2015), one key advantage of this innovation model is “easy to
adopt and manage” because it is logical, coherent and complete. The rational choice model
gives clear idea of what competencies that the organization is lacking, i.e. the constraints. Key
requirements for this innovation model are (1) the project manager or innovation department
has to oversee all the innovation development steps to insure they fit together; and (2) the
project team has to make sure that the firm has competencies for each of the steps. Some
organization may subcontract some of the key innovation process (after careful cost benefit
analysis), if sub-agency issues are not too big to handle. A key issue with rational model is,
since it requires careful collection of complete cost-benefit analysis information, it becomes
too time-consuming and costly to develop a complete set of all potential solutions for
systematic and comprehensive evaluation. In addition, the development of solutions may not
well adapted to the organization, since individual preferences may not be always aligned with
organizational benefits / objectives. One key limitation of rational model is that it gives very
little consideration of political interventions from government. Obviously, in the case of H
BANK, as a SOE bank, it is a “government intervened semi-rational model”. Finally, this kind
of innovation model is suitable for organization with following characteristics: (1)
bureaucratic and hierarchical organization with formal procedures in decision-making
process; (2) closed innovation environment to select the most rational choices of innovation
based on pre-defined criteria; and (3) effective dialogue or communication mechanism with
government agencies to optimize goal congruence and econometric alignment.
The rational choice innovation model is suitable for C BANK and align with its
innovation strategy of being “forefront of China’s economic modernization, strive to be a
world-class bank”. C BANK’s overall business strategy is policy-support and socially
responsible. Being one of largest employers in the country, C BANK assumes a social
responsibility to ensure employment, financial and economy stability. It continued to expand
financing in according to the “policy direction” and gradually developing its innovation
capability in product and services development to meet the new business landscape
requirements. As result, the business strategy and performance may not be fully “profit
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maximization oriented”. In general, organizational trajectory, bureaucracy, hierarchical and
risk adverse culture are restricting C BANK from excessive or radical innovation. C BANK
adopts a top-down and rational innovation model to “play safe” and installs “more control is
better” and “me-too sign-off practices” for collective responsibilities in the innovation
process. Being state-controlled bank, C BANK subject to the continued government
influences over its strategic operations and senior management appointment. As a listed entity,
it has financial responsibility to all her shareholders. C BANK needs to balance these
regulatory influences, agency issues and stakeholders responsibilities in its operation and
innovation model. Employment in SOE banks are considered safe and secured, and therefore
no one would like to risk their career path for risky innovation. The rewarding and incentive
system in SOE bank is “service loyalty-based” and not pro-innovation. Therefore, a rational
choice model is suitable for C BANK as the innovation decision is rational, well documented
and collectively accounted for.

5.5 Summary
This chapter has presented and analyzed the findings of C BANK. It is argued that C
BANK pursues a “policy supportive innovation strategy”, which is supported by an
innovation model of “top-down approach” in general and a “rational decision-making” in
particular. The innovation process at C BANK is characterized by pro-government policy,
centralized control, top-down vertical communication, conservative, risk avoidance and
rational. This model of innovation enhances innovation development efficiency, but it also
leads to additional innovation diffusion costs due to lack of front-liners involvement or buyin.
The next chapter addresses comparisons across H BANK and C BANK.
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6. CROSS-CASE COMPARISONS
This chapter compares the within-case findings between H BANK and C BANK. The
comparisons are guided by the cross-case analysis method described in section 3.4.1 in the
Methodology Chapter. In the first section, I will list the similarities and differences between H
BANK and C BANK. This helps me identify subtle similarities and differences between the
two cases to find meaningful and interesting patterns. In the second section, I compare my
personal experience with H BANK and C BANK in a cash pool establishment project. Based
the individual experiences and processes in relations to the innovation selection and diffusion
process, the researcher “walks the path” with the two banks, using a Calori’s pragmatic
epistemology. It also helps identify gaps between 'espoused theory' and 'theory in use'
(Argyris and Schon; 1974, 1978). Finally, emerging themes and patterns from the cross-case
study are summarized in the end of the chapter.

6.1 Similarities and Differences
6.1.1 Innovation Drivers
Table 11 Similarities and Differences: Innovation Drivers

Innovation

H BANK and C BANK

H BANK

C BANK

Dimension
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Unique

Unique
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consumer social networking trends,
positive growth in China environment
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with local
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Source: Author’s analysis

Based on word repetition count in the interview scripts, government policy, regulation or
deregulation, customer demand, market competition and IT advancement appear to be
significant or most mentioned externality drivers to innovation at banks. All the interviewees
at both H BANK and C BANK believe that government policy is the prime and most
important external driver for banks to innovate their product and process.
Government policy, enforced by regulation and deregulation, has significant influences
on the Bank’s operation model, business focus and innovation direction (World Bank, 2010;
Rose P. and Hudgins S. 2008). In 2012, for example, when internationalization of Renminbi
became a key policy, various government measures, policies and incentives are directed to
banks to promote cross-border Renminbi business. Government policy to promote GDP
growth also resulted significant increase in international trade, finance and capital flows,
which need to be supported by more advanced financial instruments such as international
trade settlement products and cash management solutions. As a result, multinationals and
Chinese businesses begin to demand banks for more sophisticated financial products to
support cross-border settlements and financial risk management. For example, during last
decade, financial innovations in import and export documentary credits, finance, guarantee,
collection, advisory and insurance were thrived to support international trade and receivable
finance. In addition, flexible and comprehensive payments and cash management solutions
were also developed to help business to manage receivable, payment and liquidity more
effectively through integrated E-banking operations.
Both C BANK and H BANK facing stiff competition between each another for prime
customers and high margin banking businesses (Degryse, H. & Ongena, S., 2008). Prime
customer include larger corporation, multinationals, state-owned enterprises and large privateowned businesses. High margin banking businesses include international trade and settlement,
cash management solution, private banking business and wealth management products.
Recently, both C BANK and H BANK also begin to face competition from new comers such
as giant IT firms (Alibaba), MNOs (China Mobile) and social networks firm (Tencents) who
enter the market through easy-to-use third-party payment platform and start luring customers
and deposits away from banks through online Money Market Funds (MMFs).
Technological innovation has brought about the speedy processing and transmission of
information enabling a substantial reduction in costs, wider networking, and globalization on
an unprecedented scale and scope (Hayami, 2000). Recent advance of information and
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communications technology are improving the efficiency of traditional businesses and
enabling the development of new instruments in specific fields, such as Mobile Banking,
Crowdfunding, P2P lending, online payment using individual QR/bar Code, online
distribution of financial products, etc. In short, ICT technology is changing the China
financial service landscape (Woo, 2014).
Globalization and market diversity are believe to be unique external drivers to innovation
at H BANK. H BANK is an international bank with operations and branches in over 80
countries. Through financial globalization, a worldwide framework of legal agreements,
institutions, and both formal and informal economic actors came together to facilitate
international flows of financial capital for purposes of investment and trade financing.
Eventually, the world economy became increasingly financially integrated as countries begin
to liberalize capital accounts and deregulate financial sectors (IFM, 2000). Taking this
opportunity, H BANK becomes increasingly large, through organic and inorganic growth in
China, with more sophisticated and interconnected range of investment and liability activities
in many provinces with different level of market diversity and sophistication. In general, east
coastal provinces and cities are more economically advanced and local government in these
areas are more open to new financial innovations diffusion or trial-run. To effectively manage
market risks, H BANK centralized all financial innovations in a global hub, and establish a
mechanism to leverage and transfer financial product innovations across markets. Leverage
on a global template, H BANK can effectively transfer financial technology and innovative
products from mature market (east coast) to emerging market (west china).
Foreign strategic investors play an important role in operational transition and innovation
development at C BANK (Li Yuhua, 2013). In 2005, C BANK entered into strategic
investment and cooperation agreements with a well-established US-based foreign bank, and
an investment agreement with Singapore government. Since 2005, the foreign strategic
investors have been providing technical assistance in a number of areas, including retail
banking, information technology and e-banking, global treasury services, and financial and
human resources management. In addition, cooperation in data governance, information
technology strategic planning, network transformation and disaster recovery all strengthened
the bank’s fundamental management capabilities. Therefore foreign strategic investors
(established international banks) helped to bring in expertise in advanced banking practice,
product design and risk governance capabilities to the C BANK. Qin Fengming and Liu Yang
(2008) find that there are some successes of management knowledge transfer from such
investment, although foreign strategic investment is limited as a minority share in each local
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bank. However, culture shock came at the first stage and syncretism later on.
Based on word repetition count in the interview scripts, strategy alignment, leadership
commitment, performance pressures, organizational culture and management incentive
system appear to be significant or most mentioned internality drivers to innovation at banks.
All the interviewees at both H BANK and C BANK believe that the bank strategy is the prime
and most important internal driver for financial innovation.
By linking an organization's structure and resources with its strategy and business
environment (regulatory, government policy, social and economy developments, etc.),
strategic alignment enables banks to achieve higher performance by optimizing the
contributions of people, processes, and inputs to the financial innovation and minimizing
waste and misdirection of effort and resources to inconsistent and low yield innovation
developments (Hacioglu U, and Dincer H., 2014). For example, the New Product Committee
(NPC) at both HQ bank and the Board levels perform the stewardship function as gatekeeper
to ensure new product development is align and consistent with the bank’s innovation
strategy. H BANK uses the six filters “connectivity, economic development, profitability,
efficiency, liquidity and financial crime risks” to evaluate if the innovation is strategically
align with the Global strategy and regional demand.
Financial and operation performance pressures and responsibility to shareholders are
another importance internal drivers for financial innovation. Most commercial banks are
increasingly relying on new product development for growth and profitability. For example, C
BANK completed 1,370 product innovations and 223 product migrations in 2014 to boost
performance. However, the success of a new product may depend on choosing the right mix
of new product strategy and the development process. By conducting a survey of 138 product
managers of the major commercial banks, Alam (2003) finds moderately innovative products
are likely to be more successful than highly innovative and low innovative products. Idea
generation and screening efforts, forming a cross-functional team and proficiency in
commercialization activities are essential to the success of a banking product.
Besides innovation governance, leadership commitment to carry out the NPC decision
(control) and provide organizational supports to innovation development is important to drive
innovation in-house and throughout the organization (Butler et al., 1998). Sometimes,
leadership commitment “in fact and in appearance” can reinforce the internal commitment to
innovation. For example, H BANK’s Chairman, a regular visitor to CBCR China and a
member in the CBRC’s International Advisory Council, advocates H BANK’s commitment to
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China economy and endorses internal policy to support financial instruments development for
China. With the promotion of financial innovation by government, reduced interest margins
and increased competition from new comers, banks are more committed to innovation then
before.
After studying innovation among 759 companies based in 17 major markets, Tellis et al.
(2009) find that corporate culture is an important driver of innovation and adaptability seems
to be the most critical pillar of successful organization cultures. An adaptive culture,
emphasizing experimentation and promotes “organizational ambidexterity“, which is the
ability of a company to manage its current business while simultaneously preparing for
changing conditions (O'Reilly, et al., 2008, 2009). Large commercial banks like C BANK and
H BANK have the resources to conduct experiments in order to explore new fields of
businesses, concurrently with exploiting their existing business.
Incentives drive innovation. The way individuals are incentivized, and how outlook and
behaviors are recognized and rewarded or penalized, is perhaps the most difficult innovation
dimension to get right, yet has the capacity to vitiate all other aspects of innovation.
Management incentive system to drive innovation is inextricably linked to risk and
opportunity management, and to the overall risk appetite of the organization (Scotchmer,
2006). C BANK and H BANK adopt both individual and team innovation recognitions, which
involve a modest financial reward and 'soft' recognition such as awards, internal PR, or
allocation of uncommitted time to follow new ideas.
Link and commitment with local government appear to be a unique internal innovation
driver at H BANK. The understanding and mutual commitment between local government
and H BANK leadership is the key to financial innovation development. “You will not want to
engage in a costly innovation if you cannot ascertain the real future benefits. In financial
service sectors, the innovation decision is quite often affected by the relationship with the
local government,” says an industry analyst. “There was an interactive commitment between
the Chinese government and H BANK, and this commitment relationship reduced H BANK’s
transaction costs by limiting the possibilities for government opportunism….. The current
Chinese economy is a government-oriented market economy, rather than a centralgovernment controlled economy. The central government still plays a very important role in
the economy, but regional administrations have gained significant economic power,” says Lu
(2008, pg. 65) in a conference paper published in Oxford Press. Lamin Leigh and Richard
Podpiera (2006), researchers from IFM, find that foreign investments in China’s banks have
been minority shareholdings with very limited management involvement. They conclude that
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China appears to be well positioned to benefit from further opening of the banking sector to
foreign investors, however, international experience suggests that greater competition from
and participation of foreign banks can in general bring important benefits if appropriate
incentives and sufficient opportunities are created.
Shareholding restructuring represents a unique internal innovation driver at C BANK.
Since 2003, C BANK underwent a series of shareholding reformation, from a wholly stateowned bank to a joint-stock bank (although still majority government holds), and
subsequently listed on SH EX (2005) and HK EX (2007). Thereafter, C BANK becoming
more and more market oriented. Cheng et al. (2005) investigate the relationship of ownership
structure, listed status and risk by using regression analysis based on the relevant data of
China’s commercial banks. They find that foreign-owned commercial banks exhibit better
asset quality, lower credit risk and higher capital adequacy ratio compared to the state-owned
banks. City commercial banks have lower credit risk and joint-stock commercial banks have
lower credit risk and capital adequacy ratio compared to the state-owned banks. In addition,
listed status improves the asset quality and capital adequacy ratio. Listed status significantly
moderates the relationship between ownership structure and risk. Therefore, the shareholding
structure reformation at C BANK helps reduced the influences from Government on the
bank’s operations decisions and leading the bank to follow economic principles, rather than
political priorities, in banking operations, which in overall, helps promoted performanceoriented financial innovation.

Summary
Key external drivers to financial innovations are regulation, market competition,
customer demand and technology development. All these factors are “controllable” or
“adjustable” by the government through introducing new policy and financial regulations. On
the other hand, internal innovation drivers are vary according to individual bank, but
generally include innovation strategy, performance pressures, organizational culture and
incentive system. These factors can be influenced by the bank’s leadership. Pro-innovation
leadership can fertilize and promote innovation desire and capability internally by attuning the
bank’s culture, incentive system and competence development focus. Next, innovation
process is compared.
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6.1.2 Innovation Process
Table 12 Similarities and Differences: Innovation Process

Innovation

H BANK and C BANK

H BANK

C BANK

Dimension

Similarities

Unique

Unique

Innovation

Financial innovation process

Global template-

Policy-driven

Process

encompasses four key phases:

driven

innovation; HQ

idea generation and screening,

innovation;

bank control;

concept development, product

regular checking

extensive top-

building, and innovation

with regulators;

down vertical

diffusion

equal amount of

communication.

vertical and
horizontal
communications.
Source: Author’s analysis

Based on the empirical data collected from the two bank case studies, financial
innovation process encompasses key phases like: idea generation and screening, concept
development, product building, and innovation diffusion. These phases were conducted
sequentially and partly in parallel.


Idea generation and screening: Ideation is the creative process of generating,
developing, and communicating new ideas, where an idea is understood as a basic
element of thought that can be either visual, concrete, or abstract (Jonson, 2005).
Sometimes the idea may not be totally new. Potential adopters evaluate an innovation on
its relative advantage, its compatibility with the pre-existing system, its complexity or
difficulty to learn, its trialability or testability, its potential for reinvention, and its
observed effects. These qualities interact and are judged as a whole. For example, I was
told that C BANK combined features of CMS products offered by other banks in
developing the idea for its new version of CMS product. Prior to devoting resources to
them, the new product idea will be screened and evaluated against a set of criteria to
eliminate unsound concepts. This is usually conducted be presenting an initial business
case to the New Product Development (NPD) Committee.
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Concept development: Conceptual design phase provides a description of the proposed
system in terms of a set of integrated ideas and concepts about what it should do, behave,
and look like, that will be understandable by the users in the manner intended (Kahn
2013). The development process is concerned with specifying the product features. These
product specifications are lengthy descriptions of what the product is and does, what not
and don’t. This stage is very important because the product specifications are the basis for
subsequent IT development and financial modelling. The innovation conceptualization
work is usually undertaken by the product manager. Before committing further resources
in product development, a full business case will be presented to the New Product
Development (NPD) Committee for “go” or “no-go” decision making.



Product building: Product development is the phase of detailed engineering design,
credit modelling and sotftware system coding of the new financial product. It also include
test process that will be used to validate that the prototype objects actually meet the
design specification and the requirements specification that was previously agreed to
(Kahn 2013). Extensive innovation and coordination communications take place during
this phase. Project team is formed and Project team members communicate electronically
(email, conference call and Wechat) to exchange information and coordinate activities.
Formal meeting is organized by project manager to check development milestones and
product validation. External parties (such as consultants, industry experts, regulators and
key customers) may involve in the product development or testing stage by invitation.
Before launching the product in the market, a product launching proposal will be
presented to the New Product Development (NPD) Committee for commercialization
decision making, and accompanying evaluation criteria on the new product performance.



Innovation diffusion: Diffusion involves the introduction of the innovation to the
distribution channels. Instruction to personnel and intermediaries for new product
marketing and usages will be distributed. Post-implementation product/market
performance data is collected and analyzed to evaluate the innovation success. Project
team is dissolved after the new product successfully go-live. Further enhancement and
maintenance works are handed over to the operation team. (Greenhalgh, 2004). Everett
(2003) proposes that four main elements influence the spread of a new idea: the
innovation itself, communication channels, time, and a social system. This process relies
heavily on human capital. The innovation must be widely adopted in order to self-sustain.
Within the rate of adoption, there is a point at which an innovation reaches critical mass.
A NPD process model for the financial service innovations was proposed by Alam and
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Perry (2002). The stages of that process model are: strategic planning, idea generation, idea
screening, business analysis, formation of cross functional team, product design and
process/system design, personnel training, product testing and pilot rim, test marketing, and
commercialization. Alam and Perry (2002) find that the management attention seems to be
most critical for idea generation than any other stages of the development process. In contrast,
test marketing and strategic planning are considered less important. Test marketing was the
least important because banks tended to ignore this stage to accelerate the overall
development process. This result concurs with several previous studies that found that the
time, costs and risks of imitation limit the use of test marketing for service innovations.
H BANK’s innovation process shows some uniqueness which includes global templatedriven; regular checking with regulators; and equal amount of vertical and horizontal
communications. First, H BANK adopts a global financial innovation strategy and process.
New products need to fit-in the global product standard and business strategy. H BANK does
not promote too much localization in product development, unless with a compelling reasons,
such as local government requirements. Second, H BANK installs regular check points in the
innovation process to obtain constant feedback from regulators and global compliance team.
Compared to state-owned bank, H BANK as a foreign bank has less direct/open
communication opportunities with the regulators. Therefore, H BANK is sensitive the
regulators requirements when some regulations are note clearly stipulated in the laws. When
H BANK senses the regulator has some concerns over the new product, the product team will
try to adjust the product features and increase control procedures to reduce the regulators’
worries. Third, H BANK applies two ways of communication in the financial innovation
process. Vertical communication happens between local team and global/regional team for
innovation review and approval. Horizontal communication happens between departments for
innovation development and diffusion. At H BANK, it seems equal amount of vertical and
horizontal communications happen during the innovation process.
C BANK’s innovation process shows some uniqueness which includes policy-driven
innovation; HQ bank control; and extensive top-down vertical communication. First, C
BANK’s innovation process is generally a gradual enhancement process (add-on method) and
aligns to the regulatory reformation objectives. It is a government policy supportive
innovation generation model. In some cases, the innovation may not be always economic and
business justifiable, but to support certain government agenda such as financial inclusion,
rural and farmers financing. Second, the innovation process at C BANK follows a top-down
approach, where innovation ideas is developed at HQ bank and “proof of concept” at the
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provincial bank level. Such model reinforces the HQ’s control over the innovation roadmap
and process. Third, extensive top-down vertical communication flows from upper-layer
management to lower-layer management to govern and deploy innovation. This innovation
process helps ensure product consistency with bank standard and government policy, but it
may lack the market insight and competitiveness.

Summary
The above analysis shows innovation process generally consists key phases like idea
generation and screening, concept development, product building, and innovation diffusion.
However, it is not a fancy engagement but a dynamic system that response to severe market
challenges and regulatory constraints or pressure. Innovation is a continuous change
management process which is often messy and chaotic, striving to succeed amidst the
complex silos in financial institutions. Successful financial innovation process encompasses a
myriad of strategic and operational changes, involving processes and technology, workflows,
changes in network distribution and service delivery. Most importantly, there is no “one-sizefit-all” innovation process. H BANK adopts a “Global Template”, whereas C BANK applies a
“Top-down policy driven” innovation model. The innovation processes are specific to their
business stratifies and organizational trajectory in China. Therefore, firms need to diligently
select and adopt an innovation process that is match to their operating environment,
innovation maturity, organizational structure and behavior.
The next section compare the aspects identified to facilitate and constrain innovation
between the two case-study banks.
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6.1.3 Innovation Facilitators and Constraints
Table 13 Similarities and Differences: Innovation Facilitators and Constraints

Case-study

Innovation Facilitators

Innovation constraints

banks
H BANK

-

Supportive regulatory

-

Regulation policy constraint

environment

-

Risk adverse organizational

Knowledge on customer
needs and clear customer

culture
-

Change in market condition

-

Regulatory changes /

segment

C BANK

-

Good product quality

-

Technology and partnership

-

Leadership commitment

-

Regulatory policy supports

-

Insight on customer needs

government intervention in

and market changes

capital allocation process

-

Futuristic of product design

-

Sales and marketing supports

-

-

Bureaucracy and hierarchical
decision-making process

-

Excessive internal
coordination

-

Technology constraints

Source: Author’s analysis

When it comes to innovation facilitators and constraints, the two banks are strikingly
more similar than different. Between the two banks, “supportive regulatory environment or
policy” stands out as the most important facilitator, follow by customer/market insight, good
product design and management supports. On a flip side, “regulatory policy constraint or
government intervention” appears to be major innovation constraint, follow by antiinnovation organizational culture, change in market condition and technology constraint.
Based on the cross-cases comparison, there is one factor appear on both sides as
innovation facilitator and constraint. The role of regulation can either as an innovation
catalyst (Tufano, 2003; Miller, 1986) or as a hindrance factor (Merton 1995). For example,
leveraging on its global network and strong sound risk governance, H BANK sometimes
gains preferred policy treatments to pilot run certain types of financial innovation, such as
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two-way cross-border RMB cash pooling operations in Shanghai Free Trade Zone (SFTZ).
Cross-border RMB pooling is an experimental effort for H BANK and provides an effective
solution for MNCs to channel funds across Chinese borders. This will help corporates to
sweep and integrate working capital for their Chinese and international business and even link
it up with global pools automatically. However, H BANK is also restricted by PBOC to
perform certain types of RMB-based banking transactions which are only open to domestic
banks. Likewise, C BANK has government policy support in wining large infrastructure
financing projects but it also affected by government’s policy in its capital allocation process.
Based on the empirical data collected from the within-case studies, H BANK emphasizes
on the ability to gain adequate market insights, identify key customer segment and develop
customer-centric product. C BANK focuses on comprehensive of customer requirements
collection, “futuristic” of the new product, robustness of the new product design and
market/customer acceptance. The pattern of findings from cross-cases analysis is consistent
with most of the existing literatures. For example, contrasting 106 financial innovations, de
Brentani and Cooper (1992) reveal five key success factors of financial service innovation,
i.e. ability to meet the customer’s needs (primary important); quality of marketing activities
and pre-launching events; synergies between the existing offerings and the new innovation;
skills of service providers; and novelty’s positioning. Storey and Easingwood (1996) extend
this list by adding two more strategic important factors: distribution strength and effective
communication. In the same vein, Johne and Davies (2000) stress that achieving realistic
appraisal of market opportunities, realizing the potentials of distinct market segments and
designing new ways of approaching the markets are essential success factors.
The common innovation constraints at the two banks are organizational culture. C
BANK and H BANK are risk-adverse and conservative when dealing with uncertainties in
new product ideas and launching. Based on the empirical data collected from within-case
study, mangers in H BANK and C BANK displayed risk-avoiding behavior. Taking risks
(which is closely related to innovation) is considered unwise. These managers avoid to take
risks to protect their jobs. Bureaucracy and hierarchical decision-making process results in
managers afraid to make mistake as to which may lead to political scapegoat. They may be
wise to err on the side of caution to be more stringent and add extra scrutiny measures into
the innovation process or products. As a result, the approval process becomes more
complicated, lengthy and not friendly. Generally, in the new product approval process,
relevant signing departments tend to add-on control requirements to the new products. This
makes the new product lose some of the flexibilities and key features in the original product
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design, with the additional control requirements. Some of these controls are not necessary
provide protection to the financial consumers, but mere protection to the functional
departments for “just-in-case” situations.
The above is consistent with Drew’s (1995) finding on North American banks. He
identifies barriers to fast innovation process include lack of focused strategy, insufficient
support from senior management, organizational inflexibility and employee turnover. The
organizational structure and historical constraining issues, according to Vermeulen (2003), are
organizational trajectories whereby individual actors have a certain amount of freedom to act,
but not everything is possible due to the restrictions imposed by the history of the trajectory.
Further supported by Ortmann (1995), it is very difficult for individual organizational
members to go beyond the boundaries of the organizational trajectory. If the organizational
trajectory is institutionalized, meaning that it has a high ‘taken-for-granted’ character and
firms are trapped in their own historical developments. Institutions have a high ‘takenforgranted’ degree of current practices that are reenacted, which means that they ‘acquire a
rule-like status’ (Oliver, 1992, p. 563). Based on the within-case analysis, it seems that H
BANK and C BANK are trapped in organizational trajectory due to their long-established
organization practices and reporting protocol.
From the perspective of information technology (IT), C BANK perceives IT is a
constraining factors to its innovation capability. C BANK’s legacy IT system is a homegrown system based on traditional database (DOS) operating system. It fails to cater the
business needs of networked and multidimensional processing requirements. C BANK
planned a major upgrade of its banking system in 2015. H BANK continuously upgrading its
banking system to meet the new demand of ERP integration, electronic data interchange and
cloud computing. According to Vermeulen (2003), the complexity of the information systems
does not allow people outside the IT departments to judge whether adjustments to the system
are possible or not. As such, many new financial products are still IT-driven and ITdependency are subject to the “feasibility” of IT to deliver. Product concepts that seem
promising but cannot be developed without major changes in the information systems lose
some of their innovative value.

Summary
When it comes to innovation facilitations and constraints, there are very similar across
the banks. The case-firm comparisons suggest that “regulatory policy” and “customer insight”
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are key determinants of financial innovation success. Banks are striking to gain in-depth
knowledge on the fast-changing customer needs and build their ability to meet these
increasing sophisticated demands with more customer-centric product and easy-to-use
features. In terms innovation constraints, “regulations constraints” and “organizational
trajectory” are considered as obstacles to financial innovation. High compliance costs,
complex hierarchies, legacy systems and IT bottlenecks are also affecting the innovation
scope and openness.
The following section makes cross-case comparisons of the innovation management and
appraisal process in each bank.

6.1.4 Innovation Measurement
How financial innovation is measured? For quantitative measures, H BANK applies (1)
new or additional revenue generated (2) the product life span; (3) the ROI (Return on
Investment) from the new product; and (4) net profit from the new product. C BANK uses
direct and indirect revenue and/or income; and number of new customers and new services
provided. For qualitative measures, H BANK adopts a simple measures of Customer feedback
or satisfaction survey. C BANK uses more measurements such as creative ideas, new product
or service functionalities, market reputation and other indirect benefits to the bank.
The above analysis support the current literatures. Firms should use multiple constructs in
measuring the performance of their innovations (Griffin and Page 1996). For example, four
dimensions of performance measure including, sales and market share, competitive
performance, and cost performance were successfully used in a study of new industrial
services (de Brentani 1989). After adding more non-financial criteria, Edgett and Snow (1996)
proposed three dimensions for new service performance: customer satisfaction, service
quality and new service performance. They believed that a quantitative analysis of unit sales
and profitability presents only part of the success equation. Other factors such as customer
loyalty, perceived quality, service provider's image and cross sales could also be important
measures of product success. Likewise, Storey and Easingwood (1999) used both financial
and non-financial measurement criteria and grouped them into three performance dimensions:
(1) sales performance, (2) enhanced opportunities, including opening up new markets,
providing a new service platform and (3) profitability, including improved customer loyalty
and improved profitability of other services. In a more recent study. Storey and Kelly (2001)
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proposed three dimensions of performance including financial measures, customer measures
and internal measures.

Summary
Based on the above analysis, three performance dimensions for determining success of
new products can be identified, and they are financial criteria, customer criteria and
opportunities criteria. Financial criteria refers to profitability, sales, cost, return on investment
and market share. Customer criteria refers to customer satisfaction that can be measured by,
whether a new product attracts new customers or opens up new market opportunities.
Opportunities criteria refers to overall opportunities that a new product may provide to a firm,
such as increase sales and profitability of the bank overall.

6.2 A Pragmatic Comparison between H BANK and C BANK
Calori (2003) recommends researcher and the actor to engage in a process of
communicative action in the life-world, in order to reach an understanding … they “walk the
path” together and try to reach a mutual understanding. The researcher has to be where the
action takes place, when it takes place, and sometimes take part in it or engage in a dialogue
with actors.
In this section, I will describe my experience with H BANK and C BANK in
establishment of cash pool at D FIRM. D FRIM is a global leader in property services
offering industry leading, end-to-end property solutions to occupiers, developers, property
owners and investors around the world. D FIRM has over 40,000 employees working in 200
offices in 60 countries offer seamlessly integrated operations throughout Europe, the Middle
East, Africa, Asia Pacific and the Americas. To triangulate the pragmatic comparison, I also
conducted interviews with the Global Cash Pool Program Manager, the Asia Pacific (APAC)
treasurer and China Treasury Controller at D FIRM. More information on the number and
position of informants in section 3.2.2 and Appendix 2.
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6.2.1 The Context
According to the Chinese Tax Laws, firm should report all intercompany transactions to
Tax Bureau every month and pay Business Tax (BT) for interest income earned from
intercompany borrowings. Before the cash pool establishment, D FIRM does not record,
recognize and report BT on interest earned from Intercompany short-term loan. Auditors have
highlighted that there are risks of potential non-compliance with local tax laws. The current
“decentralized treasury management model” also resulted in a long & complicated process for
intercompany funds transfer. Relocation of funds is subjected to local office’s agreement and
taking longer time to process without a pool and E-banking system.
The setup of Cash Pool and E-banking can help D FRIM complies with the Chinese Tax
laws, to regularize intercompany borrowing transactions and prevent risk of regulatory
violation. At the same time, it can help D FIRM improves the control and visibility of cash
flows, by central control of excess cash at all-levels of accounts, prevent risk of
misappropriate of funds, optimize return from cash investment, and improve processing
efficiency for bank payment and balance enquiry. Therefore, the major benefits from cash
pool and E-banking are compliance with local tax laws, improve banking process efficiency
and enhance visibility and control over excess funds.
Alternative to cash pool and E-banking is manually to record, calculate and prepare
report for BT on Intercompany short-term loan and borrowing. The process is error-prompt
and incurring additional hours to prepare and review the “hand-made reports” on the already
very tight local finance resources. Also, we will continue facing the issue of low visibility and
ineffective use of excess funds in the Group.
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Table 14 Milestones of Cash Pool Establishment

Date

Key milestones

Apr 2014

Business case approval for China cash pool

May~Jul 2014

Solution benchmarking and selection of pool bank

Aug 2014

Global Treasurer approval to appoint C BANK for China pool, H BANK
for regional pool

Oct 2014

Complete User Acceptance Test (UAT) and sign Master Service
Agreement (MSA) with C BANK and H BANK

Nov 2014

Begin migration of bank accounts to C BANK China pool and H BANK
regional pool

Oct 2015

Complete setup total 46 C BANK accounts in China in over 20 cities,
complete set up H BANK accounts in over 10 countries in APAC.
Connect the C BANK’s China pool with H BANK’s regional pool in
Hong Kong.
Source: Author’s analysis

In March 2014, D FIRM decided to engage a bank to establish a China cash pool. Acting
as the Project Manager, I am advising D FIRM in this initiative, which consists of three
phases, i.e. innovation benchmarking, partner bank selection and solution deployment. D
FIRM finally appointed C BANK as the China pool bank and H BANK as the regional pool
bank located in Hong Kong. H BANK will consolidate funds in the APAC region and links
with the global pool located in the US.
C BANK was selected for China pool because it has a large network of branches in China
(150,000 branches), especially in cities where we have operations. D FIRM already has 35
bank accounts opened with C BANK and D FIRM has over 15 years of relationship and
banking experiences with C BANK. Using C BANK as cash pool bank for sales collection,
therefore, help mitigates the needs to notify our customers on bank accounts changes. Most
importantly, C BANK solution has a significant benefit of entrusted loan transfer between
legal entity and its branches is not subject to commission fee. It seems to me that, C BANK
has good understanding and consideration of the China regulatory framework when designing
the product.
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H BANK was selected for APAC regional pool because it has over 2000 branch offices
and over 150 years of international banking operations in Asia Pacific region. D FIRM’s HK
office has over 20 years of relationship and banking experiences with H BANK. D FIRM also
has a number of investment and off-shore loan accounts with H BANK. The project team
found that H BANK is more experienced in handling cross-border cash pool and payment
house operations, and there H BANK is appointed as a regional pool head. The rational for
these decisions, scientific validation to conclusions drawn on the innovation model/approach
of H BANK and C BANK and implications to innovation consumers are presented in the next
section.

6.2.2 Pair Comparison between H BANK and C BANK
Table 15 Pair Comparison between C BANK and H BANK

Comparison

C BANK

H BANK

dimension
Product

Top-down product development.

Long range product development

innovation

Limited customer and frontline

and upgrading plan. Involve

participation in the development

customer and frontline in product

process. “Build first, sell later”

research, design, test and pilot run.

approach. Limited capability in

High product generalizability and

product testing and post-sales

adoptability.

support.
Product design

Products are customized for local

Product has good integration with

and uniqueness

business requirements. Poor

ERP system. Product version

product documentation, too many

upgrade has good continuity and

jargons and sales supports.

uniqueness. Product is stable,

Difficult to integrate with

reliable and high quality.

Enterprise Resources Planning
(ERP) system.
Product selling

Product manager lacks deep

Product manager has good

and

understanding of product features

knowledge on the solution.

communication

and functionalities. Sometimes

Customer manager has good

product manager seems unable to

knowledge on our requests. Clear
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answer specific questions and need and easy to understand product
to refer to HQ product center for

documentation.

support. Unclear user manual,
conflicting terms and difficult to
understand.
Product

Customer manager understands

Customer manager only cares about

implementation

root customer requirements to

top management requirement.

and delivery

react quickly. Product

Good selling presentation but poor

implementation better than said. C

product implementation. H BANK

BANK seems lack deep

seems have good knowledge on

interpretation of detailed

detailed regulation and procedures.

regulation and procedures.
Product support

Customer manager only concerns

Customer manager regularly seeks

and continuous

about and product promotion and

feedback for better user experience,

improvement

selling. Limited follow-up on

and constantly collects information

customer experiences and

about business requirements and

feedback. Compared to foreign

changing business environment.

bank, division and bank managers

Very rigid policy and procedures,

have more flexibility in policy and

no room for flexibility.

procedures. Practical issues can be
resolved quickly through
managerial intervention.
Source: Author’s analysis

Based interview with the China Treasury Officer, C BANK seems lacking in innovation
competency, poor product documentation, inexperienced in product testing, inadequate after
sales support, overall limited IT capability to integrate with Corporate ERP system and not
sensitivity to customer experience requirements. C BANK’s product was a “consolidation”
outcome of several banking product in the market. The product seems has not been fully
tested and the project was the first commercialization of the product. The product
documentation was poor and difficult to understand. The project team has to conduct several
conference calls with C BANK’s HQ product development team to understand the product
logics and features. C BANK’s product and customer managers are not well-trained on the
product. The product testing was unorganized. Test scripts were not developed without the
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project team excessive contribution and participation. For the testing result validation, the
project team was given a bunch of “screenshots” to review. The project team spent a few days
to understand the screenshots and organize the testing results. Post-sales supports were poor.
C BANK’s local team was not supported by implementation guidelines and tools. Templates
were given but the project team has to go back-and-forth with C BANK HQ product
development team to understand and complete the templates. C BANK’s e-banking platform
is not integration-ready to D FRIM’s ERP system. The integration has to be customized to
each ERP system, which is costly and time consuming. Finally, C BANK seems not really
care or sensitive to customer experience. The project team provided several product
enhancement recommendations to C BANK, but it seems all are still in “production pipeline”
for consideration after a year.
To overcome the above mentioned shortages, at operational and provincial bank levels, C
BANK put in extra manpower in supporting the project implementation, quick responding to
deployment issues and D FIRM’s requests, and diligently exercising certain authorities or
ways to get things done through network of relationships. These “soft-assets” seems
complementing C BANK’s lacking in “hard-assets”. To me, innovation barriers at C BANK
are rooted to its organizational bureaucracy, hierarchy and trajectory. This is supported by
comment made by the Sales officer “The lacking in innovation and customer service is not an
isolated problem, but an institutional issue.” The ownership structure and organizational
culture seem blocking the innovation at C BANK. However, the people on-the-ground are
taking counteractive actions to “get around” the limitation imposed by the institutional
system. “Despite various limitations and lacking in technology integration, we still like to
work with C BANK. They have people on-the-ground to help us resolve practical problems,”
says the China Treasury Officer.
One the other hand, based on some emails correspondence with the Global Cash Pool
Program Director and the APAC treasurer, H BANK seems have a more clear innovation
strategy and product development roadmap. H BANK’s E-banking platform (Hnet) can easily
integration with our ERP system with standard Application Programming Interface (API).
Hnet is also more user friendly, intuitive and stable compared to C BANK’s e-banking
platform. I was also told that, some of our treasury colleagues in Hong Kong and UK were
invited to provide feedback comments on the cross-border cash pool product design and
testing in a pilot program. Based on my interaction experience with H BANK, the product and
customer managers were confidence and knowledgeable on the product and relevant
regulatory framework. They can provide fast response to some regulation questions in an easy
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to understand and systematic way. H BANK seems good in professional selling and making
power point presentation. Their managers seem are trained to articulate the product design,
logics and benefits using very good analogy, metaphor and comparison methods.
Overall, H BANK’s sales team demonstrated high-impact presentation and product
selling skills. However, when comes to implementation, it seems H BANK is lacking in
operational supports and has a very rigid policy and procedure to comply, which sometimes
add barriers to daily operations. Most importantly, H BANK seems over-emphasizing or
pleasing D FIRM’s top-management team, but give little and limited attention to the needs of
the local or middle management team. For example, in the product testing phase, some of the
promised product features and flexibility were found not presence. H BANK senior bankers
keep regular dialogues with the global and APAC teams to influence the decision-making
process. H BANK was successfully in establishing relationships at the regional level, but C
BANK was more supported by the local team in China. Based on my observation, the serviceoriented and performance-driven culture at H BANK provide strong fuels to its innovation
development and selling. However, to prevent and mitigate risks in cross-markets, H BANK
has to adopt a stringent set of risk and compliance requirement which sometimes may be
“well-above” the local regulatory requirements. “Professionalism” and “Customer Services”
were emphasized by H BANK throughout the process.
Surprisingly, H BANK was also rejected by the Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA)
cash pool team. Below is a summary made by the Global Cash Pool Program Director in the
assessment of H BANK for EMEA cash pool. On a positive note, the RFP was thoroughly
answered by H BANK. In fact the depth and complexity of detail was by far the greatest of all
6 banks. However, what ultimately let H BANK down were four things: unsuitable solutions;
complexity of approach; systems and presentation. In term of solution offering, the EMEA
team was told that H BANK can offer any pooling structure. However, this flexibility of
approach was not required at the initial product offering stage. In fact, the project team
requested each bank to recommend a pooling structure, not list the various ways it can be
done. Lacking the “boots on the ground”, it seems H BANK was struggling to understand the
local requirements. In term of approach, the level of granularity and complexity involved in
pricing, interest calculation and balance off-setting mechanisms was daunting. For example,
all the other short-listed banks’ pricing ran to 3 pages in their RFP responses; H BANK was
14 pages. A simpler, cleaner approach would have been better received. Again, it shows that H
BANK could be “over-selling”. In term of systems, Hnet is a capable tool for viewing
balances and effecting payments, although the lack of customization from a user perspective
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was regarded as disappointing. The fact that system administration cannot be limited to a
discrete group of accounts or users was also a key distinguishing feature. It was no
coincidence that the two other highly rated banks both offered this functionality. This again
proves that the “global template” model adopted by H BANK may suffer limitation in system
flexibility and localization. Finally, the presentation, whilst professionally delivered, was
unconvincing. The opening gambit of highlighting the role of H BANK as a client of D FIRM
was poorly received, and the overall approach by the team leader was too aggressive, with
several of your team members being cut short by the team leader. The client service
representative was a little lacking in credibility, and the D FIRM project team would rather
have seen the actual implementation manager, rather than the team leader. Several answers in
the RFP were subsequently changed during or after the presentation. Ultimately the fixation
on price was also a concern. The D FIRM project team stressed that price was only a small
component in the overall scheme of things, but conversation was drawn back to it a number of
times during the presentation, with offers of reducing costs. Again, the aggressiveness in
selling undermine the ability to deliver at H BANK.
To summarize, the pragmatic comparison between H BANK and C BANK in the
implementation of a cash pool solution shed some lights on innovation development and
diffusions. First, ownership structure has strong influences on the innovation strategy and
development. A diversified and non-government shareholding structure has positive
influences on a firm’s innovation. Second, institutional arrangement can affect the
implementation of a firm’s innovation strategy. Organizational bureaucracy, hierarchy and
trajectory are barriers to innovation implementation. Third, institutional norm and networking
can overcome, to certain extent, limitations or constraints imposed by the institutional
arrangement. To bypass the institutional constraints, organization members may use certain
authorities or ways to get things done through network of relationships. Forth, successful
innovation diffusion requires a combination of creative idea, good product design, user value
creation and product packaging or promotion. Professionalism can drive high-quality
innovation through integrated innovation process and effective diffusion.

6.3 Themes and Patterns
According to Eisenhardt (1989), a key tactic to apply in cross-case analysis is to select
categories or dimensions, and then to look for within-group similarities and coupled with
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intergroup differences. Using this method, I identify two dimensions explaining the bank’s
innovation strategy.
First dimension is ownership structure. The ownership structure is defined by the
distribution of equity with regard to votes and capital but also by the identity of the equity
owners. These structures are of major importance in corporate governance because they
determine the incentives of managers and thereby the economic efficiency of the corporations
they manage. A classic reference is Jensen and Meckling (1976). An excellent newer reference
on the topic is Holderness, Kroszner, and Sheehan (1999). Using a newly-available World
Bank survey of over 28,000 firms from 46 countries, Xiao S. and Zhao S. (2012) find out that
in countries with lower government ownership of banks, banking sector development
significantly enhances firm innovation; while in countries with higher government ownership
of banks, banking sector development has no significant or sometimes even significantly
negative effects on firm innovation. Such negative effects are significantly stronger for
smaller firms. Aghionet al. (2013) find that institutional ownership in publicly traded
companies is associated with more innovation (measured by cite-weighted patents). The data
supports the career concerns model, where institutional owners increase managerial incentives
to innovate by reducing the career risk of risky projects. They find complementarity between
institutional ownership and product market competition, whereas the lazy manager hypothesis
predicts substitution. CEOs are less likely to be fired in the face of profit downturns when
institutional ownership is higher. Finally, using instrumental variables, policy changes, and
disaggregating by type of institutional owner, they argue that the effect of institutions on
innovation is causal.
Second dimension is market concentration. In economics, market concentration is a
function of the number of firms and their respective shares of the total production
(alternatively, total capacity or total reserves) in a market. Alternative terms are industry
concentration or seller concentration. Schumpeterian (1942) claimed that society must be
willing to put up with imperfectly competitive markets in order to achieve rapid technical
progress. In other words, high market competition or concentration help promotes innovation.
Market concentration is related to industrial concentration, which concerns the distribution of
production within an industry, as opposed to a market. In industrial organization, market
concentration may be used as a measure of competition, theorized to be positively related to
the rate of profit in the industry (Shughart II, William F., 2008).
One of the more common ways for assessing market concentration is the Herfindahl
Index, which can help determine dominance in a market by one or a select few of the firms
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operating in that market. In situations where the four top firms control an overwhelming
percentage of the market, then the concentration is said to be high. Should the top four
account for less than half the market, then the rate of concentration is said to be low (Curry, B.
and K. D. George, 1983). Governments as well as businesses look closely at market
concentration. Often, the goal is to prevent monopolies from forming that effectively prevent
smaller firms from entering and competing in the marketplace. The idea is that as long as
there is room for new businesses and for smaller businesses to expand, the rate of competition
provides consumers with more options and is likely to increase spending of disposable
income. This in turn helps to keep the economy healthy, creates more jobs, and in general
enhances the standard of living in that nation (Kwoka, John E., Jr., 1977)
Using quarterly data for non-investment banks in the United States for the period
2004Q1–2009Q4 and controlling for the quality of management, leverage, and diversification,
De Haan J. and Poghosyan T., (2012) find that bank size reduces return volatility, and larger
banks located in concentrated markets have experienced higher volatility during the recent
financial crisis. In addition, using discriminant function analysis to investigate differences in
the innovation activity of foreign affiliates operating in concentrated markets, compared to
firms operating in non-concentrated markets, Voinea L. (2008) finds that concentration
stimulates intra-network knowledge diffusion (with a risk of transfer pricing), while
competition stimulates knowledge creation (at least as far as process innovation is concerned)
and knowledge absorption from outside the affiliates’ own network.
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Figure 28 Ownership Structure and Market Concentration Matrix

Source: Author’s analysis

The above matrix uses two dimensions to explain the firm’s innovation strategies. The
ownership structure dimension measures the distribution of equity in the bank. For purpose of
this analysis, ownership structure is measured in terms of state-controlled ownership (C
BANK) and diversified ownership (H BANK). The market concentration dimension measures
the market where the firm is competing or focus on. Again, for this study, market
concentration is measured in terms of domestic market concentrate (C BANK) and
international market concentrate (H BANK).
H BANK’s innovation strategy can be represented by spider web. The webs allow a
spider to catch prey without having to expend energy by running it down. Thus it is an
efficient method of gathering food. However, constructing the web is in itself an energetically
costly process because of the large amount of protein required, in the form of silk. In addition,
after a time the silk will lose its stickiness and thus become inefficient at capturing prey. It is
common for spiders to eat their own web daily to recoup some of the energy used in spinning.
The silk proteins are thus recycled (Bond, J. E.; Opell, B. D.,1998). By the connecting the
dots and build a web, the spider can optimize networking opportunities and minimize costs of
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reinventing the wheel. H BANK’s diversified ownership and international market
concentration leading it to pursue a “global template innovation strategy”. The innovation
process at H BANK is characterized by global consistency, local adoptability,
multidisciplinary team actions, mutual learning, leveraging and influencing. This model of
innovation enhances product standardization and risk management, but it also increases
rationalization costs when tailor-made are required for local market adoption.
Table 16 Comparison between Spider Web and H BANK innovation strategy

Spider Web Key Attributes

H BANK Innovation Strategy
– Global Template

The spaces between each spiral and the

Global consistency innovation model to

next are directly proportional to the

reduce variance for needs of reconstruction.

distance from the tip of its back legs to its
spinners. Web is balanced and widereaching.
Constructing the web is in itself an

Limited local adoptability to enhance overall

energetically costly

stability.

A trailed safety line, sticky silk for

Superior customer care services to improve

trapping prey or fine silk for wrapping it

user stickiness. Professional selling and
customer loyalty program.

The tensile strength of spider silk is greater

Multidisciplinary collaborative actions to

than the same weight of steel and has much support mutual learning, leveraging and
greater elasticity. The spider continues

influencing.

increasing the strength of the web through

Regular checking with regulators; equal

repair and rebuild.

amount of vertical and horizontal
communications in the innovation process.
Source: Author’s analysis

C BANK’s innovation strategy can be represented by arm ant. The army ant has the
syndrome obligate collective foraging, nomadism and highly specialized queens that allow
these organisms to become the most ferocious social hunters. Most ant species will send
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individual scouts to find food sources and later recruit others from the colony to help;
however, army ants dispatch a cooperative, leaderless group of foragers to detect and
overwhelm the prey at once. The workers of army ants are usually blind or can have
compound eyes that are reduced to a single lens. Their actions are guided by inhibited
biological enzymes (instincts or unspoken rules). Colonies of real army ants always have only
one queen, while some other ant species can have several queens. In a colony, the queen,
besides the primary individual responsible for reproduction, also gives direction and orders to
the workers of army ants (Brady, S.G., 2003). Through the inhabited institutional arrangement
and norms, the army ant can optimize market monopoly and minimize judgmental behavior. C
BANK’s state-controlled ownership and domestic market concentration leading it to pursue a
“policy supportive innovation strategy”. The innovation process at C BANK is characterized
by pro-government policy, centralized control, top-down vertical communication,
conservative, risk avoidance and rational. This model of innovation enhances innovation
development efficiency, but it also leads to additional innovation diffusion costs due to lack of
front-liners involvement or buy-in.
Table 17 Comparison between Army Ant and C BANK’s innovation strategy

Army Ant Key Attributes

C BANK’s Innovation Strategy
– Policy Supportive

Collective foraging, nomadism and highly

Pro-government policy, centralized control

specialized queens

and top-down vertical communication
dominated in the innovation process.

Army ants dispatch a cooperative,

Lower level management is given certain

leaderless group of foragers to detect and

level of authorities and freedom to innovate

overwhelm the prey at once

within the boundary drawn by the HQ bank.

The actions army ants workers are guided

Organizational trajectory and norms entail

by inhibited biological enzymes (instincts

acceptable or prohibited actions in the

or unspoken rules).

innovation and change process.

In a colony, the queen gives direction and

Organizational bureaucracy and hierarchical,

orders to the workers of army ants

leadership superior can impose barriers to
innovation.

Source: Author’s analysis
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However, the above analysis is incomplete in several aspects. First, not all the insect
characteristics are completely match to the bank’s innovation strategy. For example, army
ants do not construct permanent nests: an army ant colony moves almost incessantly over the
time it exists. The constant traveling is due to the need to hunt large amounts of prey to feed
its enormous colony population. These “travelling and baseless” characteristics do not seem
match with C BANK’s innovation strategy. Second, the above analysis did not include private
ownership structure. The importance of private-owned and cloud/Internet banks in the
contribution of banking service and assets management is increasing over time. Third, there
could be other dimensions, apart from market concentration, to measure the influences and
attributes of banking innovation strategy.
According to Eisenhardt (1989), another cross-case analysis tactic is to select
comparative pairs of cases and then to list the similarities and differences between each pair.
This tactic forces the researcher to look for the subtle similarities and differences between
cases to identify patterns. Based on this tactic, two innovation management patterns were
identified from H BANK (a sequential model) and C BANK (a bypass model). The basis
assumption is that innovation process follows a sequential model. Sequential model
emphasizes things in consecutive or logical order, or is following a certain prescribed order.
The whole process is closed linked and integrated. Each step in the process is equally intact
and robust, and one must be completed before the next begins. Any broken link in the process
will result in stoppage or process breakdown. The objective is to install adequate check points
in the critical path to ensure integrity of the process as a whole for a promised result. A
famous model sequential governance model is the Stage Gate model, advocates by Cooper
(2009). Based on my analysis, H BANK basically follows the sequential model in its
innovation management process. Each step in the innovation process is guided by detailed
sets of innovation workflows, policies and procedures. They are multiple checkpoints to signoff before proceed to next step. The whole process is well-integrated by an integrated
innovation workflows system. Audit trails are tracked in the workflows system.
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Figure 29 Sequential Model Vs Bypass Model of innovation Management

Source: Author’s analysis

Bypass model advocates workaround the obstacles by finding alternative solutions to
achieve the final outcome. According to PMBOK (2008), a workaround is a solution to an
unanticipated problem. It is not viewed as something that is designed to be a panacea, or cureall, but rather as a crude solution to the immediate problem. Because a workaround is
designed solely to bypass, not correct, the problem at hand it should not be expected to
survive long past the initial discovery of the problem. The whole process is loosely linked.
There are obstructions or weak links in the process, and some sidesteps taken but end result
no change. Based on my analysis, due to its many organizational trajectory, bureaucracy and
hierarchical limitations, C BANK basically follows a sequential model and implement a
bypass model, when necessary and permitted, in its innovation management process. For
example, in a typical new financial product rollout process, there is a training session
organized for customer or end-users to learn the new product features and operating process.
The product testing is supposed has been completed and verified by the bank before product
launching. In the case of C BANK, in certain cases, the product may diffuse to client before
the internal testing approval process is completed. In such case, the BANK adopted a “trialuse” approach and contain the risks by limiting the scope and product features.
However, the above analysis may not be complete. A number of questions are raised. Is
sequential model always the prime model of innovation management? What about concurrent
engineering or parallel processing? Is the bypass model really a process model? Could this be
an action instead within the sequential model? Under what conditions it can be defined as a
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process model? It is, however, left of further studies to look further into these questions.
Next, the main findings of the comparative analyses are summarized.

6.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the comparative analyses of the two case-banks, in which
similarities and difference are pointed out.
The findings show that key drivers in financial service industry are mainly externalities
factors, which include regulation and deregulation, market competitiveness, customer demand
and technology development. All these factors are “controllable” or “adjustable” by the
government through introducing new policy and financial regulations. Therefore, all
interviewees concurred that government policy exhibits significant influences on financial
innovation in China. This finding is largely supporting current literatures (Lerner, 2006 ;
Mention and Marko, 2012; Lerner and Tufano, 2011; Kane, 1977, 1981, 1988). Besides
externalities, the findings also show that internalities can sufficiently influence a bank’s
innovation approach and outcomes. However, the findings reveal that internal innovation
drivers are vary according to individual bank’s innovation strategy, performance pressures,
organizational culture and incentive system. In turn, all these factors are significantly
influenced by the bank’s leadership. Pro-innovation leadership can fertilize and promote
innovation desire and capability internally by attuning the bank’s culture, incentive system
and competence development focus. These findings are supporting the current literatures
which suggest that banks are more likely to innovate, supported by leadership commitment, as
a response to competition and to address institutional challenges rather than to launch
novelties which represent ceteris paribus business opportunities (Batiz-Lazo and Wood, 1999,
2003; Batiz-Lazo and Woldesenbet, 2006; Costanzo and Ashton, 2006; Molyneux and
Shamroukh, 1996).
This analysis also shows innovation process generally follows key phases like idea
generation and screening, concept development, product building, and innovation diffusion.
However, it is not a fancy engagement but a dynamic system that response to severe market
challenges and regulatory constraints or pressure. Innovation is a continuous change
management process which is often messy and chaotic, striving to succeed amidst the
complex silos in financial institutions. Successful financial innovation process encompasses a
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myriad of strategic and operational changes, involving processes and technology, workflows,
changes in network distribution and service delivery. Most importantly, there is no “one-sizefit-all” innovation process. Firms need to diligently select and adopt an innovation process
that is match to their operating environment, innovation maturity, organizational structure and
behavior. This finding is supporting the literatures on bank innovation process (Alam and
Perry, 2002; Vermeulen, 2003) and contingent on exogenous factors such as the pace of
technological change (Drejer, 1996).
In terms of innovation facilitations and constraints, there are very similar across the two
banks. Typically, factors relating to “regulatory policy” and “customer insight” are key
determinants of financial innovation success. Banks are striking to gain in-depth knowledge
on the fast-changing customer needs and build their ability to meet these increasing
sophisticated demands with more customer-centric product and easy-to-use features. This is
consistent with findings of de Brentani and Cooper (1992); Storey and Easingwood (1996) ;
and Johne and Davies (2000). In terms innovation constraints, “regulations constraints” and
“organizational trajectory” are considered as obstacles to financial innovation. High
compliance costs, complex hierarchies, legacy systems and IT bottlenecks are also affecting
the innovation scope and openness. This is largely agree with findings of Vermeulen (2003);
Ortmann (1995),; and Oliver (1992)
For innovation measurements, three performance dimensions for determining success of
new products can be identified, and they are financial criteria, customer criteria and
opportunities criteria. Financial criteria refers to profitability, sales, cost, return on investment
and market share. The above analysis support the current literatures on qualitative and
quantitative measures on innovation performance (Griffin and Page, 1996; de Brentani, 1989;
Edgett and Snow, 1996; Storey and Easingwood, 1999; and Storey and Kelly, 2001)
Two themes and patterns are identified from the cross-case analyses.
First, using a 2X2 ownership and market concentration matrix, I try to explain the
influences on firm’s innovation strategies. H BANK’s innovation strategy can be represented
by spider web. By the connecting the dots and build a web, the spider can optimize
networking opportunities and minimize costs of reinventing the wheel. H BANK’s diversified
ownership and international market concentration leading it to pursue a “global template
innovation strategy”. C BANK’s innovation strategy can be represented by arm ant. Through
the inhabited institutional arrangement and norms, the army ant can optimize market
monopoly and minimize individualistic behavior. C BANK’s state-controlled ownership and
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domestic market concentration leading it to pursue a “policy supportive innovation strategy”.
Second, two innovation management patterns were identified, i.e. a sequential model (H
BANK) and a bypass mode (C BANK). H BANK basically follows the sequential model,
where each step in the innovation process is guided by detailed sets of innovation workflows,
policies and procedures. They are multiple checkpoints to sign-off before proceed to next
step. The whole process is well-integrated by an integrated innovation workflows system.
Audit trails are tracked in the workflows system. C BANK basically follows a sequential
model and implement a bypass model, when necessary and permitted, in its innovation
management process.
Based on these main findings, the next and final chapter of this thesis presents the
concluding discussion and the implication of this study.
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This chapter consists of a concluding discussion of the findings of this study, with an
emphasis on contributions and implications. First, findings and implications for theory are
addressed. Second, findings and implications for research design are attended to. Third, findings
and implications for practice are suggested. Fourth, the main contributions of this research are
summarized. Fifth, limitations of the study are pointed out. Sixth, before the dissertation is
brought to an end, suggestions for further research are provided. Finally, an “overall summary"
where the ex-post story is presented to conclude this study.

7.1 Discussion of Findings and Implications for Theory
In this section, the empirical findings are further compared to literature. The discussion is
steered by the findings and structured with reference to the theoretical background, i.e. it
addresses literatures on change, innovation and compliance. It starts by tentatively providing
answers to the research question.

7.1.1 Research Question
The objective of this research is to explore and understand the innovation process carried
out by financial institutions, to understand how innovation is conducted and its interplays with
regulation compliance in financial service industry.
Research Question: How do financial institutions actually conduct innovation vis-a-vis
regulation compliance?
At institution level, the research will focus on situated actions of various actors with the
aim to understand the reasons behind their actions. Two case studies were performed through
informant interview and workshop discussions to collect empirical data about their current
practices and logics behind. In both cases, regulation compliance is emphasized throughout
the financial innovation process. There are three levels of assurance and two lines of defense.
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The first level of assurance is provided by the legal, internal audit, internal control and/or
business risk management teams. They are proficient in financial regulations and firm’s
policy and procedure. They participate in the end-to-end innovation process begin from idea
screening to compliance review. Both banks adopted a stage gate check model (Cooper,
2009), where they will review and approval the innovation vis-a-vis compliance requirements
along with the innovation progress.
Second level of assurance is NPD Committee, which refers to the organizational
structures and group meetings in which the development and launch of a new product or a
new service are discussed inside the investment bank, risks and opportunities are assessed,
decisions are validated, and tasks and responsibilities are attributed. In addition, the NPD
Committee also assess and evaluate the evolution and effects of a service or product once it
has been released into the market. NPD Committee is involved in the idea screening, business
analysis, conceptual design review, product launching approval and post-mortem innovation
performance, to ensure innovation strategy alignment and investment payoff.
Third level of assurance is regulators, namely Chinese Banking Regulatory Commission
(CBRC) ; People’s Bank of China (PBOC) ; State Administration of Foreign Exchange
(SAFE) ; Ministry of Finance (MOF) ; National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC) ; and State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC).
The main responsibility of regulators are for prudential regulation, conduct supervision and
monitoring banking risk. Regulators involve in regulation formation and revision, onsite and
offsite banking risks monitoring.
The two lines of defense are provincial banks and HQ banks. Provincial / city-level banks
mainly responsible for compliance against local regulation, HQ bank policies and procedures.
HQ Bank responsible for to communicate with regulators to understand new regulations and
regulatory implications /compliance on new product innovation. The bank’s policy normally
laid down the scope and authority of both provincial banks and HQ banks.
At contextual level, the research will explore:


Innovation drivers: What motivate and lead to innovation in the financial service firm
and why?
Key external drivers to financial innovations are regulation, market competition,
customer demand and technology development. Government has dual roles. First to
implement policy promoting financial innovation and inclusion. Second, it has
responsibility to protect financial user interests and market stability. Market
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concentration leads to increase in competition which in turn promotes innovation in
the industry. Customer becomes sophisticated and more demanding, along with
advancement in ICT technology. This also leads to increasing innovation in Internet
finance.
Key internal innovation drivers are vary according to individual bank, but generally
include innovation strategy, performance pressures, organizational culture and
incentive system. Internally, managers need to ensure the innovation strategy align
with business strategies to pursue a consistent roadmap. Performance pressures from
old-timers and new comers also results management to take a more aggressive role in
taking risks to innovate. Organizational culture can promote or constrain innovation.
Pro-innovative, market leader and change culture drive innovation. Organizational
bureaucracy, hierarchical and trajectory are confining innovation. Firm needs to
design an incentive system that promote innovation and encourage creativity.
Besides the above common drivers, there are firm-specific innovation drivers such
as, globalization, market diversity and shareholding restructure.



Innovation process: What is the innovation approach or model the firm adopted and
why? How multiple actors and work group orchestrate in the innovation process?
Based on the case studies, the innovation approach adopted by both banks are
different. H BANK adopted an “Actor Network-based Behavioral Model”. The
actors constantly communicate and interact in a network of relations to promote
semi-open innovation as a whole, in defining the meaning and application of
innovation. Relations are repeatedly “performed” to reinforce the network. However,
networks of relations are not intrinsically coherent, and may indeed contain conflicts.
At macro level, there are many parties (actors) involve and interact in the complex
situation (network) of financial innovation process at H BANK. The material–
semiotic networks with multiple levels and different clusters come together to act as
a whole.
C BANK adopted a “Top-down rational Innovation Process”. Top-down innovation
process described as the planned coordination of intentions and actions to achieve
specific outcomes imposed by a central authority. Top management specifies its longterm innovation goals, intentions and roadmaps prior to actions and translate the
development plan into collective actions with a minimum of discretion. Top
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management may offer some broad direction yet refrain from specifying detailed
actions for every operational decision in the cascade of organizational hierarchy. In
this context, middle or low management can autonomously undertake specific
actions that will serve the domestic needs. In this model, individuals are entailed to
choose among all available alternatives that maximize net benefit over costs.
Individuals in an organization are generally rational and "rational behaviour”
typically means "sensible", "predictable", or "in a thoughtful, clear-headed manner".
Individuals choose the best action according to their personal preferences and the
constraints facing them.



Innovation facilitators and constrains: What factors enable or restrict innovation in
the firm and why? Are these factors controllable?
When it comes to innovation facilitations and constraints, there are very similar
across the banks. The case-firm comparisons suggest that “regulatory policy” and
“customer insight” are key determinants of financial innovation success. Banks are
striking to gain in-depth knowledge on the fast-changing customer needs and build
their ability to meet these increasing sophisticated demands with more customercentric product and easy-to-use features. In terms innovation constraints, “regulations
constraints” and “organizational trajectory” are considered as obstacles to financial
innovation. High compliance costs, complex hierarchies, legacy systems and IT
bottlenecks are also affecting the innovation scope and openness. These factors can
be influenced by the bank’s leadership. Pro-innovation leadership can fertilize and
promote innovation desire and capability internally by attuning the bank’s culture,
incentive system and competence development focus.



Innovation management and appraisal: How innovation is managed and appraised in
the firm? What management tools and processes are employed? Can these be adopted
by other firms?
For innovation management, both banks use a multidisciplinary team approach. The
innovation orchestrated through multidisciplinary collaborative actions which
support mutual learning, leveraging and influencing. A multidisciplinary approach
involves drawing appropriately from multiple disciplines to redefine problems
outside normal boundaries and reach solutions based on a new understanding of
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complex situations. For innovation performance measurement, three performance
dimensions are used for determining success of new products, and they are financial
criteria, customer criteria and opportunities criteria. These management methods and
measurements can be widely adopted by service organization.



Innovation learning and competency development: What is the learning and
competency development process in the firm? How such process helps generate a
sustainable innovation capability?
Innovation learning and competency development are quite similar across banks.
First, Management Trainee program is developed to attract good graduate talents.
This helps bring up the innovation competency in the later stage of their careers.
Second, the bank internally setup an IT solution organization to responsible for all
“major and critical” IT/System development projects. This helps align IT’s goals and
tie to the business performance. Third, the bank establishes management incentives
like cross-department information session and team building. This helps improve the
communication process during innovation and change.

On the regulation dialectics aspect, the research will explore:


Regulatory change knowledge and response: How does the firm gain knowledge
and response to regulatory changes? What are the implications on the firm’s
innovation strategies?
Both banks obtain information about regulatory changes from several sources: (1)
open and public information based on announcement from regulator; (2) risk team
discussion with regulator during the new regulation consultative process; and (3)
informal channel (friend’s network or social media) for new policy speculation.
After learning the regulatory changes, the product team will reevaluate or reassess
the impacts of new regulation on the innovation project by adjusting some
parameters of the product. The bank’s innovation strategies may include: redefine
its market proposition; identify new market segment and target group; and develop
innovation based on new regulation framework.

Next, the empirical findings are further compared to literature.
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7.1.2 Regulation: Catalyst or Hindrance?
The discussion of regulation dialectic begins with Kane (1977), who finds innovators
always look for opportunities to exploit regulatory gaps, regulators impose new regulations,
and each new regulation gives rise to new opportunities for more innovation. Based on this
notion, Miller (1986) further identifies a strong relationship between financial innovation and
regulation. Recently, Lerner and Tufano (2011) concludes that regulatory agency is up against
a world of potential entrepreneurs and innovators, who continued to exploit loopholes in the
current regulations. Some scholars also provoke an indirect influence of regulation on
financial innovation. For example, Frame and White (2002) point out that charging
differential tax on different streams of income or on different categories of assets can
stimulate financial innovations. International banking body, such as Bank for International
Settlements (BIS, 1986, pp. 7-9) also report that financial innovations can be stimulated by
banking regulations that introduced the minimum capital requirements. Economist and exchairman of the US Federal Reserve, Bernanke (2009), also advocates a key driver for
financial innovation is regulation, whether reformation and deregulation. To summarize,
according to Baicu (2011, p.38), “The main factors that have contributed to the development
of financial innovations are the rapid developments in information technology, increasing
instability of financial markets and financial regulations.” The above views are supported by
this study, where government policy and regulation are identified as a key driver for financial
innovation in China.
However, regulation is also identified as a potential hindrance to financial innovation, and
adding compliance costs to the banking operations. Merton (1995, p.471) finds that overregulations can hamper the ‘engine of innovation’ and add compliance burden/costs to the
financial system. Government agency, the UK Financial Services Authority (2006) also
comments that excessive financial innovation leads to complicated financial products that are
associated with reduced transparency in the products and an array of choices that difficult for
consumers to evaluate. Regulation is, therefore, a “double-edged sword” as it also hamper
innovation by adding compliance burdens, risk management bureaucracies and transaction
costs (Mention and Torkkeli, 2012). Based on some early studies, Silber (1983) suggests that
regulation reformation and deregulation to lessen the financial constraints and compliance
costs on firms can both induce short-term innovations and positively improve the overall
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financial system in terms of operation efficiency and market effectiveness in long term. The
above views are validated by this study too. Based on the case analyses, much of the
regulation reformations toward financial consumer protection are promoting greater
transparency and justice. However, all these require additional investments and operational
costs in IT system, internal controls and regulatory compliance. Some interviewees at H
BANK and C BANK commented that, the regulatory compliance requirements and
restrictions are putting them in a comparative disadvantage position. Internet finance firms are
perceived to have less stringent regulatory burden to bear. Government adopts a more “open”
approach to Internet finance development in China in view of their immateriality to the
banking assets, at least for now.
To reconcile the regulatory dialectics as identified by Kane (1977), it is suggested a
balanced approach on financial regulation and innovation. Baicu et. al. (2012) state that
“Banks always search way to circumvent regulations that affect their profitability...Financial
innovation contributed to creating complex and opaque products that affected stability of
financial system and imposed the reform of financial regulation. A key issue for regulators is
to allow only the financial innovations that are beneficial for society.” As pointed out by
Bernanke (2009) “… Regulation should not prevent innovation, rather it should ensure that
innovations are sufficiently transparent and understandable to allow consumer choice to drive
good market outcomes…,” In supporting this view, a general consensus is that the new
regulations must not prevent innovation. “We need to ensure that innovation does not
compromise other clearly stated goals, including systemic stability and consumer protection.
The challenge for regulators and market participants alike is, as always, to strike the right
balance” (Draghi, 2009). Baicu C.G. (2011, p.38) further advocates that “A particularity of
financial innovations compared with innovations in other areas is the critical role that
regulation of financial activities has in creating new products and services, new mechanisms,
new financial institutions and markets… A goal of the reforming process is to keep a balance
between innovation and progress, on the one hand, and safety and financial stability, on the
other hand.”
Therefore, the new financial regulations have to encourage financial innovations that are
beneficial for society. Due to the important role of financial innovation for economic grows,
the authorities need to find a balance between financial innovation and regulations (Baicu et.
al., 2012). As pointed by one of the interviewees at C BANK, “We conduct regular dialogues
with the regulator to understand the regulatory concerns and new development. For new
product development, we explain the design, logic and objectives of the new product to the
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regulator. We make justification on how the new product can help achieve the Government’s
objectives, comply with the laws and regulators’ requirements. Before we bring the product on
the table with the regulator, we, of course, internally have validated the product values and
mitigated any potential negative impacts to the industry and society. So far, the regulators are
very open and supportive to new financial innovation and development.”
The role of regulation can either as an innovation catalyst (Tufano, 2003; Miller, 1986) or
as a hindrance factor (Merton 1995). H BANK is restricted by PBOC to perform certain types
of RMB-based banking transactions which are open to domestic banks only, but supported by
government on other securitization and international banking activities. C BANK has
government policy support in wining large infrastructure financing projects but it also
affected by government’s policy in its capital allocation process. However, they also claim
that the current financial regulations impose high compliance costs on smaller banks like
them.
In summary, based on the case studies, it seems that (1) when the bank’s business
strategies align and supporting government policy, regulation will be a catalyst to innovation;
and (2) when the bank’s business strategies are against or in contradictory with government
policy, regulation will be a hindrance to innovation.

7.1.3 Performance Pressure: Key Internal Driver
Many literatures suggest that banks are more likely to innovate as a response to
competition and to address institutional challenges rather than to launch novelties which
represent ceteris paribus business opportunities (Batiz-Lazo and Wood, 1999, 2003; BatizLazo and Woldesenbet, 2006; Costanzo and Ashton, 2006; Molyneux and Shamroukh, 1996).
In addition, Lerner (2006) finds that less profitable firms (high performance pressure) are
more likely to innovate than their peers while reaping the fruits of their investment in
subsequent years in the forms of enhanced profitability.
However, performance pressure is affected by the organizational structure and
diversification. The larger an organization, the more diversified its organization structure and
business, and thus the higher performance pressure the firm faces. Some literatures find
diversification has mainly associated negatively with innovation likelihood. Vives (2001)
evidences emergence of diseconomies of management and agency problems in diversified
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banks. Likewise, Boot and Thakor (1997) conclude that financial innovation is stochastically
less intense in a universal banking system than in a system where commercial and investment
banks remain functionally separated. Batiz-Lazo and Woldesenbet (2006) find that larger
banks are more inclined into process innovation than product innovation, as they aim to
increase efficiency of operations instead of venturing into new products and markets.
Therefore, institutions holding large market shares and operating in concentrated markets
(such as C BANK) are also more likely to be early adopters of process innovations compare
to young and small institutions operating in niche market that are more eager to engage in
product innovation to expand market share (Bofondi and Lotti, 2006).
The above views are supported by empirical data collected from case studies,
performance pressure is a key external driver to financial innovation. However, from the case
studies, it also find that management mandate can have a significant influence, supportive or
adverse, to the innovation process. H BANK seems to have strong leadership commitment to
innovation and service excellence. C BANK is facing the issues of bureaucracy and
hierarchical decision-making process and excessive internal coordination over innovation
development & diffusion.

7.1.4 Multidisciplinary project team
A multidisciplinary team is defined by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995, p. 85) as “a selfmanaged, self-organized team in which members from various functional departments, and/or
areas of expertise work together to accomplish a common goal.” Several scholars advocating
the advantages of using a multidisciplinary project team in new product development
processes (Fong 2005; Holland 2000). New product development often involves crossfunctional linkages, where the participants in a team have differing viewpoints. Such teams
are often characterized by their synergy as well as by the risk involved with their interaction
with other team members (Migliarese and Ferioli 1996). Some scholars (Salas, 2000; Sapsed
et al., 2002) also suggest that the interaction in a team brings out the need to organize,
integrate, filter, condense and annotate the collaborative data and other relevant information
that these team members contribute. Cross-functional project teams with mutual
accountability and collective work products have been found to decrease development time
and increase product quality (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Dougherty, 1992; Van de Ven, 1986;
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Wheelwright & Clark, 1992).
Based on the empirical analyses, Chinese banks use a multidisciplinary project team to
develop new financial innovations. The project team mainly consist of subject-matter experts
from various departments. The team is formed after management has approved the initial idea.
The project team members are generally part-time involve and act as representative from their
functional departments. The project manager is usually full-time staff from the product
innovation department. The project manager will spearhead the proof-of-concept, lead
innovation development activities, coordinate resources and promote innovation outcome
marketing. This study’s findings are consistent with many literatures on multidisciplinary
project team structures applied in financial and service innovation in banking (Vermeulen,
2004; Costanzo and Ashton, 2006; Vermeulen and Dankbaar , 2002; Avlonitis et al., 2001) in
terms of the project management, governance structure and process.
However, based on feedback from several interviewees, a multidisciplinary project team
also leads to inefficiencies such as inter-team conflict of interests, excessive communications
to align objectives and tasks, overlapping duties and unclear responsibilities, and time
consuming to manage relationship and coordinate tasks. Haynes (2002, p.18) finds lack of
sufficient time for collaboration work, lack of training In group dynamics, overlapping roles,
and territorial and status conflicts are major issues and disadvantages in multidisciplinary
project team approach. The discrepancies between the collaborators’ is another issue caused
by their backgrounds/functions difference and conflicting priorities - between project duties
and functional responsibilities - when they participating in a multidisciplinary project team.
From reviewing 40 years of empirical research on the effects of group diversity, Williams and
O’Reilly (1998) conclude that diversity is more likely to have negative than positive effects
on group performance. Functional diversity or diversity in backgrounds had a negative effect
on group performance. The above views are supported by this study. “Sometimes, we spend
too much time in talking, instead of getting the works done. For multidisciplinary project to
work, besides time, is the communication and problems in understanding what each other’s
work entailed,” commented by several interviewees.
Based on the case analyses, interviewees at H BANK find that collaboration with
colleagues, from different background, department and country representing diverse
competence and experience, is highlighted throughout the interviews as key to innovation
cultivation. C BANK adopts a project management model that basically driven by the product
team at HQ. “We need more cross-departments & cross-locations coordination to ensure a
smooth end-to-end innovation and transformation process,” says an interviewee of C BANK.
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In summary, based on the case study analyses, it seems that (1) multidisciplinary project
team is more effective when the project mandates, scope and charter are clear and accepted
within the institution; (2) team outcome can be more accountable, acceptable and
generalizable with better communication and coordination with stakeholders; (3)
multidisciplinary project team can improve knowledge absorptive and accumulation through
effective co-work and knowledge transfer; (4) multidisciplinary project team requires
additional communication costs but the knowledge creation will pay-off in long-run; and (5)
functional diversity facilitates a more open innovation process with integration of knowledges
from different functional disciplines, whereas functional similarity facilitates an in-depth
innovation process where competence in a deep sense within a single / limited discipline
enhance knowledge breakthrough.

7.1.5 A Generic Innovation Process
Companies have realized that project management can take a leading role in facilitating
and enabling the changes and innovation process involved (Koskela and Howell, 2002).
Project management refers to the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to
project activities to meet a relatively short-term objective that has been established to
complete specific goals and objectives (PMI, 2008). It is accomplished through the planning,
organizing, directing, and controlling of company resources (Kerzner, 2009). Today, the
concept of project management has been increasingly applied in diverse industries and
organizations (Kerzner, 2009; Packendorff, 1995) for change and innovation management.
Vermeulen (2004) finds the financial product innovation process adopted by UK banks
generally encompasses four key phases of project management: idea generation, concept
development, building, and implementation. The findings form this study support the view
that a project management approach is undertaking by Chinese banks in the innovation
development process.
Based on the empirical data collected from the four case studies, financial innovation
process encompasses key phases like: idea generation, concept development, product
building, and innovation diffusion. These phases were conducted sequentially and partly in
parallel. Some new insights obtained from the case studies are presented below:


Idea generation: Larger banks have formalized procedures and organizations

(such as innovation laboratory) to generate new ideas. Smaller and young banks collect
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new product ideas from front-liners and customers. Management team screens the new
ideas and, after approval, a project team will be formed to further transform the idea into
a new product.


Concept development: The development process is concerned with specifying

the product features. These product specifications are lengthy descriptions of what the
product is and does, what not and don’t. This stage is very important because the product
specifications are the basis for subsequent IT development and financial modelling. The
innovation conceptualization work is usually undertaken by the product manager.


Product building: Project team members communicate electronically (email,

conference call and wechat) to exchange information and coordinate activities. Formal
meeting is organized by project manager to check development milestones and product
validation. External parties (such as consultants, industry experts, regulators and key
customers) may involve in the product development or testing stage by invitation.


Innovation diffusion: Diffusion involves the introduction of the innovation to the

distribution channels and the instruction to personnel and intermediaries for new product
marketing and usages. Post-implementation product/market performance data is collected
and analyzed to evaluate the innovation success. Project team is dissolved after the new
product successfully go-live. Further enhancement and maintenance works are handed
over to the operation team.
One can reasonably conclude that the generic innovation process presented in this section
could be applicable to any commercial bank willing to launch new financial innovation
products. Based on the above analyses, it seems that (1) financial innovation follow a generic
innovation process of idea generation, concept development, product building, and innovation
diffusion; (2) large commercial banks tend to follow a more formalized innovation process
and procedure; (3) concept development is critical step in financial innovation and most
product concepts tend to mimic and build-on existing products; (4) lack of patent protection
resulted in banks not motivated to invest in product innovation. Instead, process innovation
can create a more sustaining comparative advantage to bank; and (5) financial innovation
activities are conducted sequentially and partly in parallel.
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7.1.6 No one-size-fit-all, but a Variety of Innovation models
Most researchers also seem to agree that the innovation process does not “unfold in a
simple linear sequence of stages and substages. Instead, it proliferates into complex bundles
of innovation ideas and divergent paths of activities by different organizational units” (Van
de Ven, 1995, p. 275). Also as Poole (2004, p.5) put it, “…. managers and change agents
should realize how difficult change and innovation are to script and manage, as these
processes constantly move in unexpected directions and are driven by dynamics that are
either too powerful to control or too subtle to understand.” Based on the within-case analyses,
the financial innovation takes through an “Actor-Network” model at H BANK and
a ”Rational Choice” model at C BANK,
H BANK is adopting an “actor-network” based “behavioral” innovation model. Multiple
actors involve and interact in the network of financial innovation process at H BANK. The
material–semiotic networks with multiple levels and different clusters come together to act as
a whole. This innovation model is supported by some scholars. Callon and Latour (1981), find
that networks are potentially transient, existing in a constant making and re-making manner.
The networks of relations are not intrinsically coherent, and may indeed contain conflicts. In
such a network-based environment, relationship supersede formality, unstructured intraorganizational behavior becomes important to ensure executed/executable actions are conform
to interest of other clusters within the network. People in H BANK seek to establish a
network of international connectivity and leverage on the global innovation development
competency. Actions taken by multiple actors include implement consistent business model,
re-engineer global functions and processes, and streamline IT platform for financial product
development.
C BANK is adopting a rational decision-making process in its innovation model. In this
model, individuals are entailed to choose among all available alternatives that maximize net
benefit over costs. Individuals in an organization are generally rational and "rational
behaviour” typically means "sensible", "predictable", or "in a thoughtful, clear-headed
manner". Individuals choose the best action according to their personal preferences and the
constraints facing them. This innovation model is supported by some scholars. Rational
decision making is a process of reaching decisions through logic and reason (Nozick, 1993;
Spohn, 2002). A decision is said to be rational and optimal if it maximizes the good or utility
that is derived from its consequences and at the same time minimizes the bad or the
uselessness that is also derived from its consequences. Kahneman (2011) extended the theory
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of rational choice by introducing the Prospect Theory which includes the reference position
on evaluating the optimal decision (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).
In a “rational institution”, however, it is a rational choice of selection by influential
member(s) to maximize their own overall benefits. These points are supported by interview
feedback collected from fieldworks at C BANK. C BANK adopts a top-down and rational
innovation model to “play safe” and installs “more control is better” and “me-too sign-off
practices” for collective responsibilities in the innovation process. The rewarding and
incentive system in SOE bank is “service loyalty-based” and not pro-innovation. Therefore, a
rational choice model is suitable for C BANK as the innovation decision is rational, well
documented and collectively accounted for. However, organizational trajectory, bureaucracy,
hierarchical and risk adverse culture are preventing C BANK from excessive or radical
innovation.

7.1.7 Customer Contribution: Easier Said than Done
Engaging customer in financial innovation can enhance the innovation quality. Based on
review of 106 financial innovations, de Brentani and Cooper (1992) identify five key success
factors of financial service innovation, which include ability to meet the customer’s needs
(primary important); quality of marketing activities and pre-launching events; synergies
between the existing offerings and the new innovation; skills of service providers; and
novelty’s positioning. Storey and Easingwood (1996) extend this list by adding two more
strategic important factors: distribution strength and effective communication. In the same
vein, Johne and Davies (2000) stress that achieving realistic appraisal of market opportunities,
realizing the potentials of distinct market segments and designing new ways of approaching
the markets are essential success factors. Athanassopoulou and Johne (2004) emphasize the
benefits of involving continuously carefully selected customers in the new service
development process. Menor and Roth (2008) further conclude that market acuity, defined as
the ability to simultaneously comprehend the competitive landscape and to anticipate and
meet customers’ evolving needs, is the most important new service development competence,
which in turn affects new service development performance. Listening to customers’ feedback
and complaints can positively affect innovativeness, conditional upon the quality of the
information and relationship (Yang et al., 2009). Based on the case studies, customer
contribution stands out as the key determinant for financial innovation success. H BANK
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emphasizes on the ability to gain adequate market insights, identify key customer segment
and develop customer-centric product. C BANK focuses on comprehensive of customer
requirements collection, “futuristic” of the new product, robustness of the new product design
and market/customer acceptance.
However, according to Vermeulen (2004), customers are seldom involved in the
innovation process and products are often launched without prior analysis of customers’
interests for these inventions. de Brentani and Cooper (1992, p.235) further conclude that
“most new service products are not market tested”. Costanzo and Ashton (2006) find that the
innovation process is more market-oriented than customer-oriented, thus most banks adopting
the strategy to target quick launch of slightly modified offerings as a response to competition
rather than to truly identify and meet customers’ needs. It is clearly lack of a systematic effort
to collect ideas and to source information from the front office personnel as evidenced by
Vermeulen and Dankbaar (2002). “Direct involvement of customers appears extremely rare”
and may be explained by the degree of inherent complexity of financial innovation and the
lack of customer interest in these innovations [Vermeulen, (2004), p.94]. Although involving
customers in the co-creation process may be rewarding, it is complex as customers may not be
able to clearly articulate their needs (Avlonitis et al., 2001). As indicated from this study, H
BANK engages customer in the requirements collection, product design and testing. C BANK
does not seem engage customer in the innovation process except for during the initiate
innovation ideas / business requirements collection through customer relationship managers.
Customer interactions are basically at a low level or at the very late stage of product
testing. The marketing and product development department often come up with ideas for
new products with their own analysis and market study, without knowing whether the end
customers are actually interested in these products. Contrary to “open innovation concept”,
one often cited reason for lack of customer participation in the financial innovation process is
closely relate to the ability of customers to understand the complex financial products and
worries of confidentiality/security leakages. In addition, unlike consumer goods inventions,
most consumers do not seem to be interested in these financial inventions and therefore
difficult to get involved. Likewise, there is little involvement of front office personnel and
intermediaries too, which means that a lot of customer information is probably unused to or
not reflected to the product development team. Some banks do, however, arrange special
meetings with various representatives of the front office in order to gather ideas or ask for
advice. Panel groups of intermediaries are sometimes asked to test the new service concept.
Nonetheless, the degree of customer interaction or customer needs integration seems to be
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low in the service concept development stage. When the customer interaction is only happen
at very late stage of development, it may be too late and too difficult to alter the service
concept and product specification when material issues emerge in the product testing or
acceptance stage. The alteration of content of the service concept can be very costly and time
consuming when it comes to the very late stage of development.
Based on this study, it seems that (1) engaging customers in the innovation process is
easier said than done. Most banks still rely on in-house research department, external
consultants and customer relationship managers to collect customer feedback for innovation;
(2) customers do not really interest or want participate in the financial innovation process, as
they may lacking the technical skills to assess and articulate their needs; and (3) application of
big-data analysis can improve the product conceptual design and end-user usability for
targeted customer group/segment based on identified customer attributes and transaction
variables.
The next section discusses the findings with regard to implications for research design.

7.2 Discussion of Findings and Implications for Research Design
The findings of this study can also be discussed in light of the methodological
background presented in chapter 3. Based on the study’s research questions and existing
literature on the topic, a qualitative, exploratory case-study design was chosen based on an
extended case method. Guided by the findings, this section focuses on research design, setting
and validity.

7.2.1 Design
This study builds on a design which aimed at and resulted in extending and refining
literature, as discussed in section 9.1. Compared to the conventional methodology of
innovation and change studies, this qualitative inquiry of primary data (case study and
pragmatic comparison) opens up for an alternative approach to understand the innovation
process vis-a-vis regulation dialectics at banks operating in China. In research of innovation
process in financial services industry, large-scale surveys are likely to result in attempts to
quantify innovation investment and performance. At an early stage of knowing, such an
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approach could easily end up focusing on the development and diffusions activities in terms
of costs related to investments in market surveys, internal support activities such as IT
technology and the like, which may not fully explain how banks resolve the regulation
dialectic brought by or result to financial innovation. Rather, the qualitative approach enabled
open questions and nearness to the informants to uncover the organizational norms and
undocumented actual practices throughout the innovation process and reconciliation with
regulation dialectics. The study shows that “soft” elements in the institutional field and
institutional arrangement are important to financial innovation.
Such an emphasis on informal elements in the innovation process, relative to more formal
review and approval, adds to the challenge of doing research that includes slippery and
elusive concepts such as regulation dialectics. Compared to a formal characterization,
informality lies precisely in the less stringent and not so easy to “see”, measure, document,
and articulate aspects such as innovation in practice. These aspects indicate a need for
research practices that better support investigations of fluid and ambiguous phenomena that
are difficult to quantify and verbalize. Anderloni and Bongini (2009, p.45) conclude that
“there is a systematic informational deficit, arising from rigorous empirical studies, as to how
banks organize their R&D activities to promote innovation and which of these organizational
choices successfully sponsor financial innovation”.
In order to delve into the richness of innovation in banking services industry, it requires a
methodological approach that able to capture complex and diversified organizational actors
and settings. In this respect, Yin (2009, pg. 2) suggests that “case studies are the preferred
method when (a) "how" or "why" questions are being posed, (b) the investigator has little
control over events, and (c) the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within a real-life
context.” In addition, an extended case-method (Burawoy, 1991) is adopted as a
complimentary method providing breadth and flexibility for this research. In their view,
frequently taken for granted assumptions about how to conduct research and the way in which
to engage with research participants need reconceptualization. For example, interactive
discussion groups and the importance for researchers to work with organizational members as
active participants rather than passive detached informants are emphasized as promising
approaches. Based on these reflections, this implies that through comparative case study and
pragmatic comparisons increase the likelihood of discovering interesting themes and patterns,
as detailed in section 6.3. The findings in chapter 4, 5 & 6 and section 7.1 support the choice
of applying a qualitative and broad approach to the investigation of financial innovation and
regulation dialectics in financial service industry.
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The result of this study shows that qualitative case-study approach is suitable and helps
unearth new insights because it allows for a detailed in-depth investigation of complex issues
- the process model and behaviors of multiple agents, as well as analysis of multiple sources
and types of data (Yin, 2009). This is seen essential in a study focusing on an exclusive and
ambiguous concept such as financial innovation. In contrast, quantitative study is more
appropriate for studying well-structured problems based on well-developed theories (Yin,
2009).
This study has been guided by the theory of change as the preliminary theory. Applying
the process of theory elaboration (Vaughan, 1992), this research draws on extant theories,
concepts, models, and my direct working experiences H BANK and C BANK in various
engagements. Due to the theoretical background and real cases richness, which does not
reflect one single perspective or theory, but build on and bring together different approaches
of existing literatures, interviews and participative observations, the extended case-method
(ECM) (Burawoy, 1998) is found relevant and useful in this study. The ECM uses an iterative
process of traveling back and forth between pertinent literature, data and emerging theory. For
example, when new constructs are identified, I will go back to literatures to enrich the
understanding of the constructs and relate back to the research finding again. ECM, according
to Burawoy (1998, pg. 5) “applies reflexive science to ethnography in order to extract the
general from the unique, to move from the ‘micro’ to the ‘macro,’ and to connect the present to
the past in anticipation of the future, all by building on pre-existing theory.”
Exploratory approach is used in this study to investigate the “what” and “how” of
financial innovation and regulation dialectics and their relationships. This study does not aim
to describe propositions or test hypotheses. Qualitative case study can provide important
contribution in its own right. In this respect, a comparative case study approach is valuable,
particularly related to an exploratory case study because of the increased opportunities to
discover interesting themes that lie in multiple comparisons across cases (Yin, 2009). Hence,
the selection of case study design represents an important part of the research design.

The

choice of using multiple case studies in this study is based on the notion that the evidence
from multiple cases is often considered more compelling, and the overall study is therefore
regarded as being more robust (Herriott & Firestone, 1983). A two holistic case design is
applied for in this research. Two cases are selected based on a maximum difference approach.
This is consider sufficient as the objective of the research is not to generalize the research
findings but to explore actual real-life experiences based on a pragmatist approach. The
exploratory approach also allows for flexibility and new dimensions to emerge. For example,
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this was the case with regard to the link between ownership structure, market concentration
and innovation strategies. The starting point of this study was to select firms based on a
“maximizing differences” approach (Yin, 1994) – on the degree of ownership structure, total
assets, year of operations, network of branches in China and overseas, core business and
competency – with respect to the case selection.
An exploratory fieldwork study at I BANK was conducted to discover the fitting of the
theoretical framework, and suitability of the case study design and selection. Such discoveries
lead to revision or alternation of the original theoretical propositions, interview questions
guide and selection of case firms for this study. According to Yin (2009, pg.54) “Each case
must be carefully selected so that it either (a) predicts similar results (a literal replication) or
(b) predicts contrasting results but for anticipatable reason~ (a theoretical replication).” The
case study approach was "redesigned" several times to fit the revised research questions. Such
redesign involves the selection of alternative cases or changes in the case study (i.e., data
collection) protocol. As a result, in this study, an exploratory and comparative case-study
approach is chosen based on various sources of data, conducted by a single researcher in order
to try to extend theory. Prior to selection of case-firms, a pilot study is conducted to
understand the subject matter and evaluate the suitability and quality of the interview
questions. The research design is consider appropriate with respect to the research
objectivation.
Next, the research setting is addressed.

7.2.2 Setting
In this section, findings are discussed in light of the selection of firms and informants. In
term of firm selection, H BANK and C BANK in the same type of industry, i.e. financial
service industry. Both banks have significant operations in China and has been operating in
China for more than 60 years. Although they are different in many aspects (ownership
structure, total assets, year of operations, network of branches in China and overseas, core
business and competency – refer to section 3.2.1 for details), they seem share many
similarities in innovation drivers, process, management and measurements. Both banks are
dependent on innovation to drive market share and influence, but they apply a slightly
different approach to regulation dialectic. Despite their heterogeneity in terms of ownership
structure and market concentration, innovation process is overall quite the same. The generic
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financial innovation process is widely adopted in the industry. In addition, both C BANK and
H BANK have similar target customers, namely financial institutions, multinational
corporations (MNCs), State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and Privately Owned Enterprises
(POEs).
In terms of differences, the preferred product offering and growth model are significantly
differ between H BANK and C BANK. Participants at H BANK consistently highlighted debt
capital markets as the area offering greatest opportunity. Structured products and interest rate
and currency swaps are also cited as critical areas for growth. Other preferred product
offerings include wealth management, trade finance, treasury, foreign exchange, commodity
financing, fixed income products, bonds, etc. For C BANK, the Top 3 intermediary businesses
were bank cards, settlement & clearing, wealth management, private bank and custodian and
agency. C BANK advanced their private banking business by leveraging on the “know-how”
transferred from strategic investors. In term of profit growth, the growth for C BANK was
largely contributed by net interest income as a result of expansion in interest-earning assets.
In terms of informants, this study included the perspectives of a variety of informants,
managers as well as non-managers, with different experience, education, tenure, age, gender,
and position in the firm. Of these demographic criteria, work experience and seniority in
terms of tenure and position held in current firm meant the most. This led to a distinction
between what was termed top managers, middle managers and low level managers. Top
manager are the highest level of authority, it review and approve innovation strategy, new
product design, development and diffusion decision. Top managers also set performance goals
to measure the success of innovation. They approve guidelines, policies and procedures to
oversight the innovation development and regulatory compliance process. Middle managers,
on the other hand, deal with innovation goal setting and project-level or department-level
decision-making. Middle managers accountable to coordinate resources, manage the
innovation development process, ensure compliance with firm policies and instill
communication effectiveness. Low managers acts the connection line between middle level
management and workers. They involve in the day-to-day innovation development execution.
They are also help distribution and share knowledge among workers in creating a common
knowledge platform.
As a result, the “maximizing differences approach” (Yin, 1994) with regard to informants
allowed for variation between different groups of individuals. The discrepancies in opinions
between top managers, middle managers and low level managers, suggest that the focus on a
managerial level common to innovation research may only capture the voices of people
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representing one (small) part of a firm. Thus, the findings of this study empirically support the
conceptual work of Tsoukas (1996) in that no single agent can fully explain the complex
picture of what goes on in organizations. Therefore, a focus on managers aggregated to
represent the firm as a whole, may leave out vital aspects necessary in order to understand
innovation process as part of value creation in the firms. The inclusion of both managers,
regular employees, industry experts and scholars as informants in this study, thus, enabled the
contribution of the distinction between insiders and external parties.
Based on this study, it is suggested that innovation studies that aim at addressing
intangible resources consider qualitative studies as a useful approach. A flexible design seems
recommendable along with the inclusion of a variety of informants. In addition, increased
emphasis on observations in real work practice and more interaction with the informants, also
over longer periods of time, are suggested.
In next section, research validity is addressed.

7.2.3 Validity
Since this study does not aim to establish any causal relationship, the measures to
evaluate the research quality are thus construct validity, external validity and reliability (Yin,
2009). This first test is construct validity. To identify correct operational measures for the
concepts being studied, the main concepts and dimensions used to sort data were initially
derived from theory. I apply the pilot study or exploratory interviews at I BANK to further the
constructs, concepts and research questions. Through the repeating process of literatures
review, theoretical modeling and data collection. Theoretical reviews made appropriate
indicators of concepts gradually grow clearer.
In addition, in most cases, a minimum of five informants are interviewed separately or
collectively for empirical data gathering. The informants represent mainly top managers and
middle managers. They are from diversified background in innovation, sales, regulation and
general management. In addition, industry experts such as consulting firm partners, financial
industry analyst, regulators and scholars are interviewed to collect an “external views” on the
general business environment, innovation practice and performance of the case study firms.
One may criticize that the case study and selective informant method results in bias and
prejudice due to unrepresentative samples, systematic perception bias (for example, the
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researcher may interpret the meaning differently) and limitation in generalization. To reduce
the perception noises, field notes are transcribed and sent back to the interviewees for review
and validation. In the narrative interview, interviewees are asked to narrate what they do
(espoused-theories), provide examples of innovation project (theories-in-use) and compare to
the pragmatic experiences of the researcher in dealing with both banks (practice-in-action).
The richness of information collected and triangulation validated data provide acceptable
level of robustness in the research findings
The second test is external validity which deals with the problem of knowing whether a
study's findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case. According to Yin (2009), in
multiple case studies (as for this study), a theory must be tested by replicating the findings in
a second or even a third situation, where the theory has specified that the same results should
occur. The aim is not to create statistical generalization, but emphasize on analytic
generalization. In analytical generalization, the researcher is striving to generalize a particular
set of results to some broader theory. As a result, generalizability depends on the coherence of
the research (Yin, 2009), as well as to what extent the particular reader finds the
craftsmanship of the research and the credibility of the researcher reliable (Patton, 1990). In
this study, two large commercial banks operating in China selected with deep analysis and
rich data collection. The two cases provide a good analysis of the scientific literature on
innovation processes and the management of innovation. The two comprehensive case
studies, each ending with a proposed personal model enriching those of the literature, and
supplemented with cross-cases analysis and pragmatic comparisons of the researcher
professional experiences provide a good basis of external validity.
In addition, the interview of C BANK was mainly based on two group interviews each
with four managers and two individual interviews with senior executives, H BANK was
conducted with five individual interviews with managers and senior executives. The analysis
is also based on short interviews with six outside experts (firm partners, regulators and
scholars), and a four hours of exploratory interviews at I BANK with two senior executives,
and six hours of interviews with three senior executives at my Company whom have direct
experiences in dealing with C BANK and H BANK in setting cash pool in China and for
APAC region. In total there were 22 persons interviewed, and 19 of them are senior
executives or experts. Total hours spent on interviews and discussions for data collection are
amounted to 30 hours. This amount of data seems adequate for an EDBA thesis, especially if
we take into account the quality of the analysis, the robustness of scientific quality findings,
and the level of the interviewees. The study does not aim to build generalized result. The
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findings provide a partial view of the complex terrain. This study is to be enriched with more
case studies and interviews, if I can continue the current study with a PhD study.
The third test is reliability which the objective is to ensure that, if a later investigator
follow the same procedures and conducts the same case study all over again, it should arrive
at the same findings and conclusions. The interaction between researcher, informants, and
data yield changes for all parties involved. Therefore, it is unlikely that two independent
researchers will arrive at exactly the same interpretations even if they had the same purpose,
focused on the same issues, and used the same method. The point in this study is to enhance
reliability by laying the research open for potential scrutiny, replication, and “testability”, as
suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). In the present thesis, I defend the idea that research reliability
is good because all steps of the research are precisely defined and followed in actual practice,
that data collection methods and data processing methods have been the same for all the
empirical material, and that the relation between the literature, models building and
confrontation between concepts and data is totally explicit as described in the present chapter.
Beyond this, it is recognized that the different parts of the research protocol had to be
developed progressively by an iterative process, and it seems to us that this practice can be
accepted in scientific research as long as the final research protocol is applied uniformly to all
the data.
The next section discusses findings and implications for practice.

7.3 Discussion of Findings and Implications for Practice
Based on the findings of this study, what are the implications for managers, practitioners
and regulators? What practical use can these people do with the results of this study?
Compare this practical use with other solutions presently use, what are the advantage,
disadvantage and limitation? Can the results of this study lead to future development of new
or improved management methods?
The above raised questions are addressed below.
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7.3.1 Managers
From the perspective of this study, one important aim for managers is to lay the
foundation for beneficial innovation orchestration vis-a-vis regulation dialectics in order to
improve the overall innovation success and sustainability, and thereby strengthen the bank’s
market competitiveness. This is a very complex balancing act. This study does not provide
“an ultimate answer” to this endeavor. But, based on the findings of this study, there are at
least three key challenges to effective management of financial innovation:
1. To set innovation driver priorities and to develop the right approach to innovation
orchestration.
2. To develop and support the conditions facilitating financial innovation, and at the same
time reduce the constraints.
3. To manage innovation process for new product development and measure innovation
performance.
Why is it important to set innovation driver priorities and to develop the right approach to
innovation orchestration? To effectively orchestrating innovation, one must understand what
lead to the innovation at the bank. The innovation driver, whether internal or external, could
significantly affect the strategy and thus innovation process of the bank. The findings of this
study reveal that there are significant relationships between innovation driver, strategy and
process. This suggests that managers need to a) identify what kind of innovation drivers
present internally and externally; b) reflect upon what kind of strategy the firm shall adopt
considering the innovation drivers, institutional environment and resources; and c) innovation
processes can be orchestrated differently depending on the firm strategy. Key external drivers
to financial innovations are regulation, market competition, customer demand and technology
development. All these factors are “controllable” or “adjustable” by the government through
introducing new policy and financial regulations. Therefore, firms must be sensitive to
government policy direction and political agenda. Financial innovation is costly, timely and
risky. Managers shall extend the information radar and channel to obtain early signals of
regulatory framework changes. The information sources can be formal and informal.
Sometimes, cross-checking and mutual exchange of insider news among managers can be a
useful mean to sense the policy changes. In addition, manager shall be alert to the unique
driver of the firm that drive innovation. By capitalizing on the momentum provided by these
unique drivers, managers can maximize the innovation results through good alignment
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between innovation drivers and strategies. For example, the unique innovation drivers at H
BANK are globalization, market diversity, and link and commitment with local government.
With this understanding, the H BANK’s innovation strategy is a “global template” which
emphasize on a global consistency novelty. In addition, the innovation orchestrated through
multidisciplinary collaborative actions which support mutual learning, leveraging and
influencing. Regular checking with regulators and equal amount of vertical and horizontal
communications in the innovation process are important to ensure innovation success. This
relationship is not uncomplicated and straightforward, but it can be difficult to identify,
especially because real companies are much more complex than the generic types set forth in
literature on the subject. On the other hand, internal innovation drivers are vary according to
individual bank’s innovation strategy, performance pressures, organizational culture and
incentive system. These factors can be influenced by the bank’s leadership. Pro-innovation
leadership can fertilize and promote innovation desire and capability internally by attuning the
bank’s culture, incentive system and competence development focus. Therefore, managers
shall be mindful to their actions for potential gaps between “innovation in appear” and
“innovation in action”. The above notion enriched the linear innovation model by connecting
the innovation drivers to innovation process through the selection of appropriate innovation
strategy.
How managers can help facilitate financial innovation, and at the same time reduce
barriers to change? When it comes to innovation facilitations and constraints, there are very
similar across the banks. The case-firm comparisons suggest that “customer insight” is key
determinant of financial innovation success. Besides policy changes, managers need to gain
in-depth knowledge on the fast-changing customer needs and build their ability to meet these
increasing sophisticated demands with more customer-centric product and easy-to-use
features. First, customer-centric innovation is depending on ICT (Information and
Communication Technology) development and mobile Internet adaptation rate. As such,
managers shall constantly monitor and evaluate new ICT service ideas against their strategic
business goals. Second, customer-centric innovation is also relate to customer interface,
experience, touch points and exchange. Managers shall consider innovation that promotes
automation, self-service, radical and incremental innovations which link to the firms’
customer, their future satisfaction and retention. Third, customer-centric innovation also rely
on the firms’ employee to deliver high-quality and integrated services. Managers shall
encourage employees involve in innovation activities, promote co-development and adopt an
open innovation approach. To summarize, managers shall develop customer-based ICT
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application, customer-service culture and a customer-centric business model to guide their
resources allocation priorities. Changes in ICT systems can produce changes in the service
delivery process to customers, which in turn, have an impact on the institution and
institutional field arrangement. It changes the interaction process, means and implications
between the banks and customers.
However, customer-centric innovation is easier said than done. According to Vermeulen
(2004), customers are seldom involved in the innovation process and products are often
launched without prior analysis of customers’ interests for these inventions. de Brentani and
Cooper (1992, p.235) further conclude that “most new service products are not market
tested”. Costanzo and Ashton (2006) find that the innovation process is more market-oriented
than customer-oriented, thus most banks adopting the strategy to target quick launch of
slightly modified offerings as a response to competition rather than to truly identify and meet
customers’ needs. It is clearly lack of a systematic effort to collect ideas and to source
information from the front office personnel as evidenced by Vermeulen and Dankbaar (2002).
“Direct involvement of customers appears extremely rare” and may be explained by the
degree of inherent complexity of financial innovation and the lack of customer interest in
these innovations [Vermeulen, (2004), p.94]. Although involving customers in the co-creation
process may be rewarding, it is complex as customers may not be able to clearly articulate
their needs (Avlonitis et al., 2001). Athanassopoulou and Johne (2004) emphasize the benefits
of involving continuously carefully selected customers in the new service development
process. Menor and Roth (2008) further conclude that market acuity, defined as the ability to
simultaneously comprehend the competitive landscape and to anticipate and meet customers’
evolving needs, is the most important new service development competence, which in turn
affects new service development performance. Listening to customers’ feedback and
complaints can positively affect innovativeness, conditional upon the quality of the
information and relationship (Yang et al., 2009).
In terms innovation constraints, “organizational trajectory” is considered as obstacles to
financial innovation. High compliance costs, complex hierarchies, legacy systems and IT
bottlenecks are also affecting the innovation scope and openness. The organizational structure
and historical constraining issues, according to Vermeulen (2003), are organizational
trajectories whereby individual actors have a certain amount of freedom to act, but not
everything is possible due to the restrictions imposed by the history of the trajectory. Further
supported by Ortmann (1995), it is very difficult for individual organizational members to go
beyond the boundaries of the organizational trajectory. If the organizational trajectory is
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institutionalized, meaning that it has a high ‘taken-for-granted’ character and firms are
trapped in their own historical developments. Institutions have a high ‘taken-forgranted’
degree of current practices that are reenacted, which means that they ‘acquire a rule-like
status’ (Oliver, 1992, p. 563). Based on the within-case analysis, it seems that H BANK and C
BANK are trapped in organizational trajectory due to their long-established organization
practices and reporting protocol. Managers shall proactive adapt to their environments and
make use of rules to accomplish their purposes. For example, managers at C BANK uses a
bypass model to work around innovation barriers. Managers shall fully aware that a
workaround is designed solely to bypass, not correct, the problem at hand it should not be
expected to survive long past the initial discovery of the problem. However, as a temporary
fix, a workaround will do very well until a suitable permanent fix can be implemented by
project management personnel. It is always important to makes notes as to the way the
workaround was orchestrated so managers can put in place a more stable fix as soon as
possible. It is also important to note that, while a workaround is extremely effective for the
immediate problem, the moment the problem evolves beyond the parameters of the
workaround it becomes useless.
How to effectively manage innovation process for New Product Development (NPD) and
measure innovation performance? NPD is a high-risk venture because most new products fail.
The failure rate in the financial services industry alone is as high as 50 percent (Cooper and
Edgett 1996). Applying Kleinschmidt and Cooper’s (1991) definition, NPD can be classified
into three types of innovation: (1) highly innovative products including new-to-the-world
products and new to the firm lines, (2) moderately innovative products consisting of lines new
to a firm, but not new to the world and existing items in existing product lines, and (3) low
innovative products including all product modifications, cost reductions and re-positionings.
Managers shall be aware that each category of NPD innovation (high-moderate-low) requires
different resources allocation strategies, development process and diffusion method/channel.
For example, highly innovative products shall align with the bank’s long-term strategy, ICT
technology advancement, user experience and most importantly, conform to the government
policy. For moderately innovative products, managers shall focus on the supplementary or
compatibleness of the new innovation with the firm’s overall product portfolio. The new
products that supplement a firm's established product lines. For low innovative products,
managers shall encourage open innovation, focus on value creations, product upgrading and
diffusion effectiveness. Time-to-market is important for banking and other financial services
because the barriers to entry are generally low and an innovation can be easily imitated
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allowing little reward to the pioneers (Davison et al. 1989; Easingwood 1986; de Brentani
2001). Therefore, moderately and low innovative products which cost less, quick to deploy
and can be introduced in the market in much shorter timeframe can give the firms a distinct
cost advantage. Having said that, managers shall pay attention to the business analysis and
innovation diffusion effectiveness. Managers shall conduct business analysis carefully to get a
better idea of projected profit, sales and market share, product portfolio compatibility analysis
of moderately and low innovative products. The main reason is that these lack differentiation
and eventually customer demand, therefore their market potentials need to be carefully
assessed before taking the go/no-go decision. In summary, managers shall create different sets
of rules for different product strategies.
Using a systematic development process for financial product innovations is also one of
the key success factors to achieve innovation management effectiveness. Alam and Perry
(2002) proposed a ten stages model for financial services NPD. The ten stages in this model
are: Strategic planning, idea generation, idea screening, business analysis, formation of cross
functional team, product design and process/system design, personnel training, product testing
and pilot run, test marketing, and commercialization. The case studies revealed that idea
generation process results in a robust concept, all subsequent key stages of the innovation
process can be managed with relative ease (supporting the finding of Iwamura and Jog,1991).
Managers shall spend adequate efforts to perform a comprehensive idea screening. Idea
screening is needed to eliminate weak ideas and retain those with strong potential. For
example, H BANK uses the six filters “connectivity, economic development, profitability,
efficiency, liquidity and financial crime risks” to evaluate if the innovation is strategically
align with the Global strategy and regional demand. Formation and operation effectiveness of
the cross-functional team has significant impacts on new product performance (AtuaheneGima 1996; Edgett and Parkinson 1994). Therefore, managers shall encourage greater interfunctional coordination and teamwork in financial service innovations. For example, H
BANK is using a multidisciplinary team approach for its innovation management. A
multidisciplinary approach involves drawing appropriately from multiple disciplines to
redefine problems outside normal boundaries and reach solutions based on a new
understanding of complex situations. Apart from multidisciplinary approach, there are other
approaches like interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary and collaborative team models. Managers
shall diligently select the right approach to manage innovation initiative, considering the
innovation complexity, time-to-market and resources availability. Commercialization stage
has significant impact on product performance that suggests the need for proficiencies in
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conducting launch activities for new banking products. The product delivery staff shall be
equipped with relevant selling tools, product knowledge and technical supports for effective
innovation diffusions. In summary, managers shall pay more attentions to stages that has
significant impacts on innovation performance, which include the early stage of ides
generation and idea screening, the middle stage of team collaboration, and the later stage of
commercialization. Managers can adopt an exceptional review approach to the other stages
which yield less or no significant innovation performance impact.
How financial innovation performance shall be measured? Managers shall consider three
performance dimensions for determining success of new products, and they are financial
criteria, customer criteria and opportunities criteria. Financial criteria refers to profitability,
sales, cost, return on investment and market share. Customer criteria refers to customer
satisfaction that can be measured by, whether a new product attracts new customers or opens
up new market opportunities. Opportunities criteria refers to overall opportunities that a new
product may provide to a firm, such as increase sales and profitability of the bank overall. The
measurements include both quantitative and qualitative measures. For quantitative measures,
H BANK applies (1) new or additional revenue generated (2) the product life span; (3) the
ROI (Return on Investment) from the new product; and (4) net profit from the new product. C
BANK uses direct and indirect revenue and/or income; and number of new customers and
new services provided. For qualitative measures, H BANK adopts a simple measures of
Customer feedback or satisfaction survey. C BANK uses more measurements such as creative
ideas, new product or service functionalities, market reputation and other indirect benefits to
the bank. This categorization of performance measurements are supporting the current
literatures (Griffin and Page, 1996 ; de Brentani, 1989 ; Edgett and Snow, 1996 ; Storey and
Easingwood, 1999 ; Storey and Kelly, 2001 ; and Alam, 2003). However, increase in
performance measures will result in increase in cost of data collection, analysis and
distribution. To resolve this, these measurements can be incorporated into a real-time
performance dashboard using the cloud computing and big-data analytics technologies.
Based on consciousness with regard to these three managerial challenges, it is suggested
that the foundation from which to make decisions and take action with regard to financial
innovation management in banks can be improved.
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7.3.2 Professionals
This study has implications not only for managers, but also for professionals –
practitioners, consultants, project managers, industry analysts and FinTech startups.
Figure 30 Integrated Innovation Framework

Source: Author’s analysis

The content of this section focus on how to use strategies and methods of innovation to
create value for institutions. This section elaborates an integrated innovation framework for
financial innovation management, which is more of an approach rather than a comprehensive
framework/model, and certainly it does not intend to be a prescriptive model for “best
practice”. The integrated framework provides a holistic view of financial innovation, taking
into account the antecedents, strategy, process and consequences. However, it does not
include the innovation determinants such as firm size, market, IT functions, facilitators and
barriers to innovation. The integrated framework applies a “layer” approach to explain the
constructs and their relationships.
First, the framework covers four dimensions: antecedents, strategy, process and
performance. Antecedents are further divided into three key types, namely externalities,
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internalities and firm-specific. Antecedents can have positive or negative impacts on the
firm’s innovation strategy, process and performance. For example, regulation and
deregulation can promote or constraint the firm’s innovation initiatives. Innovation
professionals shall conduct comprehensive environmental screening to identify the
“influential antecedents” – antecedents that has significant impacts on the firm’s innovation in
terms of compliance, opportunity, resources allocation, market shares, financial performance,
customer segments and competitiveness advantages. Failure to identify and take proactive
actions to adjust the firm’s innovation strategy may lead to innovation failure, regulatory
punishments, negative financial impacts and loss of market shares. Besides observing and
monitoring the trends and movements of the antecedents, Innovation professionals can
develop programs to adjust the antecedents in order to construct a positive momentum/energy
to the innovation process. For example, by adjust the incentive system of a firm, establishing
strategic alliances and investment in ICT technology, new exploitation and exploration
inventions may suffice and create new opportunity to the firm which does not exist with a
“do-nothing” strategy.
Innovation strategy is closely linked with antecedents and firm’s business strategy. There
are three key components of innovation strategy, namely alignment with long-term business
strategy, approach to regulation dialectic and resources allocation policy. For example, H
BANK’s corporate objective is to become “the world’s leading international bank”. To
achieve this, H BANK sets a long-term strategic priorities to (1) grow the business and
dividends; (2) implement global standards; and (3) streamline processes and procedures. To
support these long-term strategic priorities, H BANK adopts a “global template” innovation
strategy, whereby all innovation is centralized at the global team, and all local innovation
exploitation or exploration initiatives shall be contained within the innovation roadmap and
framework laid down by the group. H BANK’s adopts a “trusted foreign friend approach” to
financial innovation in China. In such case, the approach to regulation dialectic is follow and
support Chinese policy direction, which lead to risk-adverse innovation strategy in China with
an overall theme of “do-nothing” if uncertain and conduct regular dialogues with regulators,
formal or informal, to make sense of the political direction. In terms of resources allocation
policy, H BANK uses six filters to determine portfolio-fit businesses and identify nonstrategic businesses to dispose of.
The innovation process management consists of four key stages, namely Idea generation
& screening, concept development & business analysis, product building & testing, and
innovation diffusion & commercialization. The innovations can be new product, service,
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channel, process, business model, etc. For different types of innovations, the focus of the
innovation stages can be significantly different. For example, product and service innovations
will involve all four stages and have multidisciplinary participants from different functions or
hierarchical levels. Channel innovation, on the other hand, will likely to focus on the
diffusions and commercialization contents. Business model innovation will likely involve
strategy partnership, top management involvement, significant investment and a
comprehensive business case review. Within the vein of performance, it can be divided into
general business vs new product performance, financial vs non-financial performance,
quantitative vs qualitative performance, short-term vs long-term performance. Within the
confines of performance proposals, sales volume, profit margins, investment returns,
customer increase, asset and liability increase, customer life-cycle values are common to
financial industry.
Next, let review and regulation dialectic issues from the perspective of innovation.

7.3.3 Regulators
A key challenge for managers is to strike a right balance regulation and innovation - to
encourage and manage financial market development without stifling innovation. The basis
assumption is that innovators continuously crack regulatory loophole to innovate, whereas
regulators fix the dodge and close the gaps by tightening the regulations. Based on Kane’s
(1977) regulatory dialectic, banks always search new modalities to circumvent the regulations
that affect their profitability. When I spoke to the regulators, there is always a paradox or
dilemma between encouraging financial innovation and risk of correctable over-innovation.
This conflict was intensified by the rapid development of Internet finance in China, which
include the raise of online payment platforms, P2P lending platforms, online distribution of
financial products, crowdfunding, etc.
In this regard, I would propose the regulators to consider the following measures in
addressing the regulation dialectic issues:
1. Online and offline supervision. Using cloud computing, big data and advanced data
analytics techniques, the regulators can obtain a real-time synchronized innovation
performance and compliance status of the bank new products. It reduces the fear of
“uncontrollable” distribution effects. The regulators can also set alarms and alerts in
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the integrated platform based on risk management criteria. When the baseline is
touched, the new product shall be contained for risk analysis before further
distribution is allowed. The financial investor portfolio and consumer profile can be
collected online to analyze the market risk impacts. Advanced risk modeling can be
developed to support the banking risk online monitoring mechanism. Researching
Center, Small and Micro Financial Services Group, (2014) envisages that the
regulatory framework will eventually transform into one that is real-time and
interactive, similar to the financial Big Data flowing within, and one that focuses on
the lifecycle of data, namely its generation, transmission, usage, etc.
2. Principles-based, rather than rules-based, approach to supervision. I recommend the
regulators to adopt a principles-based approach in financial and banking regulations. I
believe a principles-based approach will be flexible enough to accommodate the
continuing evolution of risk management and the development of new financial
products. Limiting regulations to core principles and producing strong guidance rather
than complex rules is a significant step in this direction. The financial institutions
must ensure credit risk management practices consistent with the substance and spirit
of the standards in the guidance.
3. Single regulator across banking operation jurisdiction. The complexity of the new
rules poses a particular challenge to regulators when the business operations of a
financial institution need to cut and regulate by multiple jurisdiction or supervisory. I
recommend adoption of the principle of lead supervision, where a single regulator,
usually the regulator responsible for the bank’s core business activity, would be
responsible for the overall supervision of the bank. This should enhance cooperation
among regulators by requiring improved communication across jurisdiction and the
delegation of responsibilities by the lead supervisor. Lead supervision would also
prevent duplicate reviews of centralized models and conflicting requirements from
different regulators.
4. Integrating prudential and conduct supervision pillars. Implementation of holistic
business conduct supervision and consumer finance protection is a relatively new area
for policymakers. Countries advance to a higher stage of economic development, they
tend to integrate to a greater degree their financial sector supervisory structures.
Improvements in overall public governance drive countries to adopt more integrated
supervisory arrangements. Financial development is an important factor behind
countries’ choice of a particular structure of financial services supervision. The size of
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the banking sector positively influences the integration of both prudential and
business conduct structures. I propose the Chinese regulators to adopt an integrated
approach to banking supervision. Experiences in other countries show that
supervisors are better equipped to effectively deal with episodes of systemic financial
distress under integrated supervisory structures.
5. Useful disclosure instead of more disclosure. Transparency is better achieved by the
clear presentation of important information than by the publication of large amounts
of data. Providing data without insight is potentially dangerous and could undermine
the safety and soundness of individual banks and the industry as a whole in stressed
market conditions. The risk of misinterpretation of this information and the burden its
distribution will place upon banks far outweigh its potential benefit. I believe banks
have a valuable role to play in summarizing and analyzing data for their shareholders.
Therefore, to reduce regulation dialectic, it is important to provide “the right and
interpreted” information to public, instead of bombarding the information users with
excessive information.
I have shared the above ideas with consulting firm partners and regulation senior officers.
They say that the regulators are moving in this direction, but it takes some times to hit the
ground. Based on the above discussions of findings, a summary of the main contributions of
this study follows below.

7.4 Summary of Main Contributions
The current study is suggested to contribute to literatures. In addition, the study provides
implications for practitioners. The most important contributions are summarized below.
Contribution to literature:
•

First, regulation can be catalyst and hindrance to innovation at the same time. When
the bank’s business strategies align and supporting government policy, regulation
will be a catalyst to innovation; and when the bank’s business strategies are against
or in contradictory with government policy, regulation will be a hindrance to
innovation.

•

Second, performance pressure is a key internal innovation driver. However,
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performance pressure is affected by the organizational structure and diversification.
The larger an organization, the more diversified its organization structure and
business, and thus the higher performance pressure the firm faces. In addition,
management mandate can have a significant influence, supportive or adverse, to the
innovation process.
•

Third, Chinese banks use a multidisciplinary project team to develop new financial
innovations. Multidisciplinary project team is more effective when the project
mandates, scope and charter are clear and accepted within the institution. Team
outcome can be more accountable, acceptable and generalizable with better
communication and coordination with stakeholders. Multidisciplinary project team
can improve knowledge absorptive and accumulation through effective co-work and
knowledge transfer. Multidisciplinary project team requires additional
communication costs but the knowledge creation will pay-off in long-run. Functional
diversity facilitates a more open innovation process with integration of knowledges
from different functional disciplines, whereas functional similarity facilitates an indepth innovation process where competence in a deep sense within a single / limited
discipline enhance knowledge breakthrough.

•

Forth, financial innovation in China follows a generic innovation process of idea
generation, concept development, product building, and innovation diffusion. Large
commercial banks tend to follow a more formalized innovation process and
procedure. Concept development is critical step in financial innovation and most
product concepts tend to mimic and build-on existing products. Lack of patent
protection resulted in banks not motivated to invest in product innovation. Instead,
process innovation can create a more sustaining comparative advantage to bank.
Financial innovation activities are conducted sequentially and partly in parallel.

•

Fifth, no one-size-fit-all, but a variety of innovation models. H BANK adopts an
“actor-network” based “behavioral” innovation model. Multiple actors involve and
interact in the network of financial innovation process at H BANK. The material–
semiotic networks with multiple levels and different clusters come together to act as
a whole. C BANK adopts a rational decision-making process in its innovation model.
In this model, individuals are entailed to choose among all available alternatives that
maximize net benefit over costs.

•

Sixth, engaging customers in the innovation process is easier said than done. Most
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banks still rely on in-house research department, external consultants and customer
relationship managers to collect customer feedback for innovation. Customers do not
really interest or want participate in the financial innovation process, as they may
lacking the technical skills to assess and articulate their needs. Application of bigdata analysis can improve the product conceptual design and end-user usability for
targeted customer group/segment based on identified customer attributes and
transaction variables.

Implications for practice:
•

For bank managers, the findings of the study imply at least three important
challenges in terms of innovation orchestration: 1. To set innovation driver priorities
and to develop the right approach to innovation orchestration; 2. To develop and
support the conditions facilitating financial innovation, and at the same time reduce
the constraints; and 3. To manage innovation process for new product development
and measure innovation performance.

•

For innovation professionals, the focus is on how to use strategies and methods of
innovation to create value for institutions. An integration innovation framework is
developed to help professionals enhance management of financial innovation
process. The integrated framework provides a holistic view of financial innovation,
taking into account the antecedents, strategy, process and consequences.

•

For regulators, using cloud computing, big data and advanced data analytics
techniques, the regulators can obtain a real-time synchronized innovation
performance and compliance status of the bank new products. Principles-based,
rather than rules-based, is more flexible to accommodate the continuing evolution of
risk management and the development of new financial products. Lead supervision
would help prevent duplicate reviews of centralized models and conflicting
requirements from different regulators. To enhance overall supervisory effectiveness,
Chinese regulators can adopt an integrated prudential and conduct approach to
banking supervision. To reduce regulation dialectic, it is important to provide “the
right and interpreted” information to public, instead of bombarding the information
users with excessive information.
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Finally, pulling these contributions together, this study adds to management research with
an empirical and practice based account of how innovation actually takes place in financial
service firms. Based on the findings, the study seeks to facilitate discussion and reflection on
innovation development in banks.
In light of the findings and contributions of the study, shortcomings are also identified.
These are addressed in the following section.

7.5 Limitations
There are five primary limitations to this study.
First, this study has focused narrowly on traditional banking sector only, therefore the
generalizability of the findings to other types of financial services, and in general, to other
service sectors is limited. Further empirical studies are required to determine the
transferability of the findings to other types of banking firms, such as cloud banking, P2P
lending, online financial platform, trust and security firms, and other types of innovations,
such as process, channel, business model innovations.
Second, this analysis has been restricted to a two types of bank ownership structure,
namely state-owned bank and foreign bank. This limitation notwithstanding, the results
should be applicable to a broader context, such as private-owned banks, given that the China
government is promoting the participation of private equity in banking business and they will
play a bigger role in the Chinese economic and banking environment.
Third, the key informants and interview times can be increased to provide more robust
results to the findings. To ensure a highly triangulated result, at least ten interviewees from
each bank shall be conducted. In addition, each interview shall last for one hour to ensure
adequate time devoted for data collection.
Fourth, according to Andersen (1997), a sufficient number of cases has to be evaluated in
terms of the research question and with regard to existing knowledge. Eisenhardt K.M. (1989)
concluded that there is no ideal number of cases, a number between 4 and 10 cases usually
works well. With fewer than 4 cases, it is often difficult to generate theory with much
complexity, and its empirical grounding is likely to be unconvincing, unless the case has
several mini-cases within it. For this study, two case studies are insufficient to generate a
generalizable research finding.
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The fifth limitation also concerns the retrospective nature of our data collection. Data
were collected from the key informants through interviews and workshop discussions at a
single point in time, i.e., sometime after the introduction of the new product. Such a procedure
raises the possibility of insufficient or inaccurate information due to perceptual biases
stemming from the performance of new product at the time of data collection. In addition, the
interviewees were free to choose the most recent projects they reported on, therefore, many of
them might have chosen to report about their very successful projects. Thus despite the care
taken, there is a likelihood of self-selection bias.

7.6 Future Research
To address the limitation in this study, I plan to conduct a subsequent PhD research to
enrich the findings. The PhD research shall include more case studies and interviews. The
case study firms shall be more diversified to include private-owned banks and Internet finance
firms. These may include cloud banking, P2P lending, online financial platform, trust and
security firms. In addition, the further research may include more variety and other types of
innovations, such as process, channel and business model innovation.
In order to add the contextual background of the research topics, it is advisable to include
some macro-level analysis of institutional field issues, such as the regulatory framework
changes and their implication on financial innovation, the new forms of innovations brought
by cloud-banking which include branchless-banking, customer-centric innovation,
crowdfunding and cross-industry co-development.
In terms of prime theory selection, the further research shall focus on institutional change
theory. Most institutional scholars distinguish institutional change into four distinct
perspectives of institutional design, adaptation, diffusion, and collective action (McGrath &
Tschan, 2004). Institutional design perspective focuses on the purposeful creation or revision
of institutions to address conflicts or social injustices. Institutional adaptation perspective
seeks to explain how and why organizations conform to forces in the institutional
environment. Institutional diffusion perspective focuses on how and why specific institutions
are adopted (selected) and diffused (retained) in a population. Collective action models focus
on processes of institutional change at the inter-organizational field level (Van de Ven and
Hargrave, 2004).
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The follow questions are attempted to answer in the further research.
Institutional Field Change Questions:
1.

What institutional arrangements changes in the Chinese financial service industry during
2010~2015? Who are the key actors in the change?

2.

What are the major antecedents and consequences of these changes?

3.

How regulatory changed the institutional arrangements and environment?

4.

What role did the financial innovation play in the institutional arrangements change
process?

5.

How did institutions collectively change and adapt to the new arrangement and
environment?

Institution Change Questions:
1.

What have been the various changes of regulation over the past 4 or 5 years? What
actions linked to these changes did the institution take?

2.

Did the institution have several possibilities to react to the change in regulation? What are
the advantages/opportunities/problems/risks of the various solutions? How did the
institution decide and prioritize?

3.

What have been the main changes in products, services and in organization in the
institution during the past 4 to 5 years? What changes are interesting or needed for the
future?

4.

How did the institution (and who involve) initiate, plan, implement and monitor the
innovations and changes?

5.

How was the innovation diffused and adapted to the other parts of the institution?

Finally, the thesis closes with an overall summary where the ex-post story is narrated.

7.7 Overall Summary
At the beginning I had the project of doing financial innovation and related topics, which
is a part of a larger practical and research question innovation and change. After a first
reading of major scientific literature (see chapter 2), and a first empirical exploration (see
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section 3.1.2), I did choose the problematic of How Chinese banks conduct financial
innovation while managing the regulation dialectics?
After consulting with my thesis supervisor, we decided to adopt a multiple case study
approach for this study. Case firms are selected based on maximum difference doctrine.
Empirical data are collected from field study through in-person interviews, small group
workshop discussions and written materials. Within-case and cross-cases studies are
performed to identify interesting themes and patterns. The research design, approach, data
selection and analysis methods are provided in Chapter 3. H BANK case results and findings
are presented in Chapter 4, C BANK case findings are presented in Chapter 5 and Cross-cases
analyses and pragmatic comparisons between H BANK and C BANK are presented in
Chapter 6.
Finally, I presented the main elements of this study in detailed in the "Discussion"
section, which contains the conceptual contribution of the thesis. Now that my research is
completed, I can mention its practical contributions, its limitations, and suggest some
directions for future research.
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW GUIDE

Below provides a description of the interview guide used during the empirical inquiry. The
interview guide is a collection of questions investigating a variety of perspectives relating to
innovation and compliance. Since each particular informant and situation required adaptation
depending on the themes that emerged during the interview process and topics relevant to the
informant, the interview guide represents an approximate description. For example, follow up
questions to senior project leaders differ from those asked new hires, while questions to the
top management also emphasize e.g. firm strategies, market positioning, resources, social
capital and overall visions and goals of the financial innovation process. Hence, the interviews
reflect variety and individuality.

Introduction
Introduction to the study and presentation of the researcher.
About confidentiality and the use of information and empirical material.
About the recorder and the returning of interview transcripts for comments and corrections.

Warm up and Personal background
Please tell me about yourself and your department.

Innovation and Change
•

In responding to the changes in the market landscape, what have been the main changes
in products, services and organization structure in your firm during the past 4 to 5 years?
What has resulted these changes and innovations?

•

Can you describe a few financial innovation projects of the firm in the last 4~5 years?
What was your involvement in these projects? Select an interesting innovation project
and can you describe the process, from idea initiation to launching of the new product?

•

In almost all cases, the implementation of the change does not go as planned. In your
case, were there surprises? Did you need to make adjustments during implementation to
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correct problems and to seize opportunities?
•

Are all the innovation activities follow through the same process? What are the critical
success factors? How to assess their values and what was the rollout mechanism?

•

Can you describe a less successful innovation project? In your opinion, why did it fail?
What are the innovation & change barriers? What would you do differently to make it
successful?

•

What other changes are interesting or needed for the future? What kind of supports do
you expect from the organization and regulation to support further innovation?

Regulation influences on the innovation process
•

What have been the various changes of regulation over the past 4 or 5 years? How do the
firm response to these changes?

•

How were you being informed of the regulatory changes? How did these regulatory
changes affect your innovation & change process?

•

What are the firm’s innovation and change strategies in a regulated and constrained
environment?

•

How your firm makes use of these opportunities to adjust/innovate to enhance bank’s
competitive advantage?

•

How do you describe the regulatory environment in China? What are the differences
compare to more mature financial regulatory framework?

•

How do you/the firm make reference to innovation practices/experiences in more mature
financial markets?

•

In your opinion, how to promote responsible financial innovation in the Chinese
regulatory environment? What are the conditions for Chinese financial innovation to
succeed?

•

How did the firm reconcile the dialectics between innovation and regulatory?

Innovation competence development
•

How do you rate the innovation competency of your firm? What are the strengths and
weaknesses?
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•

What were done to develop such competencies? What the firm needs to do more to
develop or keep the innovation competency?

•

At work, how does collaboration with others (inside and outside of the firm) take place in
the financial innovation process?

•

Are there any other factors that facilitate or constrain the firm’s innovation competence
development? If so, please describe these.

•

Does the firm develop innovation competence as a by-product of service delivery? How?
Impact? Example?

•

Do you/the firm make any efforts/investments in innovation competence development? If
so, what kind, how, by whom, for whom? What are the incentives from firm to encourage
innovation?

•

Does IT play a role in innovation process and competence development? If yes, how?

•

In the future, what are the most important challenges in terms of innovation competence
development, for you and for the firm as a whole?

Additional comments
•

Is there anything you would like to refine or add to help me understand innovation
process and innovation competence development in your firm? What did I forget to ask
about?

•

Are these questions of relevance to you? Could you suggest any other people or firms that
I should contact?

Close the interview. Repeat the returning of the interview transcript, and how this will be
followed up.

Thank you!
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APPENDIX 2: OVERVIEW OF INFORMANTS

Interviewees

Person

Hours

Legal Director

1

2

Operation Director

1

2

Product Development VP

1

1.5

Sales and Marketing SM

1

1

Business Risk Control Management VP

1

1.5

Customer Relationship Manager

1

1.5

1

1

Division Manger

1

1

Deputy Division Manager

1

1

Product Development Manager

1

3*

Customer Relationship Manager

1

3*

Sales and Marketing Officer

1

3*

Risk Management Manager

1

3*

Global cash pool program manager,

1

1.5

APAC treasurer

1

1.5

China treasury controller

1

1.5

Consulting firm partners

2

4

CBRC officers in Shanghai

2

3

Innovation scholars

2

3

Total

22

30

I BANK (Pilot Study)

H BANK (Case Study Firm 1)

VP

Risk Management Officer
C BANK (Case Study Firm 2)

Senior officers from my Company

Industry experts

* Workshop discussion, the hours were counted once only, i.e. 3 hours
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RESUME
I have over 20 years of working experiences in corporate and professional firms. I have
had experiences in corporate finance, financial modeling, risk, innovation and change
management. More importantly, as a foreigner, I have been staying and working in China
since 2004. I knows about High-tech, Telecommunication and Financial Service sectors. I am
a certified chartered accountants and member of HKICPA, ACCA and MIA. I hold Master in
Management Information System and Bachelor Degree in Accountancy (first class).
Before this, I worked in professional firms providing business compliance, innovation
and change management advisory services to companies in China, include China Mobile,
China Construction Bank and Alibaba Group. I advise my clients in various roles ranging
from lead consultant to project manager, and responsible to the Board and Senior
Management team for governance control and business performance improvement through
innovation and change. Some of the projects I conducted for my clients include, regulatory
compliance, revenue assurance, strategy planning, mobile payment, IT system
implementation, change management, innovation workshops, post-merger integration,
business modeling and system control review.
I am currently the Head of Business Solution for Greater China at DTZ Cushman &
Wakefield, a Global Engineering and Property Service Provider, and responsible to develop
business solutions using technology to improve business performance and client delivery.
Some of the works I perform include, ERP system implementation, Shared Service Centre
(SSC) operation setup, mobile application development, big data analytics and cloud solution.
I am also involved in design and implementation of cash pool solution to optimize cash
management and returns for Greater China. The scope include competing bank proposals
evaluation, financial modeling, solution design and governance compliance review. The
notional cash pool consolidates excess funds in China links with an international pool.
I have strong interest to understand the mechanism of financial innovation and regulation
dialectic in practice. I participate in various seminars and conferences to exchange ideas and
thoughts with industry experts, practitioners and scholars in the same field. For example, I
was a thematic speaker at the 2015 International Conference Innovation for Financial Services
held at the Singapore Management University in Singapore, 15-16 October 2015. My
thematic paper title is “China’s financial innovation: How technology is changing the China
financial landscape”. I discussed the mobile Internet technology implications on the fast
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growing Internet finance model in China. Specifically, I reveal how technology is
transforming the financial industry landscape in China; and how Chinse firms are innovating
their business model in a digitally-connected financial society.
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